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Benjamin Cashore 

Goveming Forestry: Environmental Group Influence in British Columbia 
and the US Pacific Northwest 

lncreased societai pressures over the iast thirty years for greater eco-forest protection in 

British Columbia and the US Pacific Northwest appear to be forces for (upward) policy conveqence. 

However, choices regarding forest land use (what to protect; where to log) and forest practices (how 

to log) have been a tale of policy divergence. The relative power of the state, industry, environmental 

groups, and other organized interests have also responded to societaI pressures in distinct ways. 

The dissertation seeks to explain these divergent policy responses and the differing influence of 

environmental groups. Ernploying a policy community/network approach and drawing from historical 

institutionalist theory, the dissertation tests the argument that rnacro-institutional structures, statutory 

regimes, and level of public land ownership appear to be key explanatory factors for understanding 

the nature of forest policy and network change. 

The dissertation finds that the conjunction of these three variables largely explains the high 

level of state autonomy in British Columbia, where forest policy and network change is strongly 

influenced by the actions of the goveming Party. in contrast, significant changes in the PNW have 

been primarily the product of organized non-govemmental interests (the forest industry in the case 

of Oregon and Washington State regulations and environmental group litigation in the case of US 

PNW federal lands policy). At the same time the research finds that this institutional explanation 

must be accompanied by an understanding of the role and place of each region's forest economy 

within the North American and international economies. These factors help account for the 

intemationalization of BC's forest policy community in the early 1990s, and the paucity of attention 

US environmental groups give to private land forest regulations in the Pacific Northwest. 
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PREFACE 

The sumrners of my youth were spent with rny family on a Northem Gulf Island nestled 

between Vancouver Island and the British Columbia coast. We would hike in the forest, fish for 

salmon and cod, or go to the beach to get clams and oysters. It was a great adventure. It was also 

a tirne to appreciate our place in a fragile and changing ecosystem. Refiecting on the important 

debates about forest stewardship that continue to pit environrnentalists against loggers, urban 

communities versus rural ones, I can see how this Northern Gulf Island experïence validates both 

positions. 

On the one hand, this island is testirnony to the ability of an old growth forest to regenerate 

after undergoing unregulated harvesting and become a second-growth forest of startling beauty. We 

would often hike by the old-growth stumps and wonder M a t  the original forest must have Iooked like, 

but we never thought for a moment that the forest was anything short of spectacular. On the other 

hand, the forest of my youth has changed significantly for the worse in the last 20 years: salmon no 

longer spawn in the stream; dams and oysters have been over hawested; we are lucky to catch one 

or two salmon in a summer, instead of in an outing; and, owing to the plans of a developer, a 

bulldozed road scars the forest landscape behind the property Iine. 

Ali of these changes are a microcosm of what is occumng around British Columbia, the US 

Pacific Northwest, and in other parts of the worid. Concems about the environment have led to 

increased calls for environmentally friendly harvesting practices and old-growth forest protection. 

This dissertation is an effort to see what kinds of effects these concems have had on public policy 

in BC and the US Pacific Northwest. This has been a daunting task, and, not sutprisingly, one that 

few have ventured to undertake. It involves summarizing highly detailed and complex policies of the 

four main jurisdictions that govem forestry in these regions: the province of BC, the States of Oregon 

and Washington, and the US federal govemment al1 play key roles. 
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Nonetheless, this study is necessary, for it presents a picture of different public policy 

responses to similar concems about the environment. Differences exist between BC and the PNW 

and within the PNW. The story in the coming pages is one that tells us that institutions matter. They 

mediate eco-forest stmggles in different ways, and they give govemments very different tools with 

which to address these fundamental issues. Such an understanding is of particular importance for 

those interested in shaping the direction of future forest poky. 

I have had the good fortune to have had long-tem funding for this project. The bulk of the 

research was supported by a three-year Tri-Council of Canada Eco-Research doctoral fellowship 

(Award No. 752-93-0128) at the University of Toronto, while the final edits were completed on a 

Canada-US Fulbflght fellowship at Harvard University. 

Countless individuals shared their time, ideas and resources with me over the course of 

wnting this dissertation. Over 120 interviews were undertaken for this research, and I must thank 

those governmental, industry, environmental, labour and other oficials who generously gave of their 

time. Their organizations are listed in Appendix B. On the US side, I was fortunate to have key 

government officiais patiently explain to me the intricacies of the US decision-making system as it 

pertains to forestry. These inciuded Keith Conigal, Jerry Sesco, and Peter Keller. I must also give 

a special thanks to Tom Tuchmann and Jack Ward Thomas, both of whom managed to find time in 

their extremely busy and demanding positions to meet with a graduate student from Canada. Nels 

Johnson of the World Resources lnstitute met with me at the very beginning of this project, and his 

advice made the research program more manageable than it would othenvise have been. Con 

Schelau of the Amencan Forest and Paper Association likewise spent half a day with me during the 

initial stages of the research. Robert Kennedy Jr. was most gracious in agreeing to meet with me, 

and shed light on the important role US environmental groups have corne to play in BC forest policy. 

Kent Robinson gave a thorough and thoughtful critique of conference papers that presented the US 

PNW research. Finally, Ross Gorte, one of the top experts on US forest policy, met with me three 
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times over the course of the research and provided a weaith of information. 

Kent Weaver of the Brookings Institution enlightened me on the intncacies of conducting 

research in the US capital. Along the way, Kent took me under his wing, and I have benefited 

enormously from his advice and generous assistance. Lisa Young provided help during one of my 

research trips to Washington, DC. She also gave thoughtful critiques of acadernic presentations and 

has been a valuable source of advice in the last three years. 

Key British Columbia govemmental, industry, and environmental officials met with me. Mark 

Haddock spent hours with me at the beginning going over the BC and US forest policy styles, and 

pointed me in numerous productive directions. Te j e  Vold and Bob Peart both spent valuable time 

with me and read draft material. I am most grateful to former BC Premier Harcourt, Geny Armstrong, 

PhiIip Halkett and Steven Owen, al1 of whom took time out over their hectic schedules to meet with 

me. Bnan Gilfillan of BC's Council of Forest Industries spent considerable tirne with me and William 

Cafferata's ongoing intellectual interest in this project has been appreciated. Principal BC 

environmental actors took time to meet with me and I am most grateful to them. !n particular, Alan 

McOonnell took a welcomed interest in this project. 

I also benefited from the advice of scholars at Harvard University. Elaine Bernard of the 

Harvard Trade Union Program went out of her way and then some to provide a healthy intellectual 

setting and office space dun'ng the year at Harvard. Margy Rydzynski's cheerful demeanor made my 

gruelling tasks more pleasant. Paul Weiler graciously agreed to oversee the research, and numerous 

Harvard faculty met with me. Most of my meetings were concerning a related topic on the Canada- 

US softwood lumber confiict, but many helped infomi this research as well. 

In particular, I would like to thank Marc Busch, Henry Lee, Lawrence Broz, Joe Kalt, Mike 

Scherer, Raymond Vernon, Theodore Panayotou, Ted Parson, Cary Coglianese and Paul Pierson 

for meeting with me and sharing their ideas. The Iibrarian staff at the John F. Kennedy School of 

Government, the Harvard Business School and Hilles tibrary were rnost helpful. Ted Smith 
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welcomed me to Cambridge, and was a valuable source regarding US concems about BC forests. 

Many people helped me with putting together the economic data, including Debra Warren and 

Karen Waddell of the US Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station, and Barbara Leline of 

the Western Wood Products Association. On the BC side, Tim Gallagher and George Dufor were 

very helpful, as was the staff at Price Waterhouse. 

I must thank Steven Bernstein whose collaboration with me on a related paper was most 

enjoyable. Steven greatly assisted me in understanding the way in which international environmental 

groups influence dornestic policy making, and the SC chapters are the better because of this. 

George Hoberg provided a constructive critique of this article. Fae Korsmo, Landon Cuny, and 

Michael Howiett aIl gave helpful comments on previous drafts of different parts of this dissertation. 

Jeremy Raynor provided valuable advice and ideas at various stages of this project. 

I had the privilege of working with Jeremy Wilson dunng the Victoria years. He provided me 

with invaluable insight into the wodd of BC forest politics, and with numerous interesting intellectual 

discussions. His fnendship was most appreciated and helped me to endure the lonely times of 

dissertation wtiting, Richard Simeon provided thoughtful wmments on previous versions and greatly 

helped to clarify my thoughts. I am grateful to him for taking on yet one more keen graduate student. 

Grace Skogstad perfomed numerous roles in her capacity as dissertation advisor. Her 

attention to the details of this project allowed me to work through with her important and difficult 

conceptual issues. She also provided valued professional advice over the past few years. Her ability 

to encourage and promote made the dissertation experience an enjoyable one. I know how fortunate 

1 was to have had her as an advisor, and will endeavour to model her approach in my career. 

Of course, mistakes that occur are mine atone. 

60th sets of parents greatly facilitated the research and wnting process. John and Sharon 

Cashore provided an affordable place to stay in a beautiful neighbourhood in Victoria, where two 

yean of the research and writing was camed out. I ako benefited from numerous conversations with 



my Dad, who was heavily involved in BC forest policy changes of the eariy 1990s. If there is any 

justice in this world, he will be remembered for his preoccupation with the future of BC forest policy, 

instead of how many tirnes the media mentioned his name. 

My wonderful in-laws, Joseph and Mildred Krejci, likewise provided invaluable assistance 

over the course of this research, induding the year at Haivard. My two children, Walter and Theresa, 

came along during this project, and gave me an additional reason to complete it. Their smiles and 

joyfulness have made rny worid a happier place. 

Finally, to my wife, Donna, who has been part of this project since the beginning. She has 

perfonned a role as cheerful encourager, mother, wife, editor and provided constructive criticism. 

This project went on longer than expected, but she was always supportive, despite the long days, 

short holidays, and stressful attitude of her number one admirer. They only put one name of the 

doctoral degree certificate, but I know that this is as much owing to her accomplishments as it is 

owing to mine. 

In an al1 too typical tale, Donna put her career on hold to be at home with our children and 

nurture their development, while allowing me to finish the PhD. It is to her that l dedicate this work, 

as a small note of my love and appreciation for ali that she has done. 



To Donna 



INTRODUCTION: 
ENWRONMENTALISM AND THE POLlTlCS OF FOREST POLlCY CHANGE 

In the last thirty years, two "wavesn of environmentalisrn have resulted in a notable shift in 

citizen values toward ecological concerns throughout Western industrialized countries.' Behavioural 

scholars have placed much attention on documenting this phenornenon within civil society, but less 

scrutiny has been paid to the effects of these value changes on public policy outputs. This study 

explores the influence of these value changes through a comparison of "eco-forestn policy and 

politics in the province of British Columbia and the States of Oregon and Washington.' Situated in 

a geographic region often refened to as "Cxcadia", this area of North Arnerica tends to attract the 

bulk of the attention of Canadian, Amencan, and even international environmental groups.' 

Jurisdictional matters complicate this comparison. In general, the US federal govemrnent 

oversees its significant holdings of federally-owned forest lands in the Pacific Northwest (PNW), 

while the State govemments regulate private forests and a limited amount of State-owned lands." 

British Columbia has prirnary jurisdiction over forests in its temtoiy, although the federal govemment 

does have a rofe over specific issues such as fisheries and national parks. 

The US Pacific Northwest and British Columbia have much in common. The forest industry 

has been, and remains, important to their economic development; their political cultures are similar; 

and citizens in both regions increased their ecological concems beginning in the rnid-1960s. As a 

result, environmental struggles in the forests becarne important to al1 jurisdictions in these regions, 

and ail made policy responses. 

Such similarities lead to an intriguing puzzle: the increased souetal pressures in both regions 

for greater eco-forest protection appear to be forces for (upward) policy convergence. However, 

choices regarding forest protectionIland use (what to protect; where to log) and forest 

practices/management (how to log) policies in British Columbia and the US Pacific Northwest have 

'In order to dinguish the two meanings of the word, "state", an upper case "S" will be used when referring to the 
Washington or Oregon "State", while a lower case "s" will be used when referring to the political science term the "state." 
Together, Oregon and Washington will be referred to as the 'Pacific Northwesr. 
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been a tale of policy divergence. At the same time, the relative power of the state, industry, 

environmental groups, and other organized interests has developed in distinct ways. There are even 

marked differences among the three US jurisdictions that determine forest policy within the Pacific 

Northwest. The govemments of Oregon and Washington State have taken one route, while the 

federal govemment in Washington, DC has gone in another direction." 

The quickest policy response affecting PNW forests occurred in Washington, DC. The US 

Congress passed legislation in the late 1960s and early 1970s that protected endangered species, 

provided for clean water, called for long-range forest plans that recognized "multiple uses" of the 

forest resource, and expanded protected wildemess areas? Following this legislation, the next two 

decades saw US regulatory and administrative agencies developing a wide anay of environmentally 

sensitive forest policies, culminating in the adoption of "ecosystem management" principles in the 

early 1990s. 

Policy responses were also swift in Oregon and Washington State, with both jurisdictions 

ushering in forest practices legislation in the early 1970s.~ However, these acts and other pieces of 

Iegislation did not provide the same degree of environmental protection as the laws being passed 

by the US Congress. In fact, they were pre-emptive measures supported by industry interests to 

avoid potentially more difficult Iegislation. Future policy change did occur after this time, but it was 

comparatively more limited than what was taking place on US federal forest lands. 

Finally, there was a third path in British Columbia. Forest policy change during the 1960s and 

1970s was limited.' Forest practice legislation was avoided, while little-used forest protection 

legislation was enacted. Some important wilderness areas were preserved in the 1980s (Wilson 

1990), but only in the very recent past has a forest practices code and a comprehensive protected 

arealland use strategy been initiated.' 

Similarly, the influence of environmental groups was uneven. Before 1960, policy making 

processes in al1 jurisdictions were relatively closed, and usually involved a key govemment forest 
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management agency, organized forest Company interests, and individual forest companies. 

However, the ability of environmental groups and other organized interests to influence closed 

stateJindustry relations vaned dramatically. Environmental groups gained the quickest and greatest 

degree of influence in Washington, DC. Although more fragmented than industry organizations and 

sometirnes divided on key issues9, many of these groups have been adept at foning strategic 

coalitions and have interacted on a regular basis since the early 1970s. Since then, many groups 

have successfully injeded e-forest values into forest policy development and administration. The 

dispute among resource policy experts in the US is not whether environmental groups are involved 

in decision making processes, but the degree of success they have obtained vis-à-vis ecanomic 

intere~ts. '~ 

The role of environmental groups in shaping policy choices in Oregon and Washington State 

has been limited. Few environmental groups have decided to focus on forest policy at the State level. 

National groups are almost never involved, while the number of local, State, and regional groups is 

strikingty srnaller than those interested in the Pacific Northwest federal lands. Environmental groups 

involved in these junsdictions do not share the same kind of influence as forest industry interests, 

although they made some minot inroads in the 1980s. Changes in forest poîicy outputs in the last 

thirty years in Oregon and Washington State have either been the result of industry-supported 

consultation processes or industry acting in concertation with govemment. 

Just as BC expefienced slow policy responses, its environmental groups historically have had 

limited influence. During the 1970s, few province-wide groups were established, and rnost were 

unsuccessful in influencing forest policy making processes. Instead, there was a noticeabie 

proliferation of special area-focused groups which concentrated on preserving their chosen part of 

the province. Environmental groups were on the outside of forest policy making processes, with 

economic interests and the state dominating. During the l98Os, province-wide environmental groups 

attempted to increase their influence, but achieved oniy minor success. However, since the late 
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1980s, the number and types of environmental groups seeking influence in BC have changed 

dramatically." Not only did sorne environmental groups become participants in policy making, but 

there was also a noticeable expansion of professional, expertise-oriented environmental groups. For 

the first time, this new era witnessed the first successful atternpt to create a province-wide coalition 

of some of the key eco-forest groups in the province. 

Due to jurisdicüonal limitations, poor enforcement of the federal FisheRes Act, and deference 

to provincial jurisdiction in resource matters, federal jurisdiction over BC eco-forest policy has 

remained relatively insignif~cant.'~ This distinguishes the Amencan expenence from the Canadian 

one, and explains why a thorough treatment of Canadian federal politics and policies transcends the 

scope of this ~ t u d y . ' ~  

This dissertation seeks to explain differences in the development of policy outputs and the 

role of environmental groups in BC and PNW forest policy making processes, including differences 

within the PNW. It tests the argument that the manner in which each jurisdiction's institutional setting 

(including its policy legacies) mediates environmental forest stnrggles largely accounts for these 

differences. It also argues that econornic or political culture factors are forces for convergence, and 

thus fail to shed light on the differences being explained. 

Consider the political economy approach within Canadian political science. While this 

approach is persuasive in explaining broad differences in the role of the state in Canada and the 

United States, it is not very helpful for this inquiry. This is because, in political econorny terrns, what 

is striking between British Columbia and the US Pacific Northwest is not their differences, but their 

similarities. in both cases, much of their eady economic development was built around harvesting 

timber and today each region's forest industry is important for economic development, revenue, and 

ernployment. Forest cornpanies operating in these regions also compete for the same markets in the 

United States, Europe and Japan. And both regions face increased competition from developing 
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countries entering the forest products market and from technological advances creating new sources 

of fibre. 

Yet, the PNW and BC economies are nc! Identical, and perhaps the differences that do exist 

might explain policy divergence and differences in statelsocietal relations. While much of the work 

of staples theonsts within Canadian political economy points to the very similar roles the state must 

play when facilitating developrnent of the forest resource, l4 some staples theonsts have argued that 

the level of dependence on resource development vis-à-vis other industrial activity will largely 

determine which economic and societal actors the state favoun.15 According to this school of 

thought, state actors goveming a resource dependent, non-diversified econorny, will have less roorn 

to manoeuvre than those in a state which is less dependent on staples exports and foreign capital. 

This literature's scholars might argue that the BC govemment is unable to afford the luxury of 

including eco-forest groups and developing advanced environmental regulations. 

However, this argument fails to solve the puzzle. The forest industry is important ta the 

economic development of both the regions. For example, measuring the number of direct jobs the 

forest sector produce in each region, Table 1.0 shows that the differences are only a question of 

degree. Indeed, Washington has the lowest percentage of jobs directly employed in the forest 

industry, but has followed a very similar path to the one Oregon has chosen. 



Table 1.0: Relative (Direct) Importance of Each Jurisdiction's Forest Industry. 1994',** 
(Thousands of persons) 

Jurisdiction Direct Jobs 

Oregon 63.6 

Washington State 53.9 

British Columbia 78.6 

% of total jobs 

4.66 

2.33 

-5.0 
I I 

Sources: Warren (1996). Schwindt and Heaps (1 996: 15,54), Cound of Forest Industries (1 994), Price Waterhouse (1 996). 
"In order to ensure a general corn parffon with PNW data, this tabie excludes the Value Added Sector and Ministry of Forests 
employment data usualiy included with BC figures. This means that this table under represents the number of direct jobs 
in each junsdiction. For exampte, Pnce Waterhouse (1996: 16) reports the number of direct forest jobs in 8C to be 96,000 
in 1994, and 97,500 in 1995. Since the BC data has been altered to facilitate cornparison, it is less precise than the PNW 
data. 

"This taMe does not show the impact of the forest industry on indirect jobs in each jurisdiction, which is estimated at double 
the levd of direct jobs. Price Waterhouse (1996: 16, 37) has estimated the number of direct and indirect jobs reçuking from 
the forest industry to be 18 percent of BC total employrnent, or three times their reported level of direct employment 

Others within the new Canadian political economy have focused explicitly on domestic class 

relations as explaining state (forest) policy de~sfsprnent.'~ Frorn this perspective. class conflict in 

these two regions would go a long way toward explaining the forest policy processes and outputs. 

But again, BC and the PNW share as many similarities as differences in this regard. Both sectors 

have witnessed a relatively high degree of unionization, and both have lost members in the early 

1980s as a result of mechanization and rece~sion.'~ lt is tme that the organization of forest industry 

business interests in the PNW has been more fragmentrd than is the case in BC. But any 

explanation of the fragmented associational structure in the PNW forest industry, in contrast to BC's 

relatively concentrated hierarchical structure, leads back ta the different institutional environment 

within which each industry operates. 

Another potential difference highlighted by Canadian politiwl economy literature stems from 

a region's place within the North American continental economy. Melissa Clark-Jones (1987: 11, 

21 l), argues that in Canada the federal and provincial states have facilitated "continental resource 

capitalism", in which the Canadian political economy is "a specialized (resource producing) adjunct 

to the American political economy". This analysis points us to the very different places Canada and 

the United States have within the North Amencan economy. Perhaps these differences inform the 
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puzzle? It is doubfful. The "specialized resource producing adjunct" analysis could just as easily be 

applied to the US Pacific Northwest political economy. This region also exports the bulk of its 

resources to other, more industrialized regions within the North Arnerican economy. Where these 

two regions Vary is that the PNW forest economy operates within the US institutional structure, while 

the BC forest economy is on the outside.18 The result of this institutional difference is important, and 

will be explored throughout this dissertation. 

Thus, most approaches within Canadian political econorny point to the fundional similarities 

of these two resource dependent forest economies, or to the differences that can be traced to the 

very different institutional environments in which each economy operates. 

Another possible non-institutional explanation is that there exists different political cultures 

in these two regions. Unfortunately this is a difficult argument to test, since no systematic aftempt 

to explore political culture similarities and differences between BC and the PNW has been made. 

It could be argued that the forest economies and abundant forested lands in these regions have fed 

to a single, "Cascadian" political culture, emphasizing once again similarities between these two 

regions. Could an argument be made for political culture differences? Conducting cross-Canada 

provincial comparisons, some have argued, in the holistic tradition, that British Columbia has a 

"frontier" political culture (Blac-k 1979), leading to the development of non-traditional political protest 

parties (Blake, Johnston, and Elkins 1981; Sirneon and Elkins 1974). The long tradition of a social 

democratic party in British Columbia seems testimony to its "collectivist" political culture, and rnay 

stand in contrast to party development in the PNW.'' As such, environmental values may be 

articulated in BC not just through organized societal groups, but also through political parties. If this 

is the case, it points to the different institutional settings which may have given political parties in 

British Columbia a greater ability to develop societal coalitions than their counterparts in the PNW. 

In addition, such an approach would not explain why a more collectivist political system lagged 

behind the US federal junsdiction's eco-forest policy responses. Furthemore, any explanation of 
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regional differences between the PNW and BC fails to explain important intra-regional differences 

in the PNW. 

The other aspect of politicai culture that infoms this dissertation is the behaviouralist work 

exarnining citizen attitudes toward environmental concems. lnglehart (1 977; 1981 ; 1990) has 

presented survey data to argue for the emergence of a "post materialist society" in western 

industrialired countries, where socialization expen'ences and modemization have led to an increase 

in non-material concems. AIthough Inglehart's thesis has not gone unchallenged, his analysis would 

appiy to the environmental values of citizens in the PNW and BC. Indeed, behavioural research has 

found that citizens values in both regions have been affected by the above noted "waves" of 

environmentalism in the 1960s and late 1980~.~O The challenge is to understand why such 

convergence in values led to such divergence in policy responses and differences in the inclusion 

of environmental groups in policy rnaking.2' This political culture approach helps in understanding 

changes in values, but does less well at understanding changes in policy outputs. 

Thus, if political culture is a powerful explanation of policy and group organization in the PNW 

and BC, it seerns more likely that it would predict similarity rather than difference. This is because 

al1 four jurisdictions grew out of resource dependency, exploitative economies, and because both 

BC and the PNW have been influenced by post-materialism. For these reasons, political culture 

approaches by themselves fail to explain the punle. They either present a picture of convergent eco- 

fnendiy values, or of different party systems that appear to be the result of quite different institutional 

settings. It is here where the four jurisdictions under review differ dramatically. Macro-institutional 

structures, policy choices regarding land ownership patterns, and statutory regimes - have resulted 

in three discemible institutional settings among our four cases (with Oregon and Washington State 

being remarkably similar). 

Macro-institutional structures are the rnost obvious institutional difference behveen British 

Columbia and the PNW. Canadian provinces follow the Westminster model of govemment, 
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characterized by an executive within the legislature, party discipline, and a concentrated system of 

authority. Conversely, the US macro-institutional setting at the State and national level is 

characterized by a separation of powers. The executive is outside of the legislature and the judiciary 

carries a significant degree of power. Within the legislature, decision-making authority is further 

diffused among numerous cornmittees which share responsibility over a given policy area. Moreover, 

on any given issue it is common that more than one administrative andlor regulatory agency will be 

involved. Differences in the federal structures are also important. That both countries are federations 

reveals at one level an obvious macro-similarity, but important differences exist. Canadian federalism 

is more decentralized and the US federal land ownership (reviewed below) has no real parallel in 

Canada. As a result, the Canadian federal government has far fewer jurisdictional handles on forest 

policy than does the US federal govemment. 

The historical policy choices regarding land ownership and statutory regimes have also 

created important intra- and inter-regional sectoral-level institutional differences. Regarding land 

ownership, a conscious decision was taken by BC state actors in the first decade of the 20th Century 

not to transfer remaining stocks of Crown-owned forest land to private ownership. This decision 

resulted in the province owning and controlling 94 percent of the forest land base. fnrest land in the 

PNW foilowed a much different history. About half of PNW forest land was sold to private timber and 

railway interests in the 19th Century. However, beginning in the late 19th Century, an aggressive 

federal govemrnent strategy created and maintained a broad system of National Forest lands, 

allowing the federal governrnent to own and manage almost half the forest land base in Oregon and 

Washington State. Conversely, Oregon and Washington State own only a srnalt fraction of land 

within each of their boundaries. 

The statutory regirnes that developed in the late 1960s and 1970s created different 

constraints and opportunities for state actors. The paucity of British Columbia's legislation left a great 

deal of discretion to govemrnent oficials. The industry supported "pre-emptiven statutory regime in 
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Oregon and Washington State limited litigation efforts while encouraging forest extraction. The 

complex statutory regime in Washington, OC included non-discretionary and directive rneasures. 

How can these different institutional settings explain the differences in policy responses and 

participation of environmental groups in policy making? Two bodies of literature are helpful; the first, 

historical institutionalisrn, addresses the impacts of macro-level institutional structures on policy 

outputs2'; the second, the policy comrnunity/network approach, examines sectoral level policy 

making institutions and networks and their effects in mediating the interaction among state, 

economic and societal a~ tors . '~  

HISTORICAL INSTlTUTlONALlSM 

It has been over 15 years since political science "rediscovered" the state. A number of 

scholars have traced the roots of this new institutionalism to the unhappiness with existing pluralist, 

behaviouralist, structural functionalist and neo-marxist paradigms." The new institutionalists charged 

that the state was either ignored by pluralists and behaviouralists or was detennined by other 

variables (function for structural-functionalists and class for neo-marxists). In fact, three approaches 

have emerged under the banner of neo-institutionalism: public choice, organization theory and 

histoncal institutionalism." Due to its emphasis on past decisions and institutions as mediating social 

conflict, it is the historical institutionalist approach which inforrns this dissertation. 

Historical institutionalism had its roots with those scholars who called for a renewed 

emphasis on the state, both as an actor and as a legal order. According to this approach, just as 

society influences the development of the state, the state also influences civil society, including the 

development of societal preferences and organized interests. Early historical institutionalists, such 

as Theda Skocpol, introduced the concepts of state "autonorny" and state "capacity". State 

autonomy referred to the ability of the state to develop its own goals independently of societal 

interests, M i l e  state "capacrty" referred to the ability of the state to formulate and implement policy. 



There were "weak states" that were unable to realize their own interests and "strong states" that 

were both autonornous from civil society and able to implement their own policy de ci si on^.'^ 

This approach has developed important hypotheses about the influence of different macro- 

level institutionai structures (e.g., the US systern with its separation of powers, or the Westminster 

rnodel of parliamentary govemment) on public policy making processes and policy formation. 

Skocpol has argued that the separation of powers in the US constitutional system has led to a 

"weak" state, in which it is difficult fur the state to have autonorny from societal interests or the 

capacity to implernent its own decisions. As a result, according to Katznelson and Prewitt (1979: 31- 

33) the US institutional/constitutional structure has created "a govemment of legislation and 

litigation", in which politics "becomes the stwggle to translate social and economic interests into 

laws".*' Atkinson (1993a:32) hypothesizes that policy capacity is low in this institutional setting: 

' m a t  can be said about the United States is that policy change of any kind is difficult if it requires 

-operation arnong different a n s  of govemment or reliance on a strong administrative apparat~s".~' 

Thus, according to historical institutionalist analyses, the US institutional structures have led ta a 

weak state with little state capacity, and with policy outputs that are fairly stable. 

Historical institutionalists characterize Canada's macro-level institutional structures 

differently. Canadian institutional structures, according to this school, have led to stronger state 

autonomy and capacity, and thus potential for policy outputs to fluctuate over short periods of time. 

It is argued that Canada's Westminister parliamentary model and centralized cabinet with ministerial 

responsibility rules out "an open alliance between bureaucrats and interest groups" (Atkinson 

1993a:32), effectively enhancing state autonomy from societal interests. The centralized nature of 

cabinet decision making in Canada, in contrast with the segmented nature of the US system, has 

led Atkinson to hypothesize that "...concentmtion of authority is inversely related to policy continuity" 

(ibid). 



However, these generalizations do not correlate well with forest policy decision making in 

British Columbia or the Pacific Northwest. In particular, policy change occurred first in the 

fragmented institutional structure of the three PNW junsdictions under review, while until 1991. 

relative policy continuity characterized British Columbia. Clearly. hypotheses that directly link 

different macro-level institutions with corresponding policy outputs are not always accurate. 

Responding to this concem, Skocpol (1986: 14) has argued that: 

..." state autonomy" is not a fixed structural feature of any govemrnental system. It 
can corne and go. This is true not only because crises may precipitate the 
formulation of official strategies and policies by elites or administrators who othewise 
might not mobiiize their own potentials for autonomous action. It is also true because 
structural potentials for autonomous state actions change over time, as the 
organizations of coercion and administration undergo transfomiations, both intemally 
and in their relations to societal groups and to representative parts of govemrnent. 
Thus, although cross-national research can indicate in general ternis whether a 
governrnental system has "strongei' or "weakef' tendencies toward autonomous 
state action, the full potential of this concept c m  be realized only in tmly historical 
studies that are sensitive to structural variations and conjunctural changes within 
given po~i t ies.~~ 

For Skocpol, these fluctuations in state autonomy explain "initially autonomous state 

intervention" in the New Deal's "administrative interventions in agriculture", and subsequent "capture" 

by the Amencan Fam Bureau Federation. Skocpol emphasizes change in "official strategies" or 

"structural potentials" across time, while Krasner (1978: 58) emphasizes change across different 

sectors: 

There is no reason to assume a priori that the pattern of strengths and weaknesses 
be the same for al1 policies. One state may be unable to alter the structure of its 

medical systern but be able to construct an efficient transportation network, while 
another can deal relatively easily with getting its citizens around but cannot get their 
illnesses cured. 

Clearly, historical institutionalists recognize that macro-institutional structures do not. in and of 

thernselves, detemine the relationships between the state and organized interests at different 

sectoral levels. 

The review above mises two related theoretical questions historical institutionalists need to 

address: If strengths and weaknesses can change from policy domain to policy domain, how can the 



effects of macro-level institutions on policy outputs and policy making processes at the sectoral level 

be specified?; and What is the relationship between institutions and policy change? 

Recent exponents of historical institutionalism have avoided the first question by going in two 

directions. Some have focused solely on the study of such macro-institutional level structures as 

parliamentary dernocracy or a separation of powers; others have cornpletely ignored or rejected 

them. Weaver and Rockman's (1993a; 1993b) important comparative study that asked whether 

"institutions matte? focuses almost exclusively on rnacro-level institutions and their effects on policy 

outputs. On the other hand, Peter Hall, in his study of post-war economic policy in France and 

Britain, never contrasts the effeds of British Parliarnentary democfacy with the institutional structures 

of the French 5th ~epublic? Hall's study does address the second question, and is a powerful 

exploration of institutional rigidity in constraining policy change. However, this study says little about 

either how institutions rnay encourage or facilitate a particular type of policy change, or about the 

conditions under which institutions themselves may be adaptable. 

Innovative practitioners of historical institutionalism have atternpted to address the second 

question, examining the relationship between institutions and change (Steinmo, Thelen, and 

Longstreth 1992)." Of concem has been the influence of rnacro-institutional structures on where and 

when policy change is likely to occur. lmmergut (1992a; 1992b), for example, has noted that in 

infiuencing the strength (capacity and autonomy) of the state, macro-institutional structures also 

create different "windows of opportunity" or "veto points" that allow for different opportunities for 

influence and change. She argues that: 

De jure rules of institutional design provide procedural advantages and impediments 
for translating political power into concrete policies. De facto niles arising from 
electoral results and party systems change the ways in which these forrnal 
institutions work in practice. Together these institutional rules establish distinct logics 
of decision-making that set the parameters both for executive action and interest 
group influence (Irnmergut 1992b: 59). 

Similarly, Hoberg (1993b), Weaver (1994: 18) and othen have noted that the US macro-institutional 

system. with its separation of powen and weak govemment, can produce a "log rolling" 



phenomenon, where some legislators offer to support other legislators' proposed legislation. in 

exchange for support of their own legislative agenda . Euring this window of opportunity, interest 

groups and state agencies focus much of their efforts on statutory change. Attention tends to 

dissipate afler a legislative battle, leaving a statutory regime in place which often shows remarkable 

resilience. The US institutional systern can also create a "bidding up" phenomenon between the 

President and Congressional leaders , which usually occurs when "partisan differences are more 

muted and voter preferences are clear and intense" (Weaver 1994: 23).32 Similar to the log-rolling 

phenornenon, "bidding up" tends to be a relatively short-lived process that results in long-lasting 

legislative initiatives. Conversely, in British Columbia's cabinet-centred parliarnentaiy systern, 

windows of opportunity are more related to changes in the goveming political party, or changes in 

party leadership. Thus, these histoncal institutionalists argue that macro-institutional structures do 

not just affect state capacity and autonomy directly, they also influence how and when statutory 

poticy change is likely to occur. 

These approaches offer exciting new variables to historical institutionalism which may go a 

long way to explaining the puzzle of differences in policy change across polities. Perhaps the US 

institutional structure might have a "logic of decision making" that adapts quicker to new values in 

civil society. Huwever, this focus still has not coincided with a broadly developed theoretical 

approach linking macro-level institutional analyses to sedoral level policy making. This line of inquiry 

is fundamentally important. As Coleman and Skogstad (1990a: 19) rernind us, "the overall [macro] 

institutional configuration of the polity" will affect the policy process at the meso-level, but it will do 

so in an "indirect fashion". 

A better understanding of the relationship between the sectoral/meso-level institutional 

factors and change is also needed. One promising line of inquiry in this area has been the 

development of f .E. Schattschneider's (1 935: 288) now widely accepted claim that "new policies 

create a new politics". For example, Weir (1 992), demonstrates that historical policy choices or 
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"policy paths" influence power stmggles within civil society and the development of organized 

societal interests? Still, this literature does not explicitly address intfa-national sectoral-level 

differences. Pemaps this is wtiy Paul Pierson (1993: 596) has noted that despite this attention to the 

influence of policies as independent variables explaining future processes, moving "to more specific 

propositions about how policy structures matter has proven dificult". "[Wlhat needs to be detemined 

is preusely how, when, and where partiuilar effects are likely to o m f '  (ibid: 597). Part of the answer 

to this question lies in Iinking the above discussion on macro-level windowç of opportunity for 

statutory change, to the influence of statutory change in altering stateisocietal relations, The 

evidence in this dissertatioi-i indicates that histoncal policy choices tend to have their most significant 

effect on sectoral level political struggles. As a result, the policy cummunity/network literature informs 

this inquiry, and helps to develop an answer to Pierson's question. 

POLlCY COMMUNIWNETWORK LITERATURE 

The policy community literature, in many ways, has brought the work of the historical 

institutionalists to the sectoral or "meso" fevel of decision rnaking, examining the institutional 

constraints and opportunities on sectoral level policy making." Building on the histoncal 

institutionalist focus on "state autonomy", "policy legaciesfpolicy paths", and "opportunities for 

influence", policy community practitioners add the "organizational developrnent of sectoral interests" 

and further detail the "nature of the exchange between state officials and organized groups". 

Emphasis on the sectoral level has aimed to define different characteristics of societal 

organizations and their interaction with state officials. Unfortunately, key definitions in the policy 

community/network literature, such as "policy cornmunity", "policy networks" and "issue networks" 

are used differently by different authors. In fact, some use "policy community" as the overarching 

concept in which al1 sectoral interests would be included, while "policy network" is reserved for 

describing the particular nature of the exchange between state actors and organized economic and 
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societal interests,15 while others invert these ternis? Still others refer to a "policy communitf as the 

actors in a policy secior, while the policy network is the "policy subsector" (Wilks and Wright 1987). 

This dissertation will use Coleman and Skogstad's (1990b: 25) definition in which a "policy 

community" is "al1 actors or potential actors with a direct or indirect interest in a policy area or 

function who share a common 'policy focus' and who, with varying degrees of influence shape policy 

outcornes over the long m . "  A policy cornmunity has two components: a "sub-governmentn and an 

"attentive publicn. The sub-govemment is where policy is "made" within a given policy area. fts 

membership may include groups that are involved as "policy advocates" and who "approach the 

state as lobbyists, outside the decision-making circles, seeking to influence the nature and content 

of public policy" (ibid: 20). Altematively, groups and individuals rnay be involved in the sub- 

govemment as "policy participantsn inside decision making cirdes." Finally. according to this model. 

members of the attentive public attempt to influence policy from time to time, but do not generally 

participate in policy making. Policy networks refer to the nature of exchange in a given policy 

community's deliberations over a policy matter of concern to the community. Its specific character, 

the strength of state actions, and the level of group autonomy are al1 variables to be exarnined." 

The policy community/network approach provides a useful way to categorize and compare 

state/organized interest group relations among the four jurisdictions. Nonetheless, there exist certain 

rnethodological difficulties. Policy communities are less easily identified than studies limited to a 

single institution such as the US Congress. or individual agencies like the US Forest service? 

Instead, policy communities are less formal entities, and embrace the informal interaction of societal 

actors and ofFicials in a number of agencies, departrnents and jurisdictions. Being able to distinguish 

a dear "sub-govemment" from an "attentive public" is a difficult task. Still, such a definition seems 

wamnted for it focuses our attention first and foremost on ali the actors and institutions involved in 

a particular policy domain. Previous studies of public policy limited to a particular agency or macro- 

level institutions, often assume the relative importance of the target institution to the policy questions 



they are addressing. Thus, the policy communityhetwork approach serves well as a heuristic device 

for this comparative analysis. 

Policy community/network theory is still being developed. However, as Atkinson (1 992: 163- 

168) notes, the sarne wmplexity that led historical institutionalists to ignore the relationship between 

macro-level institutional structures and sectoral-level policy making, had a similar effect on many 

policy community/network practitioners. In this case, the tendency has been to ignore institutions 

altogether, retuming us to a more traditional pluralist paradigm. This is an unfortunate direction. 

lnstead of shying away from studying a dearly cornplex interaction process. we must, as Marsh and 

Rhodes (1992a: 268) have asserted, locate policy networks "in a nurnber of macro-level theories of 

the state, and the articulation between the levels needs to be specified." Wright (1993: 528) concurs: 

Any framework for sectoral analysis must provide ... the means to analyze and 
compare the conditions of their operations, and how relationships are rnaintained and 
sustained, disnipted, transfomed and dissolved by adaptations to their extemal 
environment. To do this it is necessafy to understand the histon'cal development of 
the institutions and structures of a state sector, and the broader contextual factors 
which detemqine the organisations of the sectoral ~lationships between (parts of) the 
State and the sector (ltalics added)? 

In fact, a handful of scholan working in the policy comrnunity/network tradition have begun theonzing 

about the effect of a group's organizational structure in influencing its position in the policy 

community, and institutional influences on a group's organizational development (Coleman 1993; 

1988). Linking historical institutionalisrn and policy community analyses, Atkinson, (1 993a: 24) has 

found that "Institutions ... affect the number and type of coalitions that can be fonned": 

Where the authon'ty over a particular policy area is diffused among a host of agencies 
and officiais, CO-operation is often difficult to achieve. Policy advocates may not 
recognize, let alone act upon, their common interest.. . . 

Where authority is concentrated, opponents often experience difficulty mounting 
effective challenges to policy innovations. Potential coalition partners rnay never 
organize because they la& the capacity to rneet institutionally imposed requirernents 
of participation. 

Some of those writing in a liberallpluralist tradition aid this discu~sion.~' It is argued that the 

institutional separation of powers in the United States has meant that power is diffused, allowing 



groups multiple-access points by which to enter the policy making process. This irnplies not only that 

groups will be able to obtain influence, but that their development, pertiaps even existence, will be 

conditioned by this institutional setting." Conversely, in Canada, it has been argued (albeit with 

some notable  exception^^^), that the centralized cabinet structure, combined with a closed 

bureaucracy and executive federalism has discouraged a pluralistic decision making process? 

However, this literature either ignores important sectoral differences, or acknowledges that macro- 

institutional variables themselves cannot explain the presence or absence of pluralism within 

different sectoral arrangements. It is the policy comrnunity approach that takes this analysis further, 

probing both the nature of group structures and their role in the policy process, as well as how 

institutions affect the development of organized interests. 

Pierson's (1993) literature review on "policy feedbacks" also augments policy community 

theory. Drawing on existing empirical research he finds strong support for the notion that: 

[i]f interest groups shape policies, policies also shape interest groups. The 
organizational structure and political goals of groups may change in response to the 
nature of the programs they confront and hope to sustain or modify (ibid: 598). 

According to Pierson, "[plolicies provide both incentives and resources that rnay faciiifate or inhibit 

the formation or expansion of particular groups" (ibid 599; emphasis added). Pierson's work reminds 

us that policy legacies join macro-institutional factors in influencing the development of organized 

interests. However, unlike macro-institutional factors, policy legacies are often specific to individual 

policy sectors. 



EXPLANATORY SCHEME 

This dissertation seeks to explain the different eco-forest policy paths that have developed 

in BC and the US PNW in the last thirty years, as well as illuminating the causes of divergent access 

and influence of environrnental groups and other organized interests in the policy making process. 

The preceding review of histoncal institutionalist and policy cornrnunity literature helps formulate an 

explanation. In particular, these literatures support the argument that, in rnediating sectoral-level 

confiict, institutional settings (including macro-institutional structures and historical policy choices) 

may produce different degrees of state autonomy and state capacity, and shape the developrnent 

of organized environmental interests. This literature also supports the notion that state autonomy, 

state capacity, and the organizational developrnent of interest groups drarnatically influence sectoral- 

level policy communities, networks and policy outputs. This section hypotheses about the nature of 

this influence. The validity of these hypotheses wiil be tested as the dissertation explores the 

developrnent of policy communities, policy networks, and policy outputs. 

The Influence of Macro-institutional Structures 

1) Macro-institutional structures influence the level of state autonomy and state capacity as well as 
the access and influence of organized interests. 

a) BC's Westminster model of govemment centralizes decision-making authority and 
encourages a greater degree of state autonomy. This sarne feature also tends to 
facilitate state adors in developing or rnaintaining strong policy capacity. On the other 
hand, decentralization and separation of powers in the three US jutisdictions tend to 
lead to a weak state with less ability to initiate change. 

b) The US separation of powers often leads to a fragrnented state with more points 
of access for organized environrnental groups. This provides considerable and 
ongoing access to the sub-government, although this does not ensure policy 
influence. Conversely, BC's centralized macro-institutional structures allow the party 
in power much more contrai over access to the policy making process. As a result 
opportunities for environmental group influence are much more dependent on the 
wishes of the govemment, and will fluctuate accordingly. 

c) Differences in federal institutional relationships in these two countnes influence 
the access, strategies, and organizational developrnent of environmental interests. 
Environmental groups in the US are able to focus on that level which shows the most 



potential for influence, and to develop appropriate strategies, since forest policy is in 
the domain of both the federal and State levels of govemment. With Canadian 
federalism granting little role to the Canadian national govemment, failure to gain 
access to the BC forest policy sub-govemment may have the effect of encouraging 
environmental groups to undertake more grass-roots focused, "valley-by-valley" 
campaign strategies. 

d) These macro-institutional differences may have an effect on the organizational 
development of environmental groups. We would exped US groups to develop the 
necessary expertise and professional skills to interact effectively with govemment 
officiais, while BC groups might lag behind in this regard. Instead, we might expect 
BC environmentai groups to focus more on the use of media and public opinion to 
obtain influence or to cultivate ties with opposition parties(especially when the party 
in power denies them access to the sub-govemrnent).4s 

e) Macro-institutions can also have an important effect on the development of meso- 
level institutions. As a result of the Canadian Westminister model, govemments tend 
to stress the role of ministries or short-terni advisory royal commissions. Arguably 
reflecting the diffusion of interests, the US often relies on the use of amis length 
independent agencies or commissions that are often granted significant regulatory 
power." 

The Influence of Policy Legacies: Land Ownership 

2) Previous decisions regarding privatization of forest land ownership affect the level of state 
autonomy, as well as the formation of organized interests. 

a) Pnvate land ownership b i t s  both the scope of policy state actors rnay consider 
and policy instruments state actors may employ. 

b) Where forest land is govemment owned, state oficials have a much greater ability 
to take decisions autonomous from the dominant economic and societal actors. 

c) The higher the proportion of private land ownership, the greater the likelihood of 
the existence of an orgariized pnvate land owners' group that seeks to limit 
environmental regulations. Since private land limits the type of policy changes that 
can be made. environmental groups will have less interest and usually much less 
influence in the forest policy communities that develop around private land 
reguiations. 

Different levels of plivate and public land ownership are highlighted in three ways: Fintly. we 

would expect that, in al1 three jurisdictions, common law regarding pnvate property would limit the 

kinds of forest extradion practice regulations that govemments can impose on pnvate forest land.4i 

Secondly, private forest land use issues will probably be limited to questions of zoning and forest 



land conversion, since permanently reserving forest land from being hawested would most often be 

opposed by the private land owner. This situation reduces the kinds of "ecu-forestn policies the state 

can consider.' Thirdly, it seems likely that this limited policy scope translates into less interest on 

the par? of environmental groups. 

The Influence of Policy Legacies: Statutory Regimes 

3) Dunng the 1970s' "fint waven of environmentalisrn, different kinds of legislative responses in each 
of the three jurisdidions ueated different levels of state autonomy vis-à-vis organized interests and 
different capacities to implement state-initiated eco-forest policy processes. The resulting statutory 
regirnes influenced the kinds of environmental interests that would develop and seek influence in 
each jutisdiction. 

How do these statutory regimes (detailed in Chapter Two) influence state capacity and 

autonomy, and the developrnent of organized interests? Here, a distinction must be made between 

the substantive ew-forest policy content or orientation of the legislation, and the manner in which 

legislation incorporates these policies. The former is of course a prerequisite for statutes to have any 

relevance for a study of eco-forest policy, but their policy content is not, by itself, a deterrnining 

factor. Instead, it is hypothesized that the structural charactefistics of the statutory regime - whether 

or not it is non-discretionary, enabling, or legalistic - is what affects the development of stateJsocietal 

relations, and in particular the role of environmental groups. 

With respect to statutory regirne development, this dissertation will test the argument that: 

3a) the greater reliance on statutes that provide for only discretionary protection and/or the absence 
of eco-forest policy statutes leads to increased state autonorny and a great deal of latitude for the 
state when considering policy options (this corresponds with British Columbia's statutory regirne). 

This type of statutory regime wiIl also influence the type of environmental groups that are 

established, as well as their policy focus. With few statutory requirements for environmental group 

or citizen participation (exacerbated by a political party that excludes environmental groups from the 

policy making process), environmental groups will tend to be highly fragrnented, focusing on valley- 

by-valley fights. and unable to maintain long-lasting coalitions. 



3b) a statutory regime that tends to rely on discretionary measures within legislative regulations, 
cornbined with regulatory authority resting with timber industry-oBented, quasi-governrnental bodies 
also leads to diminished state autonomy vis-à-vis economic interests and reduced state capacity to 
initiate change (As in Oregon and Washington State). 

In this regime, significant influence rests with organized economic interests. These statutory 

regimes also appear to have had a profound effect on the development of environment groups in 

each State's forest policy making processes, limiting their access, their policy scope, and their 

interest. 

3c) a statutory regime with a greater reliance on substantive measures within the legislation itself, 
combined with non-discretionary substantive forest protection or forest practice requirements, leads 
to diminished state autonorny from societal interests (the US federal statutory regime affecting the 
Pacific Northwest forest lands follows this description). 

Again, this statutory regime has a dramatic effect on the types of environmental groups that 

develop. Groups under this regime becorne highly professional, are supported by mass 

memberships, and will develop a high degree of legal and scientific in-house expertise. 

In sum, this dissertation theonzes that rnacro-institutional structures, and previous policy 

paths regarding forest land ownership and statutory regimes strongly determine sectoral-level state 

capacity and autonomy, as well as the historical development of organized environmental interests. 

These three intervening variables largely determine the different policy outputs and policy 

communityhetwork paths each jurisdiction will follow, including the kinds of roles environmental 

groups will assume. 

Exploring this argument means that four cornparisons will be going on simultaneously: in 

addition to the rnacro-Canada/US comparison, there is one between BC with the two State 

jurisdictions, one between the US federal and State jurisdictions and one between Oregon and 

Washington State. Within al! of these is a cornparison across time. The Canada-US comparison is 

most important when explonng the effects of rnacro-institutional differences, since BC is 

distinguished from the three PNW jurisdictions in this regard. The Bastate comparison is valuable 

because they share no institutional similanties, but have govemments who physically are closer to 
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the environmental conflicts and depend more on the forest economy than do their federal 

governments. The US federallstate companson is important when explonng the effects of land 

ownership. As we will see, this rneasure clearly distinguishes the federal and State levels, while 

highlighting an important similarity of the BC and federal US cases. 80th the Canada/US and 

federaUState cornparisons are key to the analysis of the causes and effects of the statutory regirnes. 

This is because the effects of macro-institutional structures and land ownership influences on the 

development of statutory regirnes are explored; and then the statutory regimes are examined for the 

effects they have on each jurisdiction's forest policies and policy making processes. The Oregon and 

Washington State cornpanson provides a case of policy convergence, pemitting this study to expiain 

why it is that some jurisdiclions make sirnilar choices. 

POLiCY AND COMMUNITYINETWORK CHANGE 

These hypotheses speak to a discussion of why and how policy and cornrnunity/network 

change occurs. The logic of the preceding argument is that different levels of state autonomy, state 

capacity and the development of organized interests means that the forces behind forest policy 

development, and thus any poIicy change in each jurisdiction, will also be quite distinct. This is 

because according to historical institutionalist/policy community theory, different levels of state 

autonomy and capacity rnean that some policy cornrnunities and networks will adapt rather quickly 

to new societal values, ideas and organized interests, while others wilf rernain more resistant to 

change. What can be extrapolated from this theory for the four cases? Drawing on the theoretical 

discussion above, Table 1.1 presents a general picture of how the conjunction of the three 

institutional variables in each of the cases might affect the "strength" of each state. This, in tum, has 

implications for what factors cause change in each jurisdiction. Where the institutional setting leads 

to a strong state, historical institutionalisUpolicy community theory and the preceding explanatory 

scheme would argue that the immediate catalyst for change would corne through state officiais. (In 
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these cases, such as in BC, the ideology of the party in power would more often be the immediate 

cause of policy development and change. At the same time, the strength of the state can be used 

as much to resist change as to bring it about). Policy cornmunitylnetwork change would be expected 

to be influenced by the direct result of state decisions. 

Where a weak date exists, the literature suggests that organized interests may be the dBving 

factors for change, or lad< thereof. The logic of the preceding explanatory scherne is that in Oregon 

and Washington State, the low level of public forest land ownership and the extraction-onented 

statutory regime would result in organized industry interests being behind rnost policy changes. How 

and why would changes improving environmental protection occur in such jurisdictions? Such 

changes might be strategic - the result of organized economic interests trying to head-off more 

radical demands for eco-forest policy change, such as direct challenges to the existing statutory 

regime. 

On PNW federai forest lands, the non-discretionary and directive statutory regime, aided by 

public forest land ownership, policy output and cornmunity/network change would be initiated by 

courts after environmental organizations sue an agency for non-statutory c~rnp l iance.~~ Thus, 

change would seem to be most likely when agency policies confiid with statutory requirements? 



Table 1.1: 
INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS CONTRJBUTING TO THE STRENGTH 

Land Ownership 

Statutory Regime 

Strong 
Centralized 

Strong 
Government owned 

Strong 
Limited, discretionary 

STRONG 
Executive largely 
detemines relative 
influence of industry 
and environmental 
interests 

OF THE STATE 

PNW-State Ievel 

Wea k 
Separation of 
Powers 

Weak 
Mostly privately 
owned 

Wea k 
Exfraction oriented 

WEAK 
The state has no 
autonomy from 
industry interests 

PNW-federal level 

Wea k 
Separation of powers 

Strong 
Government owned 

Hybrid 
Non-discretionary, 

HYBRiD 
Weak executive and 
legislature but "strong" 
judiciary. Relative 
influence of 
environmental and 
industry interests 
largely deterrnined by 
court nilings 

The US case appears to Vary slightly from traditional concepts of weak and strong states. 

Table 1.1 supposes that not only can the strength of the state Vary across policy sectors, but it can 

Vary across different parts of the state within the same policy community. Thus, the US executive 

and legislature are classified as "weak" within the federal PNW forest policy domain, but the US 

judiciary in this policy sector is best classified as "strong". Yet, there are some differences between 

the "strong" US judiciary and what the original histoncal institutionalists meant when they conceived 

of a state as having a high degree of autonomy and capacity. Firstly, the judiciary may have 

"autonomy" from organized interests and other parts of the state, but it has no authority to depart 

from the non-discretionary statutes upon which it must base its nilings. Secondly, the judiciary must 

rely on the often fragmented, ' h a k "  US administrative state stnidure to implernent its policy making 

nilings. 
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Hoberg (1992b: 209) helps explain this hybrid phenornenon by highlighting the two key foci 

of historical institutionalist analyses: the state as an actor (what Hoberg refers to as "state as officials 

in action strand") and the state as a legal order (what Hoberg calls the "state as institutional order 

strand"). State officials may be "weak because of a non-discretionary statutory regime, but, this 

sarne statutory regime renders policy decisions by the judiciary quite durable, even in the face of 

strong societal opposition ?' 

What happens when institutions themselves change? 

This dissertation concems itself with macro- and land ownership institutional factors that did 

not change during a 30-year period from the mid-1960s to the mid-1990s, and statutory regimes that 

have remained stable since the rnid-1970s.~~ The fundamental characteristics of statutory regimes 

have been threatened in two of the four junsdictions under review. BC's recent statutory changes 

are the most noticeable, but they do not challenge, for the most part, the bureaucratie-discretion and 

cabinet-centred policy making capacity of the previous regime. Atternpts in 1994 by a Republican- 

dominated Congress to challenge the prevailing statutory regime have thus far been largely blocked, 

mirroring the limited success of similar attempts by the Reagan administration in 1981 and 1982 

(Hoberg 1992b: 209). Changes made in Oregon and Washington State were made within the 

parameters of the eariy 1970s statutory regime. 

Thus, most of this dissertation will be about policy and process change within an institutional 

setting that has remained relatively constant. In order for this theoretical framework to be historically 

valid though, it must be recognized that change in the institutional settings of any of the four 

junsdictions could alter state/societal relations and the three key intervening factors driving policy 

community, network and output change. 

We must therefore understand how and when institutional settings thernselves might change. 

This answer has afready been visited when examining the devclopment of divergent statutory 

regimes in each junsdiction. However, a fuller undentanding of the vulnerability to change of all three 
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institutional factors is needed. By disentangling institutions into three key factors, a better 

understanding of how and when institutional change might occur in each jurisdiction ernerges. For 

example, the preceding explanatory scherne implies that not al1 institutions are created equal. They 

do not al1 have the same influence on sectoral level policy making, and, as Table 1.2 posits, not al1 

have the sarne ability to change and adapt to new societal interests. Macro-institutional structures 

often remain constant, even during significant changes within civil societyu The sectoral-level 

institutional setting of land ownership is also durable. In both British Columbia and the PNW, no 

signifiant changes have been made to the ratio of public/private land ownership since the early 

1 900s.~" 

TABLE 1.2: INSTlTUTlONS AND CHANGE 

Macre- 
institutions 

(al1 
jurisdictions) 

Land 
Ownership 

(BC and - 

the federal 
PNW) 

Land 
ownership 

(PNW state 
level) 

US Federal PNW 
statutory regime 

US PNW State-level 
statutory regime 

BC statutory 
regime 

However, at the level of statutory regimes durability and reasons for change appear different, 

owing to each jurisdiction's rnacro-institutional and land ownership institutional setting. The question 

is, "once enacted, how easily is a statutory regime changed?" In the case of the US jurisdictions, 

passing Iegislation often requires a "window of opportunity" created by extraordinary consensus, 

usually as result of "log rolling" or "bidding up" phenomena (both of which existed during the 
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development of the federal PNW statutory regime in the late 1960s and early 1970s). However, after 

laws were enacted, they became difficult to revoke and less susceptible to change than laws passed 

under a Westminster rnode~ .~~  Thus, the same diïculty in creating a statutory regime may also make 

it diffÏcult to change. It would be expected in such a setting, that once a legalistic statutory regime 

was in place, the bulk of the efforts of promoters of policy change would switch from "legislation" to 

Iitigation. Where a non-legalistidpro-extraction statutory regime developed - as it did in Oregon and 

Washington State - the same macro-level institutional structure would arguably stifle the efforts of 

environmental groups to initiate change? 

According to this argument, macro-institutional structures do not tell us what kinds of 

statutory regimes wili emerge for a given sector. But they do tell us about the political forces required 

for statutory regime change to take place. Macro-institutional structures and the systern of land 

ownership are two factors that rareiy change. It is hypothesized that these two factors make statutory 

regime change easiest in BC, and the reason why statutory regimes appear less important in BC in 

structuring stateJsocietai relations than statutory regimes in the three PNW jurisdictions. Thus, by 

disentangling institutions, policy outputs may not be predidable, but how and when institutional 

change will Iikely occur is illurninated. 

PLAN OF DISSERTATION 

The chapters to follow serve two purposes. First, they provide those interested in 

environmental, forest, and resource policy with an account of eco-forest policy making and process 

change in BC and the US PNW since the mid 1960s. This will be of interest to government, 

environmental groups, industry officials and other observers of forest policy in Canada and the 

United States, since much of the literature on forest policy is in the fom of single case studies, 

focusing on one level of govemment, on one side of the border? Second, the chapters will elaborate 

and test the theoretical arguments laid out in the preceding pages. The goal is to understand why 
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eco-forest policy change and forest policy making processes have developed in such different ways - 

not only between BC and the US PNW, but also between federal and State levels within the US 

PNW. Of padicular importance is the effort to account for the varying role of environmental groups 

in forest policy making processes in each jurisdiction, and influence of these groups on policy 

outputs. 

The plan of the dissertation is designed to test the argument that each jurisdiction's 

institutional setting mediates environmental forest conflicts, resulting in different levels of state 

autonorny and state capacity, and different types of organized environmental interests. These factors 

in tum inf uence the develgpment of policy communities, policy networks, and policy outputs. 

Section I explores the poIicy environment and details the institutional setting. Chapter One begins 

this task by reviewing the policy environment, looking at the structure of the forest industry in each 

region, and the dependence of exports to foreign markets. This chapter also details the first of the 

two key policy legacies identified above: policy choices regarding forest land ownership. Chapter 

Two presents the second key policy legacy: the development of eco-forest statutory regimes in each 

jurisdiction. The story will be told treating statutes as both dependent and independent variables. 

Statutes are treated as a dependent variable in that their historical development is influenced by the 

macro- and land ownershipinstitutional setting. They are also independent variables in ternis of how 

their structural characteristics help shape future state/societal relations. 

Section II analyses the development of eco-forest politics in BC and the US PNW. The 

important distinction between the concepts of "policy communitiesn (the types of organized interests 

involved) and "policy networks" (the nature of statelsocietal relations) is drawn out, and the 

reiationship between them is explored. Chapter Three explores the historical development of the 

federal PNW forest policy community, while Chapter Four examines the corresponding development 

in federal PNW forest policy networks; Chapters Five and Six do the same for the US PNW's State 
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jurisdictions; and Chapters Seven and Eight cover forest policy community and network changes, 

respectively, in British Columbia. 

All these chapters examine some of the most important changes in policy outputs and policy 

processes made in the four jurisdictions in the iast thirty years. ln BC, these include the 1992 

consensus-oriented Commission on Resources and the Environment (CORE) and the 1994 Forest 

Practices Code; while on US federal forest lands the US Forest Eco-system Management 

Assessrnent Tearn (FEMAT) process and the resulting "President's Plan" to Save the Northem 

Spotted Owl is examined. At the PNW State level we review Washington State's two experiments 

with alternative dispute resolution (ADR) processes - Timber/Fish/Wildlife Accord (TFW) and the 

subsequent Sustainable F orestry Roundtable - and Oregon's shorter-lived 1987 consensus-oriented 

process. 

The conclusion summan'zes the findings, and contemplates the ability of the histoncal 

institutionalist hypotheses and policy communitylnetwork approaches to account for the differences. 

Do these findings tell us anything new about the interaction of statelsocietal relations? Do the 

hypotheses presented in the introduction need modification? Do other approaches exist that could 

also help to explain these cases? Finally, it ends by glimpsing into the future of forest policy changes 

in each jurisdiction, and the possible forces behind them. 
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'The first 'wave" began in the mid-1960s. See for example, lnglehart (1 981 ), Paehlke (1 989). Papadakis (1 993), Rochon 
(1 993), Berry (1 993). Non-behaviouralist social scientists have observed a "second wave" in the late-1 980s affecting both 
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. (Paehlke 1992). This second wave seems to have reached its peak in the late 1980s, 

'Leman (i988b: 16445) notes that "ômong the provinces, public activism for the preservation of natural areas from logging 
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February 14, 1997 and Schwindt and Heaps 1996: 58). 

14While this attempt to apply insights of the new Canadian poliitical economy to the US Pacific Northwest may not be 
appreciated by its practitioners, let us not forget that Harold lnnis saw three regions in the North Amencan economy: a 
southern "subordinate" region, a dversifted centre, and Canada, "the northern fur-producing area, at present producing 
staples, wheat, pulp and paper, minerais, and Iumber [which] tends to be brought under [US] influence" (Innis quoted in 
Williams 1989). Region, for Innis, did not necessarily fall under the nation state. 
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(1 981 : 297) has done, focus on "economic devetopment as the single most important question of provincial politics" 

Black (1979) atso offers an institutional explanation for the resource policies 8C has developed, arguing that while 
the cabinet system of governrnent g ~ e s  the premier extensive powerç, the premier is restrained by 1) the voting public; 2) 
the drive to action; 3) the demands of immediate party supporters; 4) the exigencies of rapid economrc development, and 
5) the federal system of government and its institutions. 
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T h e  other Mo approaches are pubiic choice and organmüon ttteory. Public choice is distinguished by three characteristics: 
1) it assumes the rational behaviour of individuals; 2) it is ahistorical, focusing instead on the effects of rules and standard 
operating procedures on how individuals attempt to realize their preferences; and 3) preferences are seen as exogenous 
to the institutions beH. 

In many ways, organkaüon theory is a bridge belmen puMc choice and historical institutionalism. March and Olsen 
(1 983; 1989) have recognized the importance of institutions in shaping preferences, the historical interaction between 
institutions and society, and the consequences for public policy. 

% is arguabiy useful to treat "capacrty" as involving both poky formulation and policy implementation. In their wide-ranging 
review of policy literature, Ham and Hill (1993: 97-98) w r n  against a clear distinction of the policy rnakmg process from 
implementation: 

There has been a tendency [of implementation theory practitioners] to treat policies as cfear-cut, 
uncontroverçial entities, whose implementation can be quite separateiy studied. This has raised both 
methodological problems and problems about the extent to which the very practical concerns of 
implementation studies may invoive, explicitfy or implicrtfy. idenûfcation wrth some actors' views of what 
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 inkin king party and institutions, Atkinson (1993b: 32) observes that "[iln the United States, where electoral politics has 
entrenched a Democratic coalition in Congress, there is greater policy continurty than in Britain where power has (until 
recentty ) s hifted between parties whose electoral dominance has been tem porary." 

' 9 ~ t  a general level, Skocpol (1 986: 22) has argued that "...various sorts of states ...g ive rise to various conceptions about 
the meaning and methods of "politics" itself, conceptions that influence the behawor of al1 groups and classes in national 
societies". Atkinson (1 993b: 24) has posited that, "[qnstitutional norms often discourage certain types of coaMions." 

%a! (1986: 17) also rejects the usefulnes of Skocpol's focus on state autonomy "[wle must be careful not to search for, 
and even postulate autonomy, when we should be sketching the institutional outlines and limitç of societal influence." 

Hall's (1986: 20) conceptualization of institutions is probably the broadest of al1 scholars operating within an htstorical 
institutionalist framework, for he includes not only organizations of the state, but also labour organizations, business 
organizations, political parties and even a nation's place in the world economy 

... the approach pro@ here ranges more widely [than the old institutionalism] to consider the role of institutions 
located within society and the economy, as well as less formal organirational networks, in the determination of 
poficy. 

'' Thelen and Steinmo (1992: 17) inquire into situations in which institutions may remain the same, but the interaction of 
state, economic and souetal interests change over time, or organizations "adjust their strategies to accommodate changes 
in the institutions themselves". Atkinson (1993a) also examines the question of institutional change. 

%rawing on the work of Gilmour (1990) and Vogel(l993), Weaver notes that this phenomenon accounts for the flurry of 
environrnental legislation passed by the US Congress in the early 1970s. For instance, Vogel (1 993: 259) argues that 

... the US syçtem of separabon of powerç contributeci to the strengthening of the representations of diffuse 
interests during the late 1960s and early 1970s. Indeed, the fact that Congress and the presidency were 
controlled by different polical parties during this penod may well have led American pollution control 
statutes to be stricter than they might otherwise have been. 

%ee also, Pierson (1 9931, Esping-Andersen (1 990) and Skocpol(1986). 

%Ithough it is true that Kabenstein (1978: 297) did draw our attention to 'policy networks" to explain diverse reactions to 
economic shock and Hugh Hecto (1978) first used the term 'issue network" to improve upon the %on triangle," special 
attention, either theoretical or empirical, had not been placed on the 'meso" level of the decision making process. 

%oleman and Skogstad (t 990a). 

 orda dan (1 992), Marsh and Rhodes (1 992b). 

"There is a subtie but crucially important distinction in Coleman and Skogstad's mode1 between being involved in "policy 
making," which refers to both policy advocacy and policy participation, and being invofved in "decision-making" circles 
(Coleman and Skogstad 1990b: 25) which refers only to policy participation. Thus. 'policy advocates' are deemed to be part 
of the sub-government, but do not generally assist government officials to prepare the policy response or policy initiative 
decided upon. 

JBAtkinson and Coleman (1 989 b: 77-94) note that policy networks essentialiy var" across three dimensions - the degree of 
state autonomy vis-a-vis society, the concentration of state authorty in the bureaucracy, and the mobil~ation of societal 
associations. 

%ee, for example, Kaufman (1 967), Clawson (1 971 ), Culhane (1 981 ), Leman (1 981 ), 0'TooIe (1 988), Twight and Lyden 
(1 988; l989), Lyden, Twïght, and Tuchmann (1 990). 



'OSorne initial efforts at broaching such questions have already begun by exponents of comparative policy communrty 
approaches See for example, Coleman (q 991 ), Dohler (1 991). Mann and Mayntz (1 991 ). 

4'At a general level, pluralism/ interest group ttieory (Bentiey 1908; Dahl 1958; 1961 ; Truman 1951 ) developed a theory of 
democracy in which group cornpetition ensured that no one group exercised a monupoly of power and, as a resuk we al1 
govern (Dahl). The state is seen as a neutral arbier in which decisions are made based on the balance of interests from 
various groups. David €&on (1953) has developed a systems approach compatible with this theory, arguing that the state 
is a biack box in the political system, which turns political inputs into policy outcornes. This approach might account for the 
punle by W n g  that more people in the PNW organàed to fight environmental degradation, and therefore, the state was 
able to see this concem and responded wrth favourable policies. However it does not appear that this is the case - 
organizations in the PNW and BC are different, but their level of public support is similar. 

The idea that group cornpetition best represents dtzmocracy and equalty has been modified by group theorists, 
who recognize ttiat the most powerful groups in soaety are not necesarily representative, and a host of work has been done 
on the unequai access and opportundy of business groups vis-a-vis citizen groups. As Peter Hall has noted, few would now 
support BenUefs statementoiat, 'The great task in the study af any fom of social life is the analpis of these groups. When 
the groups are adequately stated. everything is stated' (quoted in Hall 1986: 14). 

4qhere is an uneasy tension in this approach, between the normative belief that insûtutions create a democratic pluralism, 
and the acknowledgment mat a group's own finanaal base, memberçhip, and organizational structure also influence rts ability 
to enter the policy making process. 

USee for example, Coleman (1 988), Pross (1 986), Thorburn (1985), Schwartz (1 9/8), Presthus (1971) 

"See Winfield (1 994). 

'6At the federal US levei, the Environmental Protection Agency is an obvious example, although its influence on forest policy 
is limited. Important examples at the State level are the Oregon and Washington State forest practrce boards. 

"For a more detailed discussion on the Iimttations of pnvate land forest regulation, see Cubbage and Ellefson (1980). 
Ellefson and Cheng (1 994), Ellefson, Cheng and Mouiton (1 995: 30-37), DeCostner (1 994), Dysart ( 1989), Flick (1 994). 
Rck, Barns and T u b  (1995), Kaufman (1 993), Lewis (1 995), Salazar (1 988: Ch.4). Sax (1 983; 1993), Smith. Moote and 
Schwalbe (1 993) Truluck (1 983). 

aFor a broad review of these differences, see Leman (1 988a). 

Tnherent in a non-diretionary statutoiy regme is some kind of institutionalized system enforcing non-cornpliance. Chapter 
Two reveals that the nondiscretionary elements of the US statutory regime are supported by the explicit nght to sue 
government agencies, ccrntained in the National Environmental Policy Act., the Clean Air Act, and the Clean Water Act  In 
addition, the judiciary &self shifted the judicial doctrines of "standing, ripeness, and reviewabilrty" in the eady 1970s. further 
encouraging environmental group litigation (see Hoberg 1 9Wb: 210-21 1 ). 

50Afttiough there are cases where agenctes consciousiy fait to follow the requirements of the statutory regime, it is more often 
the case that agency ornaais are uncertain what poliaes they should pursue, given the complex and often conflicting direction 
of the US statutory regime. (My thanks to Kent Robinson for helping me to c lam these thoughts). 

"Referring to the US federal experience wrth environmental politics, Hoberg (1 992b: 208-209) notes that 

... the [legalistic] pluralist regime is characterized by the paradox that while the authonty of regulators 
increased immenseiy, their autonomy did not  ... The new procedural regime tied regulatory actions to the 
initiatives of pubk interest groups, the carefully specified goals and tirnetables of Congressional statutes, 
and the dictates of federal judges .... The weakness of the state as ofkials in action strand of [historical 
institutionalisrn~ is a direct function of the strength of the sbte as institutional order strand. 

T o r  a comprehensive analps of the resiience of the US "regulatory regime", even in the face of concerted partisan efforts, 
see Hoberg (1 992b). 



%e introduction of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is clearfy an example of rare macro-institutional change. 
The Charter has had significant effects on Canadian society but its effects on BC forest policy and the BC forest policy 
community appear limited - the important exception being its influence on aboriginal litigation and treaty rights. 

%e chart above places land ownership in the PNW State levei as slightly more durable than BC or the federal PNW lands. 
The reason for this is that it is arguably easier financialiy for a govern ment to seIl its own land than it is for a govern ment to 
purchase privately held land. 

*See Hoberg (1 9Wb: especialiy page 209). 

T h e  high levei of private land ownership would also appear to be a factor further constraining any "eco-foresr statutory 
change. 

broad camparisons such as th& and Hoberg's (1992a) study are rare. Comparative works that comprise para'cular 
aspects of forest policy indude Kamieniech (1990), Munton and Castle (1 992), Boardman (1 992). Sdmi (1 990), Fox (1 992), 
Cashore (1 988), Sedjo (1 979), Lester (1 9901, Spurr (1 982), Repetto (1 988). 



CHAPTER 1 
THE FOREST POLlCY ENVIRONMENT: 

LAND OWNERSHIP, INDUSTRY STRUCTUE, AND FOREST PRODUCT EXPORTS 

Three factors are key to the forest policy "environment" in British Columbia and the US Pacific 

Northwest: land ownership patterns, the structure of the industry, and the role of forest product 

exports. Most differences in these measures are the result of institutional factors or policy legacies, 

while sirnilanties are attributable to the economic production requirements of the timber industry. 

1. LAND OWNERSHIP PATTERNS 

Different policy choices over economic development and forest resource management have 

resulted in vastly different levels of forest land ownership and commercial forest land in British 

Columbia and the Pacific Northwest (Chart 1.0 and 1.1 summarize these patterns). Public-land 

ownership in BC also permitted the govemment to introduce a non-competitive "tenuren systern for 

ailocating harvesting rights in the province, and its accompanying government-driven timber pricing 

system. 

PNW 

A fairly even split exists between privately-owned and federal govemment-owned forest land 

in the US Pacific Northwest. Federal ownership would have been insignifiant in the PNW were it 

not for the decision of the Congress and White House to create a system of govemment-owned 

National Forest lands at the end of the 19th Century and the beginning of the 20th Century (Gregg 

1989: 143-6; Steen 1976; 1 W2a; 1992b), whose original purpose was to maintain a healthy supply 

of timber for future generations. In Washington State, the federal govemment owns 45.3 percent of 

the forest land base (excluding 6.2 percent t r i ~a l  lands) and in Oregon. it owns 57.5 percent (Chart 

1.0). The Washington State government owns 9.9 percent of forest lands in Washington, and the 

Oregon govemment owns 3.2 percent of its forest lands (Chart 1 .O). A large portion of federal land 





Chart 1.1 : Commercial Forest Land Ownership 

Federal 50.7% 

Province 

Oregon 
Baried on 8,937,677 hectares or 22,085,000 
acres 
Other publlc lndudes Tribal lands, counties and Federal 31 .O% 
munlclpalities 

British Columbia 
Based on 27,700,000 hectares or 
68,446,700 acres 

Private 5.0% 

Small private 

Private 47.3% 
Besed on 6,818,696.8 hectares or 16,849,000 acres 
Ooier equals Counîy and Municlpal 

Washington State 

Recent lncreases In adrninlstratlvely resenied arees on US. federal lands as pari of the President's spoîîed owi recovery plan (Option 9) are not lncluded In thts table because actual Impact on aie federal 
commercial land base 1s not completely certain. The U.S. Norlhwesl Forestry Aesoclatlon estirnatee that with the lmplementatlon of Option 9, up to 80 par cent of the federal cornmerclal land base In the Paciflc O 
Northwest will be taken out of production, 00 

Source: Northwest Forest lndustrles Councll,; Western Forest Protection Associetlon; U.S. Forest Senrice, Washington State Departmentof Naha{ Resourws; Oregon Department of Forestry; Cauncil of Faresl 
Industries of B.C.: Forest Fact Book, 1992. This table excludes reserved and non commercial timberland. Non cornmerclal le dsfined as "Incapable of producing 20 cublc feel of industrial wood per acre per 
yeaf  (Evergreen, 1Qg4, p. 6). 



Chart 1.2: Forest Land Under Each Government Jurisdiction 

State owned 20.5% 

Province 95.0% 

Private 77.3% 

Washington State Government 
Based on 9,9 ,000 hectares or 
24,01729 acres 
Other equals County and Municipal 

State owned 7.8% 

BC Provincial Government 
Based on 60,600,000 hectares or 149,742,600 
acres 

Other federal3,0% 
. Forest Servic&3.7% 

Oregon State Government 
Based on 1 1,289,000 acres 

US Federal Government (PNW) 
Based on 9,781,95 4 hectares or 24,189,000 acres 
Other includes National Park Service Lands 

W 
CD 

The Charl measures the type of foresl land under the jurisdiction of each governmenl in British Columbia, Oregon, Washington State and the United States (limited in this case to lands under the US federal 
governmenl's jurisdiction in Oregon and Washinglon State). 
lncludes reserved and non commercial thberland. Native Arnerican lands omitted from calculations 

. . 
Source: Northwest Forest Industries Council,; Western Forest Protection Association; Waddell, Karen et al., -d St,&@s. 1987, U.S. Forest Service; Washington State Department of 
Natural Resources; Oregon Department of Forestry; Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Forest Seniice, I-. 1 9 s  
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is pemanently set aside for national parks, wildemess areas, and other such uses so that the US 

federal government's share of commercial forest land is considerably less: 31 percent in Washington 

and 50.7 percent in Oregon (Chart 1.1). Federal lands produce an even smaller share of timber cut, 

largely a result of being located in more remote and higher elevation areas. For example, aggregate 

data from the 1980s reveal that federal forest lands in Washington made up 18.9 percent of the 

gross volume cut; while in Oregon they accounted for a great deal more (51.5 percent of the gross 

volume), but stili less than its share of federal forest lands (Sierra Club and Lawler 1993: 8-9). The 

share of the federal forest cut has been declining further in the late 1980s and early 1990s, following 

US court orders to reduce timber sales in order to protect endangered species. As a result, federal 

policies governing forest harvesting practices have applied to an increasingly smaller share of the 

annual timber harvest in Oregon and Washington (Chart 1.3; Appendix 1 .O). 

Overall, forest land accounts for about half of the total land base in the PNW. It is physically 

divided by the Cascades mountain range, with faster growing temperate rainforests to the West, and 

slower growing species in the drier climate to the East. The main species of tree harvested in the 

West is the Douglas-fir, foiiov~ed by western hemlock and Sitka spruce. These trees are found in a 

biologically diverse ecosystem, home to a wide array of flora and fauna. In the East, the ponderosa 

pine is the main species, but true fir, larch, and lodgepole pine are also harvested (Kellog 1996). 

Harvesting does not occur near the top of the Cascade range or in the eastern "high desert" areas 

in Washington and Oregon. 
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BRITISH COLUMBIA 

A decision taken almost a century ago by British Columbia state actors not to seIl the 

province's Crown land (Cashore 1988: Chapter Three) has resulted in the provincial govemment 

owning 95 percent of the forest land base (Chart 1.0) including 94 percent of commercial forest land 

(Chart 1.1) Consequently, forest policy emanates almost entirely from the provincial govemment and 

its forest, land use and environmental agencies. 

Two-thirds of the area of British Columbia is forest land, of which almost half is "productive 

and available", with the remainder either non-commercial or protected (Schwindt and Heaps 1996: 

11). For administrative purposes, the BC Forest Service divides the province into two geographical 

regions: the Coast and the Interior. The Coastal forest is the more productive per hectare than the 

slower growing interior forests. In 1993, the Coastaf region supplied 32 percent of the provincial 

harvest while accounting for only 17 percent of productive forest land (Schwindt and Heaps 1996: 

12). The Coast forest is dominated by hemlock, cedar, Douglas-fir, and balsam species, while the 

interior lodgepole pine and spruce makeup the majority of the Interior harvest. 

Land TenurelResource Rent Charges 

Before World War II similar rnethods of charging for the right to harvest govemment-owned 

timber (resource rents) were ernployed on publicly-owned lands in BC and the PNW. Governments 

relied on a standard "upset" price (minimum bid) along with a cornpetitive bidding process. Most 

private forest lana was sold in a similar manner. After World War II the system of resource rents on 

public forests changed between these hivo regions, as BC moved to a non-cornpetitive bidding 

"tenure" systern in the belief that this would ueate stability and improve prospects for sustained yield 

management.' Thus, although the provincial govemment owns most of the forest land in BC, the 

tenure system has transferred much of the management of the forest land to large forest companies. 

The two main types of tenure arrangements are area-based Tree Farrn Licences (TFLs) found 
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mostly on the BC Coast, and Timber Supply Areas (TSAs) found mostiy in the ~nterior.~ 

Administration of thesz tenures is overseen through 43 Forest District offices throughout the 

province. Accompanying the tenure system was the decision to use "a residual" method of charging 

companies for the timber that they harvested. This system calculates the stumpage rate (the amount 

companies must pay the governrnent to harvest timber) as the amount of revenue forest cornpanies 

make for selling timber, after the cost of inputs and a profit rnargin are subtracted. This "residual" 

system meant that wages paid to forest workers would be largely offset by lower stumpage rates 

(Cashore 1988: 82-88) which has contributed to a comparatively high wage, low resource rent 

economy (Fox 1992). As Marchak (1983: 71) notes: 

In the forestry industry the capacity of f ims to pay higher wages than is the case in 
the same sectors in the United States and Canada is much improved, and the cost 
to employers considerable decreased, by the stumpage formula. 

These differences have Ied to a decade and a haIf-long Canada-US softwood lumber dispute, with 

many US forest companies arguing that Canadian provincial govemments unfairly subsidize their 

Canadian cornpetitors through below market rates to harvest govemrnent owned timber (Cashore 

1996a; Cashore 1996b)? 

Taxation policy 

60th governments rely on their forests for econornic growth and to raise funds for the 

treasury through resource rents and the corporate taxes paid by forest c~mpanies.~ There are 

additional tax requirements for publicly-owned land in the PNW. The US Forest Service and the US 

Bureau of Land Management must, by law, pay counties up to 50 percent of the revenues from 

selling timber in lieu of property taxes (Barber, Johnson, and Hafild 1994: 47-62, 83-86). Similady, 

revenues from Washington State "forest trust" lands are earmarked for State education and other 

social services. This means that any eco-forest policy outputs that attempt to reduce forest 

harvesting on these lands conflict with those policies airned at increasing funding for schools, 
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hospitals and other community development programs. Similarly, through the tenure system, many 

BC cornpanies are required to build saw mills and provide jobs as part of their licensing agreements. 

STRUCTURE OF INDUSTRY 

Overview 

Econornic production in both regions is distinguished between the logging and wood products 

industry on the one hand, and the pulp and paper industry on the other. These industries are closely 

related: in both the PNW and BC, the pulp and paper sector uses wood chip by-products from the 

logging mills. Land ownership and tenure arrangements have affected the way the forest industry 

has development in each region, but both regions have much in common. For most of the 20th 

Century, both regions were govemed by an exploitation/sustained yield philosophy wherein the value 

of the resource lay in providing a steady supply of employrnent and economic development. The 

dominant paradigm was the "German school" of forestry, aimed at enhancing the volume of timber 

cut through wise management of the forests (Gregg 1989: 144-6)- 

Large, vertically integrated forest companies exist in both regions, owning establishments 

in both the wood products and pulp and paper industry. Different factors have encouraged this 

phenomenon in the two regions. British Columbia's tenure system has fostered vertical integration 

and corporate concentration because of its guaranteed access of most of BC's commercial timber 

tu a limited number of cornpanie~.~ At the same time, vast holdings of pnvate land have fostered the 

development of large forest companies in the PNW! 

Both regions have a large number of independently-owned logging establishments, hundreds 

of sawmill companies, but few pulp and paper companies. In both regions, the number of logging 

establishments (mostly contractors) is highest, while saw mills vastly outnumber the pulp and paper 

mills. This is due to the higher capital costs of establishing a pulp mill, and the relatively minor costs 
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of establishing a logging company, with saw miIl costs in-between.' Saw-mills must also be located 

close to the trees that are being harvested, due to the high costs of transporting raw logs. 

The relative importance of the forest industry to the PNW and British Columbia has been 

dedining since the 1980s, as both regions' urban areas have witnessed a population exp~osion.~ The 

result was a decrease in the relative importance of the forest economy in each region. Yet, the 

absolute value of the forest industry has increased since the 1970s, even though its percentage 

contribution to the respective GDP has declined. The forest industry is more important to the State 

and provincial econornies, than it is to either the US or Canadian national economies. 

THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

The large, vertically integrated forest companies that own vast chunks of forest land include 

industry giants such as Weyerhaeuser, Georgia-Pacific, Champion Corporation, and Louisiana- 

Facificg The forest industry is home to a number of srnall establishments - rnost of them non-land 

owning Iogging, sawmili, and other wood product companies. Ascertaining exactly how rnany forest 

product companies exist in Oregon and Washington is difficult, since data are kept by number of 

establishments, rather than by corporate ownership. The 1992 Census of Manufacturers reports that 

Oregon had 2,088 establishments under the category "lumber and wood products", with the vast 

majority logging operations (Table 1 .O) white only 60 under the "paper and allied products category". 

Washington was only slightly more diversified (Keegan 1992: 2) with 1,837 wood product 

establishments (1037 of these were logging) and 112 pulp and paper facilities. 



Table 1.0: Number of Establishments by Major Group 

Acbvrty BC Oregon Washington 

Logging 3.297 1,309 1,037 

Wood Industry ' 607 770 799 

Paper and Allied 66 60 112 
lote: data for BC are 1993; data for Oregon and Washington are 1992 

'excluding furniture industry 
Source: Schwindt and Heaps (1996: 76) US Census of  Manufacturers: Geographic Area Series (1992) 

Table 1.1 outlines employment differences in these sectors for each State. Since 1975, 

Oregon has consistently ranked above Washington State in ternis of the number of lumber and wood 

product jobs, but Washington State has always ranked above Oregon in ternis of paper and allied 

product employment. Nonetheless. lumber and wood products industries dominate in both 

Washington and Oregon and together produce much of the US timber supply. Oregon and 

Washington comprise 4.6 percent of the United States land base and three percent of its population. 

In the 1980s these States produced an average of 25 percent of the nation's lumber (Reinhardt 

1991). 



Table 1.1: Employment in Forest Products Industries in Washington and Oregon: 
selected years (ttiousands of persons) 

State 

OREGON 

Lumber and Wood 
Products 

Paper and allied 
products 

Total 

WASHINGTON 

Lumber and Wood 
Products 

Paper and allied 
products 

Total 

OREGON AND WASHINGTON 

Lumber and Wood 1 10.8 133.4 103.1 
Praducts 

Paper and allied 26.4 25.6 25.0 
producl 

Total 137.2 159.0 128.1 
ource: Warren (1 996) Lumber and wood products category comprises logging, Iumber. plywood poles and pilings. and 1, 

rniscellaneous wood products (excluding furniture). ~ o ~ g h g  and lurnber data include sibicutture activrty. Paper and allied 
products included pulp, paper, paperboard, and building board products. 

Despite the importance of the forest industry in the Pacific Northwest, it has been declining 

in recent years. For example, Table 1.1 reveals that the number of jobs in the lumber and wood 

products sector in 1995 fell to 89,700, two thirds of the 1979 level. Lumber production (Table 1.2) 

for 1995 was also two thirds of the 1987 figure. Much of this trend is due to environmental 

restrictions (detailed in future chapters) that dramatically reduced the timber harvest pennitted on 

National Forest and BLM forest lands. Appendix 1 .O and Chart 1.4 reveal a staggenng reduction in 

PNW timber harvest from National Forest and BLM lands. Over 4 million board feet of timber were 

hawested on National Forest and BLM lands in Oregon in 1985, but only 654 million board feet in 



1995. Similarly, Washington's ?Mional Forest and BLM harvests produced well over one million 

board feet in 1985, but only 150 million board feet in 1995. 

Due to its greater histoncal reliance on federal forests for timber supply, this drop is more 

severe in ternis of Oregon's overall timber harvest output. While Washington's total harvest fell from 

5,963 million board feet in 1985 to 4,392 in 1995, Oregon's harvest tumbled from 8,127 million board 

feet in 1985 to 4,307 in 1995 - neafly a 50 percent redudion in a single decade. Table 1.2 reveals 

that the plunge in federal in timber harvests is virtually synonymous with a plummet in lumber 

production. Table 1.3 shows that National Forest lands were contributing only a srnall amount of 

timber to mills in Oregon and Washington by 1994. 

Table 1.2: Lum ber Production - Oregon and Washington, 1987-1 995 

(Million Board Feet) 

State 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Oregon 8,846 8,601 8.521 7,511 6,595 6,200 5,448 5,703 4,953 

Washington 4,645 4,408 4,274 3,919 3,820 4,072 3,863 4,200 4,095 

Total 13,491 13,009 12,786 1 1,430 1 0,415 10,272 9.31 1 9,903 9,048 

Source: Western Wood Products Association 

Table 1.3: Source of Timber for Oregon and Washington State Saw Mills ,  

Percentage, 1994 

WASHINGTON OREGON 

National Forest 

Other Public 

Forest lndustry 

Other Private 

lmports 

L 1 

Source: Western Wood Products Association 



BRITISH COLUMBIA 

Like Oregon and Washington, Table 1.5 indicates that the BC pulp and paper industry has 

fewer operations than the lumber and wood products industry. There are over 3,000 logging 

"establishmentsn in the province, and 607 wood industry uestablishments". The number of actual 

companies is difficult to cite, since data are not kept on this. As Schwindt and Heaps (1396: 76) 

note, many BC companies are vertically (they own establishments at each stage of the production 

process) and horizontally integrated (they own numerous establishments in the same industry). A 

single Company can posses numerous logging, plywood, sawrnill, and pulp and paper miIl 

"establishments1'. 

Independent contractors dominate harvesting, cutting 83 percent of the supply in 1993 

(Schwindt and Heaps 1996).'O There are three reasons for this high rate. First, Tree Farm Licences 

(TFLs) require that half of their harvests be undertaken by independent contractors, and Timber 

Supply Area (TSA) Forest Licences have similar requirements. Second, independent contractors are 

usually less expensive than in-house operations (Schwindt and Heaps 1996: 77). Third, of the 

Annual Allowable Cut, 14 percent is designated for 'unintegrated" logging companies." Overall, 

there are between 2,000 and 2,500 logging companies operating in British Columbia (Schwindt and 

Heaps 1996: 77). 

Although the number of establishments is large, a srnaIl number of forest companies 

dominate sawmilling. In 1994, the top 10 fimis led by Canfor (8.4 percent) and Slocan (8.1 percent) 

milled 56 percent of the total, and the top 20 firms produced 79 percent (Schwindt and Heaps i996: 

78). Pulp and paper is even more concentrated, with the top five companies, led by Fletcher 

Challenge (32.8 percent) and MacMillan Bloedel (24.5 percent), producing 87 percent of paper 

output and the top ten companies making 84.2 percent of market pulp.12 Foreign ownenhip is difficult 

to measure, but Schwindt and Heaps (1996: 81) show that of companies with 50 percent or more 

foreign ownership, lumber companies comprise 31.9 percent and pulp and paper about 55 percent. 



Table 1.4: British Columbia Tirnber Hawest, 1985-1995 

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

Coast 27722 26561 33791 32812 29904 25209 24760 24681 25684 25215 25959 

lnterior 49146 50942 56800 53994 57474 53108 48916 50239 53555 50435 50512 

Total 76868 77503 90591 86806 87378 78317 73676 74920 79239 75650 76471 

Thousand Cubic Metres 
The Coast comprises the Vancouver Forest District and H of the Prince Rupert Forest Distnct 
The lnterior comprises Cariboo. Kamloops, Nelson, and Prince George 
Source: Ministry of Forests Annual Reports, selected years, Warren (1 996) 

Table 1.5: Direct Forest Employrnent in British Columbia: Number of Ernployees' 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1 994 1995 

LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS 
Logging 25,300 23,500 23,200 25050 26300 28200 29400 
Lumber 28100 26900 25400 24450 24100 24300 24100 
PIywood 4700 4500 3900 3,200 3250 3200 3200 
Silvicutture 2000 2000 2000 4000 4000 4600 4600 
PAPER AND ALLlED PRODUCTS 
Newsprint 4700 4900 4900 4600 4200 4000 3900 
Market Pulp 8100 8200 8100 7950 7900 7700 7700 
OTHER" 10100 8800 7700 69500 6250 6600 7200 
Total 83000 78800 67500 69250 69750 7860û 80100 

Source: COFI (1 994), Price Waterhouse (1 996). 
*In order to ensure rough approximation wrth PNW data, this table excludes the Value Added 
Sector and Ministry of Forests employment data 
** Other tndudes: linerboard, deinked pulp, sackraft and other paper. shakes and shingles 

As of 1995, the annual harvest had dedined roughly 15 percent since its peak in 1987 (Table 

1.4). Employment has remained steady since the late 1980s. Reductions in the rate of hawest and 

employment levels are anticipated as a result of the post-1991 forest practices mie changes and 

land uselforest protection initiatives. In both regions, the level of unionization in the forest industry 

is high. Precise data are difficult to obtain for bath regions, but the PNW rates are estimated at about 

25-30 percent overali, and in BC are about 50 percent, although there is much variance across 

region and industry.13 



INTERNATIONAL TRADEJEXPORTS 

The most significant markets for both the PNW and BC are other regions within the United 

States. While in one sense this is a similarity, it is also an important difference. The bulk of BC's 

products go to a foreign market, while PNW exports do not (Charts 1.4-1.1 7). Moreover, BC's forest 

product exports account for over 60 percent of the province's total exports (Price Waterhouse 1996: 

i). This means that BC's forest industry is dependent on foreign markets to a far greater degree, and 

thus the potential exists for non-domestic consumers and other actors to exert influence. This 

dependence on primarily the US market for softwood lumber exports (Charts 1.1 3, 1.14) has also 

made BC forest companies vulnerable to attacks by US forest companies launching countervail 

action against Canadian lumber. Consequently, the softwood lumber dispute has important 

ramifications for BC resource policy, and the seriousness with which BC industry takes this trade 

battle is directly related to BC's dependence on the US market? 

The export of raw logs in both countries is affected by taxation and export policy. Taxation 

poficy also affects support for export restrictions on raw logs. Since 1974, the US federal govemment 

has banned the export of raw logs on western federal forest lands (except Alaska) through the use 

of riders on annual appropriations bills (Gorte and Thomas 1993: 2; Reinhardt 1991 : 13). This ban 

was made permanent in 1990 with the passage of the Forest Fiesources Conservation and Shortacie 

Relief Act. This Act also banned the export of raw logs from State and local govemment lands, 

except for those with annual timber sales exceeding 400 million board feet (Gorte and Thomas 1993: 

3). The result was that Oregon could not export frorn its State-owned lands, but Washington State - 

with a much more significant share- was able to continue this practice. The result is that, cetens 

paribus, the highest prices for raw logs are paid for those harvested on privately owned land that are 

not covered by export restrictions, since cornpetition from Japanese and other interests drives up 

the price. 
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Consequently, those counties and educational organizations that benefit from achieving the 

highest possible price on the timber tend to be opposed to raw log export restrictions, while 

environmental groups, small sawrnill owners that possess no forest land, and others that wish to 

maintain processing jobs in the domestic market, push for increased restrictions. BC raw log exports 

from publidy-owned lands are banned, except when deemed to be "excess capacity" and a speual 

permit is obtained (Council of Forest Industries of BC 1994). 

CONCLUSION 

The nature of forest econorny means that there are rnany similarities between BC and the 

PNW. Numerous logging, sawmill and a Iimited number of pulp and paper establishments scattered 

across these regions have resulted in the devetopment of many small towns and comrnunities 

dependent on the forest industry for its economic well-being. At the same time, urban areas 

(particularly Seattle and Vancouver) have been undergoing dramatic population growth, which has 

helped nurture environmental concems about the future of the regions' forests. 

The key differences that exist have institutional or policy Iegacy roots. Land ownership 

differences have led to different pricing systems for harvesting timber. These different resource rent 

policies have caused conflict between BC and PNW forest cornpanies that cornpete for the same 

markets and were the direct cause behind the CanaddUS softwood lumber dispute. This dispute, 

in turn, has put on sorne pressures for resource rent convergence, and was largely the reason 

behind stumpage fees increases in BC in 1987 and 1991. Since BC is not part of the United States 

and the PNW is, US forest companies can use US trade law in their efforts to reduce cornpetition 

from BC. They can even have BC laws declared to be a subsidy, even when similar laws exist in the 

US. For example, US companies have been successful in arguing that BC raw log exports 

restrictions amounts to a subsidy, despite similar restrictions on US federal forest lands. At the same 

tirne, the high dependence on foreign markets (in the US, Europe and elsewhere) for its forest 
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product sales also makes BC vulnerable to the influence of consumers and organized interests who 

may threaten to boycott BC forest products. 
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Chart 1.12: Destination of US Softwood Lumber 
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Chart 1.13 
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Chart 1.14: B.C. Lumber Shipments, 1994 
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Chart 1.15: BC TRADE FLOWS, 1990 
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Chart 1.16: BC, Rest of Canada, and External Markets 
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Chart 1.17: BC Pulp and Paper Exports 
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APPENDIX 1 .O: WASHINGTON AND OREGON TIMBER HARVEST BY OWNERSHIP, 1985-95 

Statelyear 
WASHINGTON 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

OREGON 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
IWO 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 

Private 

3,561 
3,989 
4,367 
4,406 
4,520 
4,147 
3,650 
3,844 
3,321 
3,42 1 
3,489 

3,332 
3,494 
3,281 
3,259 
3,721 
3,229 
3,312 
3,581 
3,608 
3,244 
3,435 

State 

1,013 
1,064 

970 
826 
842 
657 
535 
476 
461 
323 
496 

268 
225 
199 
270 
198 
137 
91 

135 
I l 6  
130 

1 O9 

BLM BAI 

5 213 
4 235 
5 238 
O 271 
1 262 
4 182 
1 172 
a 186 
a 192 
a 199 
a 230 

891 121 
1,042 104 
1,115 117 
1,439 121 
1,026 124 

704 98 
486 87 
483 111 
361 75 

92 80 
139 79 

Total 

5963 
5963 
7038 
7045 
6788 
5849 
51 O4 
5018 
4329 
41 57 
4391 

8126 
8743 
8215 
861 5 
8420 
6219 
6080 
5742 
5293 
4167 
4307 

a=less than 1 rnillion board feet; NF=National Forest; BAl=Bureau of lndian Affairs; OP = other public 
Source: Warren, 1996 



Endnotes 

'See Cashore (1 988), Wilson (1 987-88) SIoan (1 945; 1 956), Pearse (1 976; 1970). 

' There are currently 35 TSAs and 32 TFLs in the province. Forest cornpanies holding TFLs are responsible for strategic 
planning, while the Forest SeMce undertakes comprehensive planning for TSA lands. For a detailed review of this history 
of forest tenures in BC, see, British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission (1 990a; 1 %Ob), Haley (1985), Pearse (1974), 
Vance (1 990). 

'~n i ted  States critics argue that the Forest Service subsidizes its indu* through 'below cost" timber sales. See 07001e 
(1 988) and Mattey (1 990). 

'For a general discussion on forestry and taxes in both Canada and the United States. Leman (1 988: 166-169). 

5See Marchak (1983), Cashore (1 988). Macleod (1 97l), Stanbury (1 973), Taylor (1 975), Wagner (1 988), Forest Planning 
Canada (1993), Briüsh Columbia. Forest Resources Commission (1990a; 1990b). Pearse (1974). Forest company 
concentration has increased. In 1975, 10 of the largest forest companies in BC controlied 59 percent of harvesting rights, 
while t he 1 O largest in 1990 controlled 69 percent (M'Gonigle and Parfitt 1994: 97). M'Gonigle (1 994: 97) argues that BC1s 
long-term tenure V t e m  has made it dicutt  for non-tenure holders to gain access to fibre, which sorne argue truncated the 
development of secondary rnanufacturing and the value added forest economies. 

The existence of large, vertically integrated forest cornpanies in the PNW, such as Weyerhaeuser, can be traced to huge 
railway land grant 'giveaways' that eventually led to forest company ownership. 

'The caprtal costs of a pulp and paper mill are 20-30 times greater than those for a sawmill or piywood miIl (Reinhardt 1991 : 
71. 

qersond Interview, Washington State Department o i  iu'atural Resources. See also, Anderson (1991 a: 1991 b) and Sierra 
Club (1 993). 

'GP and Weyerhaeuser are the largest in terms of sales and employees. In 1995 GP had $12,738,000,000 in sales and 
47,000 employees, mostty located in PNW and US South (Dun and Bradstreet 1996). In the same year, Weyerhaeuser had 
sales of $lO,398,OOO,OOO sales and 36,665 employees in 1994. Unlike GP, Weyerhaeuser and Champion, Louisiana-Pacific 
relies heavily on federal forest lands for Rs tirnber suppty, and is the Forest Service's largest single purchaser. 

"Schwtndt and Heaps (1996) note that independent contractors logged only 48 percent of the Coastal harvest but 100 
percent of the lnterior production. 

"These are 'open to market loggers wrthout manufacturing faciliües" (Schwindt and Heaps 1996: 77') . 

12 Market pulp is a high grade component that other paper companies use to supplement paper produced from lower grade 
WP. 

'%chwindt and Heaps (1 996: 58) note that union s m i l  rnembership fluctuates between 80 percent in the northern Interior, 
85 percent in the soutbem Interior, and 90 percent on the coast Logging union~ation ditfers more dramatically: 75 percent 
on the Coast are unioneed while almost none in the interior belong to unions. Over 90 percent of the pulp and paper sector 
is unionized. 

Marcus Widenor of the Labor Education and Research Center at the Universrty of Oregon estimates that about 
80 percent of 'basic" paper workers are union~ed, while approximately one third of the workforce in sawmills, plywood mills, 
and panel products are union members (person communication, February 14, 1997). 

14See Cashore (1 996a; i996b), Percy (? 987), Apsey (1 986). 



CHAPTER 2 
ECO-FOREST STATUTORY REGIME DEVELOPMENT IN BRlTlSH COLUMBIA AND 

THE US PAClFlC NORTHWEST 

Statutory regimes emerged in each jurisdiction from the 1960s to mid-1970s that cast a long 

shadow ont0 future policy development. These policy "legacies" infiuenced statelorganized interests 

relations and led to different requirements and responsibilities for state officiais. In some 

jurisdictions, state actors had a significant degree of latitude in whether and how to respond to 

demands for increased eco-forest initiatives, while the state in other juflsdictions enjoyed limited 

options. This chapter presents a schema for comparing these regimes, and then details the regimes' 

impact on nile-making in each jurisdiction. 

Defining, Classifying and Cornparhg Regimes 

A statutory regime can be defined as the legislative framework each jurisdiction has created 

to address eco-forest issues. A regime represents the overal! direction and sum total of eco-forest 

legislation.' Since statutory regime development can be multi-faceted and complex, a classificatory 

system is needed that facilitates comparison and illuminates the key differences among the eco- 

forest statutes in the four jurisdictions. Simeon's (1976) classificatory framework is helpful in this 

regard. He suggests policy can be distinguished along three dimensions: the scope (What does 

government do?), the means (How does govemment do it?) and the distributive (What are the 

effects?). 

In the case of eco-forest legislation, both the scope and the means can themselves be further 

classified (Table 2.0). The scope can be divided between the policy "focusn and policy 'applicability". 

For example, eco-forest statutes can be distinguished between whether they focus on land 

use/protection issues (where to log, what to protect), forest practice matters (how to log), or broader 

"umbrella" environmental legislation (laws that go beyond issues specific to forestry), such as the 

Endanaered S~ec ies  Act (ESA) or the Clean Water Act. At the same time their scope is also 
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determined according to whether they apply to private or public land ownership. Similady, the means 

can be distinguished by the "structuren and "methodn of eco-forest statutes. 

1 Table 2.0: STATUTORY CLASSIFICATIONS 1 
MEANS l SCOPE 

The structure of eco-forest statutes refers to whether they are discretionary or non- 

discretionary (the extent to which state bureaucratie officiais can exercise their own discretion when 

irnplementing statutory requirements), and whether policy requirements are contained in the 

legislation itself, or the easier-to-change regulations. The method refers to whether statutes contain 

"substantive" eco-forest policy measures which directly address environmental protection 

requirernents, or wtiether they outline planninglprocedural requirements. This category goes to the 

heart of the distinction among each jurisdiction's statutory regime, and the hypotheses about the 

infiuences of different regimes on state /societal relations. 

According to this scheme, statutory regime change could occur through an extension in 

method or scope of legislative initiatives. However, the most fundamental change would be a shift 

in structure: from discretion to non-discretion and from regulations to statutes. These changes, 

combined with the nght of groups to litigate, would dramatically alter the nature of statelsocietal 

relations. Where non-discretionary requirements are contained in the statutes themselves. the 

autonomy of (non-judicial) state actors is the most lirnited. It is also more difficult for state actors to 

change "unwanted" statutory requirements, than it is for them to change regulations issued by their 

Structure 

Discretionary 

Non-discretionary 

In legislation 

In regulations 

Method 

Substantive 

Planning/ procedural 

Focus 

Land Use 

Forest practices 

Umbrella 

Applica bility 

Pnvate land 
1 

Public land (by agency 
and junsdiction) 
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own administrative agencies. Discretion is further limited when, as in the three US jurisdictions, 

macro-institutional features render statutory change even more difficult. 

Forest Planning Policies 

Forest planning and procedure poliues have become so cornplex and specialized that a brief 

discussion is warranted. Planning can be defined as the process of developing the overall goals and 

purposes that policy should pursue, and developing the niles and procedures which wiil permit 

achievement of those goals. In this sense, planning is an attempt to develop a policy framework, 

within which specific policy actions will be fitted. Planning can occur at both the strategic (land 

uselforest protection) and operational (hawestinglforest practices) levels. Planning policy is once 

removed from substantive eco-forest protection policies, since there is no inevitable guarantee that 

well-developed planning policies will always lead to increased environmental protection. 

Nonetheless, the story to follow shows that the relationship between well developed planning 

procedures and increased environmental protection is strong, particularly when !hose planning 

procedures are required by statute.' 

THE STATUTORY REGIMES 

Overview 

Legistative developments in Washington, OC, Oregon, Washington and British Columbia in 

the early 1960s to mid-1970s, resulted in distinct statutory regirnes. The federal statutory regime 

(Table 2.1) affecting the PNW includes the non-discretionary ~ r o ~ d u r a l  National Environmental 

Policv Act, the non-discretionary substantive Endangered Soecies Act and the cornprehensive, 

eclectic National Forest Manaaement Act that contains both discretionary and non-discretionary 

measures. These and other statutes reviewed below have created a "cornplex web" of 

planninglprocess and substantive forest protection statutory requirements, explicitly granting 
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organized interests the right to sue govemrnent agencies for non-cornpliance.' This regime leaves 

US state officiais with Iess room to manoeuvre than their cuunterparts in BC and in the PNW States. 

1 Table 2.1 : US ECO-FOREST STATUTORY REGIME* 

MEANS 

fn regujations I I I 
"Shaded areas = a statutory regime where at least sorne key pieces of Iegislation fall under this category. 
Lined areas = Where the categories apply infrequently. 
Clear areas = Where the categories do not appfy to the statutory regime. 

SCOPE 

Structure Method Focus 

Discretionaty Substantive Land Use 

The State govemments of Oregon and Washington both ushered in forest practices 

Iegislation in the eariy 1970s. These forest Acts were aimed at facilitating forest extraction, creating 

forest practices boards that tended to be dominated by industry interests, and the Acts and the niles 

worded explicitly to avoid litigation by organized interests. These statutory regimes (Table 2.2) direct 

much of the political struggle for policy change toward industry-dominated forest practice boards. 

and appear to have reduced the capacity of the State govemments to initiate changes independently 

of the boards. 

Applicability 

Private land 

1 Table 2.2: OREGON AND WASHINGTON ECO-FOREST STATUTORY REGIME 1 

Non-disaefionary Planning# Fofesf practices 
procedural 

In Iegîslation Urnbtefia 

Structure Method Focus Applicability 
1 - 

Disczetionary Substantive Land Use Private land 

Non-discretionary 

[ in reguiations I I I I 
In legislation 

Planning/ procedural 

Umbrella 

Forest pfactices Public land 
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Conversely in British Columbia, the eariy 1970s saw no comprehensive forest practice 

legislation introduced; only discretionary forest protection legislation was brought forward (Table 2.3). 

This regime saw state actors maintain a great deal of discretion and latitude in deciding how to 

respond to environmental concems. 

1 Table 2.3: BRITISH COLUMBIA ECO-FOREST STATUTORY REGIME' 1 

1 Stnicture ( Method 1 Applicability 1 

"Until eariy 1990s 

Discretionary 

Non-discretionary 

In legislation 

1. THE FEDERAL UNITED STATES ECO-FOREST STATUTORY POLlCY REGIME 

The first statutory response to environmental pressures by the US Congress was the 1960 

Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act. This Act directed the US Forest Service to manage national forests 

for multiple uses including "outdoor recreation, range, timber, watershed, and wildlife and fish ..." and 

gave statutory recognition to the principle of integrated resource managemenL4 Yet it was highly 

discretionary, with few substantive provisions about how to balance the different values. The 

legislation was in fact written and proposed by the US Forest Service in an attempt to maintain 

agency control over management of national forest lands? It did little to change the attitudes and 

Substantive 

Planning/ procedural 

Land Use 

Forest practices 

Umbrelta 

Private land 

Pubüc. [and 



procedures of agency staff (Twight and Lyden 1988) and had rnuch less impact than legislation 

passed in the 1970s: 

The Multiple-Use Sustained-YieId Act of 1960, in the end, was not a seminal piece of 
legislation, but rather a codification of the Forest Service management policies that had 
evolved to that point in time ... As a guide for decision making or as a standard for evaluating 
the performance of programs, MUSYA is not very helpful. Little guidance for setting prionties 
is given in law (Cubbage and Ellefson 1980: 331). 

At the same time as the Forest Service was being pressured to develop a multiple use 

mandate, wildemess groups were promoting national legislation to require the National Park Service, 

the Bureau of Land Management, the Forest Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service to designate 

a certain percentage of its lands as wildemess areas, limiting economic development and promoting 

ecosystem values? This effort resulted in the US Congress passing the Wilderness Act of 1964, 

which designated certain federal lands as wilderness areas and created a process for future 

designations.' This Act severely limited US federal land use agency discretion for lands designated 

as wildemess, cutting off most foms of econornic development and timber extraction. The legislation 

was aIso sigriificant for focusing attention on sheltering forest land from tirnber harvesting, thus 

reducing potential tirnber supplies. It also directed environmental groups' efforts toward land use 

considerations rather than sustainable forestry practices. 

The Wilderness Act was followed by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 which was 

slightly less prescriptive in nature, giving land use agencies discretion in detemining what adivities 

would confom to the Act. Wilkinson and Anderson (19851 19) have noted that up to this time, US 

Forest Service officiais still enjoyed a great deal of discretion in the creation and implementation of 

policy. 

The end of the 1960s and early 1970s çaw the passage of three kêy "umbrella" statutes that 

would fundarnentally alter forest policy and state/societal relations. These were the 1969 National 

Environmental Policv Act (NEPA), the 1972 CIean Water Act and the 1973 Endanuered Species Act 

(ESA). They contained explicit provisions allowing for organized interests and citizens to sue 
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agencies for non-cornpliance with their non-discretionary pmvisi~ns.~ These statutes were introduced 

during a time when both the Dernocratic and Republican parties were vying for an increasingly strong 

"environmental" vote. The NEPA, and the ESA were passed by a Democratic Congress and 

Republican president while the Clean Water Act was passed by a Democratic Congress over 

Republican president Richard Nixon's veto.g 

The NEPA is a procedural statute containing mandatory provisions both within the legislation 

itself and the accompanying regulations. It requires that al[ federal agency planning contain 

interdisciplinary Environmental Impact Statements" and that the agency solicÏt "cornments irom 

those persons or organizations who may be interested or affected" (Section l5O3.l .a.4). This 

legislation is important not for the substantive content regulating forest practices, but for requiring 

in law that an agency must consult with the public and organized interests when developing its draft 

and final EIS. Each EIS must be accompanied by a Record of Decision outlining the proposed 

alternative and choice of action taken. There is no provision that agencies refIect these interests, 

but this Act provides an important legal tool to organized environmental groups in their efforts to 

become full members of the US forest policy comrnunity. 

The second "environmental protection" legislation relevant to eco-forest policy was the Clean 

Water Act." The Act contained regulations restricting emissions on sources of pollution and required 

States to follow these regulations. Altematively States could set their own regulations equal to or 

more restrictive than the federal standards. The Act also requires al1 federal agencies to adhere to 

State guidelines, giving State legislatures and regulatory agencies the ability to limit federal agency 

discretion." 

Finally, the ESA created onerous responsibilities on forest management practices and has 

provided a significant tool for environmental groups to use, or threaten to use, litigation. It is a non- 

discretionary piece of Iegislation with clear direction within the statute. Administered by the US Fish 

and Wildlife Service (USFWS) or the National Marine Fisheries Services (NMFS), the ESA requires 
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that these agencies list threatened and endangered species and their "critical habitat" and then 

ensure that a plan is developed that will result in species recovery. 

The detemination of threatened or endangered must be based "solely on the best scientific 

and commercial data available" (section 4(b)(i)(A)) with explicit direction that the economic effects 

of such a decision not be given consideration. Section 7(a)(2) requires each federal agency to 

ensure that any of its actions 2 s  not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered 

species or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification of [critical] habitat". 

This means that all federal forest land use plans must undergo consultation with the Fish and Wildlife 

Service and/or the National Marine and Fishen'es Service to ensure that such plans do not 

contravene this section. Since the effects of plans are often difficult to predict, this provision has 

resulted in ongoing interagency c~nsultation.'~ The Endanqered Species Ad also affects pnvate and 

State land, but with fewer requirements than exist for federally-owned forest land.14 

Counteracting the strong measures of the ESA is that species protection policies resulting 

from this Act can be overtumed by the establishment of an "Endangered Species Committee", known 

as the "God Squad" (Davis 1992). Once constituted, this cornmittee has the authority to decide that 

the "economic and social benefits of the proposed action outweigh costs to the listed species" and 

can exempt a particular action from the requirements of the ESA (Smith, Moote, and Schwalbe 1993: 

1039) However, there are strong political costs in doing this, and such actions are rarely taken. 

Two factors in the early 1970s led Congress to "reassert its authority over Forest Service 

planning and decision making"'5 with the passing of the national planning-oriented Forest and 

Ranaeland Renewable Resources Plannina Act of 1974 (RFA): first, the conflict between the non- 

discretionary environmental protection laws (ESA, NEPA, Clean Water Act) and the discretionary 

MUSYA goveming the US Forest Service; and second, the need for legislative guidance as to how 

the Forest Service was to confonn with the NEPA. Consequently, the RPA detailed the process by 

which the Forest Service would compiy with NEPA and also direded the Forest Service to undertake 
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a number of inventory and long-terni planning initiatives? However, the Forest Service still 

maintained discretion as to how the directives would be camed out. 

The following year, the Forest Service interpreted its new RPA planning responsibilities by 

proposing a costly multiple-use plan, which Congress failed to fund. A stalernate resulted between 

the Forest Service and Congress over which body should take the lead in directing forest 

management policy. Coinciding with this AgencyfCongress conflict, environmental groups were 

becoming increasingly vocal about continued clearcutting and the wildemess planning processes 

ansing ou! of the 1964 Wilderness Act. This culrninated in 1975 when the West Virginia Chapter of 

the lzaak Walton League of America took the US Forest Service to court. This group argued that the 

Forest Service's continued use of clearcutting in the Monongahela National Forest violated the non- 

destruction provisions of the 1891 Omanic ~ c t . ' ~  The courts mled that clearcutting did contravene 

the 1876 Act and recommended Congressional action to remedy the situation (Nelson 1976). 

As a result, Congress increased Forest Service directives beyond the MUSYA once again 

(Hungerford 1994: 1402). passing the National Forest Manaaement Act (NFMA) in 1976.18 Whereas 

the RPA was unclear as to how National Forest Rangers' Offices were 10 prepare individual National 

Forest plans, the NFMA directed the Forest Service to develop Forest Land and Resource 

Management Plans (LRMPs) for each National Forest. These LRMPS were required to integrate al1 

multiple uses.'' The NFMA requires that these plans be prepared by an "interdisciplinary team of 

specialists in forestry, wildlife, recreation, social sciences, and other relevant disciplines" and 

requires LRMPs to provide for "outdoor recreation (including wildemess), range, timber, watershed, 

wildlife and f i~h. " '~  

The N F W  also directs the Secretary of Agriculture to promulgate regulations for LRMPs that 

"provide for diversity of plant and animal communities". The resulting regulations require that LRMPs 

maintain "viable populations of existing native and desired non-native vertebrate species", "where 

appropriate" and "to the degree practicable." In addition to these umbrella protection requirements, 



the NFMA also contains numerous substantive forest practices provisions that limit clearcutting and 

harvesting near water2' Procedurally, the NFMA details how the NEPA will be applied on national 

forests by explicitly providing for public involvement in the planning pro ces^.^ However, refiecting 

the ambivalent nature of this Act, much of what the Forest Service must do with the information it 

receives from the public is contained not within the legisiation, but the accompanying regu~at ions.~ 

Unlike the broad environment protection legislation of the early 1970s and despite its detailed 

forest practices requirements, much of the NFMA provides for agency discretion and interpretation. 

Prior to introducing the NFMA in Congress, Senator Hubert Humphrey (1 976) gave a speech to the 

Amencan Forestry Association arguing that deference to Forest Service ernployees was crucial: 

The fundamental issue we must face is whether forestry should be practiced in the 
courts, or in the woods. The next issue we face is whether Congress should write 
tight instructions into law, or allow the professional resource manager the flexible 
authority needed to apply the best scientific forestry practices in a manner that 
assures complete respect for the environment. In this connection, my sentiments are 
similar to those of a former chief of the Forest Service, who [said] in 1935, "Forestry 
is a profession that will not tolerate political dominance". 

A 1992 US govemment report also argues that much discretion remains: 

The âctual impacts of NFMA on Forest Service management discretion cannot be 
known precisely. While the law requires regulations constraining the use of certain 
practices that might have significant adverse impacts, the detemination of 
significance is largely a matter of agency discretion. In addition, courts remain 
relatively deferential to the agency's management discretion under N F M A . ~ ~  

The same year that the NFMA was passed to govem the Forest Service, Congress finally 

tumed its attention to the Bureau of Land Management, when it passed the F ederal Land Poli- and 

Manaqement Act (FLPMA). The FLPMA was similar in rnany ways to the NFMA, but contained fewer 

substantive forest practice direction and no provisions to maintain "viable populations" of desired 



species. Its irnpetus came from BLM oficials who wanted to codify practices long-existing agency 

practices. As Gregg (1989: 168-9) has noted: 

The Bureau of Land Management took advantage of the environmental era to seek 
a firm charter legitimating and strengthening its rote as manager of public land 
resources. The agency had developed an administrative structure, a multiple-use 
management philosophy, and a management system based on application of 
professional concepts and practices without the explicit blessings of Congress over 
a period of decades since its birth in 1946. 

In sum, from 1960 through 1976, the US Congress addressed environmental and non-tirnber 

values conceming its national forests through a series of Iegislative measures - starting with 

discretionary and procedural legislation, building with broad non-discretionary umbrella 

environmental protection legislation, and ending with detailed legislation directing management of 

forest lands (Appendix 2.0 outlines this development). Taken as a whole, these Iaws create a 

cumbersome statutory regime that includes non-discretionary substantive requirements within the 

legislation itselfe2' The non-discretionary aspects have allowed environmental groups to punue 

litigationIm which has increased their influence within the US forest policy cornmunity and its policy 

networks. Cntics of the US statutory regime have argued that it is "a crazy quilt of apparently 

mutually incompatible statutory  directive^'"^ that has lead agency offiùals to concentrate on "bomb- 

proofing" proposed forest plans, instead of focusing on long-range strategic planning? 

Despite this litigious atmosphere, Congress is not out of the pidure: it retains the ability to 

pass legislation explicitly exempting court decisions from the existing statutory regime, although as 

with the God Squad, there are political costs that curtail this type of action. Most importantly, 

however, the US rnacro-institutional setting gives power to Congressional appropriations committees 

that can often dictate particular forest policy initiatives, including how the Forest Service and BLM 

spend their funds. They may require, for exampte, that funds not be used to build roads, or to 

implement ecosystem management. Appropriations committees may also require that a certain level 

of harvest take place on federal forest lands. 



II. THE OREGON STATE ECO-FOREST STATUTORY POLJCY REGIME 

The key piece of legislation goveming Oregon is its 1971 Forest Practices Act, which has 

dramatically influenced forest policy change, and the role of environmental groups in the policy 

making process. The 1971 Act has antecedents dating back to 1864, when legislation aimed at 

preventing forest fires was introduced (Anderson 1977: 16). This legislation was revisited on three 

occasions at the tum of the 19th Century," and was followed by a 191 1 law that established a Board 

of Forestry wifh the power to create policies and oversee implernentation. This Act also created the 

office of the State forester who would, "under the supervision of the State Board of Forestry, execute 

al1 matten pertaining to forestry within the jurisdidion of the state" (Anderson 1977: 16). This 85-year 

old institutional structure has changed very Iittle: rules are still created by the Board of Forestry and 

are still administered by the State Forester. 

Siatutory change also occurred in the mid-1930s, when, in addition to "professional and 

political" impetuses, members of the public were concemed that the limited focus on insect or forest 

fire issues "would not alone insure high levels of continuous timber productivity" (ibid: 52). The 

Oregon State Board of Forestry responded by endorsing a "sustained yield" policy and recognized 

non-extractive "secondary forest benefits" (ibid)." In an uncanny refiection of debates surrounding 

forest policy in the 1990s, Governor Charles Sprague signed into law the Oregon Forest 

Conservation Act of 1 941, arguing: 

By adoption of progressive policies now, we may successfully bridge the transition 
period from the "cut and get out" practice of the past to a stable economy based on 
sustained production in the future (Anderson 1977: 53). 

This law gave discretion to the State Forester who was simply ernpowered to issue new rules. The 

legislation was narrow in scope and limited to regeneration requirernents." As Anderson (ibid: 56) 

argues, the Oregon Forest Conservation Act, "...by addressing itself almost exclusively to the 

problem of reforestation, ... ignored the importance of forest practices aimed at proteding other forest 

resources such as fish and wildlife". 
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These pre-1971 statutory policy legacies influenced the nature and stnrcture of the statutory 

changes made in 1971. However, the precise timing of the 1971 Act c m  be traced to the US 

Congress' deliberations and eventual enadment of the Clean Water Act of 1972." The federal Clean 

Water Act wonied the Oregon forest industry about possible unwelcome federal andfor State 

regulation of forest practices on private lands. The industry feared that a non-forestry agency might 

end up with regulatory responsibility over forest practice regulations, with uncertain and 

unpredictable consequences for industrial landowners. In addition, there was a widely held belief 

among forest industry offiuals that State regulation of private forest practices would be less severe 

than federal regulation? 

Instead of waiting for irnpending legislation, the Oregon Forest Industries Council made the 

decision to assist in writing, developing and promoting the 1971 Forest Practices Act. The pnce of 

increased regulations would be worth the favourable Iight the Council would receive for proposing 

one of the toughest forest practices Acts in the country (Armstrong 1991). The Act would aIso 

entrench the authority of the Board of Forestry, the State Forester and the Department of Forests 

over forest practices. 

The 1971 Forest Practices Act contained few substantive provisions within the legislation. 

Instead, an industry-dominated Board of Forest$" was directed to pmmulgate regulations 

concerning a wide-range of forest practices. Administration would be undertaken by the State 

Forester and the Department of Forests. Procedurally, the Act makes cornpliance relatively easy, 

since it simply requires that notification be given to the Department of Forests that forest practices 

(logging, or actions preparing for logging) are planned, rather than requirïng state offtcials to issue 

a permit (Cubbage, O'Laughlin, and Bullock 1993: 426). In some cases notification itself is not even 

required. 35 

In sum, the Oregon Forest Practices Act of 1971 extended regulating private forest practices 

beyond reforestation matters, and directed the Board of Forestry to create standards over an array 
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of forest practices. However, the design of legislation and accompanying mles created Iittle 

opportunity for environmental groups to pursue litigatiomX 

In addition to forest practice legislation, Oregon also tumed its attention toward land use 

planning in 1973 with the passage of the Oreaon Land Use Act. The purpose of the Act was to 

prevent conversion of forest lands to other uses and created a Land Conservation Development 

Commission (LCDC) and a Department of Land ~onservation.~' This legislation does not allow 

regulation of pnvate forest land use planning (M'Gonigle et al. 1990: 44-51). 

Legislative amendments made in 1987 and 1991 regarding riparian (strearn side) zone 

protection, endangered species protection, and forest practices board membership did not alter the 

fundamental characteristics of the existing statutory regime. Instead, the existing statutory regime 

shaped the nature of future amendments. Bureaucratic discretion was paramount, exceptions to 

rules were still allowed, and the Department of Forestry dominates forest management (Appendix 

2.0 sumrnarizes the key legislative initiatives since 1971). 

III. THE WASHINGTON STATE ECO-FOREST STATUTORY POLlCY REGIME 

As in Oregon, the key statute goveming Washington State's forest politics and policy is its 

1974 Forest Practices Act. Washington also developed forest practice legislation dating back to 1945 

(Cubbage and Ellefson 1980: 427), but this was limited to regulating forest fires and forest 

regeneration. As with Oregon's experience, a significxint catalyst for the Forest Practices Act was 

the forest industws desire to limit the effects of  the federal Clean Water Act. In addition, the forest 

industry wanted to avoid review of its forest practices under the 1971 State Environmental Policv Act 

(SE PA). 

The Forest Practices Act itself has a pro-extraction focus, with the prearnble stating that "a 

viable forest products industry is of prime importance to the state's economf and that "...coincident 

with maintenance of a viable forest products industry, it is important to afford protection to forest 
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soils, fisheries, wildlife. water quantity and quality, air quality, recreation and scenic b e a ~ t y " . ~ ~  The 

Act is similar to Oregon's Act in that it contains few substantive regulations. The Act provides for an 

11-member Forest Practices Board, most of whom represent govemment agencies. The majonty 

of these government agencies have industry-otiented mandates, rather than consumer or 

environmental missions.39 Despite a more open Board than exists in Oregon, the Washington 

Environmental Council asserts that an industry bias exists since "a majonty of the Board's members 

have a direct interest in promoting the timber industry" (Rowland 1994)." 

Washington's Act requires forest companies to notify the Department of Natural Resources 

when undertaking forest practices that have no "direct impact for damaging a public resourcenl but 

requires that a permit be given for those practices that "have the potential for substantial impact on 

the environment" (Cubbage and Ellefson 1980: 466).4' In contrast to Oregon, in Washington there 

is sorne limited influence by other agencies. The Washington Department of Ecology may conduct 

inspections for water quality and local govemments have the power to require environmental impact 

statements and additional forest practices." 

An additional element in the statutory regime was the passage of Washington's State 

Environmental Po l i c~  Act (SEPA), which created a Department of Ecology and "an environmental 

impact review process for agencies which regulate industnal activities" (Pinkerton 1992: 333). This 

Act allows Washington State environmental groups to contest some govemment agency decisions 

in court, although legal options are more limited than those at the national level. 

Forest practices in Washington are influenced by the 1981 Wildlife Code and its creation of 

a Fish and Wildlife Commission. The Code created a Commission that oversaw the Director and 

Department of Wildlife. Since 1987, the Commission has had the power to designate threatened or 

endangered species (Haddock 1995: 43)." Most of its provisions are contained in the accompanying 

regulations which require the Commission to make a listing decision "solely on the basis of the 

biological status of the species being considered, based on the preponderance of scientific data 



a ~ a i l a b l e " . ~ ~  If the species is listed, the Department of Fish and Wildlife must prepare a recovery 

plan, although there is no required tirnetable. 

Overall, the Washington State statutory regime is similar to Oregon's with its Forest Practices 

substantive provisions contained in the regulations, and the limited chance for court 

enforcement. Differences between the two States include the existence of a Washinaton State 

Environmental Protection Act that applies to some forest practices, the participation of the 

Washington State Department of Ecology in enforcing forest practices, and the existence of an 

Endangered Species ~ommission." Still, the Forest Practices Act dominates forest policy-making, 

and changes made after 1971 did not alter the fundamental characteristics of the statutory regime 

(Appendix 2.0 reviews the key legislative developments). 

Reflecting on these differences, Cubbage and Ellefson's 1980 comparative study found that 

Washington's Forest Practices Act were slightly stronger than Oregon's: 

The aggressiveness of the Oregon law may be weakened by the dominance of timber 
interests on the State Forestry Board, the timber production orientation of the 
Department of Forestry, and the strong timber interests in the 
state .... Oregon .... operates on a notification system which is less strict than a permit 
system. These factors combine to make their laws less stnngent than the 
Washington law. 

... Washington [has] the same wide scope of authority and sanctions available as in 
the Oregon ...[ law]. In addition, .... Washington requires notification for less significant 
forest practices and application and approval for more significant forest activities .... 
The enforcing agencies are rigorous in review and approval of plans and in 
inspections. Strong environmental group and other state agency input into the nile 
making process also increases the degree of regulation (1980: 432). 

Despite the differences between Washington State's and Oregon's statutory regimes, both 

have timber extraction-oriented legislation and a forest practice board membership whose majority 

has been more oriented toward industry than environmental interests. These characteristics make 

them more similar than different. Minor changes were made after 1971, but because the statutory 

regirne virtually required industry consent, palicy choices were limited. 



III. THE CANADIAN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ECO-FOREST POLlCY REGIME 

Responding as the US federal governrnent did to the "first wave of environmentalisrn", the 

Canadian federal govemment enacted nine new environmental statutes from 1968-1972 

(Vanderzwaag and Duncan 1992). However, unlike US legislation, these were mostly discretionary 

initiatives that failed to grant expliut rights for environmental group litigation (Hoberg 1993). Because 

the Canadian federal government lacks significant jurisdiction or land ownership in BC forest 

matters, most of these statutes did not affect eco-forest policy. Two exceptions warrant discussion: 

amendments to the Fisheries Act and the creation of a federal Department of Environment (Hoberg 

1993: 6).46 

The amendments to the Fisheries Act in 1970 contained strong measures against polluting 

fish habitat. Recent analyses have called this Act, "...potentially Canada's most powerful weapon in 

protecting the environment" (Vanderzwaag and Duncan 1992: 15) with strong non-discretionary 

wording found within the statute. In particular, section 35(1) makes it unlawful to "cany on any work 

or undertaking that results in the harmful alteration, disniption, or destruction of fish habitat" and 

section 36(3) "prohibits persons from depositing or pemitting the deposit of deleterious substances 

into water frequented by fish" (Vanderzwaag and Duncan 1992: 15). Despite this strong wording, 

enforcement has been minimal and is often shared with provincial agencies." It is a longstanding 

pclicy of DFO to "cooperate" with industry instead of charging polluters." 

Poor enforcement and deference to provincial jurisdiction in resource matters, combined with 

the inability of environmental groups to enforce provisions of the federal Fisheries Act, have limited 

what otherwise would be a significant statutory tool for a federal govemrnent wishing to influence 

BC's eco-forest policy outputs. 

The Canadian govemment also responded to the second wave of environrnentalisrn with the 

Canadian Environmental Protection Act and the Canadian Environmental Assessrnent Ac?. However, 

because of federaVprovincia1 jurisdiciional issues, neither of these Acts has any significant influence 
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on BC eco-forest policies. As of the Spnng cf 1997, it was uncertain what the effect of the federal 

Endanaered S~ecies Act would be on British Columbia. 

IV. THE BRITISH COLUMBIA ECO-FOREST STATUTORY POLICY REGIME 

Although BC experienced the first wave of environmentalism, the institutional and statutory 

setting led to a completely different response from that in Oregon and Washington State. With no 

Canadian counterpart to the US federal CIean Water Act of 1972, BC industry had no strategic 

incentives to advocate forest practices legislation at the provincial level and the BC govemrnent had 

no incentives to act in order to maintain provincial jurisdiction. Although BC did introduce provincial 

legislation, it departed frorn the approach taken in Washington, DC, Salem and Olympia. 

The tirs: statutory response to the first wave of environmentalism in British Columbia was the 

1965 Park Act, which added conservation responsibilities to the Department of Recreation and 

Conservation's tourism and recreation mandates ( D u w  1990). Unlike the MUSYA or the US 

Wilderness Act of 1964, this Iegislation provided scant direction regarding the creation of provinciaI 

parks. 

The next and arguably most important statutory response to the first wave of 

environmentalism was the 1971 Environment and Land Use Act, one of the last pieces of Iegislation 

brought in by the Social Credit regime of WAC Bennett. This legislation institutionaiized an informa1 

cornmittee of Cabinet Ministers created three years earlier "to resolve resource conflicts" (Duffy 

1990: 8) However, unlike the cornplex and detailed legisiation brought about in Washington DC, 

Oregon and Washington State, this was a short, two page piece of legislation creating a cabinet 

Environment and Land Use Cornmittee (ELUC) and simply enabled the govemment to set up 

processes to deal with selected land use conflicts throughout the province. Unlike responses 

elsewhere, there was no mention of changing forest extraction practices. Instead, attention focused 

on the land use side of eco-forest policy initiatives. 
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The ELUC was empowered to "ensure that al1 the aspects of preservation and maintenance 

of the natural environment are fully considered in the administration of land use and resource 

development"." It had the statutory authonty to hold public meetings and resolve land use conflids, 

but the legislation contained no provisions for mandatory public participation nor any of the specific 

biodiversity and forest practices requirements in the US NF MA. The Environment and Land Use Act 

vested broad discretion in the cabinet cornmittee. Section 6 of the Act stated that the cornmittee 

"may make such orders respecting the environment, or land use, as [it considers] advisable" and that 

such orders will have supremacy over al1 previous Acts or regulations. 

With general, permissive guidelines and the ability to promulgate regulations or orders-in- 

council that superseded al1 other statutes, this legislation created a powerful cornmittee of cabinet 

whose actions were not constrained by general environmental protection legislation. Environmental 

groups and other non-govemmental organizations were left with little opportunity to pursue litigation. 

Still, this legislation also marked a break from previous ad hoc land use planning within the Ministv 

of Lands, Forests and Water Resources by permitting "the integration of multiple objectives in land 

allocation" (Duffy 1990: 8; see also O'Riordan 1987). The centralized nature of this Cornmittee 

would later facilitate the creation of multi-agency planning initiatives at the regional and provincial 

level (Du@ 1990). With the election of a New Democratic govemment in 1972, a permanent 

secretanat was created to assist the Committee in 1973, but there remained no non-discretionary 

provisions within the legislation or the regulations. The ELUC legislation incorporated a widely-heid 

belief within the BC civil service that agency discretion should be maintained, and that BC should 

avoid the directive, mandatory and non-discretionary route followed in US federal ~egislat ion.~ 

The Ecoloaical Reserves Act was also passed by the Social Credit govemment in 1971 It 

was even shorter than the Environment and Land Use Act. Curiously, its non-enforceable preamble 

promotes setting aside "...reserve areas of Crown land representative of distinctive ecosystems" for 

"scientific study", including the (unattained) objective of creating one hundred of these areas before 
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1976.This Act was subservient to al1 existing legislation and was a non-rnandatory, non-binding, 

enabling Act that had little effect on wildemess protection in British ~o lumb ia .~ '  

British Columbia did not embrace the same type of umbrella environmental protection 

statutes that the US Congress did in the early 1970s. There was no Clean Water Act, no Clean Air 

Act, and no National Environmental Policy Act. Nor was there a nan-discretionary Endanaered - 

S~ecies Act requin'ng listing of endangered and threatened species. Instead, BC did respond with 

sections 5 and 6 of the 1980 Wildlife Act which allow for non-fish, vertebrate species and their 

habitat to be designated as "endangered" or "threatened" (Sandborn 1990: 61). Yet, such a decision 

remains under the discretion of the provincial cabinet and Ministry of the Environment. There is no 

listing process and no requirement that agencies devise a plan for species recovery." 

The next significant pieces of legislation passed in British Columbia affecting eco-forest policy 

were the 1978 Ministry of Environment Act, the Ministw of Forests Act, a strengthened Park Act and 

a new Forests Act. The 1978 Ministrv of Environment Act created an agency at the cabinet table with 

a different mandate and clientele than that of the Ministry of Forests. However, the accompanying 

Ministrv of Forests Act gave statutory responsibility for 85 per cent of al1 Crown land in BC to the 

Forest Service, leaving the Ministry of Environment and the ELUC with little forest land under their 

purview (Vance 1990: 20). This Act explicitly recognized the Ministry of Forests as having primary 

"responsibility for planning and managing lands designated as provincial forests" (Duffy l99O: 13). 

At the same time, environmental and other non-harvesting values were included in the 

purposes of the Ministry of Forests Act, calling on the Forest Service to 'coordinate and inte raten B 
timber production with "fisheries, wildlife, water, outdoor recreation and other natural resource 

values" ...? These legislative changes did not significantly alter the existing statutory regime. The 

Forest Service had more explicit planning and non-timber responsibilities, but how this was to be 

carried out was discretionary. In 1979, the Ministrv of Forests Act was amended to require the 

Ministry of Forests to prepare yeariy forest and range resource programs. Borrowing from the US 
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RPA legislation, extensive resource analyses were required every five years. Unlike the RPA 

requirements, this BC Forest Service had more discretion in deciding what to include in these studies 

(Vance 1990: 13)." 

A new Forest Act was enacted in 1978 in BC, following the Pearse Roval Commission on 

Timber Riahts and Forest ~olicy." This is a comprehensive piece of legislation whose main purpose 

was to improve forest management, rather than introduce comprehensive eco-forest policy 

requirements. Much of the Act addresses management operations on the two basic foms of tenure: 

area-based Tree F a m  Licenses (TFLs) and volume-based Timber Supply Areas (TSAs). The Act 

permits the Chief Forester to order licensees to prepare operational level management plans, but 

is silent on public input requirements. 

Some students of BC forest policy claim that the 1978 Forest Act represented an 

abandonment of "sustained yield" management because of a provision that allows the Chief Forester 

to consider a multitude of values when setting the annual harvesting rate (Marchak 1983)? Dellert 

(1 994) has argued that this increased discretion allows the Chief Forester the power to set more 

eco-friendly cutting rates. Overall and unlike the US NFMA, the Forest Act gives little guidance about 

planning or substantive forest practice requirements, leaving a great deal of discretion to BC Forest 

Service officiais. 

A key exception to this characterization is a provision that orders forest companies to prepare 

detailed plans for regeneration before they can even apply for a cutting permit. Completely at odds 

with the discretionary provisions of the Act, these measures, contained within the legislation itself, 

require that these plans "must address recreation, fishenes, wildlife, water and other natural 

resource valuesn and must also "be conducted in consultation and cooperation with the public". 

The next significant eco-forest policy statutes were introduced in 1987, when the BC 

govemment responded to pressures to increase wildemess protection by amending the Forest Act. 

This amendment allowed the cabinet to designate a particular area of forest as a "wildemess area" 



to be "zanaged and used for preservation of wildemess or uses consistent with preservation" 

(Loukidelis 1990: 240)? These lands would remain within the provincial forest system and would 

still be managed by the Ministry of Forests. Keeping with the overall characteristics of the statutory 

regime, their designation is wmpletely disGetionary (Vance 1990: 56). There is no requirement that 

wildemess areas be ueated. Unlike the US VVildemess Act of 1964, there are also no provisions for 

creating a designation process. Amendments were also made during this tirne that strengthened 

regeneration and multiple resource values requirements. Summarizing the discretionary-oriented 

statutory regime before 1991, Vance (1990: 18) notes: 

... because there are no specific ecology or fundamental forestry concepts contained 
in British Columbia law, there is no way to compel the Ministry of Forests to develop 
and adhere to policy that establishes a certain standard of care for managing the 
different parts of the forest resource like wildlife or wilderness. 

No new major emforest policy legislation was passed until 1992. Between 1992 and 1994, 

the New Democratic govemment passed five significant legislative rneasures aimed at forest 

protection and land use (summarized in table 2.4): the 1992 Commission on Resources and the 

Environment Act, the 1993 Forest Renewal Act, the 1994 Forest Practices Code Act, the 1994 

Forest Reserve Act, and the 1995 Protected Area Act. Together, these altered the existing statutory 

regime by expanding the scope to include forest practices, providing some substantive wording 

within the legislation itself, and slightly reining in agency discretion. 



( Table 2.4: BRITISH COLUMBIA 1996 ECO-FOREST STATUTORY REGIME 1 

1 Discretionary 1 Substantive 

1 In tegulations 1 
'Shaded areas = a statutory regime where at least sorn 
Lined areas = Where the categories apply infrequently 
Clear areas = Where the categories do not ûpply ta th1 

Non-Discretionary 

Eand Usa Private land 

Planning! proceducal 

Umbrella 

I J 
! key pieces of Iegislation fall under this category. 

statutory regime. 

Overall, British Columbia's statutory response to the second wave of environrnentalism was 

more cornprehensive than that of the 1970s. Its statutes tackled forest practices and comprehensive 

land use planning. However, unlike the US. federal eco-forest statutory regirne, BC legislation was 

brought about without the general umbrella environment protection legislation goveming endangered 

species or clean water. In the case of environmental assessrnent legislation, forest practices were 

exempt. The government responded with a comprehensive set of statutory initiatives, but in a way 

that maintained bureaucratic and cabinet discretion (Appendix 2.0 presents a chronology and 

overview of BC's key legislative initiatives). 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter has presented legislative responses in each junsdiction since the 1960s, 

arguing that three distinct statutory regimes resulted during the first wave of environrnentalism. The 

fundamental characteristics of these statutory regimes have remained remarkably resilient, with 

subsequent legislative changes reinforcing the existing regime. Since the mid-1970s only BC's 

statutory regime has changed, even though many of its previous characteristics remain. Drawing on 

the statutory characteristics analysed in this chapter, the next six chapters examine their influence, 
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along with the macro-institutional and land ownership factors, on state capacity, state autonorny, and 

the development of organized interests. These chapters will develop the central argument of this 

dissertation - that different leveis of autonomy, capacity and organized interests have largely 

determined the nature of policy community, network, and output change in the four jurisdictions 

under review. 
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Endnotes 

'A statutory regime is at once less and more than the 'regulatory regime" concept that Eisner (1993), Hoberg (1 992) and 
others have used to describe diierent eras in US policy making. lt is less in that the structure of a statutory regime only 
influences, but aoes not ahmys determine, the nature of a jurisdiction's regutatory regime. The influence of a statutory 
framework on regime development is disputed. Hoberg argues that the US legalistic structure resulted in a change from a 
business-dominated environmental regulatory regime, ta a one in which environmental interests had equai influence. He 
asserts that this statutory framework meant that pro-business interests had l i i e  success in the 1980s when they tried to 
change ta a more businesdominateci regulatory regime. On the other hand, Eisner finds evidence that the regulatory regime 
did change in the eariy 1980s, from one controlled by environmental interests ta one more dominated by business groups. 
For Our discussion the statutory regime is treated as an independent variable whose influence on policy and regulatory 
change is to be explored. 

A çtahrtory regime is more than the notion of a regulatory regime because it deals with policy choices that are not 
limited to a discussion of regufations. This is important for thk study, since eco-forest policy is as much about removing forest 
land from the exbacthe land base (forest protection), as it is about devising regulatory rules on how to conduct eco-sensitive 
logging (forest practices). 

2This chapter addresses only those planning and procedural requirements that have statutory backing. Future chapters 
address the affects of non-statutory planning requirements insofar as they influence the development of policy commmities 
and networks. 

'Federal US agencies' fadure to follow the requirements of the statutory regime is often not due to any deliberate attempt to 
break the law. Instead, it often results because land management agency officiais feel pulled in difFerent directions by what 
they perceive are conflicting requirements of the statutory regime. 

'The Forest Service Organic Act of 1891 is also important for the direction it gives to the US Forest S e ~ c e  in managing 
national forest lands. In particular, the Oraanic Act requires the Secretary of Agricutture to promulgate niles and regulations 
that protect national forests (then called forest reserves) "from depredations and harmful uses" and to "preserve the forests 
from destruction" (Forest Service Organic Act of June 7, 1897, Ch 2, (30 Sta t l  1)). 

'See Twight and Lyden. (1988), and Cubbage, O'Laughlin and Bullock (1993: 331). The only major interest group not to 
support the MUSYA was the Sierra Club, who "objected to the lack of specific management standards" (ibid: 332). 

' ~ e e  Hamilton ('i994), McCloskey (1 966) and Wondolleck (1 988). 

' ~ e e  United States. Congress. Office of Technology Assessrnent (1992: Chapter 4 The Legal Framework for Forest Planning 
and Management). For federal lands in Washington, the wildemess designation process culminated in the Washington State 
Wilderness Act of 1984 in which Congress attempted to systematically address the land use confiict by increasing the 
num ber of wilderness areas. 

'As Vogel (1993: 256) notes, in some circumstances, environmental groups were gken statutory authonty to sue private 
companies that were in noncornpliance. In addition, the judaary itseif relaxed the judicial doctrines of "standing, reviewabilii 
and ripeness" in the ean'y 1970s, further encouraging environmental group litigation (see Hoberg 1992: 210-21 1). 

Tor a comprehençive analysrs of the National Environmental Poliw Act see Yost (1 990). For the Clean Water Act, see Poten 
(1 993). Numerous reviews of the Endanaered S~ecies Act include Ernst (1 991 ), Davis (1 983), Kohm (1991 a; 1991 b), 
Reynolds (1 983), Smith, Moote and Schwalbe (1 993) and Yaffee (1 982; 1991; 1994). 

'*ln order to conform with NEPA, the Forest Service rules also require that each EIS process involve the natural, social 
sciences, and environmental design arts approaches (Cubbage, O'Laughlin, and Bullock 1993: 332). 

"The official legislative title is the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. 

'2A significant amendment was also made to the Clean Water Act in 1987, "requiring States to develop standards for 
regulating non point sources of pollution," which would include timber harvesting practices. Not ont- do agency planning 
documents have to comply with these regulations, but so do the actual forest practices resulüng from these plans. 



''A report for the US Office of Technology Assessment (1 992: 72) notes that 

8ecause of the programmatic and m e g i c  nature of forest planning, it is virtually impossible to determine 
in advance whether particular management aMes under the plan will lead to a finding of jeopardy or 
adverse modification. Thus, the section 7 consultation process is an ongoing one. To the extent that 
national forest pians and activiües conflict wNi ESA's requirements, amendments andfur revisions to the 
plans may be necessary. 

14Private land owners are not aiway required to stop actions that might ham a Iisted species. Instead, the ESA allowç private 
land owners to deveiop a "habitat conservation plan" (HCP) that the Secretary of lnterior considers for approval. The HCP 
must include a Iist of possible impacts of an action (e.g. logging), steps to be taken to limit detrimental effects, and a 
justification for the plan over other possible options (Smith, Moote and Schwalbe 1993: 1039). If approved, an "incidental 
take permit' is k u e d  for a project &O, aa4(d)" rule can be developed by the Fish and Wildlife Service to relieve designated 
private land owners from 'incidental take' requirements, where such measures 'are no longer deemed necessary or 
advisable for conserving the' threatened or endangered species (Tuchmann et al. 1996: 131). 

Regulations under the Act define" taking' of a species to include harming itç habitat These rules were struck down 
in 1994 by a Washington, DC judge in the Sweet Homes  COU^ case who ruled that this definition was ultrî vires. See 
Haddock (1 995: 43). However, the Supreme Court overturned this ruling, which would have had the effect of having the 
Endanqered S~ecies Act apply only to private lands where the actions of a private land owner directîy resuked in a species 
being threatened or endangered (see Associated Press 1995; Washington Post and New York Times News Service 1995). 

''United States. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment (1 992). 

16 As the lead land use agency, the Forest SeMce is required to provide an assessment. including an inventory of al1 private 
and public resources, every 10 years; and to offer a program proposing resource goals every five years. Using this 
information, the Forest Semice mus- offer different options about how to meet the nation's forest resource requirernents, and 
benetlits and drawback of each (Cubbage, O'Laughlin, and Bullock 1993: 333). This A d  also requires the President to issue 
everyfive years a "statement of polit)/' used in framing budget requests. See United States. Congress. Office of Technology 
Assessment (1 990). For a detaifed description of long-range planning, see United States. USDA Forest Service (1990), 
Lyden (1 WO), Behan (1 Clgo), Mohai (1 987), Blahna (1 989). 

Lyden, Twight and Tuchmann (1990) have found the national public input requirements of the RPA have not 
satisfied those involved. They argue that, 'The diiering expectations and values of both the agency members and the 
participant groups suggest that resource planning is not seen as a neutral process' (ibid 123). 

17Provisions of the 1897 Oraanic Act were also used in similar litigation over logging in Montana's Bitterroot National Forest 
and Alaska's Tongass National Forest 

"Technically, the NFMA is an amendment to the RPA. 

'"his would have a significant influence on the nature and direction of future environmental work. Local chapters of the 
Sierra Club in the Paciiïc Northwest, for example, devote almost al1 their time to reviewing and opposing plans for specific 
National F orests. 

'OSection 1604(g)(3)(8). All future quotes are from this section. 

21These include requirements that harvesting only take place where watersheds, soi1 and slope would not be "irreversibly 
damagedm; that harvdng is only aiiowed where lands can be "adequately restocked within 5 yearsm;and where streams and 
other water areas can be protected. An area chosen for harvesting cannot be based solely on its profit value. Clearcutting 
size Iimits must be promulgated and clearcutting is Iimited to areas where it is deemed to be the 'optimum method" of 
harvesting. 

=Section 6(d), for exarnple, requires public participation, "in the development, review, and revision" of forest plans. United 
States. Congress. Office of Technology Assessrnent (1 992: 80). 



=These public participation regulations were promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1979 and detail the "intent of 
public participation." Sedon 21 9.7(a) requires the Forest SeMce to: 

(1) ensure that the Forest Service understands the needs and concerns of the public; 
(2) inform the public of Forest SeMce land and resource planning activities; 
(3) provide the public with an understanding of Forest Senrice programs and proposed actions; 
(4) broaden the information base upon which land and resource management planning decisions are 
made; and 
(5) demonstrate that public issues and inputs are considered and evaluated in reaching planning 
decisions. 

Section 21 9.7(e) of the regulations state, that information from the public will be incorporated 'to the extent practicable". 

Indicative of the easier ability to change regulations than legislation, the 1982 Reagan Task Force on Regulatory 
reform recommended that virtually al1 of the regulations under Section 219.7 be modied or deleted. After strong public 
protest, most regulations were kept but section 219.7(a)(5) and 219.7(e) were eliminated, reducing the Forest Service's 
requirement to refiect public views (Shannon 1992). 

24 United States. Congress. Office of Technoiogy Assessment (1 992: 65). 

The NFMA itself has no specific provision for judicial review of forest plans, which means Land and Resource 
Management Plans are subject to litigation under the Administrative Procedures Act (United States. Congress. Office of 
Technology Assessment 1992: 63). This Act states that every "authonty of the Government of the United States" is open 
to judicial review and decisions may be reversed if, as reviewed by Haddock (1 986: 9). they are found to be: 

a) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otheMse not in accordance with the law, 
b) contrary to constitutional nght, power, privilege, or immunity, 
c) in excess of statutory jurisdiction. authoniy, or limitations, or short of statutory rights, 
d) unsupported by substantial evidence in a case subject to sections 556 and 557 of this title or otherwise 
reviewed on the record of any agency hearing provided by statute, 
e) Whout observance of procedure required by law, or 
9 unwarranteci by the facts to the extent that the acts are subject to trial de novo by the reviewing court. 

"The NFMA by rtself would not meet this description as many of its requirements are discretionary and based in its 
regulaüons. Supporting an approach that transcends an examination of a single piece of legislation, the Forest Service has 
argued that 

Public land management is complicated by a long series of laws and regulations enacted over many 
years .... Thus, the controversy which often has surrounded forest planning must be viewed in Iight of the 
many requirernents imposed by statutory and regulatory requirements other than the National Forest 
Manaaement Act (e.g., the National Environmental Policy Act, Endanaered S~ecies Act, Clean Water 
m...) It is often the interaction of  these otherlaws and regulations that has increased the controversy 
surrounding forest planning and land use (Federal Register, April 13, 1995. Frorn Internet gopher: 
essential.org) (Italics added). 

2 6 ~ u ~ h  of the existing literature argues this legal environment has resulted in uncontrolled litigation. See, for example, 
Wondoiieck (1988), B r k e  (1 975), Buckie (1 986), Bingham (1 986; 1981 ), Cutler (1 W2), Mernitz (1 98O), Sheehan (1 9901, 
Hungerford (1994). However, only 11 of about 500 forest plan appeals and only 32 of 525,000 timber sales were litigated 
(United States. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment 1992: 73). Yet, the power derived from these laws is not 
measured in litigaticm statistics alone, but in the ability of environmental groups to gain entry into eco-forest policy networks 
by threatening legal action. 

nFrom Federal District Court Judge Lawrence K. Kartton's ruling in United States v. BrunskiIl, CMI S-82-666-LKK (E.D. Cal. 
Nov. 8, 19û4). Quoted in Forest SeMce National Forest Svstem Land and Resource Manacrement Plannina Pra~osed Rule 
page 18886 (36 CFR Parts 215,217 and 219). 

28United States. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment (1 992: 72). 



T h e s e  revisions occurred in 1899, 1905 and 1907, wNi the latter Act creating the first, but short-I'ied, Oregon Board of 
Forestry (Anderson 1977: 16). 

making its recommendations, the Board argued: 

The physical characteridcs of Oregon's land are a strong indication that the timber industry wilf continue 
to be an important factor in the economic Me of the state. And if this surmise is correct, the public interest 
would require that we should not bankrupt Our timber stands for the sake of temporary profits. The 
prinaple of sustained yield, if applied to the forest resource, in time will make possible the production of 
much greater weatth than can be had by the policy of immediate liquidation. 

In specific terms, sustained yield implies that the forest industry should become so organized that the 
annuai cut of timber wiil approhmately equal ttie annual growth increment ... (Quoted in Anderson 1977: 
52). 

"The regulations required certain actions aimed at regeneration (such as requiring 'Yrees to be left uncut on not less than 
five percent of the area" logged), but there was no requirement that regeneration occur (Anderson 1977: 29). 

* Poten (1993), Hunter and Wateman (1992) note the effed of the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act to "mandate" States 
to follow through with regulatory initiatives. 

UPersonal interview, Oregon Forest Industries Cauncil. 

"The Board in turn "creates forest practice regions and a 9-member forest practices committee for each region" (Cubbage 
and Ellefson 1980: 460). Each committee makes recommendations to the Board which, after consulting with other state 
agencies, establishes "minimum standards for forest practices in each region or subregion" (ibid: 461). 

As of 1980 and before Board composition changed, the State Board of Forestry had 13 voting mem bers, "including the Dean 
of Oregon State Univers@' Forest Resources, 6 forest products members, 1 representative from counties, farms, range, and 
labor or conservation groups and 2 from the public at large" (Cubbage and Ellefson 1980: 461). 

%uch forest practices would include road maintenance and recreational use. ln addition, "[a]lternative plans proposing 
equivalent or better forest practices are acceptable" (Cubbage and Ellefson 1980: 461). 

=Many of the regulations employed non-mandatory language such as "should instead of "must" According to the OFIC, 
"strong compiiance, not litigation" was the route upon which the 1971 Act was based. An appeals process was created, but 
rts purpose was to allow forest land owners to appeai any fines imposed by the State Forester to the Forest Practices Board. 

37The act requires cities and counties to develop land use plans for areas within their jurisdiction, while the Cornrriission 
provides guidelines, oversees, and eventually approves these plans. 

=Title 76 RCW: Forests and Forest Products 76.09.010 (1). 

There is also one member from the public and two from the Forest Industry. As amended in 1975, the Board consists of 
the Commissioner of Public Lands, Directors of the Gepartments of Commerce and Economic Development, Agricutture, 
and Ecology. An elected member of a country legislative body is a member. Of the two industry members, one "shall own 
not more aian 500 acres of land' and one 'shall be an independent logging contractor" (Cubbage and Ellefson 1980: 465). 

'ORovdand argues that "[slince its inception, the Board repeatedly has failed to adopt adequate rules to protect Our resources" 
(Rowland 1994). 

4'Specific requirements Vary according to a four tiered classification system. Some forest practice operations require that 
inspections occur "before, during, and after completion" (Cubbage and Ellefson 1980: 466) by the Department o f  Natural 
Resources. 

42Since 1980, landowners can appeal enforcernent to a Forest Practices Appeal Board. 



''A Mutti~le Use Act requires the Department of Natural Resources to practice multiple resource use and sustained yield 
management on Washington State-owned (MgGonigle et al. 1990: 39). 

T h e  Canada Water Act enaded in 1970 has had Ide  applicability ta BC since water remains defacfo and arguabfy dejure, 
a matter of provincial jurisdiction. Whatever the legal position, and unlike the US experience, the Canadian federal 
government usually retreated from possible incursion into areas of provincial responsibility (Fiiyk and Cote ?992: 76). 
Similarty, Haddock (1995: 21) points out that regulations under the federal Mioratorv Birds Convention Act "prohibit 
disturbing, destroying or taking a nest or egg of a migratory bircf' but these provisions "have never been enforced by the 
federal government in relation to logging activih'es. 

"Personal i n te~ew,  Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Ottawa. See also V a n d e m a g  (1 992: 15). Sourcing Dorcey 
(1980), Hoberg expiains that ''The Fish and Wldlife Branch of the Ministry of Environment has been given responsibilrty for 
the protection of non-anadromous fisheries, selected anadromous fisheries, and the enforcement of the Federal Fisheries 
Act in tbese waters. - 
*dPersonal interview, DFO. See also Fisheries and Oceans Canada (1 986a; 1986b). 

4gEnvironment and Land Use Act, section 3(b). 

So~ersonal interview, BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, BC Ministry of Forests and former officiais from the 
€LUC secretariat 

''As of 1989, only .1 per cent of BC's Crown land had been protected using this Act (Duw 1990: 51). 

"Sectjon 5 pemits the deSignation of' special critical wildlife areas to protect endangered and threatened species", but this 
provision this has never been invoked (Sandborn 1990: 62). 

-section 4 (c). 

q h e  first report was produced in 1984 and contained an oveMew of land, timber, range and recreation resources, current 
management programs for these resources, an anaiysis of future trends and implications of this for resource management 
(British Cclumbia. Ministry of Forests 1984). 

T h e  Pearse Commission was created la rge  because of concerns of concentration in industïy and resource rent collection 
(Wilson 1 987-88). 

56Marchak (1983: 80) notes that although "... the Pearse Commission was established by the NDP government, the Forest 
&t that emerged from it under the Social Credit governrnent provided for even greater concentration of forest holdings". 

'?Frorn 1987, three other amendments were made to the Forest Act One involved changing the way stumpage was 
calculated, moving from a Residual Value System to a Comparative Value Pricing System (British Columbia. Forest 
Resources Commission 1990: 17). 

This amendments arose out of the Softwood Lumber Countervail Dispute in which the United States Coalition for 
Fair Lumber Irnporb agreed to allow BC to drop a 15 per cent export tax on sofhvood lumber in exchange for imposing this 
new methods of collecting resource rents. 

The second amendment made holders of TFLs and Forest Licences responsible for their own reforestation costs 
(British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission 1990: 17) and the third saw 5 per cent of the Annual Ailowable Cut taken 
from TFL and Forest Licenses within a TSA and given to the Smali Business Forest Enterprise Program. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE CHANGING NATURE OF FEDERAL LANDS PACIFIC NORTHWEST ECO-FOREST 

POLlCY COMMUNITIES: 1965-1 995 

PREFACE: POLlCY COMMUNITIES AND POLlCY NETWORKS 

Section II gives empirical fiesh to the related but distinct concepts of policy communities and 

policy networks in the jurisdictions under study. The policy community chapters are about 

understanding the societal and governmental interests active in the policy domain. We are interested 

in how they fomed, their intemal organizational structure, the types of resources they enjoy, and the 

reason for their interest in policy community affairs. In order to map changes over time, the policy 

community chapten use Coleman and Skogstad's (1 990a) model which places groups according 

to whether they belong to the "sub-govemment" (where policy is made) or "attentive public" (interests 

that are involved from time to time). The sub-govemment is further distinguished between those 

groups that act as "policy participanfsn and those that tend to lobby the govemment as "policy 

advocatesn, but are not usually involved in decision-making circles.' 

Policy networks refer to the nature of exchange, or the relationship between the state and 

organized societal interests within a given issue. Here, the goal is to understand whether this 

relationship is dosed or open, whether a number of societal groups are involved, or whether a single 

governrnental agency and organized interest dominate. We also want to know what types of state 

and societal interests dominate, and whether these have changed historically. To facilitate 

cornpanson, the network chapters refer frequently to Coleman and Skogstad's policy network model. 



Table 3.0: Groupings of Policy Networks 

Pluralist Closed State-Directed 

pressure pluralism corporatism 

clientele pluralisrn concertation 

parantela pluralism 
From: Coleman and Skogstad (1990b: 27) 

Coleman and Skogstad identify six policy network "ideai typesn involving three families: 

pluralist; closed, and state-directed (Coleman and Skogstad 1990a: 27). Pluralism is defined as "a 

mode of groupstate relations where groups approach the state independently, often competing for 

the ear of the state" (ibid). If the groups "assume primarily a policy advocacy role and state agencies 

remain autonomous", the network is referred to as pressure pluralisrn. Conversely, when groups 

are policy participants and state agencies have Iittle autonorny from one or more organized interests, 

the network is cfientele plurafism. Coleman and Skogstad also identify a third, but quite rare 

pluralist relationship, parentela pluralism - "when organized interests gain a dominant place within 

a governing political party that, in tum, has members in praminent bureaucratie positions." 

The second major family for Coleman and Skogstad are "closed" policy networks in which 

"state decision-making capacity is concentrated and well-coordinated, norrnally through the offices 

of a single agency that has persisted from some timen and organized in!zïest(s) participate in the 

formulation or implementation of policy. The first type of closed network is a corporatist network, 

in which "two or more organized interests representing conflicting producer or consumer 

groups participate with the state in the formulation and implementation of policy" {ibid 29). 

Coleman and Skogstad note that corporatist arrangements are distinguished from clientele pluralism 

by "[bloth the multilateral character of the network and the stronger position of the  tat te."^ 



The second "closed" network is concertation, defined as a network in which "a single 

association represents a sector and participates with a corresponding state agency in the formulation 

and irnplementation of policy" (ibid: 28). As they describe: 

The state agency has cofisiderable capacity in its own right, being autonomous and 
able to concentrate power for coordinated decision-making. Sectoral interests match 
the state's strength by drawing on an inclusive, hierarchical associational system 
capable of engaging in longer terni policy deliberations while maintaining member 
support (ibi'd). 

The final famiiy is termed "state directed" policy networks in which "state officiais dominate 

policy-making and are able to impose their solutions, often without even consulting organized 

interests", which are often, but not always, at a low level of organizational development (ibid: 29). 

INTRODUCTION: CHANGES TO THE FEDERAL LANDS PNW FOREST POLlCY COMMUNlTY 

The forest policy community conceming Pacific Northwest federal lands undenivent two key 

transformations in the last thirty years. The first was marked by explosive growth in the number of 

citizens belonging to environmental groups, culminating with the emergence of professional and 

litigious groups in the early 1970s. The second began with an expansion in the number, policy 

orientation and membership of environmental groups in the mid-i 98Os, followed in the early IWOs 

by an inueased role of US regulatory agencies in the sub-gwemment (Diagrams 3.0 and 3.1 visually 

present these relationships). This chapter outlines these changes, and then examines the ability of 

the three historical institutionalist hypotheses to account for thern. 

The involvement of groups and organisations in the PNW forest policy community partly 

depends on whether the issue has a national or regional focus. With respect to the former, national 

groups tend to take the Iead, while PNW based groups typically seek influence through any existing 

national affiliate. In the latter case, the regional groups usually take the lead within the sub- 

government, acting as both policy advocates and policy participants. In this case, national groups 
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are usually only involved as members of the "attentive public", unless a particular issue vaults PNW 

federal forest land policy into the national spotlight. 

I. THE FlRST TRANSFORMATION: 1965-1 975 

Environmental Groups 

The growth of environmental groups in the federal PNW forest policy community during the 

first transformation manifested itself in two ways: an expansion of membership and budgets of 

existing forest conservation organisations, and the creation of new groups. These were followed by 

the creation of litigation-oriented environmental groups in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Many of 

these groups became active members of the sub-govemment, as both policy advocates and policy 

participants. 

At the national level, the existence of established forest consewation groups before 1960 

was an important factor in understanding the development of the policy community during the first 

wave of environmentalism. Previous studies have noted the long tradition of the 

conservationtpreservation movement in Arnerican politics, beginning with the creation of the Sierra 

Club in 1892. Mitchell, Mertig, and Dunlap (1992: 112) argue that two historical "consewation 

movements" took place in the United  tat tes.^ The first pre-World War II movement saw the creation 

of the Sierra Club, the National Audubon Society, and the National Pa rk  and Conservation 

As~ociation,~ The second conservation movement occurred between the two World Wars and saw 

the creation of the Wildemess Society, the lzaak Walton League and the National Wildlife 

Federation, the latter two founded by sports hunters interested in preserving wildlife. The Defenders 

of Wildlife was created just after the second conservation rnovement, in 1947. 

Mitchell, Mertig, and Dunlap distinguish these two conservation movements from the new 

"environmental movement" beginning in the mid-1960s. The ditference is that the consewation 

movement had a concem with "particular areas or species", while the latter movement was a more 
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holistic "ecological perspective" that involved "consequences that are often delayed or subtle; and 

their causes are typically difficult to prove" (Mitchell, Mertig, and Dunlap 1992: 14)~' The existence 

of these conservation groups rneant that in most cases, rather than new groups being established, 

traditional groups saw changes in their membership base, policy orientation, and place in the policy 

community. 

As existing groups moved from being canservation-oriented tu environmentally-focused, they 

became more professional, highly skilled, and, perhaps inevitably, more burea~cratic.~ These groups 

also developed niche expertise. For example, the Wilderness Society devoted itself to scientific and 

economic analyses. Such policy expertise, Mitchell, Mertig, and Dunlap note, provides a "counter 

science" capability (ibid: Z).' T'hese groups were able to interact with each other effectively to fom 

strategic alliances around specific initiatives. Interaction was also aided by the existence of the 

Natural Resources Council of America, a group that brought together environmental, research and 

professional organisations to exchange information and i d e a ~ . ~  

The other part of this story is the establishment of litigious environmental groups, which 

comprise the Environmental Defence Fund (EDF) created in 1967, the Natural Resources Defence 

Council (NRDC) created in 1970, and the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund (SCLDF) established in 

1971 .'The EDF, NRDC, and SCLDF weie joined by Defenders of Wildlife, which adopted a litigious 

approach to its environmental advo~acy.'~ With the exception of the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, 

whose sole purpose is to litigate," these groups also act as policy participants in the forest policy 

community, advising on policy changes at both the congressional and executive levels. The Natural 

Resources Defence Council and the Sierra Legal Defense Fund became the two leading US groups 

in the federal forest policy community. Defenders of Wildlife is also an important organisation, but 

has fewer financial resources. The EDF has chosen to be a member of the "attentive public", limiting 

its involvement to changes regarding the Endan~ered Species Act. 
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These national changes were matched at the regional level. In fact, a large number of the 

regional groups have ties to the main national groups. The National Audubon Society and Sierra 

Club have numerous local chapters spread throughout Oregon and Washington (although National 

Audubon Society chapters are faim independent of the national which f o m  an important link 

between the regional and local levels. Such groups include the Audubon Society of Portland, the 

Seattle Audubon Society, Pilchuk Audubon, Kalmiopis Audubon, Lane Country Audubon and the 

Oregon Chapter of the Sierra Club. In addition, the Wildemess Society, the National Wildlife 

Federation, the Sierra Club, and the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund have al1 established regional 

offices in the PNW. 

Other groups in the PNW have no direct links to national groups, such as the Oregon Natural 

Resources Council (ONRC) establistied in 1971 and Headwaters, a southem Oregon focused group 

that has developed a regional profile. The ONRC has both individual and group membership. 

Developing both scientif~c'~ and in-house legal expertise, it has eamed the reputation among 

govemrnent and industry offcials as "uncomprornising"'4, and its official policy is not to enter into 

dispute resolution pro cesse^.'^ Both of these groups focus on management of Forest Service and 

BLM federal lands, with little interest or influence in State forest policy communities. 

lndustry Organisations 

As with environmental groups, different industry associations have developed concerning 

federal and State level issues. Individual forest companies often belong to both associations, but the 

organisations Vary significantly on their policy orientation and influence. At the federal level. the key 

industry organisations were split among the lurnber-oriented National Forest Products Association 

(NFPA), the pulp and paper-oriented American Paper lnstitute (API), and the trade-oriented 

American Forest Council (AFC)? A similar split occurred at the regional level, where federal forest 

lands-focused groups induded the Industrial Forestry Association, representing companies West of 
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the Cascades and the Northwest Pine Association, representing rnanufacturers in Washington and 

0regon.17 The functional divisions have created a less integmted associational system than in British 

Columbia.18 There is also a distinction in the federal PNW between large-industrial and srnall, usually 

non-industrial land ownen (Leman 1988b: 158-62). Large-industrial organizations are effective 

lobbyists, forrning the coalitions noted above and in Chapter Five. Small land owners are less 

effectively organized, lacking "the financing and the technical forestry and business skills that long- 

terni efforts require" (ibid: 159). 

Labour 

Forest unions are usually members of the attentive public, especially concerning sustainable 

forestry matterç. There is no dominant union, but the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners 

of America, the Western Council of lndustnal Workers, the Association of Western Pulp and Paper 

Workers, the International Woodworkers of America and the United Paperworkers International 

Union ail have members in the Pacific Northwest. 

Other Organisations 

There are a number of other research and professional organisations that comprise policy 

community memben. Research organisations tend to be adively involved in preparing analyses and 

conducting important studies, but are usually not directly involved in policy making. These groups 

include Amencan for est^,'^ founded over 100 years ago (formerly called the Amencan Forestry 

Association), the World Resources ~nst i tute,~~ and the Society of American Foresters. which 

publishes the highly respected Journal of for est^.^' The Society of Amencan Foresters is also 

important for injecting the voice of professional foresters in regional matters through their Oregon 

and Washington State The Pacific Coast Federation of Fishenan's Association is also 

important with respect to Stream side forest practices issues.23 



Govemment agencies 

Reflecting both the US federal macro-institutional structure and its statutory regime, 

govemment organisations crowd the forest policy community. The White House, other executive 

offices, Congress and the judiciary are al1 in the sub-govemment, as are numerous House and 

Senate Sub-Cornmittees with oversight responsibilities, House and Senate Appropriations 

Cornmittees and the offices of individual Members of ~ o n g r e s s . ~ ~  ~overnment management 

agencies comprise the US Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management. and the National Park 

Service, while regulatory agencies include the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the US National 

Marine Fisheries Service (the Environmental Protection Agency has only limited influence in the 

forest policy comrnunity). Dunng the 1960s and 1970s, management agencies were cleady policy 

participants, while regulatory agencies tended to act more as policy advocates. 

II. THE SECOND TRANSFORMATION: I985-199S 

The second transformation was marked by an increase in the number of environmental 

groups and environmental coalitions, and by a greater role for US regulatory agencies. In response, 

industry consolidated its associational structures in order to speak more cohesively on environmental 

issues, and fomed linkages with organized labour. Diagram 3.1 presents the new constellation of 

policy community actors as of 1995. 
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Eco-forest Groups 

An increase in membenhip, the emergence of new alliances, and the creation of new groups 

altered the influence of environmental groups in the PNW federal forest policy comrnunity in the late 

1980s and early 1990s. The new groups are distinguished between "mainstreamn groups, largely 

supported through foundation funding, and more radical "zero cut" groups that rely heavily on 

membership for funding, and have diffculty attracting foundation support. In addition, the sub- 

govemment expanded to include groups that historically tended to be involved as members of the 

attentive public. 

hiring this "second wave of environmentalism", the National Audubon Society, the National 

Wildlife Federation, the Sierra Club and the Wildemess Society al1 witnessed an explosion of 

rnembership, reaching a total combined membership of 1,693,000 in 1983, to 2,740,000 in 1994 

(Chart 3 . 0 ) . ~ ~  This increase helped give the groups greater financial resources (Chart 3.1) and the 

capacity to develop "alternative" expertise and increased specialization. 

The four national litigious groups also saw membership (Chart 3.2) and budget expansion 

(Chart 3.3). The Sierra Club Legal ûefense Fund's membership grew from a few thousand members 

in 1971, to 120,000 in 1990, and to 150,000 in 1994. Its budget rose from $670,000 in 1990, to $1.5 

million in 1994. NRDC's rnembership has followed a sirnilar path, moving frorn 48,000 in 1983, and 

to 170,000 in 1994. With significant foundation funding, its current budget is over $20 million.26 

The creation of four new alliances during the second wave of environmentalism stands out. 

First, the Western Ancient Forest Campaign (WAFC) was created in 1991 to "disseminate 

information between grassroots conservation organisations [in the PNW] and national environrnental 

gr~ups".*~ Second, the Northwest Ancient Forest ~l l iance~' was established to focus on old growth 

preservation issues. Third, the National Forest Protection Campaign was created in 1994. largely 

ansing out of, and focusing on, Pacific Northwest eco-forest struggles, but it does have a national 

mandats." Fourth, the Forest Watch Network was formed at the regional level in 1994 to coordinate 
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forest protection efforts? Other relevant coalitions include the Endangered Species Coalition 

created to coordinate efforts for the Endancrered Species Act reauthorization and the Northem 

Rockies Ecosystem Protection ~ l l iance.~ '  

These new alliances coincided with both an expansion of the policy community to include 

groups that historically were rnembers of the attentive public, and the establishment of new groups. 

At the national level, Amencan Rivers became an important player because of its expertise on 

salrnon issuesn, m i l e  Trout Unlimited's expertise on the Clean Water Act increased its importance 

in the forest policy cornmunity. At the regional level new "specializedn groups were formed. Founded 

in 1987, the Pacific Rivers Council steadily increased its influence in the federal PNW forest policy 

community, developing an expertise on salmon and other fish s p e ~ i e s . ~ ~  This expertise allowed the 

Pacific Rivers Council to obtain significant influence as a policy participant in the forest policy 

community. The vast share of the Pacific Rivers C z ~ x i l ' s  funding comes from foundation grants, 

although it does have a membership base." Other new groups include the Associations of Forest 

Service Employees for Environmental Ethics (AFSEE) - an organisation formed in 1991 which by late 

1994 had 1,000 Forest Service employees mernbers and an additional 8,000-10,000 public 

 supporte^.^^ It is devoted entirely to better management of US Forest Service Lands, and recently 

spawned a Ader coalition, Public Employees for Environmental ~esponsibility? Similarly, the Public 

Forestry Foundation, which was created in the late 1980s, is a coalition of foresters, resource 

professionals, and citizens whose purpose is to "monitor the Pacifie's public forests" by "seeking out 

good rnodels of forest management and exposing bad forest pra~tices".~' 

At the same time, more radical groups were established that were frustrated with what they 

saw as compromises of existing major national eco-forest groups with respect to logging Pacific 

Northwest old growth forests. One such group is Save our Forests, a group claiming over 500 

affiliate organisations, representing a cornbined membership of over 3 million. This group focuses 

solely on lobbying Congress for better legislative protection of remaining ancient forests and 
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wildemess areas on US fedeal lands? Greenpeace took advantage of this increased radicalism by 

consciously joining the federal forest policy community," and lobbying for the Northern Rockies 

Ecosvstem Protection ~ c t . ~  

Radical "zero cutn groups were also forrned in the region, of M ich  three stand out: the Native 

Forest Council, Save the West, and the Forest Conservation C~uncil.~' All of them oppose any future 

cutting of old growth forests on PNW federal lands.42 Aside from litigation, the only other area in 

which these groups are actively involved in the forest policy community is the Congressional arena, 

proposing and lobbying for legislation that would perrnanently remove al1 federal PNW old growth 

areas from timber extraction. 

Some new groups are not membership-based at ail, but rely almost completely on 

foundations for funding. One such group is Northwest Environment Watch, created by employees 

from the Washington, DGbased Worfdwatch Institute. Its mission is "to foster a sustainable 

economy and way of life in the Pacific ~ o r t h w e s t " ~ ~  by monitoring key indicaton. Equally significant 

is the 1991 formation of Eco-trust by former employees of Conservation International- Eco-trust is 

perhaps the only group that has consciously chosen not to be infiuenced by the incentives and 

stnictures of the US legalistic statutory regime? It has chosen to focus on preserving ecosystems 

and watersheds in the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia through working with the communities 

that will be affected by their goals. First, it choses a broad area it wishes to protect, and then it 

attempts to facilitate a community-based resolution to the issue. Usually only aftei this point does 

it approach state officials for assistance in a potenlial resolution. By rejecting the litigation incentives 

of the US statutory regime, Eco-trust appears to have been influenced by whether the land it seeks 

to protect is government or privately owned. While this holistic approach is cornprehensive, its 

project-by-project orientation and focus on particular areas tend to preclude Eco-trust from becoming 

an ongoing member as a sub-govemment policy participant. Its approach works well at preserving 
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certain protected areas, but appears to do less well at being involved in developing sustainable 

forest practice regulations. 

Forest companies 

The organisational structure of US industry interests changed in order to respond more 

cohesively to environmental concerns. The National Forest Products Association (NFPA), the 

American Paper lnstitute (API), and the Amefican Forest Council (AFC)" merged into a single 

industry association, the American Forest and Paper Association (AFPA). The AFPA was fomed, 

according to the industry, to give "the nation's forest and paper industries a stronger, more effective 

voice to address major business and public policy issues"." In fact, the merger was largely an 

attempt by the forest industry to improve its public relations image on forest issues, and to take a 

more proactive role in responding to the increased public concern over the forest industry and the 

en~irnnrnent.~' As an AFPA (1993) brochure explained, the creation of AFPA "...symbolizes industryJs 

growing resolve to respond affimatively to public demands for environmental cornmitment". One of 

the first actions on the part of the new AFPA was "spearheading an industry effort to establish 

environmental principles for forest management, recycling and eventual reuse of paper and paper 

board products". In May 1994, the AFPA adopted a definition of "Sustainable Forestry" and a list of 

"Prinuples for Sustainable Forestry"? This shift in tactics has been matched by AFPA's attraction 

to consensus-oriented disputes at the local leveL4' 

The American Forest Resource Alliance was also created - a "coalition of concemed builders, 

retailers, and workers" with the objective of taking "legal action to protect property rights" to "support 

legislation providing a stable timber supply from public lands while protecting environmental values", 

and to "tell the story about wise stewardship and the role of wood products in the national 

e~onorny" .~ lntended as a two year project, its remaining functions were placed with the National 

Forest Products Association. 
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The two regional trade associations focused on federal PNW lands also merged to f o m  the 

Northwest Forestry Association in 1986. This was done so that the industry could "speak as a central 

voice on federal forest policy matters and to avoid land management agencies "playing one group 

off over the other.''' In addition, the Northwest Forest Resources Council was created in 1987 - as 

an association of virtually al1 the forest industry organisations in the Pacific Northwest. The Council's 

purpose is to focus on tirnber supply issues. It has recently led litigation efforts to force the Forest 

Service to increase timber 

Labour 

Ecu-forest policy was not a primary focus of most key US unions, including the lntemational 

Woodworkers of America (IWA - US) and the Westem Council of Industrial Workers (WCIW). After 

suffenng through the downsizing of the early 1980s and in "disarray" during the mid-1980s. US 

organized labour interests were unable to forge a "third path" on environmental issues, particularly 

during the timber reduction/job losslspotted Owl crisis beginning in the late 1 9 8 0 s . ~  The result was 

that US unions allied themselves much more ciosely with industry during this time than did BC 

unions with BC industry." 

Indeed, industry formed an alliance with organized labour in its efforts to respond to 

increasing environmental pressures. The strongest linkages were developed with the United 

Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, the Westem Council of Industrial Workers and 

the lntemational Woodworkers of America. Also involved in these efforts from time to time were the 

United Paperworkers International Union, the Association of Western Pulp and Paper Workers and 

the national AFL-CIO. These efforts wlminated in the establishment of the Forest Products lndustry 

National Labor Management Cornmittee (LMC) as a "coalition representing the shared policy 

interests of labor unions and management in the forest products industry". working to ensure that 
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public policy decisions affecting "timber supply balance environmental concems with economic 

rea~it ies".~~ 

Other Groups 

The role of researchlpolicy-oriented groups within the federal forest policy community did not 

change significantly after the second wave of environmentalism. However, research strategies were 

adapted to specifically address concepts such as ecosystem management and b iodivers i t~.~ 

Government Agencies 

The creation of new govemment agencies actively involved in the forest policy community 

was limited to two new offices within the White House: the White House Office of Environmental 

Policy, and the establishment of a White House offce in Portland, Oregon, called the White House 

Office of Forestry and Economic Development. New inter-agency processes were created to 

increase interaction between the key administrative agencies comprising the Bureau of Land 

Management, the Forest Service, the National Park Service, and the key regulatory agencies, 

compnsing the US Fish and Wildlife Seivice and the National Marine Fisheries service." During this 

time, regulatory agencies became central sub-govemment players. Finally, new citizen advisory 

cornmittees at the regional, landscape and watershed levels were also established. 



EXPLAlNlNG CHANGES 

The rnost obvious and direct influence behind the two key policy community changes was 

an increased concem within civil society about the environment. These changes in values dunng the 

first wave of environrnentalism explain the increases in mernbership of environmental groups, and 

the growth of budgets. policy expertise and professional staff. lncreased societal interest about the 

environment during the second wave of environmentalism also explains a noticeable increase in 

environmental group membership in the 1980s. It also explains why industry took the strategic 

decision to consolidate its associational system in order to better respond to environmental 

pressures. 

However, these societal factors tell us little about the shape and direction of policy 

community change. For an answer to these questions, the three histoncal institutionalist hypotheses 

have rnuch to offer. The evidence indicates that the US macro-institutional structure, the fact that 

national forests are publicly owned, and especially the statutory regirne, mediated this growth and 

largely detemined the policy goals environmental interests would pursue. 

During both transformations, the rnacro-institutional structure played a subtle role - affording 

environrnental groups numerous points of access, providing an immediate incentive to participation 

in the policy community. Public-ownership of federal lands provided for a greater degree of policy 

choice, once again encouraging environmental group participation. However, the key factor in 

structuring the nature of policy comrnunity change was the emergence of the legalistic statutory 

regirne. Its effects were direct in the câse of the first transfomation, while court nilings based on this 

regime shaped the development of the second alteration. 

Two key aspects of the statutory regime stand out. The first is that the non-discretionary 

contents of the statutory regime and its litigation opportunities allowed environrnental groups not 

simply the ability to litigate, but to threaten litigation. The second is the statutory regime's detailed 

procedural and planning requirements, most of which dictate clear niles about public involvement. 
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These two characteristics pennitted groups access to the forest policy community, which necessaflly 

forced them to develop a high level of expertise for effective interaction with bureaucratic officials 

and other members of the policy comrnunity. 

The Legalistic Statutory Regime and the Development of the Eco-Forest Policy Community 

The most obvious and direct result of the development of the legalistic statutory regime on 

policy comrnunity development was the creation of litigation-oriented environmental groups. These 

groups would have had no reason to organize without a legalistic statutory frarnework. This legalistic 

regirne also caused environmental groups to develop scientific and technical expertise. The reason 

was that in order to participate in Iitigation, environmental groups needed to employ scientists and 

policy officials who would be able to identify policy choices that contravened statutory requirements. 

The legalistic statutory regime also increased the role of environmental groups in the policy 

community, simply because agenues feared they would litigate. This created another need for policy 

expertise in order to participate effectively with administrative and regulatory agencies. The main 

reason groups emerged with highly scientific, socio-economic, and litigious expertise was because 

of the non-discretionary/legalistic statutory regime. 

At the regional level, the public participation requirements of the National Environmental 

Policy Act (NEPA) and the planning requirements of the National Forest Manaaement Act (NFMA) 

meant that local environmental groups now had the legal right to comment and offer advice on 

individual National Forest plans - from five year development plans to individual cutting pemits. This 

explains the growth of numerous environmental groups that focus their management decisions on 

individual National Forests and BLM Forest Districts. Without the non-discretionary requirernents of 

the statutory regime, there would have been little incentive for these local groups to focus on the 

management of individual local forest areas. 
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The Legalistic Regime and the Second Transformation of Policy Cornmunity Change 

Whereas the first policy comrnunity transformation was directly infiuenced by the statutory 

regime itself, the second transformation was caused by court nilings, the consequences of which 

were largely unforseen and unintended by US legislators. The story of these court nilings for the 

PNW centres on the Northem Spotted Owl controversy. This dispute is far more than a case study 

of the consequences of a litigious statutory regime: the owl litigation largely explains the nature of 

policy community change noted above, and policy network and output change outlined in the next 

chapter. The following reviews the Spotted Owl controversy, and then details how this litigation 

influenced the second transformation of policy cummunity change in the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

The Influence of the Northen Spotted Owl 

The genesis of the Northem Spotted Owl conflict occurred in the late 1970s, when scientific 

research showed that the survival of the owl depended on old growth forests - which make up less 

than 10 per cent of Pacific Northwest forests (Yaffee 1994: 14). After the Forest Service failed to 

take action to protect Spotted Owl habitat, the Seattle and Portland Audubon Societies launched 

litigation in the early 198Os, arguing that existing land management agency policies conceming the 

Northem Spotted Owl failed to iive up to the non-discretionary requirements of the Endansered 

Species Act, The National Environmental Poky  Act, and National Forest Management Act. The 

heart of their litigation was an attempt to force the Fish cind Wildlife Service to list the Northem 

Spotted ûwi as threatened? The litigation eventually forced the listing of the Northem Spotted Owl 

as endangered, and led to a number of agency and inter-agency attempts to devise a recovery 

plan? When it was clear that any plan to save the Northem Spotted Owl would result in a 

considerable loss of timber supply in the Pacific Northwest, Congress attempted to ovemde 

temporarily the endangered species requirements of the federal statutory regime (Hoberg 1993b). 



I These Congressional efforts ultimately failed and the White House initiated a highlj 

publicized "Forest Summit" in Portland, Oregon in Aprii of 1993, at which environmental, industry, 

/labour and other non-govemment organisations pleaded their cases before the President and 

I members of his cabinet.60 The summit resulted in the establishment of the Forest Ecosystem 

1 Management Team (FEMAT), comprised mostly of govemment scientists. It was charged with 

presenting the Clinton Administration with different options for saving the Northern Spotted Owl, and 

lwas told to estimate each option's chances of achieving Spotted Owl recovery. In the end. the 

(~dministration chose "Option 9" which lhey believed would entail the least economic impact while 

staying within the law, therefore allowing for plausible species recovery? 

Option 9, or the "President's Plan", reduces most hawesting of federal old growth fores1 

/ lands in the PNW and adds to existing intra-agency planning processes another layer of interagency 

lecosystem management processes. Such a plan was supponed by the rulings of Judge ûwyer in 

l 1994 when he upheld Option 9. Dwyer wled that in order to cornply with the substantive non- 

I discretionary requirements of the Endangered Species Act and the National Forest Manariement Act 

land '[gliven the current condition of the forest. there is no way the agencies couid comply with 

lewimnmental laws without planning on an ecosystern b a ~ i s . ' ' ~  As US Forest Service Chief Jack 

Ward Thomas said: 

One of the more interesting things that came out of [the FEMAVOption 9 decision 
was the charge that Option 9 was illegal because] the law specified that these plans 
had to be done on a forest by forest and district by district basis. And that to use this 
more comprehensive process was illegal. ... Judge Dwyer said, "no" ... it was 
essentially mandatory, there was no way we could meet ail the legal requirements 
without going through a more coordinated planning operation that meets ecosystem 
standards? 

 h ho mas argues that this niling, "...rnay, in the end, be the most significant decision that came out 

1 of [the FEMATISpotted 0 ~ 4  issue]". The effects of the owl litigation transcend the Pacific Northwest. 

The Forest Service recently noted: 



... the Spotted Owl contmversy in the Pacific Northwest has become a focal point for 
exploring ways to implement the principles of ecosystem management.. . . ln light of 
the experience in the Pacific Northwest and elsewhere, there is much interest in 
finding ways for Federal land management agencies to better incorporate the 
principles of ecosystem management when conduding resource planning and 
decision making activities? 

The effects of the owl litigation on the second policy community transfomation were 

ovennihelming. It was the reason for the creation of al1 of the new forest alliances noted above, for 

the development of radical "zero-cut" groups, why fisheries and water-focused groups became 

members of the sub-government, why regulatory agencies became more infiuential in the sub- 

government, and why new interagency govemrnenta! organisations were added to the policy 

comrnunity. 

The Northwest Ancient Forest Alliance was created after the Spotted Owl issue reached 

national prominence and was specifically designed to coordinate efforts among the vanous 

interested environmental groups on this issue. The Western Ancient Forest Campaign was created 

to facilitate the actions of grass roots organisation in the PNW over the owl issue with the efforts of 

those focusing on Congress and the White House. Indeed, the sole purpose of the Forest Watch 

Network is to have local groups rnonitor the implementation of Option 9 and ecosystem 

management." The owl litigation was even behind the NR@C1s decision to become involved in 

issues specific to PNW forest policy, including its role with an environmental coalition focusing on 

forest land east of the 

The existence and gmwth of the radical "zercmJt" groups is directly attributed to the Spotted 

Owl litigation. The Native Forest Council, Save the West, and the Forest Conservation Council al1 

developed after national environmental groups began promoting what the "zero-cut" groups 

considered to be "compromises" regarding Spotted Owl preservation initiatives and harvesting on 

National Forest lands. However, even these groups' activities were heavily influenced by the 

incentive stnicture of the legalistic statutory regime. Rather than opting out of the litigation process, 
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what distinguishes these radical gmups is that they failed to join the main litigation effort to improve 

Option 9, instead choosing to file a more radical suit opposing the very spirit of Option 9.=' 

The emergence of water-focused groups in the forest policy community is also a direct result 

of the owl litigation, and Option 9's focus on ecosystem management and biodiversity. Thus, 

AmeBcan Rivers and the Pacific Rivers Counul became important players because of their expertise 

on salrnon issues and riparian rnatten, while Trout Unlimited's expertise on the Clean Water Act 

increased its importance in the forest policy cornmunity. 

The focus on ecosystem management and biodivenity also explains the increased role of 

regulatory agencies in the subgovemment. The changes in forest management networks noted in 

the next chapter were a result of Option 9, which entrenched regulatory agencies such as the Fish 

and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fishenes Service into the forest policy community as 

policy participants. 

Option 9 was responsible for new interagency processes and at least partly responsible for 

the intemal reorganisation of the US Forest Service. The new regional inter-agency processes and 

new citizen advisory committees were created to oversee the implementation of Option 9. So, too, 

were Option 9's creation of the new coordinating rnechanisms and planning across landscapes. 

"prwinces" and regionsa 

Land ownership issues also affected the Owl politics in two ways. Since most PNW federal 

lands are part of the much larger National Forest System, national groups are often involved not 

because an issue is important just to the PNW, but because it is important to the whole country. 

Second, there is the potential for highly charged PNW issues such as the Spotted Owl to gain 

national attention because publicly-owned National Forests carry a special significance for al1 

Ameicans. This may help to explain why so many national groups became involved in PNW issues 

following the owl litigation. 



The number of national groups involved put pressure on the government not to exempt the 

Northem Spotted Owl from the non-discretionary requirements of the statutory regime. This is 

important. In the conte* of the Spotted Owf cantroversy, Hoberg (1 993b) has argued that legislators 

from eastem US have little political capital to lose *en supporting environmental measures that will 

reduce forest jobs and the forest economy in the Pacific Northwest. Recognizing this, American 

Forest Paper Association and Northwest Forest Product Association officiais have expressed their 

desire to move resolution of the Spotted Owl issue back to the PNW and its Congressional 

delegation, and out of the national sphere. As one senior official said: 

You need to have decisions made by people that are going to be held responsible for 
those decisions. It is very easy for members [of Congress] from back east to vote a 
certain way because they know it is not going to impact them or their constituents? 

At the same time, the institutional setting and policy legacies do not completely account for 

the shape and direction of the policy community transformations. In particular, the role of 

foundations, particularly during the second policy community transformation, was important. 

Foundations shaped and developed coalitions, affected the policy goals of environmental groups, 

and providing much needed resources. The statutory regime may have provided much of the 

institutional incentives, but foundations provided much of the needed resources. 



CONCLUSION 

The evidence shows that during the two waves of environmentalism, environmental group 

membership increased and societal concern about forest biodiversity heightened. However, the 

direction of policy cummunity change is largely accounted for by the legalistic non-discretionary 

provisions of the statutory regime. The macro-institutional structure and public ownership of the 

resource facilitated these changes, since both of these factors allowed relatively quick access to the 

policy community. The federally-owned forest lands also contnbuted to increased national attention. 

The change in the role of environmental groups and regulatory agencies in the policy 

cornmunity dunng the second transformation was not caused by proactive decision-making on the 

part of governrnent, but rather by a governrnent with Iimited policy options that was forced into a 

decision because of the fegal requirements of the statutory regime. And many of the changes in the 

forest policy cornmunity - especially concerning the increased role of regulatory agencies in the sub- 

govemrnent - are explained by parallel changes being made in the policy networks. 



Endnotes 

'Policy communrty membership was determined in this paper by conducting over 120 interviews in Washington OC, British 
Columbia, Oregon and Washington State with ofiïcials from key government, industry and environmental organizations. After 
a discussion on what was meant by forest policy, each respondent was asked to idenûfy the government and non- 
government organizations active in forest policy on a "day to da)/' basis and from time to time. 

'Coleman and Skogstad agree that since these are ideal types, some networks will show characteristics of h o  or more of 
these categories. 

'This era was actually marked by niva different philosophies and organisations. On the one hand, organisations oriented 
toward forest canservaüon indude Arnerican Forests (formerty the American Forestry Association), the Society of American 
Forests, and the US Forest Service under the tenure of Giffard Pinchot On the other hand, organisations geared toward 
forest preseruation include the Sierra Club, led and created by John Muir. For a more detailed discussion, see Dana and 
Fairfax (1 980). and Pepperman and Taylor (1992). My thanks to Kent Robinson for explaining these two different 
philosophies. 

'The National Parks and Conservation Association limtts its efforts to management issues concerning US national parks, 
and is therefore not a dominant player in the federal eco-forest policy comrnunrty. 

%ache1 Carson's (1962) Silent S ~ r i n g  is seen as drawing attention to these "second generation" issues. There is a danger 
in overstab;ng these differences. In the case of forest policy, the more "holisticmg approach to broader environmental matters 
did not significantty affect environmental groups' irnmediate concerns. Wilderness areas and species preseivation dominated 
the agenda during the 1960s. With the exception of clearcutting and the definition of "sustainable hawests", it was not until 
the mid-1980s and that more holistic concepts such as "ecosystem management" and "biodivemtf' were championed by 
environmental groups. 

%ee Mitchell, Mertig, and Dunlap (1 992: 21, 24). These authors (ibid 21-22) argue that 

... the earlier amateurism was rapidly transformed into professionalism by the early 1 WOs, a 
professionalisrn wi~ose halmark was the sizable cadre of lobbyists, lawyers, and scientists employed full- 
time by the national environmental organisations. Volunteer experts continue to be used, but now their 
efforts are coordinated for the most part by the staff experts. 

. . . The resu# was a shfi from an essentially amateur management to a professional form o f  
advocacy charactenzed by paid staff. planning exercises, budgets, and financfal control (emphasis 
added). 

'Dravuing on the work of Mitchell (1 979), Mitchell, FAertig and Dunlap (1 992: 22) develop this "counter-science" point in the 
following way: 

The environmental organisations rn the United States, particularly the environmental law 
organisations (EDF and NRDC), have succeeded in institutionalizing a "counter-science" capabilrty. They 
have access to sufiluent scientmc and technological expertise and information so that they can evaluate 
the scientific bass for environmental policies and, if necessarj, dispute the scientmc and technical issues 
within the appropriate policy arenas. The use of science by environmentalistç in cases such as these may 
be termed advocacy science. 

"Personal interview, Natural Resource Council of America, Washington, DC 

%litchell, Mertig and Dunlap (1 992: 14) point out mat the first two were heavily assisted by US Ford Foundation seed money. 

'OPersonal interview, Defenders of Wildlife, Washington, DC 

"Sierra Legal Defense Fund Iitigates on behaif of other environmental groups and citizens. It is also active in negotiating 
setüement agreements. 

"Personal interview, Portland Audubon Society. 



13See Belsky (1 993), Oregon Natural Resources Council(1993a). 

14Personal interviews. 

"Sec Oregon Natural Resources CounciI(1993b). 

'6Personal interview, American Forest and Paper Association. As an AFPA (1993) brochure explains: 

[The establishment of] AFPA ... syrnbolizes industry's growing resoive to respond affirmatively to public 
demands for environmenta! commitment The association is spearheading an industry effort to establish 
environmentai prinapies for forest management, recycling and eventual reuse of paper and paper board 
products. 

These prinaples are intended to meet public expectations for a healthy environment while also enabling 
US manufactures of forest and paper products to rernain among the nation's globajly cornpetitive 
industries. 

17Personal interview, Northwest Forestry Association. 

"Forest companies that owr: large chunks of private land, such as Weyerhauser, offen have quite different interests than 
those saw mil1 owners who rely on the federal government and private land owners for the source of their fibre. 

''Sec, for example, Sample (1 993a; 1993b; 1992). 

%ee, for example, Aplet (1 993). Barber et al. (1 994), Repetto (1988). Rivlin (1 993). 

''For a sampling of the kinds of articles the Journal of Forestry has produced concerning the Pacific Northwest federal 
fore&, see Caldwell (1994), C i  (1 994). Clark (1994). Cortner (1 9931, FrankIin (1 994), Greber (1 994), Petersan (1 993), 
Salazar (IWO), Shannon (1994), Society of American Foresters (1994a), Staebler (1994)' Volkman (1 994), Ward Thomas 
(1 994a). 

nPersonal interview, Oregon Society of American Foresters. 

The Pacific Coast Federation of Fisherman's Associations is the largest organisation of commercial fishers in the Pacific 
Northwest Due to ils primary concem about maintaining fish habitat, it is one of the few organisations that is involved in both 
the federal and State-level forest policy communities. 

'The White House and its Office of Management and the Budget (OMB) plays an important role in National Forest Planning 
because of ils role in the funding process (Davis 1977; Sample 1990). 

T h e  lzaak Wafton League failed to foflow this pattern, with ils membership base rernaining the same as it was in the 1970s. 
This coincided with a virtual withdrawal from involvernent in environmental forest issues. largely owing to interna1 divisions 
over policy direction. For example, the Oregon chapter of the lzaak Wakon League has been critical of increased for 
protection measures in the PNW in the 1990s (personal in te~ew,  lzaak Wakon League). 

xSimilarly, EDF's membership has risen from 3,000 in 1972 to 150,000 in 1990 to 250,000 in 1994. 

%ee Western Ancient Forest Campaign (1992). Its mandate has gone beyond information-sharing, however, and is also 
used to facilitate better interaction between those national environmental groups based in Washington, DC, and the gras  
roots organisations located in the US Pacific Northwest (Personal interview, Western Ancient Forest Campaign). 

28This also spawned the Oregon Ancient Forest Alliance Steenng Cornmittee. 

29Personal inte~ews, Sierra Club, National Audubon Society. 



''The groups involved include the Greater Ecosystem Alliance, the Western Ancient Forest Campaign, tighthawk, the 
Oregon Natural Resources Council, the Pacific Rivers Council, Headwaters, the Klamath Forest Allîance, Safe Alternatives 
for our Forest Environment and the Northcoast Environmental Center. See Forest Watch NeWork (1994). 

Asa signifiant was the creation of the Greater Ecosystem Alliance. This is one of the few formal alliances between 
BC and PNW environmental groups. Its purpose is to lobby for the creation of one large international park out of existing 
parks on both sides of the border. The Greater Ecosystem Alliance has expanded its interests to include broader forestry 
issues as well, including being part of the Forest Watch Network. 

"This coalition formed around efforts to pass the proposed Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act See Northern 
Rockies Ecosystem Protection Alliance (Not dated). 

32Personal i n t e ~ e w ,  Amencan Rivers. 

%ee, for example, Pacitïc Rivers Council(1994a). 

"Of the $886,523 raised in 1993, $729,136 came from Foundation Grants (Pacific Rivers Council 1994b). 

versonal interview, Association of Public Employees for Environmental Ethics. Again. much of this is foundation funding. 
AFSEE has local chapters in Washington, Oregon, California and Montana. 

36Perçonal i n t e ~ e w ,  Association of Forest SeMce Employees for Environmental Ethics. 

"See Citizen Forester (1 992a; 1992b; 1992~). Hurst (1 993), Keene (1 992). 

MPersonal interview. Save Our Forests. 

IgPersonal interview, Greenpeace USA, Washington, DC. 

''ln order to participate in lobbying activiities, Greenpeace Action was formed in 1998. As Mitchell (1 992: 13) notes, rts 
"rnembership overlaps considerably with that of Greenpeace USA". 

"After a key official teft the Forest Conservation Council, its influence in the PNW forest policy communrty "whittled awav' 
(personal interview, National Wildlife Federation regional office). 

' '~ee,  Pryne (1 994), Hermach (1 994, Tayor (1 994), Durbin (1 990). 

'=This definition of the Pacific Northwest includes parts of British Columbia, Montana, Idaho, and California. See, Ryan 
(1 994). 

"Personal interview, Eco-Trust. 

"Personal interview, Amencan Forest and Paper Association. 

&Se, American Forest and Paper Association (1 993: 1 ). 

"Part of the ïeaçon for this had to do with concerns about duplication and the high administrative costs of supporting three 
separate organisations (Personal i n t e ~ e w ,  former official, National Forest and Paper Association). 

4aAmerican Forest and Paper Association (1994a). In response to new concerns about biodiversrty and ecosystern 
management, AFPA has recentiy begun initiatives to implement a sustainable forestry certification program. 

onicial with the AFPA noted that one positive example of this type of consensus process is found in the creation of the 
mu@-stake holder Black Bear Conservation Cornmittee focused on forest lands in Louisiana, Mississippi and East Texas. 
See Bullock (1 992). 

%ee, American Forest Resources Niance (Undated). 



''Personal interview, Northwest forestry Association. 

52Personal intenAew, Northwest Forest Resources Council. 

%y thanks to Marcus Widenor and Steven Hecker, Açsoaate Professors, Labor Education and Research Center, Unrversrty 
of Oregon, for their personal communications on this matter. Of course, any mistakes made are mine alone. 

%en though organized labour in both BC and the Pacific Northwest forest economies suffered a decline in membership 
and influence due to the eariy 1980s recession and subsequent automization, in BC organized labouts ties to the New 
Democratic party muted a decrease in influence. 

%Amencan Forest and Paper Association (1 994b). 

%ee, for example, Barber (1 994), Rivlin (1 993). Aplet (1 993). Society of American Foresters (1994b), Cortner (1 993). 

nPersonal interviews with senior offtcials in Washington, DC W h  the Bureau of Land Management, the Forest Service, the 
National Park Service, the US Fish and Wildiïfe Service. 

MSee Sher (1 993; 1990) and Hungerford (1 994). 

%ee Thomas (1990). Jack Ward Thomas later becorne Chief of the US Forest SeMce. This was an lnteragency cornmittee 
because the Spotied ûwi l i n g  issue induded the Bureau of Land Management Lands, Forest SeMce Lands, lndian Lands, 
and involved the Feh and Wifdiife Service and the US Marine Fisheries Department Public organisations were not involved. 
Mer  this report, a Scientfic Panel on Late-successional Forest Ecosystems commonly referred to as the 'gang-of-fouf, 
was established, with similar composition, purpose and in the end, fate. Finally, the Forest SeMce decided to conduct its 
own assessrnent It was called the Scientific Analysis Team (SAT) and attempted to devise its own intra-agency plan for 
saving the Spotted W. 

%ee, Begley (1 993). 

61Personal i n t e ~ e w ,  US Department of Justice. 

*See also Sleeth (1994). 

63Personal interview. 

''At the national level, the Forest Service has developed similar landscape/province/regional interagency and advsory 
processes that are supposed to inform, but not replace existing planning structures (United States. Department of 
Agricuiture. Forest Service 1994). In February 1994, Chief of the US Forest SeMce, Jack Ward Thomas, issued a National 
Action Plan for lmpiementing Ecosystem Management in which he explained that these eco-region and land scape analyses 
(or assessments) "wilt not replace the forest plan revision process, but will be used to provide a consistent ecological and 
social approach to managing these forests" (Thomas 1994b). 

65Yet another coalition formed around the old growthtspotted Wecosystern management issue is the Washington 
Wilderness Coalition. 

66Personal interview, NRDC. NROC consciousiy decided to stay out of the Spotted Owl litigation because of the expertise 
devdoped by the SCLDF. However, the East side Cascade project was a direct resuft of the Spotted Owl ligation, with federal 
agencies attempting to replicate this process in the eastern parts of Washington and Oregon (Sierra Club and Johnson 
1993). 

6 1 ~ s  Todd True, lead attorney for the majonty of environmental groups litigating over the Northern Spotteci Owl has said, 
"there's no way to tum your back on m a t  a Sen. (Mark) Hatfieid or a Speaker (Tom) Foley might do" (Pryne 1994: A l ,  A6). 
As a vice president and lead lobbyist for the National Audubon Society in Washington, DC explains, "The people who are 
making the noise haven't corne out here and wrestled in the mucf' (Pryne 1994: A6). 



'%@on 9 adminntrativdy creates interaçency Regional Conservation Plans that are to inform BLM Resource Management 
Plans and Forest SeMce LRMPs. Ail of these plans are to influence administratively created interagency Provincial 
Conservation Plans. In turn, the Provincial Conservation Plans are to be influenced by traditional local planning initiatives 
which are then supposed to influence waterçhed planning. 

Due to the Federal Advisow Committee Act, the process chosen for advising the 'province" and regional level 
conservation flans k a b  compiicated. Instead of creaüng one advisor-y body consisüng of government and non-government 
agencies at the regional and provincial levels, the administration created two: one interagency cornmrttee Wh policy 
responsibifities and one advisory councii ta the interagency cornmittee with agency and non government representation that 
had no policy responsibilities See United States. Forest Service (1 994). 

69Personal interview, the Northwest Forest Products Association. 



CHAPTER FOUR 
THE EVOLUTION OF FEDERAL PNW FOREST POLlCY NETWORKS 

Until the mid-1960s, as with al1 jurisdictions under review, policy networks affecting PNW 

national forest lands were usually clientele-pluralist, involving closed industrylgovemment 

collaborative relationships Changes to these networks first started to appear at the national level. 

As the number and resources of environmental groups increased, a pressure pluralist-rietwork 

developed over land use/forest protection policy. The dientele-pluralist network conceming forest 

pracfices remained until the mid-1970s when it, too, became pressure-pluralist in nature. Regional 

networks also changed, with pressure-pluralist forest protection networks developing by the early 

1970s on most National Forest and BLM forest districts lands. Not until the late 1980s did National 

Forest and BLM forest practicesJmanagement networks succumb to pressure-pluralism. This chapter 

reviews these changes, and then examines the ability of the historical institutionalist hypotheses to 

account for thern. 

Network development before the 1960s 

Until the 1960s the goals of the state were usually indistinguishable from those of industry', 

although some changes in the policy focus of these networks had occurred. Before 1945 the US 

Forest Service's mission was to promote forest stewardship with private land owners. Under the 

direction of Gifford Pinchot, the first Chief of the US Forest Service, the agency promoted "rational" 

forest management, the conversion of old growth forests to faster-growing second growth forests, 

and forest regeneration. The state exercised little autonomy from private-forest land owners, and 

forest companies, choosing to work in collaboration with them. 

The clientele-pluralist nature of the national forest policy network was altered bnefly when 

conservation organizations succeeded in lobbying Congress to create National Parks out of existing 

National Forest lands. During this time, industry was unable to maintain its dominant position, 

because conservation groups made the conscious effort to become part of this policy community. 
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This pressure-plualist network generated one of the first conflicts between those organized groups 

led by historical figures such as John Muir of the Sierra Club, who wished to see some forest land 

protected from being logged, and agencies such as the Forest Service that wished to maintain the 

principles of forest conse~at ion.~ Of course, this effort to protect publicly-owned forest lands owed 

itself to the creation of the National Forest lands, whose original purpose was to maintain a steady 

supply of timber for future generations. 

Once most of the old growth forests on private lands was logged, National Forests became 

an important source of fibre for forest companies, altering agency procedures and focus. Yaffee 

(1 994: 341) notes that: 

... the evolution of [Forest Semice] organizational management style [went] from one 
of technically based, patemal benevolence before the second world war to a more 
quasi-industrial, military style after the war. 

Despite these changes, the post-World War II forest management network structure was not 

significantly altered. In many ways, the clientele-pluralist characteristics were entrenched, since 

forest companies had direct, matenal interest in obtaining federal timber and developing close 

relationships with Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management managers. 

FOREST POLlCY NETWORKS CHANGE FROM THE 1960s TO MID-1980s. 

Federal PNW forest policy networks are disthguished between those at the national level of 

deusion-making, and focus on legislation, House and Senate appropriations processes, and federal 

govemment agency policy deliberations; and those in the region that have developed around 

managing individual National Forests, BLM Forest Districts and National Parks. 



National-level Forest Policy Networks 

During the 1960s, a national pressure-pluralist network developed over forest protection 

matters, corresponding with environmental group pressures to increase wildemess presewation. 

This pressure pluralist network led to the state (through the US Congress) taking a decision at odds 

with most industry interests when it passed the Wildemess ~ c t ~  and other related forest protection 

legislation. Environmental groups never achieved complete victories, but previously dominant 

industry interests lost their relatively privileged position. 

The overwhelming focus of environmental groups on forest wildemess protection matters 

meant that in the short-term, the clientele-pluralist network related to forest practices was less 

challenged. By the early 1970s, though, environmental groups expanded their efforts to include 

clearcutting and species preservation. Their efforts were not entirely successful, but significant 

statutory victories were achieved, including the non-discretionary provisions in the National Forest 

Management Act requinng the maintenance of species preservation and viability. 

Forest Management level 

Closed clientele-pluralist networks at the local individual National Forest and BLM Forest 

District level in the PNW came under scrutiny in the 1960s. By the early 1970s, most forest 

protectionAand use networks were decidedly pressure-pluralist in nature. Spurred by the spirit of the 

discretionary Multiple Use Sustained Yield Act, the passage and implementation of the Wildemess 

Act was a key cause of this change. Indeed, after two attempts to develop proactive strategic - 

national and regional rne~hanisrns,~ implementation of the Wildemess Act during the late 1970s and 

early 1980s was left largely to individual National Forest and BLM Forest District managers. The Act 

reduced agency managers' discretion over where harvesting could occur, and gave agency officiais 

increased autonomy from their forest industry clientele, who were generally opposed to permanent 

reductions in the commercial forest land base. 
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The clientele-pluralist forest practices networks at the local National Forest and BLM level 

were more succesful in limiting the influence of environmental groups. By the mid-1970s, 

environrnental groups sought increased access to this network, and interacted with Forest Service 

National Forest supervisors, the Forest Service Regional Supervisor for the PNW, and BLM District 

Rangers and State and regional offices. These groups began to monitor timber sales, launch 

administrative appeals, lobby local Congressional offices, and participate in Iitigation (Atkin 1986). 

However, forest managers continued to use their discretion, and the overall structure of the clientele- 

pluralist network between forest companies, forest Company associations, and forest land 

management agencies rernained in place. 

The literature is divided as to the extent to which the industry/govemment clientelist policy 

networks eventualiy adapted to indude environmental interests. Two seminal Forest Service studies 

by Kaufrnan (1967) and Foss (1960), paint a picture of an agency "captured" by its forest industry 

clientele. This, these authors argued, was because the "military-oriented organizational structure 

created a staff that was largely unable to adapt to change. As Runge (1982) notes: 

Kaufman presented the Forest Service as a strictly hierarchical agency, with its own 
elan, in which famal and informal practices yielded a high degree of conformity with 
central agency policy from field officers This traditional public administration view led 
critics of the Service to argue that it is insulated from change. 

These studies have been supported by analyses conducted by Twight (1 983) and Twight and Lyden 

(1989), who found that the values and ideas of Forest Sewice officiais were slow to reflect changes 

that have taken place within civil society. 

However, in a wide-ranging study involving officials in both the US Forest Service and the 

Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Culhane (1981) found that descriptions of closed 

agencylindustnes ties may have been accurate in the past, but only because Forest Service and 

BLM officials acted as "honest brokers" balancing the interests of those wishing to influence the 

decision-making process. A dientele-pluralist network between industry and govemment developed 

only because environmental groups had not shown a sustained interest in influencing forest 



practices policy. As the policy community expanded during the 1960s and 1970s to include more 

environmental interests, Culhane found that Forest Service and BLM officials did adapt to include 

these interests. Culhane's analysis, which draws from interviews conducted in the eady 1970s, is 

supported by Leman (1981) and Brown and Harris (1 992a; l992b), who found "that Forest Service 

employees were more envimnmentally aware [in 19901 than in 1980 and that the agency's ideology 

was changing from within'? 

These value changes were rnatched by the use of "alternative dispute resolutionn (ADR) 

processes by some National Forest Supervisors and BLM District Managers. These were processes 

that attempted to get al1 key stakeholders to agree on a range of forest management decisions and 

increased the influence of environmental groups on forest management issues (Wondolleck 1985; 

1986; i988). Yet the disuetion in creating such processes meant that not al1 National Forests were 

affected by these initiatives. How groups were induded in National Forest decision making was still 

decided by agency managers (Runge 1982). As one senior Forest Service official noted: 

... there are some supervisors who rarely have any major conflict on their 
forests .... And then there are some that are just constantly in a ptoblem. ... A lot of that 
has to do with the way they deaI with their publics. [In some forests] ... eve ry... group 
[knows] that [it has] access to that Forest Supervisor ...[ and] ... that he or she [will] 
M e n  to their concem. ...[ Other] Forest [Supervison] have none of that! 

While there is no question that environmental groups began to have influence and networks 

were under pressure to change at this stage clientele-pluralist networks had not yet been 

fundamentally altered. Individual National Forest Supervisors and BLM District Managers exercised 

a grea! deal of latitude in decision making up to the mid-1980s. which allowed most officials to 

remain close to their industry clientele. 



III. POLlCY NETWORK CHANGE SlNCE THE MID-1980s 

Ovewiew 

Local policy networks undenrvent significant transformation in the late 1980s and early 1990s, 

eventuatly yielding to pressure-pluralism. There were no changes in the structure of national level 

pressure-pluralist policy networks during the latter half of the 1980s and the early 1990s, but there 

was a change in their policy deliberations and locus of netwok activity. Concepts such as 

"biodiversity" and "ecosystem management", almost unheard of in the 1 WOs, becarne the dominant 

focus of network activity. Since ecosystem management combines the issues of forest protection 

and forest practices, a single "eco-forestn policy network emerged during this time. And, although 

litigation efforts continued, others areas of network activity rnoved from focusing on Congress during 

most of the 1980s to virtually ignoring Congress for two years following the election of President 

Clinton - instead organized interests lobbied the White House and executive agencies.' After the 

adoption of Option 9, groups once again focused their efforts on Congress. 

RegionallLocal level 

The regional/local forest management networks changed significantly in the early 1990s, 

moving first towards statedirection, then to pressure-pluralism system. The first short-term change 

was the result of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessrnent Team (FEMAT) deliberations. The 

FEMAT process was comprised of officials from the key federal agencies and expert officiais from 

the academic community. The most influential of these were scientists and biologists with an 

expertise in forest biodiversity and species habitat. Scientists estimated the chance of species 

recovery based on nine different options. Their role was critical because without conclusive scientific 



data about what had to be done, it was the opinion of scientists that guided decision rnaking. This 

process angered industry officials. Mark Rey of the American Forest and Paper Association explains: 

We had a group of scientists who developed a plan .... Science is a process of foming 
hypotheses and then doing experirnents to collect data to see if the hypothesis is 
correct. That is science. At best this was a group of scientists forming a hypothesis. 
And whether it is the right hypothesis is a question we will only be able to answer 
some years in the future as we collect data.' 

Moreover, the identities of the participating scientists were important. lndustry complained that 

scientists with opinions diffenng from most of the experts on the FEMAT process were deliberately 

excluded from the FEMAT.' As Rey notes, "[tlhere were scientists who had alternative views, or 

alternative hypotheses they wanted fo test, and who weren't able to procure the laboratory for their 

p~rposes~' . '~  

Substantively, Option 9 created old growth reserves, dramatically increased the size of non- 

harvestable stream side "buffer zones", and niles goveming hawesting outside of these zones. 

These measures eliminated rnost logging on lands inhabited by the Northem Spotted Owl - about 

half of al1 federal PNW forest land. 

The network during this period resembled a "state directed" one because bureaucratic 

officials devised the policy choices on their own, with coiisiderably autonomy from organized 

interests (particularly frorn those in the forest industry). But they made these choices within the strict 

policy constraints of the legislation and court mlings which required them to protect the Northem 

Spotted Owl. 

The administration's decision to choose Option 9 also had long-lasting consequences for the 

structure of the network. The decision (or court-ordered "requirement") to embrace ecosystem 

management was key. Once the FEMAT deliberations ended, the forest practices issues networks 

at the level of individual National Forests and BLM Forest Districts finally changed to pressure- 

pluralism as organized environmental interests and regulatory agencies gained increased access. 

Indeed, the increased role of regulatory agencies was essential in eliminating industry/agency 



collaborative policy decisions. As the Regional Forester for US Forest Service Region 6 (Oregon 

and Washington State) noted: 

... there has been one basic philosophicai change in the last five years in this outfit 
in how you deal with things. Ten years ago, we did what we wanted, basically, from 
a timber sale standpoint, and it was up to the Fishenes people to prove that what we 
were doing was going to h a m  the fish. 

That has tumed around. The fish people are telling us now that , 'Hey, we don't want 
you [doing anything] in that fiparian zone until you can prove to us that it is O.K.' Now 
you talk about putting a different shoe on the horse, that puts a whole new Iight on 
the bal1 game." 

This same official notes that traditional forest industry interests have difficulty understanding the new 

paradigrn in which a Forest Supervisor no longer has the same latitude. He notes that: 

Sorne [forest industry interests] don't undentand ... that we are not still in that role. So 
[they believe] the Forest Service people no longer care about us. [They think that] if 
they just had some of the old guys back, they could pick this forest [to har~est]. '~ 

The regional and sub-regional interagency ecosystem management cornmittees reinforced these 

pressure-pluralist changes by providing increased points of access. Finally, the distinction between 

forest protection and forest practices networks unravelled as ecosystem management was 

Environmental value changes in civil society do not, on their own, explain changes in policy 

networks affecting the Pacific Northwest. They do not explain why some networks changed faster 

than others, nor why the most resilient of clientele-pluralist networks finally gave way to pressure- 

pluralism in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Instead, value changes have an indirect effect: through 

their influence on policy cornmunity development and the ernergence of the US statutory regime. 

This regime, cornbined with the US macro-institutional structure, public land ownership, and policy 

community development, accounts for most of the key network changes. 



The most obvious influence on policy network change was the legislation, beginning with the 

Wildemess Act and followed by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Preservation Act. These Acts were the 

result of a pressure-pluralist network in Congress, but their implementation also caused the 

pressure-pluralism networks at the national, regional and local forest levels. 

Further developments, including the procedural National Environmental Policv Act, the 

Endanqered Species Act, and the National Forest Management Act, had sirnilar effects on forest 

protection and forest practices networks. The policy networks that led to these Acts were pressure- 

pluralist, but the greater-long term impact was how they restructured stateJsocietal relations 

subsequentlyu. The impact was not imrnediate or even. lndividual National Forest and BLM land 

uselforest protection networks adopted pressure-pluralisrn structures faster than individual National 

Forest and BLM forest practices networks, which remained clientele-pluralist until the early 1990s. 

This is also a logical result of the statutory regime, since forest managers sti1l had discretion over 

forest management decisions, even though their decisions could be appealed by unsatisfied 

interests. Moreover, managers were unsure of the effects of the statutory regime, due to its complex 

nature. As one senior US official notes: 

The biggest crisis facing us is that there was quite a spate of environmental law and 
law affecting natural resources management passed in the '60s and '70s. That went 
along for quite a long time without causing much of a problern and then it took that 
[long] for the case law to [develop] ... and for everybody to leam how to operate under 
the law.14 

Once again, the most important case for the PNW was that of the Spotted Owl. Despite 

increased criticism of Forest Service and BLM management in the 1980s over below cost timber 

sales (O'Toole 1988), poor harvesting methods, and species protection, agency and executive 

officials atternpted to contain these pressures. But, Judge ûwyer's nilings caused the network to 

change. Congress and the executive played important reactive roles, the courts were the catalyst 

for change. 
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The timing and manner in which the owi story unfolded is very much part of the way US forest 

practice and protection networks developed. Environmental groups focused their efforts on forest 

protection policy in the 1970s and early 1980s, because these networks opened up faster than forest 

practice networks, and because wildemess protection tended to gain more attention than developing 

"niles for loggingn. 

Once strategic wildemess designations had al1 but ended, groups had Iittle choice but to 

focus on forest practices. So, groups Iooked for mles regarding forest practices that might result in 

de facto forest protection. The Spotted Owi provided such a tool (Kimmins 1992: 150). By 

embracing ecosystem management, the Owl litigation did more than environmental groups could 

have imagined: effectively Iinking forest protection and forest practices into a single, more holistic, 

forest policy network. 

This says much about the hybrid nature of the US state, and the difficulty in ascribing the 

labels of  "weak" or "strongn. As a result of the "log rollingn and Windows of opportunity" 

characteristics of the US macro-institutional setting, Congress and the executive can exercise a fair 

degree of autonomy and formulate and implement wide-ranging legislative decisions, on occasion. 

However, state actors then become constrained by previous legislative choices. During periods of 

statutory regime stability, many of the "strongn state characteristics are transferred to the courts. 

However, the autonomy of the courts is also limited. Far from being able to "realize their own goalsn, 

the courts must ensure that state agencies follow the non-discretionary provisions of the statutory 

regime. Because forest lands were publicly owned, legislators could more easily pass strict eco- 

forest laws, that, in many instances, would have contravened private property rights. 

Paradoxically, the statutory regime has both reduced and expanded the role of consensus- 

oriented or "alternative dispute resolution" (ADR) processes. At the national and regional levels, a 

senes of court decisions stnick down multi-stakeholder consensus and strategic processes, resulting 

in a national leadership hesitant to re-invoke these kinds of rnechani~ms.'~ The key cases involved 
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the Roadless Area and Review Evaluations Processes (RARE I and II) in the 1970s, and the court 

ruiing in the early 1990s that the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessrnent Team (FEMAT) 

process was a violation of the Federal Advisorv Committee Act (FACA). The United States Forest 

Service now states "that the requirement to conforrn with the Federal Advisoy Committee Act 

inhibits its use of consultative advisory boards"? As one senior Forest Service official noted, 

concem over contravening FACA has become so intense that the Forest Service and other agencies 

"...have almost becorne paralysed in ternis of our public input".17 Although one report argues that 

Forest Service has taken these lessons too far18, the effect of the statutory regime at the national 

level has been to limit consensus-otiented boards. The result, as Brenneis (1990:50) notes, is that 

broad public "participation in the development of national [forest] policy is limited to participation by 

~ongress" . '~  

The fears over the Iegality of fonnal consensus-oriented multi-stakeholder processes are one 

reason why Option 9's ecosystem management planning processes do not allow for direct citizen 

participation. Instead, multi-stakeholder boards are lirnited to advising fomalized interagency 

planning cornmittees. Moreover, NEPA's requirement that key govemment decisions undergo an 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) has led the govemment to declare that policy choices made 

by these ecosystem management interagency cornmittees are not actually "decisions" (thereby 

avoiding yet another EIS). 

Similariy, with ecosystem management planning processes superimposed over existing 

statutory planning requirernents, a cumbersorne and cornplex decision making process has resulted. 

The existing statutory regime was not only the cause of the adoption of ecosystem management, 

but also the reason for difficulty in its full implementation. The FEMAT report itself called for a 



change in these laws to permit a more holistic ecosystem approach 'O, and the Forest Service 

recently argued: 

Although progress can be made within the existing legal framework, the agency 
believes that a review of NFMA and other relevant statutes may be appropriate 
before the concept of ecosystern management can be transformed from an evolving 
vision into a fclly operational reality.'' 

It is paradoxical that the hesitancy to use consensus-oriented bodies at the national and 

regional levels coincided with more and more forest managers using consensus-oriented multi- 

stakeholder ADR decision making process at the local level, which were invoked in order to reduce 

litigation of management decisions. (However, research by (Coglianese 1996) reveals that such 

processes do not tend to reduce litigation). 

Thus, policy network change is largely attributable to the ernergence of a legalistic statutory 

regime. Two other factors also had an important influence on network change. The first is the 

development of the forest policy cornmunity. Without the creation of litigious groups and increased 

expertise of existing groups, policy networks would have remained clientele-pluraiist, since 

environmental groups would have been unable to effectively participate in sub-govemrnent 

deliberations. Second, the large proportion of private land in the PNW made it easier for 

environmental groups to pressure Congress not to reverse the decision to implement Option 9. 

Groups consistentfy argued that the impact of Option 9 on overall harvesting rates would not be that 

significant because of the importance of private land to the regional forest econorny (Stiak 1991). 

(British Columbia environmental groups could not make this sarne argument, owing to the limited 

amount of private forest land.) In fact, the Sierra Club's Northwest Offke produced an econornic 

analysis showing that reductions in harvesting on US federal lands to protect the Northem Spotted 

ûvvl could be made up by harvesting on pnvate lands. Citing Adams and others (1992) and Sessions 

and others et. al, (1991) the Sierra Club (1993: 10) argues that: 

... spotted owl recovery plans will have little impact upon overall non-federal timber 
production [in the Pacific Northwest], and that total non-federal output .... can mainfain 
appmximafeiy 1980s levels or higher into future decades (ernphasis added)? 
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How protected are these new networks and policy outputs from further change? Previous 

discussions have noted that the US institutional "rules of the game" allow Congress to pass 

legislation that exempts specific msasures from the statutory regime. Congress used such powers 

to address the Spotted ûwi controveny in 1992 (Hoberg 1993) and again in 1995 when Washington 

Senator Slade Gorton attached a "rider" to a US Senate recision This bill mandated that 

"salvage logging" (removal of dead or damaged trees) could take place on PNW federal forest lands, 

including on some lands where Option 9 had halted harvesting. Environmental groups focused much 

of their Congressional efforts in 1995 and 1996 attempting to repeal the Gorton "ndeCz4 

Despite a Republican rnajon'ty in both the House and Senate in 1995, Congressional efforts 

to undo the Option 9 decision have had limited success. Aside from the salvage logging rider, Option 

9 and its ecosystem orientation remains intact. This supports the point that even with a change in 

political party, statutory change is difficult in the US political system. Consequently, the important 

catalyst for change remains the conjunction of scientific evidence about species habitat, and 

litigation. Future change can go in one of two directions. If new evidence shows that the Northem 

Spotted Owt is not in danger or does not need old growth forests to survive, then industry interests 

would be able to seek an alteration to Option 9. At the same time, future litigation over additional 

species could result in further initiatives. As Thomas notes, under the US statutory regime, "... things 

change every time you get a new endangered species".*' Thus, change in networks and outputs 

couid occur, but it will not likely be the result of a policy choice. 

Forest policy network changes in the 1990s coincided with a govemment on the defensive, 

with little room to manoeuvre. It was the conjunction of a highly fragmented decision-making 

structure, a directive and non-discretionary statutory regime, public land ownership, environmental 

group litigation, and an owl, that led to profound policy network change affecting Pacific Northwest 

federal forests. An important theoretical point is that significant policy change can occur within 

fragmented states with narrow policy capacity. 
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It is doubtful that such a change could occur in Oregon, Washington State or British 

Columbia. The chapters to follow show that Washington State's and Oregon's statutory regirnes 

would have allowed industry to veto it. The lack of legislated endangered species protection in BC 

has resulted in the govemment "trading off levels of biodiversity and endangered species protection 

in order to maintain a certain level of ~ u t . ~ ~  



Appendix 4.0: BLMIForest Service Planning Before and After Option 9 
Pre Option 9 Reg ional 

Conservation 

Forest Service /" 
LRMPs; 
BLM RMPs 

Local Planning 

Action 

Option 9 

Provincial 
Conservation 
Plans* 

Watershed 
Planning* 

Action 

'These are deemed "non-decisions" by the U.S. administration, in order to avoid the procedural requirements of the U.S. statutory 
regime. Planning support for development of Provincial Plans and Watershed Analyses and planning will be provided by 
interagency planning teams established on an as-needed basis to assist wilh specific levels of planning 

Source: Forest Ecosvstem Manariement: An Ecolosiical. Economic, and Social Assessment. Forest Ecosystem Management 
Assessrnent Team, 1993: 11-90. 



Endnotes 

'Given the Jack of harvestable land base, forest companies do not dominate National Park Service clientde. See Alston 
(1 984), Freemuth (1 C&O), and Miles (1 984; 1995). 

2Forest conservation is largely about maintaining a productive forest land base. Consequently, reforestation, proper 
management of the for& resource, and stopping forest land from being converted to other uses consütute the key elements 
of the conservation effort 

'The Werness Act had Rüe influence on changes to the forest practiceslmanagement network. As Hoberg (1 997: 6) notes, 
"[wlhile this statute did constrain the Forest SeMce's discretion by removirg certain areas from its multiple-use mandate, it 
did not dire* affect the essential timber management activities." 

*Two 'Roadless Area Review and Evaluation" (RARE) processes were esta blished in the 1 970s. The first processes, RARE 
I was created by the Forest SeMce in 1970, wtiich "chose to expand the required primitive area review ...[ of the 1964 
Wilderness Ac!] ... to indude many roadless areas ..." (United States. Congress. Onice of Technology Assessment l992:68). 
However, th& process endeci in 1972 after a lawsuit argued that it violated provisions of NEPA because the Forest S e ~ c e  
had predetermined which lands would be reviewed under the RARE process (Gorte 1989). 

RARE II was begun in 1977 and was designed to "accelerate NFMA planning processes, and thus was to be 
consistent with MUSYA and NEPA" (United States. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment 1992:68). In 1979, the 
Forest Service RARE II recommendations were outlined in an environmental impact statement (a requirement of NEPA). 
presented to Congress by President Carter, and then ruled inegal by a Caiifornia Court in 1989 and upheld on appeal in 1982 
(Wondolleck 1988:131). The Court ruled the RARE II EIS "contained inadequate site-specrfic information on the 
consequences of the recornmendations."(United States. Congress. Onice of Technology Assessment 1992:68-69). It waç 
upheld in appeal in 1982. For a detailed review of the RARE processes see, Johnson (1 979). Sumner (1 977). After this 
setback, most wilderness evaluations took place on a state by state level, using initial forest plan processes. 

Persanal interviews conducteci for this dissertation wrîh Forest S e ~ c e  and BLM officials, in both Washington, D.C. and the 
PNW, revealed that not only have officiais' attitudes changed. but that employment recruiting practices have also changed 
to better reflect changes in societal values. 

70fficialsfrom al1 of the major environmental groups invoived in federal forest policy making were unanimous in sayng that 
mi le their access to the White House increased dramatically with the election of President Clinton, this had little bearing on 
their policy success. Some longed for the day where statements or initiaüves from a less environmentaily inclined 
administration would stir up their members into forcing action, or in rejecting darnaging initiatives. 

'Personal interview. 

'Organized industry interests (Northwest Forest Resources Council and Counties 1991 ) made the same point about the 
"unscientiticem nature of the decision-making procas regarding eartier 1990 interagency attempt (Thomas et al. 1990) to forge 
a solution. Court rulings have consistenüy rnaintained that government agencies must operate on the principle of "best 
available information". 

lndustry argues that a similar exdusion existeci wth respect to those economistsl political scientists and sociologists 
working on FEMAT report One of the most vocal cntics of this process has been Robert Lee of the Univenty of Washington 
School of Forestry. Lee (1994) argues that the FEMAT process was "special interest group elitism". As the industry's 
magazine, Evergreen (1 994: 46) explains: 

... Dr. Lee was invrted to work witti a panel of social scïentffts called together by the Administration's Forest 
Ecosystem Management Assessment Team (FEMAT) to assess the social and cultural impacts of its 
then-contempîated forest plan. He resigned a rnonth later, and in a subsequent letter to FEMATs social 
assessrnent group, Dr. Lee criticized Administration social scientists for having 'greater interest in making 
policy than in gathering information to predict consequences of afternative policy options'. 

Lee and Oliver (1993: 14) have written that environmental regulations can actually hurt spotted owi species recovery: 



Extrerne regulations may inhibit investment in sihncuitural operations and cause landowners to avoid 
thinning and to han!& stands early. For example, some owners may do so to prevent spotted owis from 
occupying their stands-which prevents timber harvest and resultant income. 

The Northwest Forest Resource's Council's official magazMe prints articles explonng these types of phenornena. For 
example, it has quoted forest scientist and former Dean of the Universrty of Montana School of Forestry who argues: 

... the federal govemments decnion to virtually eliminate tts national forest timber harvesting program has 
caused mills in the Sweet Home, Oregon area to import logs frorn Chile. This unavoidable economic 
decision has an unintended environmental impact Fossil +!el must be expended to bnng the logs from 
Chile, adding unnecessarily to atrnospheric carbon buildup (Stout 1994). 

'OPersonal interview. 

"Personal interview. 

l2Personai interview. 

''United States. Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team (1993: 11-90). 

"Personal interview. 

'% addition, the potential of the RPA to inject a national level strategic planning orientation into the federal forest land use 
policy network proved to be limited. Although the RPA was intended to provide "top down" guidance to individual national 
forest management, the Forest S e ~ c e  "does not consider RPA Program objectives to be binding on local forest plans. See 
Wnkinçon and Anderson (1985: 90). Even though the RPA dealtwrth lonpterm national forest planning, its record of effective 
public involvement has been poor (Lyden, Twight, and Tuchmann 1990). 

%Ithough secfion 14 (b) of the NFMA permits the Secretary of Agriculture to "establish and consuk..advisory boards" the 
Forest S e ~ c e  has sMed "that the requirement to conform with the Federal Advisory Cornmittee Act (FACA) inhibits r i ]  use 
of abviçoty boards. See United States. Congress. Onice of Technology Assessment (1 99230) Referring to a recent court 
~ l i n g  that the FEMAT was contrary to FACA, the Chef of the US Forest Service has also said that FACA significantly limits 
broad consensus orÏented initiatives (Personal interview, January, 1995). 

"Personal interview. 

''United States. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment (1 992). 

'This M o n  will not examine the numerous cornmittee heanngs undertaken regarding eco-forest policies and management 
of the US Congress. They number in the hundreds and are a resuit of the US macro-institutional systern. 

"See, United States. Forest Ecosystern Management Assessment Team (1993, Ch. VII). The canflict between rigid laws 
and adapting to ecosystem mamgement was a recurnng theme in virtually al1 of the six interviews conducted for this 
dissertation with senior officiais in the US Forest Service in Washington, D.C. For a detailed review of the effects of these 
laws, see Shannon (1 994) 

2'The agency also argued that: 

... the controversy which often has surrounded forest planning must be viewed in light of the many requirements 
imposed by statutory and regulatory requirements other than the National Forest Management ACT (e.g. the 
National Environmental Policy Act, Endangered Species Act, Clean Water Act ...) 

=A number of anaiyses have found or predicted a correlation between reduced harvests on federal lands, and an increased 
cut on private lands (See Associated Press 1995; Cititen Forester 1 992: 18; Robertson 1990; Rowland 1994). 

aThe rider requireç the Forest Service to offer 2 billion board feet of timber in al1 regions including the Pacific Northwest, 
suspending judicial review. (Western Ancient Forest Campaign lnternet posting, April 15, 1995). This means that any 
harvesting taking place under the terms of the Gorton "rider" is not subject to any of the laws reviewed in this chapter nor 



any of the rules established under Option 9. 

A redan bill withdraws fun& already commtted by Congress, and in this case is the result of the new Republican 
dominated Congress attempting to revoke decisions made by the previous Democratically controlled Congress. 

''Ir! Juiy of 1996, the environmental campaign to repeal the rider came within one vote in the House of Representatives of 
meeting this goal. 

261ndeed, Rowland (1994) and Haddock (1995) have shown, respedïvely, the dramatically weaker approaches the 
Washington State Forest Pmtices Board and the BC government have taken in protecting the spotted owi. 



CHAPTER FlVE 
OREGON AND WASHINGTON FOREST POLlCY COMMUNITIES: 1965-1 995 

Despite increased societal concems about the environment, policy communities at the State 

level have changed little since the 1970s, compared with what was taking place in the US PNW 

forest policy community. Few environmental groups are involved in the sub-govemment, and well- 

organized industry interests have maintained their place as policy participants. This chapter reviews 

the limited changes in the Oregon and Washington forest policy communities, and then tests an 

historical institutionalist explanation. It argues that State-level statutory regimes have limited the 

interest and influence of environmental groups and other organized interests. Coupled with 

regulations that concem private land and lirnited opportunities for wildemess preservation, most 

environmental groups chose to focus their efforts on the more rewarding opportunities at the federal 

level. 

OREGON 

Diagrams 5.0 and 5.1 graphically present the stability of Oregon State forest policy 

communities between 1975 and 1995. Environmental groups themselves are either not interested 

in this policy cornmunity, or wield less influence than those involved in federal PNW lands. 

Environmental groups 

Overall. environmental groups have rarely been active as policy participants within the 

Oregon forest policy community, instead they have either been policy advocates (either by making 

presentations to the Board of Forestry, interacting with Department of Forest officiais, or 

unsuccessfully lobbying representatives for more eco-friendly legislation) or members of the attentive 

public. Although the early 1970s was a time of considerable expansion of Oregon-based 

environmental groups, such as the Oregon Natural Resources Council and Heâdwaters, they 

showed little interest in developing regulations for private lands. 
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The group with the longest history in the Oregon forest poky community is the Oregon 

Environmental Council. lnvolved since the early 1970s, it is perceived by industry as being "less 

extreme" than other groups.' Its interest in State forest practices has fluctuated significantly. 

Satisfied with the 1987 rule changes, the Council has absented itself from the forest policy 

community since that tirne.' 

In the mid-1980s, the key environmental groups seeking access to the Oregon forest policy 

cornmunity were 1000 Friends of Oregon. Oregon Trout, and Portland ~udubon.' The 1000 Friends 

of Oregon was concerned with land usejzoning rnatters, and have had little interest since 1987, after 

legislation exempted forest practices from the State's zoning legislation. Oregon Trout was involved 

in 1987 and 1991 debates about nile changes, and was a participant in a multi-stakeholder riparian 

niles cornmittee during the eady 1 9 9 0 ~ . ~  The only group to rnaintain an ongoing presence since the 

mid-1980s has been Poriland Audubon, owing to the expertise and personal credibility of one of its 

senior officiais. Portland Audubon maintains complete policy autonomy from the National Audubon 

Society, and some of its 7.000 memben do not belong to the national group? Finally. a lirnited 

number of environmental groups, including Oregon Trout, have been involved in the development 

of strategic land use planning exercises on the limited amount of Oregon State owned lands6 

Forest industry 

The main forest industry organization is the Oregon Forest Industries Council (OFIC), whose 

sole focus is at the State level and comprises 75 industrial forest land rnembers.' Large forest 

companies and srnall mills are induded in this mernbership, but srnaII wood lot owners are not. Well- 

organized with professional staff, the OFIC is the only industry voice at the State level. Small 

woodlot owners have formed the Small Woodland Owners Association, but this group has failed to 

become an active member of the policy cornmunity. 



Other groups 

Forest unions are virtually absent from the Oregon forest policy community. Associations that 

emerged in the 1980s as important allies of environmental groups are the Northwest Steel Headers 

and the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishenen's Association. Both of these groups were concemed 

about salmon stock depletions and nparian niles. The Oregon Society of Arnerican Foresters (OSAF) 

is the key professional association of foresters, and uses its expertise to educate and respond to 

forest policy initiatives. This association is one of the few to get involved in both federal and 

privateistate owned lands issues. Yet, it is rnost involved as a provider of expertise when reviewing 

proposed policies, rather than as a policy participant. As part of the national Society of Amencan 

Foresters, OSAF focuses exclusively on matters that pertain to  rego on.' Univenities and their 

research centres also play an important role as the provider of information, expertise, and critiques. 

Govemment agencies 

Since 1971, the tvm most important govemment agencies involved in the Oregon State forest 

policy comrnunity have been the Board of Forestry, which has been given the statutory power to 

issue forest practices regulations, and the Department of Forestry, which administers the niles. 

Government agencies in the attentive public include the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Service, the 

Department of Land Conservation and Developrnent, and the Department of Environmental Quality. 

The State Iegislature and House and Senate cornmittees also influence the forest policy community. 

Unlike their federal counterparts, they are best seen as members of the attentive public, since their 

involvement is only intermittent. The Govemots office is an important actor from time to time, having 

fonnally established a consensus-oriented process in 1987. 



WASHINGTON STATE 

The Washington State forest policy communtty changed only slightly between 1975 and 1995, 

with new membership limited to establishment of consensus-oriented processes. Diagrams 5.2 and 

5.3 visually present this continuity. 

Environmental Groups 

Like Oregon. and unlike the BC and US federal forest policy communities, few environmental 

groups are active in Washington State forest policyg There are only two key groups: the Washington 

Environmental Council (W/Ec),1° and the Washington State Audubon Society." Fomed in 1967, the 

WEC is an organization of about 2,000 individual mernbers and 110 loosely affiliated group 

members.12 The WEC focuses solely on the State level. 

Other groups that are best placed within the "attentive public" include: the Washington State 

Wildlife Federation,13 Washington State's association of professional wildlife biologists, the 

Washington Wildiife Society" and the Washington Recreation and Park Association - prirnarily 

focusing on the ten per cent of State-owned forest land? Al1 of these groups were created before 

1975. The Sierra Club and the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund are involved, in rare cases, usually 

conceming Washington State trust lands.'' 



Iridustry 

The major industry organization is the Washington Forest Protection Association (WFPA), 

which represents most of the State's forest companies. Founded in 1908, and with a current staff 

of 14, WFPA represents small and large forest cornpanies, including private landowners, who 

together own 23 percent of al1 fowst land in the State. The Washington Farm Forestef s Association, 

a small land owner organizarian, became more important in the eady 1990s as federal lands 

produced smaller harvests. '' 

Other groups 

As with Oregon, labour is not active in the Washington State forest policy community. The 

Washington Society of Ainerican Foresters plays an educational role and offers critiques of proposed 

and existing policy. Univenities and research institutions offer more detailed criticism, with Forestry 

schools producing reviews more favourable to industry's interests, and environmental resource 

centres prcviding a more ecological critique. 

Governrnent Agencies 

The Washington State Forest Practices Board is a key govemment actor. charged with 

promulgating forest practices niles. The Department of Natural Resources (DNR) manages private 

and State-owned forest land. The Head of DNR is the elected Commissioner of Public Lands, who 

often represents a different political party than that of the govemor. Because seven other 

govemment agencies comprise Forest Practices Board membership, they are also involved in the 

forest policy community with respect to deliberations over rule development. In the late 1980s, the 

TimberlFisMNildlife Process became a new member of the policy community , representing an effort 

at consensus-style alternative dispute resolution (ADR) 'This was followed by the short-lived 

Washington State Sustainable Forestry Roundtable. 
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EXPLAlNlNG POLlCY COMMUNITY STABILITY IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON STATE 

Oregon and Washington State forest policy communities have been relatively unaffected by 

increased environmental concems since the 1960s. This lack of change is largely attributable to the 

State-level statutory regimes, aided hy the limited policy options for private land regulation, the 

macro-institutional structure that makes statutory change difficult, and the greater opportunities 

environmental groups have to influence policy change in the federal PNW forest policy community. 

The most important factor in understanding the limited policy cornmunity change has been 

Oregon and Washington State's forest practices Acts. They have limited the influence of 

environmental groups in forest board deliberations, and provided few Iegal handles with which to 

gain increased access to the forest policy making process. 

The Acts state that eco-forest regulations must be consistent with the maintenance of a 

strong forest economy. 60th rely on regulations found not in statute, but in niles promuigated by 

forest practice boards. In Oregon and Washington State, the rnajority of these boards continue to 

have a pro-extraction orientation. 60th Acts put economic benefits of the forest industry above the 

need to protect the environment. This is in dramatic contrast to the federal National Forest 

Manaaement Act and Endan~ered Species Act that require decisions about species viability not to 

take into account economic  issue^.'^ These forest pradices Acts reduce the ability of the fragmented 

macninstitutional structure to provide access to environmental groups, since they transfer decision- 

making authority from the legislature to the forest practice boards. This, coupled with the fact that 

the Oregon and Washington State legislatures only meet for six months every two years, limits the 

role of the legislature and other macro-political institutions in the policy community. 

In contrast to the nurnerous opportunities afforded to environmental groups at the federal 

level during the late 1960s and eariy 1970s, the paucity of attention paid by environmental groups 

to privatelstate forest issues is logical. The incentives and rewards for participation on federal lands 

issues were greater. This institutional explanation accompanies the forest protection limitations at 



the State level, since rernoving pnvate forest land from harvesting is rarely an option. As Salazar 

(1989: 113) found, environmental organizations based in Washington State were less interested in 

participating in the development of forest practice legislation, than they were in infiuencing 

wilderness allocation in the national forests. As a senior official frorn the Washington State 

Environmental Council explains: 

[We have] ... a very cornfortable arrangement because we never fought turf battles 
with anybody. Nobody much wanted our turf. It is not iazzy. It doesn't have the appeal 
to the [federal land-oriented] Wildemess [gro~ps].'~ 

Portland Audubon also understands this problem. One senior official puts it this way: 

There is not near as much interest in ...p rivate land management as there is in federal 
public lands. Number one, because it is a hell of a lot harder. 1t is easy to talk about 
public land preservation because it is owned by the people .... But on private lands it 
is a different story, because you are smack dab right in these pnvate property nghts 
issues, and much more involved in balancing public interest with the private 
interest? 

Where State-owned land is wncemed, environmental groups have slightly more access to 

the policy making process, additional evidence that private land ownership limits environmental 

group participation. However, environmental group influence on State-owned land is significantly less 

than on federally owned land in the Pacific Northwest, because the State Forest Practices Acts 

govem both pnvate and State-owned lands. 

The pro-industrylharvesting orientation of the statutory regime also explains why unions are 

even less involved at the State level. Unions were involved at the federal level at the behest of 

forest Company associations, to build a coalition against increasingly powerful environmental groups. 

In the absence of environmental group power at the State level, there was no corresponding need 

for industry to develop such linkages. 



CONCLUSION 

Despite sharing sirnilar ma-institutional features, the federal lands forest policy cornmunity 

differs significantly from those that have developed under the jurisdictions of Oregon and 

Washington State. Differing patterns of land ownership and distinct statutory regirnes have led to 

different levels of organized interest participation in the policy community. Oregon and Washington 

State have followed similar paths largely as a result of their common institutional features. 

At the same time, the federal and State-level forest policy communities have influenced one 

another. The greater inclusion of environmental interests on federal forest land policy making 

processes helps account for the lack of even locally based group interest to enter closed State forest 

policy communities. The sheer numbers of environmental groups seeking access to the forest policy 

community for federal lands in the PNW is unmatched in any other jurisdiction this dissertation 

reviews. However, private lands in the PNW - lands adjacent to the federal lands and contained in 

the same ecosystem - have drawn the attention of only a few committed, reiatively poorly funded 

environmental groups. However, the policy community was not only shaped directly by the 

institutional setting, it was also influenced by the lack of change in policy networks. 



Endnotes 

'Personal interview, Oregon Forest lndustnes Council. 

'As one senior official witfi the Oregon Departrnent of Foreçtâ said, 'irve seem to have satisfied them" wrth the 1987 policy 
changes (personal inte~ew). 

'Personal interviews, Audubon Society of Portland, Oregon Forest Industries Council, Oregon Department of For*, 
Oregon Trout 

4Personal interviews, Oregon Department of For-, Oregon Department of Fish and WildlÏfe. Oregon Trout has now limited 
iCs rote wrthin the Oregon Forest PoGcy communrty to developing land management plans for Oregon's public fores* (which 
comprise about 3 percent of the Deparnent of Forestry's puw'ew). 

 erson on al interview, Audubon Society of Portland. Its annual budget is close to half a million dollars per year. 

'0regon State owned lands are relatkely insignificant rnaiung up only 835,000 acres. 

"rwelve local Yorest protection" associations atso bdong to the OFIC, which were created as vehicles to protect private forest 
land from forest fires and other damage. 

versonal intemiew, Oregon Society of American Foresters and correspondence wrth Lori Rasor. Northwest Office, Society 
of Amencan Foresters. See Oregon Society of American Foresters (1994). 

'One group estaKshed after 1975 is the Washington Wldlife and Recreation Council. Its 10 year plan includes raising $450 
million at the State level "to acquire and develop parks, trails, water access, wildlife habitat, and natural areas". Its CO-chairs 
have included senior paliticians from the State including former Governor and US. Senator Daniel Evans and current 
governor Mike Lowry (National Wildlife Federation 1 994: 31 5). 

'vhe WEC has received significant revenues from US Foundations. 

"The WEC takes the lead on State matters, wrth Washington State Audubon Society focusing more attention on federal 
issues (personal inte~ew, Washington Departrnent of Natural Resources). Washington State Audubon appears to be one 
of the few groups active in both federal and State level forest policy communities. 

'%e WEC was updating its group and individual membership list in the Fall of 1995. Groups that officially belong to WEC 
include a vast array of organnations including: numerous local Audubon Chapters. numerous issue specific groups such 
as "Citizens Against Wood Stove Fumes, Clean Air Coalition" and specific area groups which include "Friends of Cypress 
Isiand, Friends of the San Juans", etc. Onty in the last five yearç has the WEC had full time staff members, and most of this 
money has corne from foundation funding (personal interview, correspondence, Washington Environmental Council). 

Due to the affiliation of local Audubon Chapters, there is in fact a technical overlap betmeri grcups involved at the 
State levei and at the federal PNW forest policy comrnundy level. However, evidence to date seems to indicate that most of 
these groups maintain a fairty passive membership in the WEC - that what constitutes rts importance is rts paid staff and the 
resource policy lawyers who give advice and have been relied upon ta participate in the TFW and Sustainable Forestry 
Roundtable Processes. 

''The Washington Wildlife Federation was created in 1966 and is affiliated wrth the National Wildlife Federation (National 
Wildlife Federation 1994: 31 2). 

"The Wildlife Society was created in 1966 to offer a "professional voice in state conservation issues" (National Wildiife 
Federation 1 994: 31 6). 

'The Washington Recreation and Park Association was created in 1947, dedicated '70 enhancing and promoting parks. 
recreation, and leisure pursuits in Washington state and plays a vital role in prornoting public support for parks and 
recreation" (National Wildlife Federation 1994: 3 16). 



'"ersonal interview, Washington Department of Natural Resources. 

"Personal intervÏew, Washington State Department of Natural Resources. 

''Recall that the Endanaered Species Acf poses far les requirements on privately-owned forest lands, than Ï t  does on 
federally-owned lands. 

lgPersonal interview. 



CHAPTER SIX 
FOREST POLlCY NETWORK RESILIENCE IN OREGON AND WASHINGTON 

ûespite increased societal concem about the environment since the 7960s, clientele-plurafist 

forest policy networks in Oregon and Washington remained resilient. Networks did adapt and policy 

outputs did change, but these were an effort to maintain existing networks and ta contain more 

stringent environmental regulations. This chapter reviews this stability, and the limited effects of 

periodic efforts to alter these networks. To account for this resilience, a historical institutionalist 

explanation is offered, arguing that ma-institutional structures, levels of private versus public land 

ownership, and statutory regimes appear to have reduced state autonomy vis-à-vis economic 

interests, and the state's ability to formulate its own goals. It also argues that the lack of 

environmental group participation in the policy community itself is an important factor for limited 

network change. 

FOREST NETWORKS PRE-1960s 

Forest policy networkç in Oregon and Washington State before 1960 consisted of a state with 

little autonomy from organized industry and forest companies, which participated in the creatlon and 

implementation of the niles. Most policies centred around forest regeneration and fire control. Given 

the limited amount of State-owned land and the high degree of private land ownership in the two 

States, the scope of forest policy rarely covered forest protection issues. 

II. FOREST POLlCY NETWORKS DEVELOPMENTS FROM THE 1960s TO MID-1 980s. 

The existing forest practice networks in Oregon and Washington State were reinforced wïth 

the passage of forest practices Acts in the early 1970s where regulatory policy making was 

dominated by commodity-oriented forest practices boards. 



OREGON STATE 

The clientele-pluralist network of the pre-1971 era was solidified followhg the 1971 Forest 

Practices Act and the creation of its industry-dominated, nine-rnember Forest Practices Board, As 

Anderson (1 9T7b) notes, "the tirnber industry, [was] in effect, altowed to regulate itself'. The network 

was further reinforced by the Act's recognition that the Department of Forestry had responsibility for 

implementing and managing forest practice rules. Even though the Board heard submissions from 

the public and environmental groups, this did not create enough opportunity to challenge the 

dienteleplualist relationship. The state continued to exercise little autonomy from forest companies 

and the Oregon Forest Industries Counul. Incapable of fomulating its own goals, the state relied on 

industry govemment collaboration and the use of non-coercive measures to enforce limited forest 

practice regulations. 

Although the govemment of Oregon created the Department of Environmentai Quality in 

1969, with a mission "to be an active force to restore, enhance, and maintain the quality of Oregon's 

air. water and land"', a Department of Fish and Wildlife in 1975 and a Department of Land 

Conservation in 1973, these agencies were excluded from participating in administenng and 

enforcing the 1971 Act. Given this institutional setting, the Department of Forestiy and the Oregon 

Forest Industries Council successfully fought off attempts by non-timber agencies to regulate forest 

practices for the next twenty years. 

Indeed, after attempts by the Oregon Land Use Development Commission to regulate forest 

practices in the mid-1 980sI2 industry successfully lobbied for legislative amendments that explicitly 

recognized the Board of Forestry as the sole agency in charge of forestry regu~ation.~ When the 

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEq4 attempted to issue regulations four years later. 

industry again succeeded in defeating the challenge. 

The administration of these rules reinforced the clientele-pluralist nature of the network. 

While the Forest Practices Act moved the Department of Forests rule-making powen to the Forest 
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Practices Board, the Act's discretionary, pro-timber industry orientation encouraged the closed 

statehdustry relations to continue. Unlike the fragmented agency structure at the national level, the 

Department of Forestry has been able to maintain authority for the administration of Oregon forest 

practices rules and other management responsibilities. 

While environmental groups could openly challenge existing regulatory policies, they were 

Iimited to policy advocacy, m i le  industry was ensconced as a policy participant. The Oregon Forest 

l ndustnes Council describes this relationship with the Board of Forestry as a "collaborative one"? 

A Department of Forestry senior official notes that forest regulations were, and continue to be, 

developed "in a somewhat pleasant atmosphere", since the regulations have been written by the 

Board of Forestry and the foresters, as opposed to "politicians and environmental g r ~ u p s " . ~  This 

situation has led one senior official from the Portland Audubon Society to argue that before 1987, 

"...the Board of Forestry ... was so industry dominated that there was no way the public interest was 

being adequately represented".' Few significant policy changes occurred without the consent of 

industry, and environmental groups have been dissatisfied with the slow Pace of policy change. 

OREGON CHANGES SINCE THE MID-1980s 

Of al1 the jurisdictions under review the new forest policy making processes established in 

Oregon since the mid-1980s have been the most Iimited. As a result, the clientele-pluralist 

relationship between the Department of Forestry, the Oregon Forest Industries Council and individual 

forest companies was not challenged. The creation of two short-term, but more inclusive forest policy 

making processes in 1987 and 1991, illustrate the difficulty in altering the structure of existing 

networks8 The fint process was created to assist the iegislature in making legislative changes white 

the second was created as a result of industry supported legislation passed in 1991. 



The 1987 Oregon Dispute Resolution Process 

In the year and a half preceding the 1987 session of the Oregon State legis lat~re,~ 

environmental groups and the Oregon Forest Industries Council expressed iheir dissatisfaction with 

certain elernents of the forest pracüces statutory regime. lndustry was concemed about attempts by 

the Oregon Land Use Developrnent Commission to regulate forest practices. Environmental groups 

were concemed about industry domination on the Board of Forestry, its broad discretionary powers, 

poor enforcement of the niles, and inadequate communication between the Oregon Department of 

Forest and other State agenues.1° These environrnental concems gained increased media attention 

and public sympathy after the 1000 Friends of Oregon environmental group released a study of 

current forest pradices to the Govemor's Offce and the Board of Forestry." The report documented 

a number of ecologically damaging forest practices on privately-owned land. 

As a result of environmental groups' and industry's desire to see changes made to the Forest 

Practices Act and related legislation, the Govemor's Office convened a dispute-resolution process 

to find consensus on key issues (Achteman 1987; Angstrom 1989). A "core" group consisted of an 

official from the Governor's Office, the Oregon Forest Industries Council and the 1000 hiends of 

Oregon. This group agreed on the objectives of a dispute resolution process and the list of other 

groups who would be invited to participate in the "working group" in which actual negotiations would 

take place." The process consisted of three members each from industry, environrnental groups, 

the counties. and four govemment officia~s.'~ lJnlike the Washington State's TimbedFisNWildlife 

process, this was a pmcess of individuals, not g r~ups , ' ~  and there was no membership approval 

requirement. Nor was there a requirement that consensus be reached on al1 matters.15 Instead. after 

only five days of negotiations, the working group, "tumed the proposed legislation over to the 

legislative process to resolve any outstanding issues" (Angstrorn 1989: 4).16 

The result was that the proposed legislation, accepted by al1 parties, increased riparian 

(stream side) zone protection, restated that the Board of Forestry was the sole agency in charge of 
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forestry regulation and "clarified" threatened and endangered species protection (Cubbage, 

OILaughlin, and Bullock 1993: 428).17 The legislation also altered the rnakeup of the Board of 

Forestry, reducing membership frorn 12 to seven, with the mle that no more than three members 

could have a "substantial financial interest in forestry" (Ellefson, Cheng, and Moulton 1995: 175)? 

Even these changes did not have the effect of challenging the tirnber dominance of the forest 

industry as the largest voice on the Board. Indeed, environmental groups are not guaranteed any 

position on the Board, with the other rnembers tending to corne from govemment, university or other 

industry inter est^.'^ Moreover, the rules that were now enshrined in the legislation allowed 

exceptions to be made, and set weak standards in legislation - standards that a slightly more 

representative Forest Pradices Board could not increase.'O Both environmental groups and industry 

were well-aware of the Oregon Forest Industries Council's dominant position during this process, 

and that its veto power worked against fundamental changes. When industry decided it did not want 

to enter into such processes in 1991, it proposed its own legislation. Environmental groups input was 

limited to Oregon State legislative hearings. 

This short-lived consensus process did not challenge the existing clientele-pluralist network 

between the Department of Forests and the Oregon Forest Industries Counul. Group representatives 

were involved for a total of five days, and their approval was not required. lndustry lost its majority 

on the Board of Forestry, but this has had little impact on most Board deliberations." 

Oregon's Ripatian Rules Consensus-Oriented Policy Process 

The 1991 Rparian mle consensus-oriented process - the result of industry supported 1991 

legislation - should be scrutinized as it appears to challenge the industry/govemment clientelist 

relationship. The period after the 1987 changes saw increasing dissatisfaction on the part of industry 

and environmentalists. Environmental groups sought more substantive forest practice requirernents, 

and industry had three coricerns: "to better control adverse impacts of forest regulation on private 
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forest landownen" (Cubbage, O'Laughlin, and Bullock 1993:428); to fend off another threat of extra- 

agency regulation attempts - this time by the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (ibid); and 

to reduce the threat of "big green" environmental initiatives. Industry rejected a consensus approach, 

deciding that it "did not want to compromise" further? The result was forest practice amendments 

proposed by the Oregon Forest Industries Council and accepted by the Oregon legislature in q991 

that did not go through extensive public consultation and did not entertain a dispute resofution 

process. The legislation lirnited clearcut sizes, created a process that would advise the Board of 

Forestry as to how it should increase riparian standards, improve policing, provide for scenic 

comdors along major highways and increase reforestation standards.23 Again, industry supported 

these rules as a matter of strategy - to be seen as a leading force in environmental protection. 

However, many of the legislative requirements lirnited increased regulations from a Board no longer 

dominated by representatives that came directly from the forest industry. 

ûespite these initiatives, which eschewed consensus and generally excluded the participation 

of environmental groups, an amendment in the House and Senate conference included the 

requirement that the Department of Forestry lead a consensus-onented process regarding increased 

mies for riparian prote~t ion.~~ With envimnmental group participation, the process lasted three years 

and a report was issued in 1994.~' Although environmental groups had significant concems about 

the details of the proposed regulations, they agreed that the regulations were an irnprovernent and 

supported the document. 

This process had limited effect on the existing policy network by allowing environmental 

groups to become involved in sub-govemment activities as policy participants, and moving slightly 

toward pressure-pluralist charactenstics. However, it did not result in fundamental long-terni changes 

to the structure of the network. First, the changes were limited to Stream side rules. Second, the 

negotiations took place under the confines of the existing commodity-oflented character of the 

statutory regime. Third, the process was short-lived, after which environmental groups were once 
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again excluded, for the most part, as policy participants. lndustry interests continued to dominate 

forest policy networks after this time. For example, Oregon's 1987 Endanaered Species Le~islation 

could have had a significant impact on forest practices, but the Oregon Forest Industries Council 

was successful in exempting pnvate land.26 

Thus, since 1971, the dientelist forest practicdmanagement network has been resilient, with 

ocly minor changes. The scope of the 1987 dispute resolution process and the 1991-1994 

consensus-onented nparian rules procedure was narrow. Both were short-lived alternatives to the 

existing dominant forest policy networks. Compared to the changes taking place in BC and on US 

federal PNW forest lands, Oregon's new eco-forest practice regulations were not rigorous. 

WASHINGTON STATE 

Like Oregon, the pre-1960s clientele-pluralist network in Washington remained durable 

despite strong cnticism. The 1974 Forest Practices Act reinforced the existing clientele-pluralist 

forest management network between organized industry interests and the Washington State 

Department of Natural Resources. The Act recognized that the Department of Natural Resources 

(DNR) had responsibility to administer forest policy, and gave regulatory authority to a Forest 

Practices Board, within the constraints of the timber extraction-onented statutory regime. 

Considerable discretionaiy authority existed for DNR officiais to implement the regulations - created 

by a Forest Practices Board dominated by industry interests. 

Because the Forest Practices Board can hold open meetings and allowed environmental 

interests the right to make submissions, some elements of pressure-pluralism do exist. The Board 

can initiate forest policy regulations autonomously, while organized industry, environmental groups, 

and other interests may make submissions. Supporting the pressure-pluratism appearance is that 

most of the people on the 11-member Board are representatives of govemment agencies. As one 

Washington State report notes, since 1974 the Board has been treated as an "umpife" by different 



groups, resulting in, "[tlhe timber industry, environmental groups and tribes ... spending most of their 

energies applying opposing pressure on the Board".27 Indeed, the Washington Environmental Council 

(WEC) was involved in deliberations over Washington State's Forest Practices Act which was 

enacted in 1974 after three years of negotiati~ns.'~ 

However, there were strong limits to this policy advocacy. First, the Board and al1 lobbying 

efforts to change regulations are constrained by the timber-extraction orientation of the legislation. 

Second, although the Board's membership may have a majority appointed from governrnent 

agencies, historically the Board has been dorninated not by conservation or ecological stakeholders, 

but by industry interests? Third, because the Forest Practices Act gives de-making authority to the 

Board, it reduces the autonomy of the State legislature to make structural changes to the way forest 

policy is made in Washington State without launching an attack on the statutory regime itself. Thus, 

autonomy is extremely lirnited. At rnost, the creation of Washington State's Forest Practices Board 

resulted in the development of a more "contested" clientele-pluralist policy netwark. 

The fact that the Department of Forests implernents Forest Practices Board nrles reinforces 

the clientelist nature of the policy network. State offiuals have a significant degree of discretion when 

administering the Act and Board rules. While this could Iead ta agency autonomy, historically the 

opposite has occurred, with agency omcials maintaining close ties to its industry clientele. As 

Pinkerton (1 992: 334) notes: 

[the Department of Natural Resources] ... was still in the mid-1980s an agency 
"captured" by its own and its client's timber interests, and whose past operations and 
regulatory practices had been Iittle affected by forest practice regulations to protect 
fish, wildiife and water quality. 

During this era, few policy changes occurred without the consent of industry - those that did were 

lirnited in scope. The few environmental groups that have shown an active interest in this network 

have been dissatisfied with the slow Pace of policy change? 



WASHINGTON STATE FOREST NETWORK CHANGE SINCE THE MID-1980s 

tike Oregon, Washington experirnented with two different consensus-oflented processes in 

the late 1980s and earty 1990s. These efforts to include non-timber industry interests as members 

of the sub-govemrnent resulted in clientele-pluralist networks being shaken, but not shattered. Only 

with the emergence of land management planning networks conceming State-owned land did non- 

timber iriterests have sorne success in challenging a clientele-pluralist network structure. 

Two key forest policy processes were created in Washington State after the mid-1980s: the 

TimberlFishNVildlife Process, and the Washington Sustainable Forestry Roundtable. These 

processes focused on private land regulation and rarely considered removing forest land from the 

extractive land base." These initiatives have expanded the role of some environmental groups and 

aboriginal tribes, allowing them a greater rote as policy participants within the policy community. 

However, their policy focus and the nature of exchange between economic, environmental interests 

and the state have been strongly stnictured by the existing institutional and commodity-oriented 

statutory setting. 

The TFW and Sustainable Forestry Roundtsble added both more inclusive and exclusive 

aspects to forest policy networks. Selected environmental groups moved from policy advocacy to 

policy participation, but organized industry interests managed to exclude other organized societal 

interests. 

The Washington State TimberlFish/Wildlife Process 

A nurnber of scholars have studied the Washington State Tirnber/Fish/Wildlife 

consensus/ADR process in which the forest industry, environmental groups, aboriginal tribes, 

govemment agencies, and individual companies reached agreement on a limited range of forest 

practice issues in 1987.~ Halbert and Lee (1990) have charadenzed this as a closed process, since 

participation of environmental groups was limited to the Washington Environmental Council (WEC) 



and the Washington State Audubon Society. These groups' lack of financial resources meant that 

much of their contribution was conditional upon funding from Washington State and US foundations 

interested in forest policy. This process has been criticized for giving industry interests an advantage. 

The WEC criticized the exciusion of other environmental groups. Pinkerton (1 992: 334) notes that 

industry had a "stronger" veto than other participants: 

... the regulatory history of the forest industry in Washington gave the timber 
cornpanies the reason to believe that they would be able to continue to be the major 
influence on implementation of policy and agreements. 

In fact, any agreement over forest practice niles still must be enacted by the existing Forest 

Practices Board. 

TFW did mark a considerable divergence from the previous nile-making ana forest 

management networks, with environmental and tribal interests' inclusion in the decision-making 

process. However, the extent of this change was Iimited by the extraction-oriented statutory regime, 

and by the faci that the TNV process concemed mostly private lands. It was not a pro-active 

govemment initiating new processes, it was industry initiating strategic changes. 

The TFW processes affected the role of environmental groups in three ways. First, it 

guamnteed the WEC and the Washington State Audubon Society a place in the sub-govemrnent as 

a policy participant. Second, it bnefly limited the scope of the forest policy wrnmunity to fish and 

wildlife issues. Third, other environmental groups were excluded Fraidenburg (1989: 332) asserts 

that the TFW resulted in a more exclusionary process, unlike the expansion of environmental groups' 

roles in the BC and federal PNW: 

... a traditional public decision-making process, including opportunities for full public 
input before the options are constrained, [was] ... being exchanged for a greater 
degree of private and exdusive policy making. 

Certainly those groups that would have been involved as members of the attentive public or even 

as policy advocates were not included. 
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In the end, the accord resulted in minor legislative initiatives, with rnost of the changes 

irnplemented by the Forest Practices Board regulations, changes to the Forest Practices Board 

Manual, and voluntary cornpliance. The regulatory changes included tougher riparian management 

rules, more detailed application review processes including a reorganization of the Department of 

Natural Resources with a Division of Forestry, and standards for road ~onstnict ion.~ 

Washington State Sustainable Forestry Roundtable 

Attempting to build upon and expand the poticy scope of the consensus agreement of the 

TimberlFishNVildlife process, the Washington State Cornmissioner of Public Lands, the Forest 

Practices Board, and TFW participants initiated the Washington State Sustainable Forestry 

Roundtable in 1989." It sought consensus on four policy issues: the rate of harvest; the role of the 

Department of Natural Resources and Counties in forest land conversion regulations; the forest land 

base for the next 100 years; and a method of "comprehensive planning to accommodate growth and 

allow forest land owners to manage and invest for timber prod~ct ion" .~ 

Sirnilar in structure to the TFW policy network, the appointed representatives of the 

stakeholder groups reached a consensus in October 1990 on a wide range of forest policy 

changes? This consensus included limits on the annual allowable cut on private land 

riparian areasJ7, restrictions on large dearcuts and requirements that 10 percent of an owner's forest 

land be managed to "protect fish and wildlife habitat" (Cubbage, OILaughlin, and Bullock 1993:95). 

However, the roundtable process unravelled after the mernbenhip of the Washington Environmental 

Council (WEC) failed to ratify an agreement reached by al1 of the appointed representatives of the 

stakeholder groups." 

Following the failure of the Sustainable Forestry Roundtable, the focus of activity moved to 

the State legislature, where industry and environmental groups promoted their own versions of 

legislation dealing with the wide-ranging policies the Roundtable was considering. In the end, the 
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weaker industry legislative proposal was accepted. These legislative changes were similar to the 

ones passed in Oregon in 1991. These measures directed the Forestty Practices Board to increase 

regulations, including the imposition of clear cut sites and the creation of scenic corridors. As with 

Oregon, it was not difficult for forest companies to meet these new niles. Nor were these rules as 

strong as what had been agreed upon in the consensus document? 

Networks on State-owned Land 

There is a slight exception to clientele-pluralist network resilience in initiatives affecting 

Washington State publidy-owned land. Here, broad-encompassing planning processes have led to 

slightly more access for environmental groups and the general public. Before 1979, only ad hoc 

planning was employed and there were no comprehensive statutory or agency policies in place. In 

1979, a Forest Land Management Program (FLMP) was introduced as a State-wide policy to guide 

management on forest trust lands. The original FLMP was subjected to litigation because of 

Washington's State Environmental PoIicy Act, and led to a new FLMP in 1984 giving statutory 

backing to forest land planning on State owned lands (M'Gonigle et al. 1990: 39)." The FLMP 

contained provisions for citizen and environmental group input. 

The FLMPs were joined by the more focused Block/Drainage Management Plans (BDMP), 

and were similar to the LRMP planning processes on US National for est^.^' However, public 

involvement in developing 8DMPs is discretionary, although it is DNR policy to consult with 

organized interests and the public during the development of these plans and to allow for public 

review before they are officially adopted." Washington State's SEPA creates another process for 

public involvement in on publicly-owned lands.43 Similarly, the govemment of Washington State has 

the autonomy and capacity to establish ad hodlimited-terni processes such as the Commission on 

Old Growth Alternatives on its Forest Trust lands, which provided another venue for environmental 

groups involvement and resulted in pressure-pluralist networks? 
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Despite these differences on State-owned land, they do not compare to the public 

participation and environmental group influence at the national level. There are two primary reasons 

for this: First, because forest trust lands must provide, by law, revenues to schools and general 

education programs, there is a strong incentive to put harvesting above other values. Second, 

Washington State may have autonomy with respect to strategic planning initiatives on State owned 

land, but it does not extend to the realm of forest practices rules on this land, which is govemed by 

the same Forest Practices Board that regulates private land. 

EXPLAINING NETWORK RESILIENCE 

The resilience of clientele-forest policy networks in Oregon and Washington cannot be 

explained by societal factors. Instead, the statutory regime, the high degree of pnvate forest land 

ownenhip, and the policy community itself explain much of this network stability. Macro-institutional 

factors matter in t e n s  of limiting statutory regime change. The importance of the Washington and 

Oregon forest industries to their economies appears to have had only an indirect effect: giving 

industry interests additional power in shaping the nature of their forest practices Acts, and through 

the election of pro-industry legislatures which, coupled with the effects of their macro-institutional 

structures, rend statutory regime change difficult. 

The Statutory Regime 

Oregon and Washington statutory regimes largely explain policy network resilience, as well 

as the slight difierences that exist between these two States. In both, forest practices Acts are clear 

that environmental regulations will not !ake pnority over the maintenance of a healthy forest economy 

- the opposite of the overall direction of the US federal PNW statutory regime. These Acts were 

created to limit the legalism of the federal regime, and reduced the industry perceived threat of more 

stringent federal regulation. 
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By moving rule-making authority to forest praçtice boards, the forest practices Acts limited 

the number of access points usually charactenstic of the US macro-institutional structure, thus 

reducing opportunities for influence by non-industry organized interests. Rowland (1 994) notes that 

even when Jennifer Belcher was elected as Public Lands Commissioner in Washington State in 

1992, with a strong ecotogical agenda, she had little influence on Forest Practices Board decisions: 

"despite Belcher's valiant effort to raise the level of debate to include what is good for the 

environrnent as well as the timber industrf. This shows that seetoral-level statutory regimes can 

reduce the effects of macro-institutional structures on policy networks. 

The slight differences between Oregon and Washington centring around the longer-lasting 

and more institutionalized multi-stakeholder processes, are also explained by minimal differences 

in their statutory regimes. Unlike Oregon, the Washington State State Environmental Po l iq  Act 

(sEPA)~~ provided a (limited) litigation tool not available to environmental groups in Oregon. The 

existence of SEPA allowed environrnental groups to successfully challenge, in court, an 

administrative decision limiting SEPA review o f  forest practices. The 1979 court decision (known as 

the "Classic U" court case) forced "...al1 major Department of Natural Resources timber sales [to] 

undergo State Environmental Policv Act review"," which industry interests had wanted to avoid. 

The existence of the SEPA was an important factor contributing to the establishment of the 

TFW process, since industry disliked operating in the ambiguous legal environment it felt SEPA 

produced. Coupled with greater uncertainty following a judicial niling that recognized lndian tribes 

as "CO-managers" of forest, fish and other reso~rces,~' industry began to wonder whether a dispute 

resolution process with environmental groups and lndian tribes rnight resolve their concems. 

Consequently, the Northwest Water Resources Cornmittee was fomed by industry, business, 

and agriculture interests to begin efforts to reach a negotiated seulement with Indian tribes. This later 

became a broader-purpose group, the Northwest Renewable Resources Council (NRRC) (Pinkerton 

1992: 332). A series of meetings began in 1984 between "representatives of state agencies, lndian 



tnbes, the timber industiy and environmental groups" that eventually fomed the TimberlFishNVildlife 

process. Court nilings and the SEPA were behind industws desire to create the TFW. However, it 

was the forest industry-oriented Forest Practices Act that directed the process, and underlined the 

power differences between industry and environmental groups and tribes. 

Industry's power ensured that TFW rules required consensus, which further limited 

environmental group influence. As Hoberg (1 993c: 30) has found: 

Because [consensus] gives a veto to al1 the major participants, it is much easier to 
block action than to change the status quo. Thus, the consensus decision nile 
favours those who benefit from the status quo. In contemporary environmental 
politics, where the major thrust of policy making is to strengthen environmental 
regulation, this rule strongly favours those who oppose additional regulation. In other 
words, in many cases the veto implicit in the consensus rule is an additional power 
resource for business interests. 

Unlike corporatist networks, the requirernent for consensus in the TFW process did not exist 

because the state mandated it, but because strong, well-organized forest industry interests who 

benefited most from this requirernent, insisted on it. 

Thus, in both States, the statutory regimes ensured that administration by forest agencies 

offkials remains a collaborative relationship with their forest industry clientele." Unlike the US 

federal pattern, where govemment agencies in the forest policy community are fragmented between 

land management and regulatory agencies, the statutory regirnes in these States led power to be 

more centralized in the hands of one agency. This supports arguments by Krasner (1978) and 

Coleman and Skogstad (1 WOa), that weak macro-institutional structures do not always translate into 

low capacity at the sectoral level. 

Still, Oregon's experiment with using non-discretionary wording in the legislation regarding 

stream-side harvesting niles does not confonn with the description of its overall statutory regime, 

and warrants attention. In this case, industry supported such non-discretionary wording within the 

statute to ensure that even if the scientific evidence indicated a need for stronger protection, the 

Board of Forestry could not impose more stringent standards.4g This forces a slight modification of 



the statutory regimes hypothesis: a non-discretionary statutory regime by itself will not necessarily 

give environmental groups increased influence - the substantive content must also provide for 

environmental protection. There is a distinction between provisions that require species protection 

and result in an evolution of policy as different species become endangered, and (not difficult to 

attain) detailed mles about how many trees to leave standing dunng logging operations - rules that, 

bamng a change in législation, stop the evolution of policy. 

Statutory regimes largely account for the resilience of clientele-pluralist networks in Oregon 

and Washington, but they were reinforced by two other factors: phvate land ownership and the policy 

community itself. 

Private land 

The high level of private-land ownership of lands govemed by Oregon and Washington has 

helped maintain network stability and limit the scope of network policy making. Owing to common 

law private property rights, pemanently removing privately-owned forest land from the extractive 

land base has never been a consideration. Ironically, this has rnoved forest practicelhawesting 

regulations to the forefront of environmental issues in the early 1970s - a time when most 

environmental groups were still focusing most of tneir efforts on wilderness protection. 

At the same time, the existence of large tracts of private land has led to the creation of 

powerful forest-land owners organizations in both States. Pinkerton's (1992: 334) analysis found that: 

... the tribes and their allies had to accept the maintenance of a lucrative timber 
industry as one of the goals of the FFW] agreement, because they feared 
conversion of private forest land to real estate even more than they feared poor 
logging practices. The industry could thus continue to use the threat of becorning less 
profitable than real estate as an indirect threat to habitat. In other words, the benefits 
of the agreement were widely shared by ail parties, but the wsts of the agreement 
were disproportionately borne by tribes, environmentalists, and taxpayers. 

The result is that only on State-owned land can access increase for environmental groups (but even 

here, influence is muted due to Oregon and Washington State's statutory regimes). 



The Policy Community ltself 

The development of each jurisdiction's policy communities rnust be considered as a variable 

affecting policy network change. Part of the explanation for policy network durability is the lack of 

interest of environrnental groups in the Oregon State forest policy cornmunity. As one senior official 

with Oregon's Department of Forestry noted, even though his department's officiais interact more 

with environmentai groups now than they did before the mid-1980s. many of their policy deliberations 

do not interest environmental groups. For example, the department held public meetings in the eariy 

1990s and sought input from environrnental groups regarding revisions to its civil penalties rules, but 

received "very little response". lndustry gave "tacit" support to the proposed changes and the policy 

was changed rather quickly. If environmental groups had shown interest (Le. if they had sought 

access to the policy community), the policy in this case might have been different. As the offkial 

explained, "If there was an opposition, we would have [had] to slow down and think it t h r o ~ g h " . ~ ~  

CONCLUSION 

The policy network approach employed in the preceding chapters show that changes in 

state/societal relations may have different causes or explanations, even within the same country. It 

is not that Halbert and Lee (1990) are wrong when they describe the Washington State TFW 

Process as "... yet another exarnple of the imperfect compromise typically found in American 

govemment - a pluralist regime that has been characterized as the rnajority mle by the minority that 

caresn, as much as that this characterization of TFW is so broad it would probably apply to most 

policy networks in most countnes. This analysis cannot explain the differences in "eco-forest" policy 

netwotks between Washington State and those on federal PNW forest lands. 

lncreased societal concems about forest policy resulted in different sources of netwotk 

change at the State and federal PNW levels: litigation in the US federal sphere, and the forest 

industry in Washington and Oregon. The combination of statutory regimes, rnacro-institutional 
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settings (regarding the difficulty in changing legislation), and private land ownership resulted in little 

autonomy between the state and organized interests, making it virtually impossible for government, 

on its own, to provide pro-active solutions to environmental conflicts. 

Washington State's statutory regime and the high level of private forest ownership led to: 

industry initiating the TFW process; the limited sape of TFW policy considerations; and the 

consensus-oriented policy network in which the forest industry enjoyed more capacity and autonomy 

than the state or environmental groups. With a rnacro-institutional structure limiting the influence of 

the executive, the state was unable to change statekociety relations. It was unable and unwilling 

to influence the policy outputs. Significant changes to existing regulations have only occurred after 

industry-initiated consensus processes, or through industry-initiated proposals. 

For Oregon, societal concems about the effects of poor forest regulations increased in 

Oregon after ~987,~' but industry was able to decide not to enter into any discussions with 

environmental groups. This effectively stopped environmental groups from becoming policy 

participants within the sub-govemment. Using this privileged position, industry was able to propose 

minimal regulatory changes, which dissipated support for more restrictive measures and citizen 

ballot  initiative^,^^ 



Endnotes 

'National Wildtife Federation (1 994:275). 

'lbid. 

'Ths challenge resulted from the 1987 amendments to the Clean Water A d  requiring Stztes to establish standards regarding 
non-point sources of pollution. (33 U.S.C. 1231, Section 319) 

'Personaj interview. . 

dOther policy networks created since this time include those conceming planning on State owned forest land. Indeed, the 
ecsforest policy work of Oregon Trout is currentty focused exclusively on these publicly owned lands (Personal intervrew, 
Oregon Trout). 

'The legislature sits for six months every two years. 

"Personal interviews and Cubbage, O'Laughlin and 8ullock (1993: 428). 

"Personal intemiew. Portland Audubon Society. See in particuiar, 1000 Friends of Oregon (1 9861, Ketchum (1 987a; 1987b). 

'The objectives were to "sirnpiii regufation of forest practices on commercial forest land by placing full responsi bilii for such 
regulation with the Board of Forestry and to assure that the Board considered other natural resource values that exist on 
forest land8 (Angstrom 1989: 2). 

'%e Smaîi Woodland Owners Association was left out of this process, because the "core" group felt their concerns would 
be protected by the OFIC and because of the desire to keep the group "as smalf as possible" due to "management concerns" 
and the "short period of time the working group had to draft the bill" (Angstrom 1989: 4-5). In total, 12 members took part 
in this dispute resolun'on process. 

"Other organized interests were excluded from partïc~pation (Angstrom 1989: 3). 

15 Angstrom (1989: 3). notes that the working group came up with consensus on the following four key issues: 

1 ) The counties role in regulating forest practices. 
2) The Forest Practices Act should be rewrrtten to direct the Board of Forestry to maintain key resources 
required of other state agencies under the Oregon Land Use Program. 
3) The reconstitution of the Board of Forestry which would see the Governor appoint members wth no 
designated positions for interest groups. 
4) Forest pratices would be exempt form the Land Use Board of Appeals. 

'"These unresolved issues included the matter of county representation on the Board of Forestry, detailed IangUage 
regarding appeals of written plans, and the definition of the "scope" of forestry (Angstrom 1989: 4). 

"For more detail and analysis of the amendments dun'ng the congressional hearings, see Angstrom (1 989) and Oregon. 
Department of Forestry (1 988). 

An amendment to the federai Clean Water Act in 1987 afso had an impact on State practices. It required States to develop 
standards ?or regulating non-point sources of pollution," wtiich would indude timber harvesting practices. Not only do agency 
planning documents have to compty wrth these regulations, but so do the actual forest practices resulting from these plans. 
However, the Oregon Forest industrj succeeded in having these regulations corne under the Forest Practices Board instead 



of the Office of Environmental Quahty. 

"More public members were also added. See Salazar (1 988a: 62). 

'The chances of an environmentalist being appointed to the Board were slim as of the early 1990s, owing to the political 
dimate. As a senior official from Portland Audubon explained: 

It is possible that the governrnent would make an appointment of an environmentalist to the Board. 
Theoreticdiy it iç possible but politically it is not because a l  Board appointments have to be approved by 
the Senate - [and] an environmentalist would not survive. Not in this legislature and not in previous 
legislatures (personal intennew). 

xFor an environmental group critique of the legislation, see 1000 Friends of Oregon (1991). 

''Consider the Portland Audubon's analysis of the Board's deliberations over protection of the Spotted Owi: 

... (Board of Forestryj did adopt some rules to protect the spotted owi habrtat - enough to protect the bird 
itçelf - a "take" from occurring. But it is such a minimal amount of habitat protection it is tantamount to 
çaying, We'li keep from killing the bird but we will make it so uninhabitable that the bird won? stay there 
(personal in te~ew) .  

"OFlC interview. 

%FIC inte~ew. This last provision was proposeci not by environmental groups but the forest industry, who feared that srnall 
land owners rnight turn their land to agricuttural purposes. 

24The actual genesis of this commrttee was somewhat of a procedural fluke. As the Portland Audubon explains: 

... one of the things aiat really got the goat of the industry in 1991 was in the conference cornmittee - there 
was a House version and Senate version of the bill - there were some words added to require that the 
Board of Fore- review its stream side protection rules, to provide stream side diverstty, etc. . .A passed 
onty in Conference - itwould never have gotten through on the House floor. Industry ... had to swailow this 
pill. And this is how we got stream classification and protection reform in 1993 (Personal interview). 

%ee Oregon. Department of Forestry. Forest Practices Section (1 994) and Ketcham (1 993; 1992; 1993). 

26 Instead, less stnngent Endangered Species rules appeared in the 1987 Forest Practices Act changes. 

" ~ e e  Washington State. Department of Natural Resources (1 988:4) 

"The WEC council was involved in seven drafts of the legislation and 12 drafb of the initial regulations. 

%though the dected Cornrnissioner of Public Lands is in charge of the Department of Natural Resources, it is the Governor 
who nominates ind~duals to poshons on aie Forest Practices Board. This means that a Governor favouring increased forest 
practice regulations could nominate representatives for the state agencies that would take a different stance from their 
historically pro-extraction/commotii-oriented position. However, such change is extremely slow. As one member of the 
Washington Environment Council has noted, the current Governor favours increased eco-forest regulations, but has been 
unable to replace enough members to change the majonty outiook of the Board (personal interview). 

%O frustrated was the Washington Environmental Council by the current rule-making procedures, that they launched an 
effort to amend the Forest Practice kgdation in 1985 to allow for scientific input into the Forest Practice Board deliberations. 
Their effort resuited in legislation being introduced, which failed to gain a majonty of support in the State legislature. 
SpeuiiCany, the bill would have amended the Forest Pracüces Board by "adding members and creating an independent team 
of experts to review forest practices with a major chance of damaging down stream resources" (Personal communication, 
Washington Environmental Council). 

3t As in Oregon, there were considerable deliberations over county zoning matters, and forest land conversion issues. See 
Washington State. Department of Natural Resources (1 990: 14, 25). 



The TNVfocused mostty on riparian management rules and Department of Natural Resources management procedures, 
induding forest practice application procedures. For a detailed anaiysiç see Flynn (1992) and Pinkerton (1 992). In general, 
see, Cohen (1 986; 1989). Dick (1 987). Gray (1990; 1991), Northwest Renewable Resourceç Center (1 989; 1995; 1997; 
t 998; Not dated), Waldo (1 987). Washington State. Department of Natural Resources (1988). 

j3See Salazar (1 990: 18), Dick (1 987:6-8). Washington State (1 988) 

This roundtabie was formally estabtished by the then Public Lands Commissioner Brian Boyle, who sought to expand the 
TFW proces to include more groups considering a wider range of forest pracb'ce options. 

There were some important dierences between groups participating in the TFW process. First, environmental 
group participation was limited to the Washington Environmental Council, as the Washington State Audubon Society did 
not participate in these proceedings. Secondty, oie Washington State Association of Counties (WSAC) was added because 
of the policy role counties have with respect to land use planning and zoning matters. Thirdly, The Forest Pratices Board 
also participated as a member in this process. 

v h e  first meeting of the Washington State Sustainable Forestry Roundtable's steering committee included a detailed list 
of policy areas that fall under the four general categories. This k t  includes policies on inventory, identification of "special 
areas", the right to practice forestry and exemp6on of environmental assessmentç (Washington State. Department of Natural 
Resources 1990: 3-4). 

%ee Pinkerton (1 992: 336). Its goal was more comprehensive than the TRN accord, and airned at getting agreement on 
a wide-range of sustainable forest practices that would maintain "biological ecological integnty while producing forest 
products forevef (Cu bbage, O'Laughlin, and Sullock 1993: 95). 

T h e  agreement was to limit the annual allowable cut to "no more than 4 percent of an ownets forest land in a watershed 
area" (Cubbage, O'Laughlin, and Bulfock 1993: 95). 

%ee Gray (1991), Cubbage et al. (1993: 95). Atthough a tentative agreement was reached in October 1990, mernbership 
of the WEC and Washington State Audubon failed to support a deal that they feit was too lenient on the forest industry. The 
Washington Environment Council representatjve at this meeting explains that not only was there "intense pressure" at this 
meeting, but that it was clear that the agreement was a tentative one that would need to be cleared wnh the WEC 
membership (personal interview). In particular, the WEC rnembership rejected both the 10-year life of the agreement, "since 
it limited future opûons to challenge forest practïces" and also "sought greater set-asides for wildiife habitat in timber harvest 
zones" (Gray 1991 ). Aiso see Cubbage (1 993: 95), Pinkerton (1 992: 336). 

T h e  inabi i  of environmental groupç to raûfy this agreement jaded other mernbers of the policy communrty, who became 
less enthusiastic about entering into such types of processes in the future (Personal interview, senior official, Washington 
Division of Forestry, Department of Natural Resources). 

1988, a Strategic Plan for Forest Resource Management was prepared for al1 State trust lands, including forests. 
According to M'Gonigle and others (1990: 40), 'The plan set out prefened visions, a mission statement and gathered 
information to develop long term goals and objectives and the strategies and policies to achieve thern'. 

"The BDMP area creates a forest management plan "for a large contiguous forest area which has common identifiable 
issues or concerns (M'Gonigle et al. 1990: 41). Aithough ofien producing distinct plans, al1 BOMPs must contain, "a detailed 
description of goals and objecbves; a definition of land use aiternatives; a recommended planning aitername; and a method 
to implement the planning alternative M e n  adopted (M'Gonigle et al. 1990: 41). In addition, watersheds within blocks often 
undergo their own planning strategy. It is only after the BDMP is completed that operational plans are developed in order 
to conduct timber sales. 

*'MDGonigle and others (1 990: 42). 

However, since the FLMP underwent an environmental impact statement, an ElS is not required for BDMPs unles they 
"...are seen to deviate greatly form the norms found within the state" (M'Gonigle et al. 1990: 42). 



'4The main concern of this process was how to balance the desire to preserve the remaining old growth forests on State- 
owned land, and the corresponding requirement that State f o r a '  revenues fund the State's education programs. See 
Washington State Commission on OM Growth Alternatives for Washington's Forest Trust Lands (1989). Meianie Rowland, 
Conservation Chair and Board Member of The Seattle Audubon Society participated in this cornmittee's deliberations, afong 
with SWe agency, US forest se~ce ,  industry, labour, and universrty representatives. Interestingly, Rowland would soon join 
the Washington Environmental Council, which did not share Seattle Audubon Society's focus on federal forest land issues. 

"ln fact, the Forest Practices Act was amended in 1975 to limit SEPA restrictions to actMties 'which have a potential for 
substantial impact on the environment". This represented a setback for environmentalists and Native Amencans. As 
Pin kerton (1 992: 333) states: 

A large part of oie stntggle to protect fish and wildlife habitat has centered around the effort by the tnbes 
and their aiiies ta enlarge the definition of which logging activities have to be reviewed by a SEPA process 
as potentially harmful. 

%ee Washington State (1988: 4) and Pinkerton (1 992: 333). The Classic U timber sale case refers to Noel V. Cole: 

in which an environmentai group won a niling in 1980 that the definition of what achbes were potentially 
harmful to the environment was too narrow and restrictive to fuffill the purposes of the Forest Practices 
Act (to protect other public resources) (Pinkerton 1992: 333) 

The resuitforced the Forest Pracüceç Board to review rts regulations of what constituted a "potentially harmful" act and listed 
14 issues to receive consideration to be considered in the definition of "environmental senstûwty" (Pinkerton 1992: 333). 

' m e  1974 and 1980 "BolcK' decisions "interpreted the language of 1850s treaties that the US government had made with 
western Washington tribes as providing guarantee that the tribes could manage their own fisheries, subject to certain 
conservation restrictions, and to joint planning with state managers (Pinkerton 1992: 330). See also Washington State, 
Department of Natural Resources (1 988:4). 

%ee, Anderson (1 977a; 1977b), Pinkerton (1 993)' Salazar (1 985; 1988a; l988b) 

Yndustry insisted that the statute require that "two snags" per acre be lefi when harvesting near streams. As the Portfand 
Audubon notes, this meant that the Board of Forestry could not respond to scientmc data that might indicate more than two 
snags were needed (personal interview). 

SoPersonal interview. 

''This was partly owing to a series of damning arücies printed in the Oreqonian. See Durbin and Koberstein (1990). 

52Personal interview, OFiC. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
EVOLUTlON OF THE BRITISH COLUMBIA ECO-FOREST POLlCY COMMUNITY 

The path taken &y British Columbia's forest policy community and the evolving role of 

environmental groups differs sharply from both the US federal and State level experiences. Dunng 

the 1970s, only a handful of province-wide envimnmental groups existed, and most were 

unsuccessful in influencing forest policy making processes. Environmental groups were at the 

rnargins. with economic interests and the state dominating policy making.' During the 1980s, 

province-wide environmental groups attempted to increase their influence within the forest policy 

sub-govemment, but achieved only minor success. 

Since the Iate 1980s, the number and types of environmental groups seeking influence in 8C 

changed dramatically. Not only did some environmental groups becorne participants in policy making, 

but there was also an expansion of professional, expertise-oriented environmental groups. A 

province-wide coalition of the key eco-forest groups was established, and new govemmental and 

quasi-govemmental agencies emerged (Diagrarns 7.0 and 7.1 present the policy community in 1975 

and 1995). This chapter outlines these changes, and then examines the ability cf the historieal 

institutionalist hypotheses to account for them. 

POLlCY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT TO THE MID-1 980s 

As with the US federal expenence, conservation groups were established in BC well before 

the first wave of environmentalisrn in the 1960s. with sorne roots going back to the 19th Century. 

Wilson (1990: 148) notes that these groups have organized into three broad province-wide umbrella 

organizations, according to whether they focus on hunting, naturalist or recreation issues. Fish, 

wildlife and hunting clubs formed the 8C Wildlife Federation; naturalist groups created the Federation 

of BC Naturalists; and "non-consumptive outdoor recreation" groups formed the Outdoor Recreation 

Council (oRc).~ These groups have tended to take on two different roles: one as policy participants 

over regulatory or management rnatters affecting their membership's interests (such as assisting 
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with Provincial Park recreation policy); and the other as policy advocates for increasing protected 

areas within the province. 

The establishment of these groups partly infiuenced the first wave of environmentalism, with 

the Federation of BC Naturalists and the Outdoor Recreation Council active in environmental issues. 

Like the expedence of the US lzaak Walton League, the BC Wildlife Federation has not becorne part 

of this broader movement, and sometimes finds itself opposing environmental groups, particulady 

regarding endangered species issues. 

New environmental groups started to appear in the mid-1960s. With the exception of the 8C- 

based Sierra Club in 1969~ and the Canadian Parks and Wildemess Society in 1963 (with a BC 

Chapter created in 1980), most of them were devoted to saving a particular valley or special area 

threatened by 10gging.~ Such groups included the Gkanagan Similkameen Park  Society and the 

Valhalla Wildemess Committee (Wilson 1990: 149). Their focus was on wildemess preservation, 

with little emphasis on sustainable forest practices. These groups had no choice but to focus at the 

local level on specific proposed protected areas, since they were blocked from participating in 

comprehensive regional or province-wide strategic land use planning. 

After 1975 and continuing through the 1980s, there was another proliferation of wilderness 

protection-oriented groups in BC (Wilson 1990). Similady denied infi uence at the provincial level, the 

bulk of these groups followed down the now well trodden path of saving a particular valley or 

watershed, and included such organizations as the Fnends of Clayoquot Sound, Friends of 

Strathcona Park, Friends of the Stikine, East Kootenay Environmental Society, Cortes Island Forest 

Committee, and the Camanah Forestry Society. 

Virtually al1 of these groups are membership-based. They rely on membership fees and 

individual donations for rnost of their revenues, and voluntarism for most of their labour? With the 

exception of the 1972-1975 period, governrnent policy excluded thern from the forest policy 

comrnunity sub-govemment as policy participants, restricting their role to that of policy advocates. 
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Officiais of ecbforest groups rarely fomed broad, province-wide strategic coalitions, although they 

would inteact and wmmunicate informal~y.~ The creation of the Coalition for Responsible Forestry 

Legislation (CRFL) was a short-lived exception. lt was organized by environmental groups and 

lobbied unsuccessfully for "ecological resewe and multiple resource use" during the pen'od preceding 

the 1978 Forest Act (Marchak 1983: 59).' 

Gradualiy eco-forest values beçan to coalesce and groups broadened their perspectives to 

focus on global issues of wildemess and environmental protection. One of the most significant 

results of this was the Western Canada Wilderness Committee, forrned in 1979. Others included the 

Friends of Ecological Reserves, the Raincoast Conservation Society, and the Valhalla Wildemess 

Society (which expanded from the Valhalla Wildemess Committee after preserving the Valhalla in 

1983). Even the West Coast Environmental Law Association began to address forest issues 

(Marchak 1983: 60). National groups such as the Canadian Nature Federation and !he Sierra Club 

of Canada became members of the attentive public, moving to an advocacy role when there was a 

federal angle to pursue.' 

lndustry Organizations 

Since the 1960s, the Council of Forest Industries of BC (COFI) has been the dominant 

industry member of the forest policy community. COFl represents both pulp and Iumber companies, 

reflecting the vertical integration of the industry. Until recently, it was cornprised of individual 

companies that owned Tree Fann Licences on the coast, and was affiliated with two interior 

associations that relied mostly on Timber Supply Areas for their sources of fibre.g Coleman (1 988: 

158) has noted that CûFl's ability to organize its intemal structure to mirror its work wth govemment 

agencies significantly enhances its ability to participate in various policy networkdO By integrating 

most of the dominant forest industry economic actors under one umbrella, COFl is able to respond 

quickly to government initiatives or citizen demands for more environmental protection. 
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Although COFl represents most of the companies in the province, its iargest mernbers also 

represent themselves individually. For example, MacMillan-Bloedel has its own govemment relations 

department, providing in-house expertise on a range of policy matters." Specific battles over 

protected areas often get handled by the Company that holds tenure rights to the disputed areas. 

Other industry groups include the BC Truck Loggers Association (BCTLA), an organization 

created in 1943, whose members are independent loggers, logging contractors and forest-related 

companies (large forest cornpanies will often contract out harvesting to Truck Loggers mernbers). 

Before the mid-1980s, the BCTLA did not play an active role in the forest policy making process, 

remaining part of the attentive public. The Interior Logging Association (LA) represents contractors 

who focus prirnarily on interior operations, but is rarely involved in policy community sub-govemment 

activity. 

Labour 

The most dominant forest union in BC is the Industrial Wood and Allied Workers of Canada 

(IWA-Canada). It represents the vast majonty of the province's forestry workers. The stumpage and 

tenure system has encouraged high wages in the forest industryl2 and has also facilitated the 

developrnent of the IWA, which broke off its ties to the US-based International Woodworkers of 

America in the early 1980s13)). This union has established institutionalized linkages with the New 

Democratic Party, allowing it increased access to the BC forest policy community when a New 

Democratic Party is in power.14 However, the NDP has arely govemed the province, so the IWA has 

tended to concentrate on obtaining high wages for its mernbers and fighting high profile battles to 

maintain its membership base. 

The IWA also acts as a policy advocate on a wide range of policy matters from stumpage 

rates to the tenure system, although much of its focus is on collective agreements with its 

employers. The New ûernocratic Party's close links to both the IWA and environmental groups has 
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resulted in a greater degree of unionJenvironmentaiist interaction and compromise than in the Pacific 

Northwest. Notably though, the IWA has often been closer to forest companies' positions on eco- 

forest rnatters. l5 

Other unions within the forest policy cornmunity "attentive public" include the Communication 

and 'Paperworken Union (cPu)'~, and the Pulp, Paper and Woodworkers of Canada (PPWC). 

Marchak (1 983: 6M1) notes that these unions were much smaller than the I WA, which, in 1 979 had 

50,000 members including the "majority of the organized labour force in logging".'? The United 

Fishennan and Allied Workers Union is also involved periodically due to its interests in regulating 

forest hawesting neat fish-bearing streams. 

Other Actors 

Abonginal peoples have been involved on the penphery of the forest policy cornmunity, 

except over individual protected area proposals (Nathan 1993: 137). The Association of BC 

Professional Foresters (ABCPF) is an active professional organization on matters such as forest 

certification and promoting provincial regulations to require the services of professional foresters in 

forest management. Research organizations have included the BC Public lnterest Group, and 

academics from the University of British Columbia's (UBC) Forestry Faculty, UBC's Forest 

Economics and Poiicy Analysis Research Unit (FEPA), UBC's School of Cornmunity and Regional 

Planning, and Simon Fraser University's School of Resource and Environmental management. The 

federal government's Canadian Forest Service also provides research stuaies and technical advice. 



Govemment Agencies 

Until the early 1990s, the sole agency responsible for managing BC's forests was the BC 

Forest Service and its 43 District Managers who adrninistered policy at the local level. However, 

these managers were not dominant members of the policy community. Much of the administration 

of forest management practices - including harvesting perrnits and five year development plans - 

delegated to forest companies under the area-based Tree Fam Licences (TFLs).'' Forest Managers 

had slightly more authority administenng the volume-based Timber Supply Areas (TSAs), most of 

which are located in the interior of the province. 

From 1948-69, the Forest Service fell under the purview of the Ministry of Lands, Forests and 

Water Resources, which Duw (1990) describes as a "multi-purpose agency". The federal 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans has been involved intenittently conceming forest practi~es.'~ 

The provincial cabinet is a central member of the policy cornrnunity sub-govemment, while the 

legislature is essentially unimportant. 

In the early 1970s, the provincial cabinet created an Environmental and Land Use Cornmittee 

(ELUC) and its Secretariat to oversee and coordinate land use disputes in the province. lt reported 

directly to cabinet. The ELUC was joined by Resources Management Committees (RMCs) which 

were designed to encourage interagency collaboration at the regional level. A Ministry of 

Environment, created in 19ï7, absorbed the ELUC secretariat, but had Iittle influence relative to the 

Forest Service. In fact, the Forest Service increased its dominance within the policy comrnunity in 

1983, when €LUC and RMCs were abolished and replaced by an lntegrated Resources Branch 

within the Ministry of Forests (Dum 1990: 3). Finally, short-lived forest poiicy-onented Royal 

Commissions have often preceded legislative change." 



CHANGES TO THE BC FOREST POLICY COMMUNITY SINCE THE MID-1980s 

Environmental groups 

Following heightened societal concem about the forest environment, environmental groups 

increased their capacity to propose and critique BC govemment initiatives, and some altered their 

intemal organizational structures. The Sierra Club of Western canada2' retained its advocacy 

function, but also took advantage of policy network change to become a meaningful rnember of the 

sub-govemment." For example, it augmented its wildemess protected area expertise by working 

with the US Wildemess Society to produce detailed maps that rivalled those in the Ministry of 

Forests, and increased its attention to forest practices niles (Hamilton 1994). The decision to 

become actively involved in the sub-govemment was a difficult one, and was preceded by much 

intemal organizational debate. Much ambivalence remains, with the Sierra Club wishing to be part 

of the sub-govemment in order to shape policy choices and direction, but also wishing to maintain 

its ability to publicly criticize the govemment where strategically necessary. Overt criticism is taken 

only after serious refiection, since it risks removal frorn sub-govemment deliberations. 

After intemal debates about how to reverse a deciinhg membership, the Western Canada 

Wildemess Committee (WCWC) went in the opposite direction of the Sierra Club. It decided to take 

more radical positions, arguing that 40 per cent of the province should be protected from forest 

harvesting and other industrial uses. It explicitly rejected invitations to becorne a policy participant, 

and favoured publicity campaigns to discredit the BC government and its forest policies in Europe 

and the United  tat tes." The WCWC also expanded its interest to forest practices rnatters, calling 

for a BC Forest Practices Act as early as the Spring of ~989.'~ In the short t e n ,  these efforts had 

their desired effect: mern bers hip increa~ed.'~ 

The Valhalla Wildemess Committee followed the same strategy. Once an active organization 

with strong links to the New Democratic Party when it was in opposition, it became disillusioned with 

the level of annual timber harvest the goveming NDP was allowing and what the Committee 
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considered were inadequate policy initiatives. It became one of the rnost vocal critics of Harcourt's 

NDP government. The Valhalla Cornmittee has taken its critique of BC forest practices and land use 

policies intemationally. eaming considerable esteem in international q ~ a r t e r s . ~ ~  Other more radical 

groups, such as the Forest Action Network. emerged during the eariy 1990s.~' Regional and 

p r o v i n ~ e ~ d e  associations of environmental groups were fomed to communicate with each other 

and to coordinate activities. For example, the Vancouver Island Conservation Alliance was fomed 

to represent various environmental groups on Vancouver Island land use rnatters.'' 

One of the most striking developments was what Bernstein and Cashore (1996 (revised 

February 1997): 2) refer to as the "intemationalization" of the BC forest policy wrnmunity, defined 

as "the phenornenon whereby policies within domestic jurisdictions face increased scnitiny and 

participation from actors andfor institutions outside of those jurisdictions (i.e. the policy comrnunity 

expands to indude transnational actors)"." International and US-based environmental groups began 

to provide well-trained, prcfessional staff with legal and scientiftc expertise, and considerable 

financial resources. One example is the addition of the international World Wildlife Fund's Toronto 

office, which became heavily focused on proteded areas in BC in the late 1980s." An organization 

that relies mostly on foundation and corporate donations, WWF established a BC office in 1992, 

created BC Spaces for Nature and hired one of BC's best-known protected area advo~ates.~' This 

organization chose to work behind-the-scenes, a tactic bureaucratic officiais and members of the 

provincial cabinet argue has worked very effecti~ely.~ Govemment acton readily allowed BC Spaces 

for Nature to work as a policy participant in the sub-government, and the vast majority of areas the 

WWF has recommended for protection have now been protected? 

Following the Clayoquot Sound controversy, the New YorWWashington-based Natural 

Resources Defence Council (NRDC) became an active player in the BC forest policy community, 

focusing on forest protection and sustainable forest practices. The NRDC is a product of the US 

statutory regime and was created in 1972 to enforce US laws through litigation. The NRDC gradually 



expanded its expertise when it realized that by hiring professional scientists, it could enforce existing 

laws more effectively? In recent years, foundations have contributed significantly to the NRDC, so 

that membenhip revenues now account for only half of its incorne? The NRDC is a highly effective 

member of the US forest policy community sub-govemment. It works for legislative and regulatory 

change, litigates, and works on cooperative ventures with govemment. 

However, in British Columbia the NRDC played more of an advocacy role, using the media 

and the celebrity status of Robert Kennedy, Jr. to highlight the BC govemment's actions on 

Clayoquot Sound in the United States. It brought aboriginaI peoples from Clayoquot to New York and 

Washington, DC, and used its high-placed connections within the US to launch an effective 

carnpaign to raise the Clayoquot Sound issue in the White House and ~ o n g r e s s . ~  Recognizing the 

sensitivity of sovereignty issues, the NRDC also took pains to portray itself as working with BC 

aboriginal and environmental groups. As one senior officiai stated: 

.... we like the partnership mode! with other groups, because in fact we think that's a 
stronger way of working than having an office, for example in Vancouver. We prefer 
to work with ... Sierra Club of Western Canada, Sierra Legal Defense Fund, and al1 
the groups up there, because after al1 they're the groups that are Canadian. They're 
the groups that are going to cany on this long after we've had an association around 
a particular issue. 

. ... I don? have a solution for British Columbia. Bobby Kennedy doesn't have a 
solution for British Columbia. What we want to do is help groups that do have a 
vision of the solution actually have some leverage to bring about vision of a 
soiuti~n.~' 

Unlike most domestic-based BC groups, the NRDC chose to timit its attention to Clayoquot Sound. 

One officia1 explains this focus: 

We really feel strongly [that] we have to focus [US] national attention there 
[Clayoquot Sound] and that that will actually help everybody else be more 
S U C ~ ~ S S ~ U ~ . ~ ~  

The results of this effort gained it a small but important place as a policy participant within the sub- 

govemment. The BC Premier personally calted NRDC's Washington, DC office on several occasions 

to discuss forest policy initiatives? 
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The controversy surrounding Clayoquot Sound increased the attention of other US, European 

and international eco-forest groups. Greenpeace Germany, Greenpeace UK, Greenpeace 

lntemational and the World Wildlife Fund, UK, and the Women's Environmental Network (WEN)" 

al1 got involved in advocating boycotts of BC timber exports after the Clayoquot Sound controversy. 

The US boycotts were orchestrated by the California-based Rainforest Action Network (RAN). These 

groups had Iittle interest in direct interaction in the BC sub-government, and many of their most vocal 

memben knew little about the specifics of BC forest policy4' Both boycotts were supported by the 

BC-based Western Canada Wilderness Committee. 

ihese efforts were joined by the Vancouver Offce of Greenpeace Canada. After a total lack 

of presence in the forest policy community. Greenpeace Vancouver seized on Clayoquot's 

international attention beginning in 1992, and made the campaign ta protect the Sound from jogging 

a focus of its conservation efforts.42 Greenpeace adopted an advocacy approach and focused on 

wildemess protection and the elimination of clear cutting. However, Greenpeace Vancouver moved 

into a policy participant role and into the realm of additional forest managementlpractice policies as 

the NDP government set up new processes to deal with Clayoquot Sound. 

Another US-based group that became involved in BC forest policy is Eco-trust, based in 

Portland, Oregon. An offshoot of Conservation International, Eco-trust brings a holistic ethic into its 

projects, prornoting community cooperation and discussion. It has been most active in protecting the 

~ i t l o p e ~ ,  and soliciting the support of and working with the Haisla nation. It has recently set up a BC 

officd4, and has a policy of working with govemment officiais and community groups in a consensus- 

otiented r n a n n e ~ . ~ ~  

Since 1994, Washington State-based Northwest Ecosystem Alliance has been the impetus 

behind the Cascades International Alliance. The alliance is a coalition of a dozen "environment, 

reueation and education groups from Canada and the Unites States [proposing] the creation of the 

Cascades lntemational Park" out of existing protected areas, to be managed on an ecosystem 
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basis." Research-oriented US environmental groups, such as the Pacific Environment Resource 

Center, began to focus their efforts on BC forest practices.'" 

United States and international involvement was not Iimited to indigenous groups expanding 

their efforts across the border. In 1991, the Sierra Legal Defence Fund (SLDF) was created with 

financial support from US interests and seed money from the Law Society of BC." Following the 

rnodel of the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund in the United States, SLDF has had important victones, 

but has not equalled the success of its US cousin (Hoberg 1993). However, it has provided the 

environmental community expertise, offering a detailed critique of the Forest Practices Code on 

behalf of the BC environmental movement. conducted by highly-trained professional lawyers." The 

SLDF spawned a new organization in eariy 1995, Forest Policy Watch, whose mandate is to develop 

an organization of highly-trained forest policy experts. 80th SLDF and Forest Policy Watch are active 

in forest practiceslharvesting issues. 

For the first time, the most prominent eco-forest activists in BC's main eco-forest groups 

formed a province-wide coalition in the early 1990s called BC ~ i l d . ~ '  lts purpose is to coordinate 

better the efforts of the BC environment movement, to act strategically, and to undsrtake non-public 

advocacy on selected  issue^.^' lt provided some rneasure of horizontal integration of 

environrnentalists that was previously only enjoyed by the province's largeçt forest companies. In 

addition, BC Wild is an important source of funds for community-based environmental groups across 

the province which otheMnse would not be able to carry out local p r o j e c t ~ . ~ ~  



Following the increased salience of environmental issues and the growing influence of 

environmental groups, BC industry altered its strategic approaches and re-organized its associational 

structure. The COFl dropped its highly criticized and (self-acknowiedged) ineffective public relations 

program caIled "Forests Forevef', which attempted to defend existing hawesting practices. Instead, 

the Chief Executive Officers of COFl's Iargest companies formed the Forest Alliance of BC, and 

sought links with labour, SHARE groups, and even former environmental advocates. The Chaiman 

of the Forest Alliance is former IWA chief, Jack Munro, and its Executive Director is Patrick Moore, 

a former member and founder of Greenpeace. The rote of the Forest Alliance was not only to defend 

the BC forest industry, but to acknowledge that BC forest companies were responding to 

environmental concerns and were improving their forest p r a ~ t i c e s . ~  These actions were taken after 

COFl oficials realized that it was losing its historically close relationship with the Ministry of Forests. 

As one senior official said, "the industry, in this day and age, rarely is going to be successful if it 

atone holds an opinion"? 

ConsequentIy and most importantly, COFI reorganized its membership structure in 1993, 

tuming its attention "more toward govemment affairs and less towards wstomer and public affairs"." 

lnstead of its mix of individual and association membership, COFl has now become an "association 

of  association^".^ Nationai afiairs were left to the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association while 

ongoing trade disputes, such as the softwood lumber tariff, have been assigned to the Canadian 

Forest Industries Counc i~ .~~  This reorganization has meant fewer financial resources for COFl's 

central office, as more money is spent on the Forest Alliance and on European offices focused on 

protecting BC's overseas markets. Nonetheless, COFl argues that this change has resulted in a 

centralized industry voice at the provincial level. As one COFl vice-president said: 

COFI has now been given the provincial mandate. In the past, it wouldn't have been 
seen to be speaking very frequently for the Interior Lumber Manufadurers or the 
CLMA, whereas now COFl speaks provincially for al1 these organizations. 



Demonstrating COFl's ability to adapt, its 1994 annual report states: 

These decisions were grounded in the belief that the mandate, structure and 
priorities of COFl needed to be refocused to pave the way for ever-more effective 
responses to new and emerging social, political, econornic and environmental 
 condition^.^ 

Although these changes reflect the BC forest industries' ability to adapt COFl's organizational 

structure to address curtent policy initiatives better, COÇl has lost key responsibilities to other 

industry initiatives and has suffered a slight decrease in rnembership. Taking advantage of the 

changing political climate, The Truck Loggers of BC becarne more active in govemrnent affairs, 

developing detailed proposals for tenure refom and land use initiatives often different from positions 

taken by ~ 0 ~ 1 . ~  

Labour 

The role of organized labour also changed in two ways. First, it became an active member 

of the forest land use policy sub-govemment in 1991 .w Second, the IWA joined forces with industry 

through the creation of the Forest Alliance noted above, where labour and industry both promoted 

land use and forest practice changes6', and defended BC against international scrutiny in Europe, 

Brazil. and the United  tat tes." In contrast, the Canadian Pulp and Paper Workers Union moved 

toward policy advocacy and sustainable forest practices, working with a group of environmental, 

church and cornmunity groups through the Tin Wis Coalition discussed below. 

Aboriginal Groups 

The establishment of the BC Treaty Commission has brought aboriginal issues to the 

attention of the members of the BC forest policy community. Yet in the short-terni, the existence of 

the Treaty Commission has resulted in aboriginal groups often opting out of participation in the forest 

policy community sub-government. For instance, most aboriginal groups refused direct participation 



in multi-stakeholder processes fearing that this might prejudice their treaty negotiationsVa and result 

in thern being treated as simply another interest. 

Aboriginal groups do maintain active involvement in individual "valley to valley" protected area 

campaigns, including battles over Clayoquot Sound, the Kitlope and the Kutzeymateen. 

Environmen:al groups such as the NRDC and Eco-trust have actively sought links with aboriginal 

groups as part of their strategy to protect individual areas6", although these alliances have been 

"somewhat uneasy" (Nathan 1993: 156) owing to differing primary interests. lndustry has been 

developing abon'ginal policies as well and coopting aboriginal peoples into its bureaucratic structures, 

with the Counul cf Forest Industries developing an Aboriginal Division and Vice-Presidency in 1993. 

Finally, the Intertribal Forestry Association of 8C (IFABC) was founded in 1987 to address 

native concems about forestry issues. The result was national forestry legislation conceming 

regulations on reserve lands (Nathan 1993: 139)? 

Other 

lncreased cancem about protecting the environment led to the addition of two new coalitions 

to the forest policy community that brought together a cross section of different interests. First, the 

Tin Wis coalition formed in 1988 over the issue of forest practices regulations and eventually 

proposed Forest Stewardship Act in 1991 .= It was a coalition of environmental groups, some labour 

oiganizations such as the Canadian Pulp and Paper Workers, BC Federation of Labour and the BC 

Govemment Employees Union, abonginal groups", church groups and then opposition New 

Democratic Party officiais. As Pinkerton (1 993: 34) States: 

Although many BC environmentalists focused their energy ... on efforts to preserve 
representative old-growth ecosystems, a growing number who worked in the labour 
movement, with tribal councils and with non-native communities, were equally or 
more concemed with responsible and accountable management of "the working 
forest." 
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The Tin Wis coalition did not have any interactions with the sub-govemment. Instead, it served as 

one of the first efforts to address forest pradiceç among different organized interests, whose ideas 

were then fed into the then opposition New Democratic Party. Once the New Democratic Party came 

to power, in October 1991, the Tin Wis coalition dissolved." 

In addition, two related land use processes/consu~tations involving key members of the BC 

forest policy community took place in 1988 and 1991. The 1988 process, calied "Dunsmuir I ", aimed 

to find common ground between industry, environmental groups, aboriginal peoples and other 

organized interests. Its original impetus came from the BC Outdoor Recreation Courtcil. These initial 

discussions were followed up with further negotiations in 1991, dubbed, "Dunsrnuir Il", and 

influenced the New Democratic Party govemment's land uselforest protection agenda. 

Sensing upcoming policy change, mernbers of the attentive public and research organizations 

also adapted. Forest Planning Canada magazine was established, and became an important source 

of material for environmental policy advo~ates.~~ The Association of BC Professional Foresters took 

an active role in promoting forest land stewardship (Neizen 1987). 

Govemment Agencies 

The number of govemment agencies in 8C involved in the forest policy community expanded 

considerably in the late 1980s and eariy IWOs. ln the mid-1980s, numerous types of ad hoc bodies 

were created, including the Wildemess Advisory Committee (WAC), which was initiated by the 

Ministry of the Envitonment and included non-govemment organization participation. A multi-agency 

Wilderness Liaison Committee was established to review WAC's recommendations, and it was 

followed by the interagency Parks and Wildemess for the 1990s Cornmittee and the OId Growth 

Strategy Committee, bath forrned in 1990. An interagency Provincial Land Use Strategy (PLUS) 

working group of senior bureaucrats was created to coordinate these various land use processes 

and was still in existence as of late 1996. Parks and Wildemess for the 1990s and the Old Growth 
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Strategy process lasted until 1992 when they were replaced with the interagency Protected Area 

Strategy. 

Less than two years before their defeat in 1991 by the New Democratic Party, the Social 

Credit Govemment established a "permanent" Forest Resources Commission (FRC) and the Round 

Table on the Environment and the Econorny. The FRC was created to address increasing 

environmental concems, and provided a vehicle by which public input on forest policy could be 

made. The Round Table on the Environment and the Economy was established to facilitate broad- 

ranging policy discussions, mostly among business, govemment and organized labour interests." 

The most significant changes to the govemment members of the forest policy community 

occurred after the 1991 election of the New Dernocratic Party, which introduced a mynad of new land 

use and forest practices initiatives. The former included the establishment of the Commission on 

Resources and the Environment, the Protected Area Strategy, and Land Resource Management 

Plans. (The NDP provincial government abolished the FRC and eventually eliminated the Round 

Table on the Environment and the Economy). With respect to forest practices initiatives, Ministry of 

Forest District Managers gained additional authority, Ministry of Environment offkials became part 

of the sub-govemment, and a Forest Practices Board and Appeals Commission was created. Finally, 

the Forest Renewal Board Corporation was established (financed out of increased stumpage rates) 

to minimize job losses due to increased environmental protection, and encourage diversification of 

the forest economy. Al1 of these initiatives have affected the restnicturing of existing policy networks, 

the details of which are presented in the following chapter. 

EXPLANATION 

Societal influences clearly affected the salience of environmental issues (first in the 1970s 

and again in the mid-1980~)~ the increased mobilization of groups, and the increased concem by 

international players. However, a societal explanation does not explain why it was not until 1991 that 
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the old policy community remained largely in place, with environmental groups marginalized and 

fragmented. It does not account for the explosion of new groups and the "intemationalization" of the 

forest policy community beginning in the late 1980s, nor for the dramatic increase in resources and 

expertise of environmental interests. 

Instead, institutional factors account for much of the direction of policy community 

development. The organizational development of environmental groups and their role within the 

policy community appear to be greatly influenced by British Columbia's Westminister rnodel of 

govemment, its undeveloped and discretionary statutory regime, and that fact that the vast majority 

of forest land was publicly owned. The conjunction of these three factors gave the BC cabinet 

tremendous control over which organized interests could participate in the sub-govemment, and 

which would be relegated to the margins. Thus, unlike the PNW policy communities, the political 

party in power and its ideology played a determining role. The dominance of the Social Credit Party 

during most of the 1970s and 1980s - a party that showed little interest in including environmental 

groups - meant that environmental groups found few points of access to the policy making process. 

Conversely, when the New Democratic govemment decided to increase the influence of 

environmental groups vis-à-vis industry organizations in the early 1990s, it was able to provide 

financial resources to environmental interests to accomplish this ~bjective.~' 

At the same time, these institutional factors only partially shaped the development of 

organized interests within the policy community, particularly the growth of environmental groups. The 

Socred's decision to exdude environmental interests at the provincial level for most of the 1970s and 

1980s may explain why environmental groups established during this time tended to focus on 

protected areas, and why they used public relations and media to promote their cause." But how 

is the increase in financial resources to both domestic and international groups in late 1980s and 

eariy 1990s accounted for? How is the intemationalization of the policy community to be explained? 
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Two other factors stand out: the role of US foundations in providing resources and the 

importance of BC forest products exports. US foundations played a crucial role in providing sources 

of funding to existing BC groups, for US groups that wanted to become active in BC forest politics, 

and for the creation of new groups established in the province. A case in point: the Sierra Club of 

Western Canada's entry into the sub-govemment coincided with an infusion of capital from US 

foundations. Some US-based groups, such as Eco-trust, that were an integral part of protected 

areas issues, were financed completely by US foundations and had no membership base of which 

to speak. US foundation resources were also largely behind the creation of the expertise-building 

Sierra Legal Defense Fund. The creation of BC Wild owes directly to the wishes of US foundation 

officiais that key BC activists f o m  a cohesive coalition. The direct impetus for BC Wild came from 

the Philadelphia-based Pew Foundation that sought to expand its temperate forest conservation 

efforts from Northem California to Southern   las ka.'^ In order to invest effectively in British 

Columbia, Pew and other US foundations "preferred to see one sort of umbrella organization andlor 

coalition which they could fund and which would coordinate the efforts of the organizations 

In addition, the role of international actors is attributable to the importance of BC forest 

product exports, making it vulnerable to actual and threatened consumer  boycott^.'^ As Premier 

Harcourt noted: 

In California, legislation has been proposed to ban BC forest products. The New York 
Times is under pressure to stop printing on BC ~aper . ' ~  In England. Scott Paper 
suspended a $5.5-billion wood-pufp contract. In Europe alone, $3-billion a year ir: BC 
forest exports are on the line." 

Importantly, Bernstein and Cashore (1996 {revised February 1997)) found that BC's dependence on 

foreign markets did not cause international groups to seek access to the BC forest policy cornmunity, 

since dependence on foreign markets had long characterized the BC forest economy. Instead, this 

dependence acted as a facilitator to groups in their efforts to influence BC policy. 



International environmental groups became interested in the BC forest policy community in 

the early 1990s for three key reasons. First, many US-based environment groups and US 

foundations tumed their attention to BC forest policy after their efforts south of the border to Save 

the Northem Spotted Owl resulted in increased forest protection and forest practice regu~ations.'~ 

As Robert F. Kennedy Jr. noted: 

The British Columbia issue was driven in large part by the fact that NRDC shut down 
a lot of the logging industry in the Pacific Northwest and increased demand for old 
growth timber from British Columbia. We saw ourselves in this ironie position of 
essentially exporting our environmental problems to British ~olurnbia.'~ 

Another NRDC official explained the concem over BC forest practices as the resuit of the "spill over 

effect". Second, environmental groups were spurred into the BC forest policy community due to the 

ongoing Canada-US soffwood lumber dispute, which allowed environmental groups in both countties 

to argue that the BC government and other Canadian provinces did not charge forest companies 

enough to hawest publicly-owned timber. Third, international media attention on the 1993 decision 

to allow Iogging in Clayoquot Sound heightened criticism by environmental groups and general public 

opinion in Europe and the US that was critical of BC forestry practices. 

Thus, the policy community expanded partly because of the domestic success of US eco- 

forest groups (and their desire not to export environmental damage North of the Border), and 

because of the power US and European groups wielded in threatening boycotts. Globalization 

(dependence on foreign markets and capital) played an enabling factor, allowing international groups 

to threaten boycotts as teverage for access to the policy comrnunity. 

Finally, much of the story of the rnanner in which the policy community changed is about the 

ability of the BC state to maintain or alter forest policy networks, the subject of the next chapter. For 

example, the role of international environmental groups in the policy community often depended on 

the policy network they wished to influence: those interested in influencing land uselprotected areas 

tended ta work in the sub-govemment, often as policy participants, while those criticizing clear 
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artting and forest practices tended to reject this type of participation, using the media and explicitly 

threatening and invoking boycotts of BC forest products. Those working in the sub-govemment on 

land use matters were supported by foundation funding, white those supporting more radical 

positions such as the WCWC and boycotts relied more on membership funding. 

CONCLUSION 

Institutional factors were not the reason for the increased interest in BC forestry on the part 

of organized interests, which obviously has strong societal roots. However, these institutional 

elements do help explain the manner in wtiich the policy community has developed, and the capacity 

of the BC state to change the nature of comrnunity membership against the wishes of the forest 

industry. Of the four jurisdictions under review, only in British Columbia has the cabinet shown the 

abiiity to pro-actively introduce comprehensive changes to the nature of the forest policy community 

and the role of govemment agencies. 



Endnotes 

' See Mahood (1990), Marchak (1 983), Coleman (1988), Wilson (1 99O), tlrushka (1993), Nixon (1 993). 

m e  ORC is itseif an associaüon of provincial federations such as the Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC (FMCBC), and 
provinmde outdoor groups. ORC does not have any direct rnembers. In addition, mast of ORC's core funding comes from 
the fedefai government through its h e s s  and amateur sport program. tt would have serious financial diftculties if this funding 
were withdrawn (persona1 in te~ew,  past and present ORC officiais). 

Sven the Sierra Club's roots can be traced to ind~dua l  forest protection efforts. Dellert (1 994: 46) notes that the origins of 
the Sierra Club of Western Canada go back to the 1972 batfie to protect the Nib'nat Triangle on Vancouver Island from tim ber 
harvesüng. A precursor to the influence of international groups in the eariy 1990s, the effort to Save the Nitinat involved a 
massive effort on the part of the United States Sierra Club. 

'Other province-wide organizations sprung up from time to time during this era. The 'Western Canada Conservation 
Representatives" was funded by organizaüons and "philanthropists" in Alberta and BC whose purpose was to deal with 
environmental issues in both BC and Alberta. It was rnoddled after the US Sierra Club's "Conservation Representatives", 
established in various parts of the US dunng the 1960s. 

T h e  exception is the ORC. which as reviewed, is an association of mernbership organizations. 

6The BC Environmental Network was created in 1979, but it was established rnostly to facilitate communication between the 
province's smaüer and more local groups. The Network itself does not take policy posiûons, but relies on I@ different caucus 
for policy development (Personal interview, BC Environmental Network). 

'~archak (1983: 59) notes that environmental groups' use of "rnuiüple resource use" meant something quite different than 
it did to other organized interests: 

To the companies, government, and union, [multiple resource use] rneans simuitaneous industrial and 
recreational use, wtth logging companies exercising caution in respect to streams and wildlife. To the 
ecologists. it means the same for designated logging areas, but it also rneans rigorous adherence to 
sustained yieid principles, reforestation practices, and the establishment of reserves tn excess of natural 
or planned reforestation capacities. 

Support for the CRFL came from the Sierra Club, the West Coast Environmental Law Association, the Victoria Labour 
Council. the Vancouver Women's Resource Centre, and the Union of BC lndian Chiefs (UBCIC). 

These groups tended to become directty invoived dunng the rare tjmes the federal government had a role. These cases were 
usually confined to isolated campaigns over the creation of National Parks. See McNamee (1 993) and May (1 990). 

' ~ e e  Co~nci l  of Forest Industries of Bntish Columbia (1992: xv). 

''COFI also largely finances the BC Forestry Association, an educational arm of the forest industry that promotes forest 
awareness and fire prevention. 

lZM'Gonigle and Parfitt (1 994: 86-80) argue that the high wages parüy explain the lack of a vibrant value added economy 
in BC Combined lack of supply, rnost manufacturing facilities are not able to pay the same wages forestry workers earn 
in the logging indu*. However, some agreements are bang made Wh the IWA allowing for lower wages in rnanufacturing 
facilities. 

'%/idenor (1996) notes that a large part of the reason for this split had to do wrth the UsIcanada softwood lumber conflict, 
where the US union supported imposing duties on Canadian lumber exports to the US, while Canadian members supported 
Canadian forest companies who opposed such measures. 

"Pulp worker unions in the Pacific Northwest have also developed close institutional links with the Dernocratic Party. 



"lndeed, the industry-created BC Forest Alliance hired as its first director, the former outspoken head of the IWA, Jack 
Munro. 

'=The CPU merged into the Communications, Energy and Paper Workers Union of Canada (CEP) in the Iate 1980s. 

l7According to Schwindt and Heaps (1996: 57) as of 1994, the membership of the IWA was 28.952. the CEP was 9,334, 
and the PPWC was 7,007. 

'This is parücularty true for those forest companies that hold Tree Farm Licences. Local government officiais had a greater 
role in Timber Suppfy Areas, because the Forest S e ~ c e  administers these areas. For a general discussion of centtalized 
authont'y in ttiree Canadian provinces' forest agencies, including Bntïsh Columbia, see Leman (1981). 

'teman (1981: 13) makes the point that during this era, those branches of the Ministry of Forests and other agencies that 
were charged wrth environmentai protection were not afforded this same centralized coordination effort The result was that 
the Fsh and Wdlife Branch in the Ministry of Environment, and the BC P a r k  Branch, which in 1981 was in the Ministry of 
Lands, Parks and Housing who l e s  effective in monitoring and irifluenung decisions made by forest managers in the Ministry 
of Forests. 

Wajor changes to forestry legislation in 1912, 1945 and 1956 al1 followed Royal Commissions. In 1 973, the Government 
created the Pearse Royal Commission which set the stage for the new Forest Act of 1978 (Pearse 1976). 

2'Renamed the Sierra Club of British Columbia in 1995. 

%is move was recognïzed by the Sierra Club as a difficuît one. On the one hand it is well respected by senior government 
officiais in the Ministry of Forests and Environment (personal interviews), but has sometimes been cnticized by rCç 
membership for the inevitable compromises that must be made as a policy participant (interview, Sierra Club of Brrüsh 
Columbia). 

%ee Canadian Press (1994g), Vancouver Sun (1 994), McMartin (1 994). Western Canada Wilderness Committee (1 994). 
Forest Alliance of British Columbia (1 994). 

"See Western Canada Wilderness Committee (1 989: 2). 

25Personal interview. 

T h e  Chair of the Valhalla Wilderness Commrttee, Colleen McCrory was awarded a UN-sponsored award for her work on 
drawing attention to Canadian forest pracüces. The ValhaPa Wilderness Commrttee also participated in the largely inactive 
organization called Canada's Future Forest Alliance. See Canada's Future Forest Alliance (.t 990). 

%uite distinctfrom the San Francisco-based Rain Forest Action Network, the Forest Action Network's members wrll lodge 
themselves in trees. bum court injuncüons, and seek links wrth aboriginal groups that reject the BC Treaty Commission 
Process (personal intewiew and Hamilton 1995). 

%e attempt to create an integrated structure of Vancouver Island's diverse environment organizations proved difficuit In 
its original Statement of Accountability and Authonty, the Vancouver Island Conservation Alliance stated in part 

The more than 150 environmental non-government organizations of the Vancouver Island region have 
nwer M o r e  joined together in a single umbreila organeation. We have not yet managed to create a tight, 
efficient, cohesive structure under which eveiy grou p and perspective feels well represented (British 
Columbia. Commission on Resources and the Environment 1994: Appendix One). 

CORE sectors with environmental interests also included the Outdoor Recreation Sector. This CounciiOs highly developed 
administrative structure was used to coordinate and communicate this sector's efforts. See Brrüsh Columbia. Commission 
on Resources and the Environment (1 994: Appendix One) and the Outdoor Recreation Council of BC (1 993; 1994). 

29Bernstein and Cashore (1996 {revised February 1997): 2-3) make a distinction between internationalkation and 
globakation, in wtiich the latter is restncted to structural economic factors, mainly "rising levels of trade, finance and foreign 
direct investment (FDI)" (Berger 1996: 9). 



?Sec Worid Wildlife Fund Canada (1 992; 1993a; 1993b; 1993~). 

"The foreninner to BC Spaces for Nature was Tatshenshini Wild. As the name suggests, it focused iCs efforts on 
successfully having this area protected. The effort to protect the Tatshenshini invofved a coalition of  groups that included 
the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society. Much of the original W F  funding can be aüributed to Glen Hairs, a 
Torontbbased philanthroptst who began funding Tatshenshini Wild in the late 1980s (personal interview, BC environmental 
actMst) . 

UPersonal interview, Ric Careless. 

%teMew. NRDC. 

"See Natural Resources Oefense Council (1 993a). 

sSee Canadian Press (1 994c), Natural Resources Defense Council(1993b; 1994). 

37Personal interview. 

?aPersonal interview. 

sPersonal interview, Natural Resources Defence Council. 

"For details on these developments since 1990, see Stanbury and Vertinsky (1995: Appendix 2). 

"The RAN continued boycott efforts even after the BC govemment significantly changed its forest pracüces in Clayoquot 
Sound. On May 14, 1996 the Rain Forest Action Network placed a massive ad in the New York times signed by key 
Hollywood celebnties denouncing BC forest practices and ciearcutting in Clayoquot Sound. (The campaign is also called 
the "Clayoquot Rainforest Coalition", but is orchestrated by the Rainforest Action Network in San Francisco). Presenting a 
picture of a massive clearcut, the ad reac! in part 

As econamic stakeholders in the wise management of BC's fragile and 'supernaturally' beautrful 
wilderness, join us in Our campaign to end the destruction of these ancient forests (Lush 1996). 

'2See, for example, Bohn (1994a), Canadian Press (1994a; 1994b; 1994d; 1994e; 19940, Deal (1993). Greenpeace 
Canada (1 994a; 1994b). Greenpeace Fund (1 992a; 1992b), Greenpeace International (1 993), Hume (1 994), Lavoie 
(1994). Leyne (1994), Sheppard (1 994) and Times Colonist news seMces (1 994). 

Before focusing or. Clayoquot Sound, Greenpeace had been involved in promoting the zero chlorine effluent 
regulations governing BC's pulp mills. 

%ee, Copeland (1 992). 

"See, Bohn (1994b). 

"See in general, Moore (1 991 ); Ecotrust (1 993; 1994; 1992; 1993), Brill(1994). Spayde and Reader (1 995: 59). 

46Formerly called the Greater Ecosystem Alliance, it was founded in 1989 to "protect biological diversdy through the 
conservation of greater ecosystems". See Frost (1 993: 21-25), 8atycki (1 994). 

47The Pacific Environment Resources Center is particularly interested in using international law to put pressure on BC 
to irnprove its forest practices. See, Kibel(1995). 

aPersonal interview. Sierra Legal Defense Fund. See also, Sierra Legal Defense Fund (1 992). 



'SSee, Sierra Legal Defence Fund (1994). f o r  a detailed account of their work, see, Bohn (1 994a). Haddock (1995) Sierra 
tegal Defence Fund (1 993a; 1993b). 

"The original members of the Board of Directors were: John Braadhead. West Coast Marine Protected Areas 
Coordinator, World Wildlife Fund; Ric Careless; BC Spaces for Nature, World Wildlife Fund; Maureen Fraser, 
Businesswoman, member Clayoquot Sound Central Regional Board: Vicky Husband, Sierra Club of Western Canada; 
Colleen McCrory, Valhalla Wilderness Society; Greg McDade, Siena Legal Defense F und; David LaRoche, International 
Joint Commission; Uoyd Manchester, EarthCare Canada Foundation and Bill Wareham, BC Spaces for Nature. World 
Wildlife Fund. The Executive Director is Allan McDonnell (BC Wild and Earthlife Canada Foundation 1994: 5). Colleen 
McCrory of the Valhalla Society later decided to leave BC Wild, following the Valhalla Society's increasing hostility toward 
the Harcourt government, and its overall unwillingness to become part of the subgovemment 

"Personal interview, BC Wild. BC Wild's policy is not to bnng its advocacy efforts into the public domain unless al1 other 
efforts fail. This did occur in its efforts regarding the Forest Practices Code. See BC W l d  (1 994). 

52 For example, the most weli-known environmentalist invoived at the COR€ Canboo table was David Neave, who is a 
full time employee of BC Wild. 

Reed (1991 : 85) explains that "[njow we are seeing a major effort by corporations to restore their image, but it is more 
than that A noticeable change in the corporate culture can be seen wiül respect to adoption of codes of behaviour 
covering forest management, harvestmg practices, and broader environmental issues .... Such talk would have been 
heresy even 5 years ago, but many companies have adjusted remarkabiy to the new temper of the times". 

S1~ersonal interview. 

 erson on al interview. COFI. 

s~ounci l  of Forest Industries of BC (1 993: 2). COFI now comprises the Canboo Lumber Manufacturer's Association, the 
Coast Forest and Lum ber Association, the InteBor Lumber Manufactures Association. the Northem Interior Lum ber 
Sector, the Plywood Sector and the Pulp and Paper Sector. 

"COFI has currently six divisions: aboriginal affairs, competitnreness, environment, forestry, marketsArade and public 
affairs. 

?3ee Council of Forest Industries of BC (1993: 2) The Annual Report continues: 

These conditions - including increasing complexrty of international markets, growing uncertainty on 
the domestic public policy front and changing public values about forest and environment matters - 
combine to create a complex and difficutt operating dimate for the BC forest industry." 

Key among the initiatives taken to reposition COFI in this ciimate was the development and adoption 
of a new mission and strategic direction. Taken together, these two key positjoning elements give 
COFl a mandate which is more sharpiy defined and directeci towards issues which are province-wide 
in their effects. 

''This more proactive involvement can be traced back to a decision in the mid1980s ta become more politicalb active 
(marked by the hiring of former NDP MLA Graham Lea), and participation opportunities offered by the Social Credit's 
Forest Resources Commission. See, for example, Truck Loggers (1 990a; l99Ob; 1 %Oc; l99Od). See Truck Loggers 
(1 990a; 1990b; 1990c; 1990d). 

wSee IWA - Canada (1 989; 1994). 

610ne IWA-Canada official notes that the principles surrounding the Harcourt government's land use and forest practices 
policy initiatives had already been promoted by the IWA's Forest Policy proposals, passed at the IWA's 1989 convention 
(see IWA - Canada 1989). This offcial notes that the reasons for much of the initial critickm is ttiât aithough labour 
recognized these measures were a needed "bitter pilr', there was still much angst as to what these policies might mean 
for reductions in harvest and loss of forest jobs. 



62See, for example, Hamilton (1 994), Canada's Future Forest Alliance (1 99O), Canadian Press (1 994g), Forest Alliance 
of British Columbia (1 994), Williamson (1 994). World Wildlife F und Canada (1 992). 

QPersonal interview, Commission on Resources and the Environment 

64For a more detailed treatment of the role of aboriginal groups in Clayoquot Sound. see Hoberg and Morawski (1996). 

"Sec, Canada. Canadian Forest SeMce. Natural Resources Canada and others (1994). See more generally, Wright 
(1 994). 

%ee generally, Cox (1 992), Pin kerton (1 993). 

67Nathan (1 993: 157-1 58) explains that continuation of Tin-Wis project's Forest Stewardship Act has helped forge new 
links with environmentalists and some parts of organized labour. The Canadian Paper Workers Union, the David Suzuk 
Foundation, the Sierra Club, and George Watts of the Nuuchah-nutth tribal council in Port Alberni are al1 members of 
this coalition. The proposed Act is: 

... an attempt to establish sustainable community control over forestry operations in the hope of 
reversing trends toward massive layoffs and falling forest revenues (Nathan 1993: 158). 

Notabiy absent from this coalition was the IWA, whose participation was limited to the involvement of two renegade locals 
(1993: 37). 

"The Tin Wis Coalition was formed in BC in 1988 by aboriginal bands, labour unions, environmental organizations, 
opposition pofiücians and others. In 1991 this group proposed a "modei forest pracüces act" Unlike the processes 
reviewed above, this process was not established by government nor were any government agencies involved. For more 
detail see, Pinkerton (1 993). 

69Forest Planning Canada focused rnostly on British Columbia, and has been replaced by the International Journal of Eco- 
Forestry* 

'(The Roundtable on the Environment and the Ecanomy was abolished in 1994. 

71 For example, the Commission on Resources and the Environment provided funding to environmental groups in order 
to effectively represent themselves at the Vancouver Island COR€ table. This funding led to the creation of the 
Vancouver Island Conservation Alliance. 

72A limited a discretionary statutory regime meant that there were few statutory tools requiring public participation and 
environmental groups access to province or tenure-wide planning initiatives. The BC Forest Service continued to have 
much discretion in deciding what to include in the Forest and Range Resaurce Program, and who to include in this 
process. Regionaf planning was a relatively ciosed process, involving informal discussions with industry and resource 
agency officiais (Vance 1990: 34). 

73 The individual behind the move was Ted Smith, who was Director of the Boston-based Henry P. Kendal Foundation. 
His task at the time was "to provide communications among foundations so that they are not tnpping over each other 
and funding inconsistent projectç" (Personal i n te~ew,  BC Wild). Smith convened a meeting at Dunsmuir Lodge on 
Vancouver Island in September of 1992 wNi 8C's key environmental actMsts making presentations to key US 
foundations involved in forest conservation efforts in the United States Pacific Northwesr. As a resuit of this meeting, the 
Pew Foundation and others agreed to fund BC Wild. 

"Personal interview, BC Wild. 

75The economic effects of calls for boycotts of B.C. forest products are disputed within the BC forest policy community. 
Environmental groups and the current government see their potential impact as more detrimentai to the BC forest 
economy than does the Council of Forest Industries (Personal interview, COFI). 

76The New York Times stopped using BC paper in late 1995. 



"Quotation is from Cernetig (1994). By not renewing its contract wrth MacMillan Bloedel, the New York Times joined 
Scott Paper and UK-based Kimbedy Clark in suspending contracts over BC clearcutting (Environment Magazine 1996). 

'%ee Sher (1 993) and Yaffee (1 994). 

9 u s t  as the number of governmental rnernbeffi of the policy comrnunrty has been directed by a proactive BC state, a new 
govemment or new premier could just as quickîy move to implant another view of policy communrty membership. In fact, the 
Commission on Resources and the Environment was itsdf abokhed in May 1996 by ne* elected NDP Premier Glen Clark. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 
RESILIENCE AND ACQUIESCENCE: 

THIRTY YEARS OF BC FOREST POLlCY NETWORKS 

Despite increased uiticism and public scrutiny of forest policy beginning in the early 1970s, 

clientele-pluralist networks in British Columbia rernained relatively stable until the late 1980s. 

Networks did adapt slightly and some policies were modified, but most of these changes were an 

effort to contain environmentalism and potentially more dramatic policy initiatives. Beginning in the 

late 1980s and accelerating afler 1991, clientele-pluralist forest policy networks began to crumble, 

replaced by new networks that included pressure pluralism, corporatism, and state-directed 

elements. 

This chapter outlines the long period of resiliency and the fast penod of change. It argues that 

the BC macro-institutional structure, the Iimited-discretionary statutory regime that developed in 

response to the first wave of environmentalism during the late 1960s and early 1970s, and public 

ownership of most forest land gave state actorç the ability to maintain clientele-pluralist relationships. 

These same conditions enabled a new govemment to drarnatically alter statelsocietal relations. 

Other factors were also important. The development of the policy cornmunity, in particular the role 

of US and international environmental groups and US foundations, and the province's dependence 

on foreign markets for the sale of rnuch of its forest products, al1 help explain the early 1990 policy 

and network changes. 

Pre-1960 

The BC govemment's preoccupatian with forest policy historically was limited to developing 

the forest staple economy and deciding on the most appropriate methods for allowing pnvately- 

owned forest companies to harvest provincially-owned tirnber. The Forest Act of 1912 ended the sale 

of Crown land to private interests and set up an open system of cornpetitive bidding for use of its 

forest resources (Cashore 1988). After World War II, harvesting patterns and the effects of corporate 
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growth led the govemment to re-examine its forest resource policy (Marchak 1983: 40). Following 

the recornmendations of the Sloan Commission of 1943,' the BC govemment arnended the Forest 

in 1947 and implemented a system of Sustained Yield Management in which "...long-terni 

harvesting rights over extensive forest areas" were established and companies were required to 

"practice sustained yield management on their  holding^".^ 

The hallmark of the pre-1960s dientele-pluralist networks was the forest land tenure system 

that gave forest companies the long-term rights to harvest the province's forests. In most cases, the 

forest companies were given the responsibility to manage the forest resource, resulting in a state 

that was dependent on industry to implement forest policy decisions. The pursuit of a sustained yield 

management policy had little to do with environmental concems and everything to do with its 

economic growth initiatives in a forest economy. Provincial parks were created during this time, but 

the reasons were simiiar to those that led to the creation of the US National Parks - having more to 

do with tourism and recreation demands than with ecological or even conservation concerns (Duffy 

1990: 5). 

FOREST POLlCY NEWORK RESILIENCE: 1970s-1980s 

Clientele-pluralist networks came under scmtiny during the eady 1970s, as concerns about 

wildemess protection increased. The Environment and Land Use Committee (ELUC) created dunng 

this time marked a slight deviance from dientele-network structure by mandating a provincial agency 

to make recommendations on the protection of selected parts of the province where wildemess 

conflicts had become heightened. Occasionally, the state took decisions that were at odds with 

dominant economic interests. This "ELUC" era demonstrated that the govemment could exercise 

some autonomy in land use planning, and it included other agencies in the land uselforest protection 

network. However, in the absence of environmental groups focused on province-wide issues, many 

of those pushing for environmentai protection at the provincial fevel were state actors. Leman 
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(1988b) found that dun'ng this time non-Ministry of Forests bureaucratic offtcials, rather than 

environmental groups, injected ecological values into the land use policy network.' However, the 

"clientele-pluralist" network was at best "contested" (Wilson 1990) since the dominance of the 

Ministry of Forests/organized industry relationship was not changed, and the state rarely exercised 

its autonomy. Like Oregon and Washington State's experiences, these decisions were made to 

subdue environmental pressures, rather than dealing with them in a cornprehensive fashiod 

Moreover, many of these palicy changes were made during the brief interlude of the New 

Democratic Party in power from 1972-1975, which succeeded and preceded Social Credit 

administrations. The elimination of ELUC and the interagency Resource Management Committees 

(RMCs) following the defeat of the 1972-1975 New Democratic govemment, and its replacement with 

"integrated resources management" responsibilities given to the Ministry of Forests, reinforced the 

clientele-pluralist structure of forest land use/protection networks. 

During the eariy 1970s, the forest practicedrnanagernent networks remained virtually 

unchanged, with environmental concems focusing almost exclusively on forest protection, rather 

than forest management or harvesting regulations. By the end of the 1970s, forest management 

issues had gained increased salience, largely owing to the Pearse Royal Commission and concerns 

about industry concentration in the forest industry and long-terni timber supply. The resulting Forest 

was consistent with the principles of a non-legalistic and discretionary statutory regime. This Act 

recognized the Ministry of Forests' responsibility to manage multiple resource uses, but did not alter 

the clientele-pluralist netwark structures - either at the provincial or local forest district levels. 

Similady, only lirnited changes occurred duiing the 1980s where some forest land was 

protected and the law was changed to include reforestation regutations. However, most forest 

practice policies were left up to the discretion of bureaucratic officiais and no comprehensive 

province-wide strategy over land use conflicts was initiated. The clientele-pluralist network 

responded ta increased societal concem about clearcutting and harvesting practices, but it did so 
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with voluntary and non-binding "Fishlforestry guidelines". The process leading to these guidelines 

included both the provincial Ministry of Environment (MOE) and federal Department of Fisheries and 

Oceans (DFO) officiais, but excluded environmental groups and other interests. The Ministry of 

Forests was the dominant agency in these proceedings, owing to its resources, expertise, and close 

ties with the BC forest industry. The voluntary rules that came out of this process were more limited 

than forest practice requirements on US federal lands and only applied to harvesting in the BC 

coastal region. Refiecting the clientele-pluralist nature of the netwrk structure, forest companies 

were lefl to implement these nrles. The result was, as one audit found, that most companies failed 

to meet even the exjsting minimal forest practice requirements (Tripp, Nixon, and Dunlop 1992).5 

Following renewed calls for wildemess protection in the mid-1980s, the forest protection 

network again came under pressure to adapt. The 1987 Ministry of Environment initiated Wildemess 

Advisory Committee (WAC) consulted organized interests to examine wildemess designation issues 

in BC and its proposais were reviewed by an inter-agency Wildemess Liaison Committee, which was 

succeeded by two other interagency processes: the Parks and Wildemess for the 1990s Committee 

and the Old Growth Strategy Committee, both fomed in 1990. An interagency Provincial Land Use 

Strategy (PLUS) Working Group of senior bureaucrats was created to coordinate these various land 

use processes. It was still in existence as of early 1997. The Parks and Wildemess for the 1990s 

and the Old Growth Strategy process lasted until 1992 when they were replaced with the interagency 

Protected Area Strategy reviewed below. 

Despite these additions to the forest policy community, the clientele-pluralist nature of the 

land use/protected area network was not seriously challenged. Protected area initiatives were piece- 

meal efforts, and the Social Credit govemment did not create province-wide comprehensive strategic 

processes for land use and wilderness protection. The clientele-pluralist network showed signs of 

cracking, since the BC govemment made the conscious decision to depart slightly from its clientele- 

pluralist relationship with industry. However, this was done to contain environmental pressures, and 



environmental groups Iost far more battles than they won (Wilson 1990: 154). 

POLlCY NETWORK CHANGE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA SlNCE THE LATE-1980s 

Thus far, the story of network resilience is very similar to that of Oregon and Washington 

State (with the important qualification that BC forest politics was largely about forest protection, 

rather than forest practices). However, unlike Oregon and Washington, clientele-pluralist networks 

in BC began to unravel in the late 1980s, and fell apart by the early 1990s. Some remnants of the 

old networks remain, but elements of clientele-pluralism, corporatism and state-directed networks 

al1 surfaced in the multi-faceted nature of BC forest politics in the 1990s. Reed (1991: 85) has 

observed that "[tlhe influence of industry in the policy-making process [was] reduced" as the 

influence of environmental groups increased. 

Most of the changes are attributable to a myriad of new institutionalized processes and 

govemment agencies created by the New Dernocratic Party, elected in 1991. This includes a closed, 

"state-directed", semi-consultative process conceming sustainable forest practice regulations and 

a consensus-oriented "alternative dispute resolutionn (ADR) process deliberating over strategic land 

uselprotected area matters (the Commission on Resources and the Environment). This section 

reviews these new processes and their effects on the new networks. An explanation follows of why 

such swift changes occurred, following decades of network insulanty. 



BRITISH COLUMBIA FOREST POLlCY NETWORK CHANGES SlNCE 1991 

Overview 

Land use and forest practice networks changed considerably after the election of the New 

Democratic Party in 1991. This party campaigned on a plaffonn to end the "war in the woods" which 

had centred on the numerous "valley by valley" land uselforest protection disputes across the 

province. At the heart of these promises was the cornmitment to increase protected areas in BC to 

12 percent of the land base, frorn five percent? Reforming forest practices was also a part of the 

New Democratic Party deliberations as they prepared for a possible election victory. The details of 

forest pradice refonns were less specific, but stemmed frorn critickm of the widespread use of clear 

cutting, poor enforcement of the voluntary fishlforestry guidelines, and the harvesting of old growth 

forests. 

THE NEW LAND USE FOREST NETWORK CHANGES 

Three processes were crucial to the imptementation of the NDP's forest land use goals; the 

Protected Area Strategy (PAS), the Commission on Resources and the Environment (CORE), and 

Land Resource Management Plans (LRMPs). The Ctayoquot Sound process is also reviewed for the 

impact it has had on land use and forest practices network conceming Clayoquot Sound, and for the 

precedent some believe it may set for future change in the province. 



The Influence of the Protected Areas Strategy 

The NDP's cornmitment to increase protected areas in the province to 12 percent of the land 

base govems all land use planning. The Protected Area Strategy (PAS) was set up to achieve this 

goal. The PAS had two procedural levels: the first was an overarching process responsible for 

developing a province-wide list of potential protected area sites. This process involved consultation 

with interagency Regional Protected Area Teams (RPATs) about ecosystem representation and was 

influenced by organized interests that lobbied cabinet ministers to include particular areas on this 

list.' The second level was the development of regional processes to decide which of the areas on 

the list would be protected, and which would not. The CORE and LRMP processes were in part 

created to serve this function, but since these initiatives applied to half of the land base of the 

province, the PAS had to establish its own sub-regional and local processes as well. 

Since 1991, most of the efforts of the US-based environmental groups in BC focused on the 

outcomes of these networks. In particular, Eco-trust and the Wodd Wildlife Fund would achieve 

considerable success in protecting the ~itlope', the ~hutze~mateen', and the ~atshenshini" - al1 of 

which were protected as a result of the PAS. Overall, PAS processes resulted in pressure-pluralist 

networks surrounding specific protected area battles in the province. Different groups competed for 

the ear of the state, with the govemment exercising its autonomy to decide on its own just what its 

decisions would entail. However, there was no one unifom structure and some local processes 

mirrored the consensus-oriented structure of the CORE and LRMP initiatives." 

The Commission on Resources and the Environment 

The hallmark of the NDP's strategy to "end the war in woods" was the creation of the 

Commission on Resources and the Environment (CORE) in early 1992.12 The government was faced 

with an increasingly polan'zed citizenry, divided between those who depended on forestry for their 

livelihood (and who were mostly rural based), and those who feared the impact of forest practices 



and harvesting on the environment (whose strength came from urban areas and was buttressed with 

passionate environmentalists and environmental groups in the regions). In an effort to deflect initial 

hostility away from the govemment, the BC cabinet decided CORE would be an extemal land-use 

planning agen~y.'~ At the same time, cabinet retained the nght to alter COR€ recommendations. As 

one senior offkial within the Ministry of Forests said: 

As close as the govemment ever got to saying that it would rely on CORE's advice 
was [ta acknowledge that ] if CORE actually amves at a consensus, then it ... would 
be much more difficult for govemrnent to Vary from that ad~ice. '~ 

Or, as a senior CORE official explains: 

Certainly, if you are going to give ... independence, a balancing factor has to be that 
you don't have [ultimate] decision making power.. ..The political accountability.. . had 
to stay in the cabinet if you were going to give the Commission the power to speak 
out publicly, have investigative resources, and [the] authority and ... responsibility to 
report that to the pub~ic.'~ 

The CORE's main task was to establish regional, consensus-oriented, multi-stake holder 

dispute resolution processes addressing broad land use planning? Its mandate included proposing 

a land use strategy that would meet the provincial goal of protecting 12 percent of the land base from 

forest extraction and other industnal interests. Based on a "sector representation approach", 

stakeholders were to include: forest companies, forest workers, the mining industry, the touBsm 

industry, outdoor recteation groups, environmental groups, hunting organizations, youth groups and 

municipalities. Members at the table were deemed to represent their entire sector, contrary to the 

approach of some "alternative dispute processes" in which individuals are appointed from a particular 

sector or group, but are not responsible for gaining agreement from the constituency they are 

deemed to represent (Kelly and Alper 1995). Sector representatives at the CORE regional tables 

were required to cornrnunicate with their constituency throughout the process, which involved a 

constant relay of information between members and representatives. 

Originalty intended ta cover the entire province, the BC cabinet directed COR€ to establish 

four regional processes on Vancouver Island, in the Cariboo, and in the East and West Kootenays. 



The vast organizational and resource difFerences between those industry/business sectors with well- 

developed associations and the relatively unorganized sectors representing environmental groups 

and youth posed considerable hurdles for each regional table. The Commission responded to these 

differences by granting funds to these sectors in order to help them coordinate and effectively 

represent their members at the table.I7 As one senior CORE offtcial noted: 

Some groups are used to being quite disciplined. The forest sector majors ...p ut 
money on the table. They hire a lawyer. They are used to working in a conscious, 
deliberate way. Other groups showed up [and there were] accusations [that] they 
couldn't even point to their constituents. Did they ever communicate with them? We 
don't know. So we provided some funding, [in] part to support communication back 
to constit~encies.'~ 

ln addition, the province-wide environmsntal coalition, BC Wild funded environmental interests at 

some CORE tables. This assistance to unorganized interests was impoRant for them to becorne 

effective participants, since many sectors, including environmental interests, tended to lack the 

"autonomy" from their members and the "highly integrated associational system" that usually 

precedes corporatist style arrangements (Coleman and Skogstad 1990a: 28). Despite the sector 

representation approach and these organizational differences, most CORE table participants 

classified themselves either into "browns" or "greens", or into three "camps" compn'sing 

environmental, labour, and industry interests.lg 

As a result of the decision to maintain cabinet's ultimate decision-making authority, these 

sub-regional COR€ processes involved two interconnected stages. The first was the open CORE 

regional process that brought together diverse groups to talk about specific land use decisions and 

organized the unorganized. The resulting CORE reports were not written by the table participants, 

but by the CORE staff, based on table discussions. 

The second process was conducted behind closed doors and orchestrated by the Premier's 

office. It was this process that brought about the final decisions. The Premier's office appointed a 

single official to negotiate with stakeholders, sometimes including those that had boycotted or for 

other reasons had not participated in the CORE pro ces^.'^ Unlike the COR€ regionai networks, 



these processes never involved al1 groups sitting down together. Rather the official from the 

Premier's offce negotiated with one sector at a tirne. 

At times, this Premier's offke process involved old-fashioned commitments that provincial 

funds would be invested in certain communities and project~.~' These two processes rnust be seen 

as working together. Cognisant that the COR€ regional reports would only be recornrnendations to 

government, stakeholders became more polanzed as the regional processes were coming to a 

close. In effect, they were positioning thernselves for the next round of negotiations, this time 

orchestrated through the Premier's offce. After the Commission released its land use 

recornmendations to the govemment, there was great public uiticism in al1 four regions2' In the case 

of Vancouver Island, 20,000 forestry workers protested the CORE report by demonstrating on the 

lawn of the provincial legislature. The Cariboo demonstrations included the buming of an effigy of 

COR€ Commissioner, Steven Owen. Yet, the decisions made by the Prerniets office, that ultimately 

enjoyed a high degree of support. did not Vary significantly from the options proposed by CORE. The 

CORE reports and the govemment's final decisions divided the land where forest extraction could 

occur into low, medium, and high intensity "Resource Management Zones (RMZ s)". Owen explains 

it this way: 

The paradox is that the doser you get to building a real consensus from the centre, 
the more isolated, threatened and therefore noisy the people at the extrernes get. 
And of course the media locks in on them. So you get the appearance of rising 
conflict even when you are creating more consensus. 

1 think that is why you ...g O from 20,000 people in the streets of Victoria protesting the 
Vancouver Island plan, to almost ovemight, a period of months with the govemrnent 
decision, having something Iike an 80 percent approval of the Vancouver Island Plan. 

When you get in the Cariboo - hangings in effigy, people being pretty rough and an 
apparent ... total rejection, and then a couple of months letter you get an agreement 
which everybody is hugging each other over [and] which ... is absolutely in line with 
al1 of the pnnciples and main points of the COR€ report. Shuffling around the 
fumiture, but very much the same ~ t r u d u r e . ~  
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In fact, virtually the sarne percentage of land was protected under both the CORE reports and the 

govemment's decisions. Consider the Vancouver Island CORE process, the first of the four tables 

to report.24 The CORE report proposed to increase the protected areas on Vancouver Island from 

10.3 percent to 13 percent of the total land base, with the working forest further divided into "multiple 

resource use", "regionally significant" and more ecologically sensitive "cultivation use" areas. 

Similady, the decision of the Premier's office was to protect 13 percent of Vancouver Island's forest 

land. In addition, "low intensity", "high intensity" and "General Forestry" (medium intensity) zones 

were established.*' The Outdoor Recreation Council describes the differences between the CORE 

report and Premier's office decision as " m o d e ~ t " . ~ ~  yet the Premier's offce decision was generally 

accepted by the vast majority of stakeholders and public opinion. 

The Canboo-Chilcotin CORE report plan, announced on July 14, 1994, followed a similar 

This report recommended doubling existing protected areas from six percent to 12 percent, 

while "general management" (medium) zones, "enhariced forestry" (high) and "sensitive 

development" (low) zones were prop~sed.'~ Roundly criticized by environrnentalists, industry, labour 

and other representatives, the Premier's office announced a "made in the Cariboo" land use plan that 

also protected 12 percent of the land, and included "integrated" (medium), "enhanced forestry" 

(high), and "special" (low) forestry zones? The specific boundaries changed, as did the percentage 

of land allocated to each zone. However, the pn'nciples behind each CORE report were not 

significantly altered. Yet, this plan gained the support of most sector representatives, including 

industry and environmental interests? 

A similar story played out in the East and West Kootenays. The West Kootenay COR€ report 

called for the protection of 11.3 percent of the region, doubling the previous amount and the 

"integrated" (medium) , "dedicated" (high) and "special managementn3' zones were proposed. The 

Premier's office land use decision announced that 11 -3 percent of the area would be protected with 

"integrated" resource use, "enhanced" (high) use, "special" (low) zones established. The final 



decision also initiated a process to create four "Wildlife Management Areas" within the lands 

categorized under low intensity resource use.= 

Similarfy, the East Kootenay COR€ reportU proposed to increase the protected areas in the 

West Kootenays from the existing d3.2 percent to 16 percent of the land base, and also divided the 

working forest into three categories based on the intensity of forest harvesting." Following 

negotiations that occurred mostly between industry and environmentalists, the Premier's office 

announced that 16.5 percent of the East Kootenay land base would be protected, and that three 

categories of the working forest would be created. Once again, there was general stakeholder and 

public support for the Premiefs office decision? 

Thus, the CORE and Prerniets office processes must be seen as linked. The COR€ regional 

negotiations provided a venue for groups to vent their frustration in an open forum, as well as gaining 

an understanding of other participants' points of view. The "finality" of the Premier's office round 

rneant that groups were forced with the choice of "buying inn, or having no influence on the final 

decision. 

Owen summarized the situation this way: 

1 think people finally [realized] ... we were going to have regional plans, the 
government was going to make the decision and here is your last chance to blow off 
steam, Say something sensible or whatever. [Eventually] there is the realization that 
things are going to change, they are going to change in this direction and that there 
is some advantage there to be taken [in being part of a c~nsensus] .~  

Harcourt explains this approach: 

We knew we had mainstream support. We were backed by a pretty intense 
conviction of m a t  we were doing was right and [had] strong public backing. [This is] 
always a strong position to start ~ i t h . ~ ~  

Part of the reason for the cnticism of the COR€ repoRs lies in the fact that the groups knew that the 

COR€ decisions, in the end, were not going to be the final word. Organized interests had to appear 

unhappy in order to position themselves for the next process involving the Premier's office. 
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The effects of the CORUPremier's office process was to demolish the previous "contested* 

clientele-pluralist land use network. The resulting new land use networks at the regional level are 

a hybrid of network ideal types, involving elements of both corporatism and pressure-pluralisrn. The 

CORE regional tables injected a corporatist element into the forest land use network. Each process 

involved multiple organized interests with conflicting interests, participating with the state in the 

formulation of policy. These networks had been spawned by "real or apprehended societal confiict" 

(Coleman and Skogstad 1990b: 28). 

The second "decision-making" stage gave a pressure-pluralist flavour to the regional land 

use networks, since at this stage, environmental groups, industry interests and other participants 

presented their case to the state independently of one another. However, there was a corporatist 

influence in that the state was working for consensus of most participants, even though it made the 

final decision. The consequences of these processes were dramatic, with the elimination of the 

clientele-pluralist forest land use network, largely by redirecting policy making away from the Ministry 

of Forests, despite the objections of some Forest Service officiais. 



Land and Resource Management Plans Processes 

A third component of the NDP govemment's land use initiatives was the establishment of 

Land and Resource Management Plans (LRMP) processes. The LRMP processes were originally 

developed within the Ministry of Forests to replace the closed Timber Supply Area (TSA) planning 

systern dorninated by forest companies and the Ministry of ~orests? Eventually LRMPs were given 

the mandate to develop CORE-like consensus bodies at the sub-regional l e v e ~ ~ ~  and included the 

same multi-stakeholder, consensus-orientation format. 

Unlike CORE, LRMPs were administered by three ministries: the Ministry of Forests; the 

Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks; and the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Resources 

(although the Ministry of Forests tends to maintain a dominant role)." Thus, LRMPs are different 

from CORE in that they are: 

... sponsored by an interagency provincial govemment cornmittee, rather than by 
CORE; and it is facilitated by line agency staff rather than by an independent 
rnediat~r.~' 

Like CORE, LRMP processes were charged with the implementation of the Protected Areas Strategy 

in their geographic area: 

Land and Resource Management Planning (LRMP) is a sub-regional, interagency 
planning process that uses a range of public involvement techniques, including 
shared decision-making, for making recommendations on Crown land use and 
management, partiuilarly vvith respect to fulfilment of the objectives of the Protected 
Area Strateg~.~' 

Most LRMP processes completed as of 1996 have been successful in amving at a consensus 

among al1 sectors. Hence, the government has accepted most LRMP process recommendations. 

On the surface, LRMPs contain elernents of pressure-pluralism in land use planning, since 

they involve different governrnent agencies. However, LRMP share the same corporatist influences 

as CORE. Although offcials from three agencies are involved, it was the LRMP consensus-oriented, 

multi-stakeholder tables where decisions were reached. As with CORE, LRMP processes enjoy 
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complete policy autonomy, with approval required by the Land Use Coordination Office (LUCO) and 

the provincial cabinet. 

The Land Use Coordination Office 

The NDP's establishment of the Land Use Coordination Office (LUCO) in 1993 also affected 

the quickly changing forest land use/protection networks. The PAS, CORE, and LRMPs al1 ran the 

risk of fragrnenting decision-making in the province, and thus reducing the abiIity of the provincial 

cabinet to maintain control of land use decision-making processes. The solution to this potential loss 

of autonomy was the creation of LUCO, which reduced policy fragmentation by requinng it to 

oversee, coordinate and approve al1 of the complex land use initiatives undeway in the province. 

The creation of LUCO was consciously done to rein-in agency autonomy and maintain a high level 

of exewtive authority." Wth the abolition of the COR€ in the spnng of 1996, LUCO took over CORE 

land use functions, putting land use planning firmly in the hands of provincial govemment agencies. 

Clayoquot Sound 

The processes established concerning Clayoquot Sound have important implications for land 

use and forest practicesfmanagernent networks in the sound, but are reviewed here because of the 

precedent4" they may set province-wide for land use and forest practices networks, and because of 

the important role Clayoquot Sound has had in mobilising international attention toward BC forest 

p o ~ i c y . ~ ~  

The Clayoquot story began with a multi-stakeholder process created by the 1986-1 991 Social 

Credit administration to address the dispute over logging in Clayoquot sound." Due to its limited 

terms of reference, most environmental groups boycotted this process." With the election of the 

Harcourt NDP govemrnent, environmental groups requested that the Clayoquot Sound decision 

become part of the Vancouver Island CORE processes. After heated intemal cabinet debate, cabinet 
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rnernberç voted to exclude the Clayoquot region from the CORE deliberations, and decided to issue 

a land use plan for Clayoquot sound? In April 1993, the govemment announced its decision to open 

up two thirds of the area to logging? Virtually al1 environmental groups in the province decried the 

result, and the summer of 1993 witnessed massive arrests of individuals in Clayoquot Sound 

participating in acts of civil d isobedien~e.~~ 

Using its advisory powers, the Commission on Resources and the Environment got involved, 

recommending that the provincial cabinet establish the Scientific Panel for Sustainable Forest 

Practices in Clayoquot ~ o u n d . ~ '  The Premier's office accepted CORE's suggestion, and constituted 

a panel (Lush 1995). Composed of wildlife biologists, forest ecologists, aboriginal peoples, fisheries 

scientists, a professional forester and a hydrologist, the final report recommended sweeping changes 

in planning and forest practice policies in Clayoquot Sound, including the virtual elirnination of 

clearcutting and the promotion of traditional aboriginal forestry practices. 

Although it was a technical process that shut out rnany environmental groups as poficy 

participants, environmental groups such as Greenpeace acquired the necessary expertise to be an 

active member of the networku Owing to intense international scnitiny, the govemment accepted 

al1 of the Panel's recomrnendations. Most domestic and many international environmental groups 

applauded the decision (Matas 1995)? 

This process had the effect of demolishing the previous clientele-pluralist forest 

practiceslmanagement relationship between the BC Forest Service and the two companies with 

harvesting rights in the region? With the extensive participation and role of aboriginal peoples and 

environmental groups, the network contained elements of pressure pluralisrn and c~rpora t i s rn .~~ It 

was pluralist during the initial 1993 land use decision, when organized interests lobbied the 

govemment for their view of what decision should be made. After this time the network showed signs 

of corporatism, with an autonomous state requiring that different groups be involved and different 

forestry values be used when conducting planning and hawesting in Clayoquot Sound. With the 
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adoption of the scientific panel's recommendations, land use and forest practiceslmanagement 

networks became essentially indistinguishable, merging into a single network focused around the 

holistic principles of ecosystem management. 

Finally, the Clayoquot Sound experience has had important ramifications beyond its borders. 

It served as the catalyst behind the efforts of intemationally-based environmental groups to becorne 

active and critical of BC forestry. Despite the initiatives reviewed above, it was the Clayoquot Sound 

decision that became synonymous intemationally with BC forest policy. As a result, the BC 

govemment became more determined to introduce a Forest Practices Code. 

FOREST PRACTICESIMANAGEMENT NETWORK 

Two govemment initiatives for forest practices served to alter the long-standing clientele- 

pluralist relationships over forest pradiceslmanagement. The first was the development of the 

government's promised Forest Practices Code. It resulted in radically different, but short-term 

changes to the existing clientele-pluralist forest practiceslmanagement network The second is the 

processes that have been established to implernent the Code. It is long-ten. intended to alter 

statelsocietal relations in forest practicelmanagement, arguably moving the clientele-pluralist 

networks toward pressure-pluralism. 

Development of the Forest Practices Code 

The Forest Practices Code was developed in a different manner than the previously closed 

industrylhninistry of Forests processes. It was a bureaucratic process of highly trained technical 

experts from the Ministry of Forests and Ministry of Environment. The public stakeholders were 

included through a fomal consultation process that the govemment commissioned, led by a 

University of British Columbia's Faculty of Forestry p ro fe~sor .~~  However, the govemment was 

unwilling to replicate the thorough consultation process it set up under CORE.~' Indeed, both 



environmental groups and the Council of Forest Industries were dissatisfied with the minimal 

consultation the government under to~k.~~ As one COFl vice-president said: 

The relationship [with the govemrnent] has changed markedly, for the worse .....[ i]t 
became govemment's view that it could not be seen ta be talking to the industry on 
some issues because it could be alleged that they were cooking deals with industry. 
It has become so bad in British Columbia that the Forest and Environment Ministers 
said they cannot, will not talk to us - the forest industry - about the Forest Practices 
Code, notwithstanding that we in the industry are the ones that have to deliver the 
bulk of the Forest Practices code? 

A senior official in the Ministry of Forests explains the decision: 

The way I [see it] in my own mind is that we would have had a great deal of difficulty 
opening up the discussion to industry without being accused of simply reinventing by 
another narne, "sympathetic administration"?..and it would be hard to explain 
opening up the discussion to other sectors of other forest interests if we weren't 
going to discuss it with industry. No, we kept a pretty tight lid on that, as we have to 
this date? 

This new process challenged the Forest SeMcers dominance over forest practices matters, with the 

Ministry of Environment officiais heavily involved. Rather than signalling bureaucratic cornpetition 

that could result in weaker state capacity, the involvement of the Ministry of Environment was the 

result of a BC cabinet directive. 

The Code changed the statutory regime by requiring, in statute, that certain forest practices 

take place. Most of the substantive requirements such as clearcutting sizes, silviculture, biodiversity, 

and riparian zone requirements are still located in the easier-to-change regulations or standards." 

Moreover, unlike the US NFMA and ESA, forest practices are deemed to be in accordance with the 

Act once the District Manager approves of a forest plan. Even if new information showed that 

harvesting under the forest plan would hann the environment, the forest practices would still be in 

accordance with the Act. 



Changes ta the Forest Management Network 

The Forest Practices Code Act vests discretionary authority in District Managers to determine 

whether a forest plan meets the requirements of the ~ c t . ~  The Forest Practices Code Act, with its 

high level of bureaucratie discretion, is adminstered by 43 District Managers in the field. Government 

staff have been shifted to the field, and the Council of Forest Industries has readjusted its own 

organizational structure to reflect these changes. This administrative decentralization means that 

policy networks surrounding the implementation/administration of the Code could develop into 

dientele-pluralisrn. Power is diffused among the 43 forest districts, and even though the BC Forest 

Service shares some responsibilities with the Ministry of Environment, the former remains the 

dominant agency. Given the increase in autonomy of officiais, it is possible that clientele-pluralism 

networks will develop in some of the 43 Forest Districts. Much of this depends on how the District 

Managers exercise their discretion. Environmental groups and indust~y are both worried that the new 

institutional setting will favour the other? 

The ability to change much of the substantive content still rests with the provincial 

government: the cabinet has the power to change the regulations and the Chief Forester has the 

authority to change the standards. This guarantees that a significant policy network governing forest 

practice regulations and standards will continue to exist at the provincial level. 

Finally, forest practiceslmanagement and land uselplanning networks are now intertwined 

because the Forest Practices Code Act requires that al1 forest practices and operational plans must 

adhere to strategic planning initiatives developed under CORE, LRMP and other "higher level" 

processes. In addition, the CORE regional reports and Premier's office decision to develop high, 

medium and low intensity logging zones, have created a direct link between land use and forest 

practice measures. 



The Limits of Change 

Existing clientele-pluralist forest pradices and land uselforest protection networks were 

fundamentaliy altered after 1991, and new networks led to drarnatically different policy outputs. 

Remnants of the old clientele-pluratist networks rernained, leading some environmental groups to 

argue that although post-1991 marked a significant change in eco-forest policy, additional policy 

changes could have been made. For exarnple, the cabinet declined to introduce an Endancrered 

Species Act, which had been prepared by Ministry of Environment officiais and proposed to cabinet 

in 1992. The BC govemrnent also backed off from its long prornised review of forest land tenure 

system" and its much heralded Environmental Assessrnent Act excluded forest practices from its 

purview." In addition, the cabinet agreed to the creation of the "Forest Sector Strategy Committee" - 
8 

a 24-mernber govemment/industry anticipatory forest planning body, only one of whose non- 

govemment mernbers does not have links to the forest industry. This cornmittee was created after 

industry expressed concerns about their exclusion from the formulation of the Forest Practices 

code." The Forest Sector Strategy Cornmittee's deliberations gave birth to Forest Renewal BC, 

which was charged with investing hundreds of millions of dollars into forest comrnunities across the 

province. The Premier promised that Forest Renewal BC would ensure that, "not one forest worker 

will be lefi without the option to work in the forest ..." (Cernetig 1994a) as a result of the govemment's 

recent ew-forest initiatives. 

EXPUNATION 

Institutional factors help explain both forest network and policy resilience in the 1970s and 

1980s and dramatic change in the early 1990s. The Westminister mode1 of government, almost 

complete state ownership of the province's forest land, and few statutory ndes to govern its 

behaviour gave Social Credit administrations the ability to contain environmental pressures and 

maintain dientele-pluralist networks. It also gave the 1991 NDP govemment the capacity to initiate 



forest policy change, and the autonomy to take decisions at odds with industry and environrnental 

groups when it desired. 

Reviewing BC forest politics before the changes of the early 1990s. Leman (1 988b: 157) 

argues that the stronger position of labour in BC than in the PNW helped forest companies to stave 

off environmental pressures: 

[although Canîdian forest products companies suffer higher labor costs and more 
strikes than theif iiS counterparts, they also benefit frorn union clout in secunng 
govemment generosity and helping to stave off challenges such as environrnental 
measures that would reduce profits while also inconveniencing workers. 

Yet, the evidence af€er the late 1980s shows that despite a strong labour force, and with organized 

unions that had strong ties to the new NDP government, sweeping environmental forest policy 

changes were made. Leman's analysis is not so much wrong, as it does not help explain network 

change. 

The ability of the state to detemine stateisocietal relations cames much explanatory power. 

This autonomy explains how the Harcourt govemment could create a host of new processes for land 

use planning that had the effect of adding corporatist and pluralist elernents to land use policy 

networks, and develop a bureaucratic-centred approach for the developrnent of the Forest Practices 

Code - that tended to exclude industry and environmental interests. 

While the Ministry of Forests saw its rote in land use and forest practice nehrvorks diminish 

as other agencies and ministries gained decision-making authority, in almost al1 policy initiatives 

reviewed above, the BC cabinet maintained ultimate authonty. With the various land use initiatives, 

the BC govemment addressed the fragmentation of authority by creating the Land Use Coordination 

Office. Whereas the various initiatives might have ted to less state capacity, the govemment 

overcarne this danger by maintaining ultimate decision making authority with strong central agencies. 

While the provincial govemment's position at the CORE regional tables was relatively "weak" 

in ternis of having only one seat, the govemment never gave up final decision-making authorW. This 

markea the most significant distinction between CORE, and Washington State's Timber/Fish/Wildlife 
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Accord and its subsequent Sustainable Forestry Roundtable, and Oregon's 1987 dispute resolution 

process. In the latter, a consensus usually meant industry goals would be realized. Environrnentalists 

at the CORE tables knew that if there was no agreement, industry interests woufd be no better off. 

This difference in BC owes itself to the high level of state autonomy, and the state's ability 

to formulate overall policy goals regarding land use and forest practices, including its cornmitment 

to increased forest protection. It was the BC cabinet that created the CORE legislation and decided 

to make CORE's recommendations advisory. In doing so, the BC state maintained its high level of 

capacity to take autonomous decisions. 

Cleariy, the Forest Practices Code process and policies were the product of a govemment 

with a high level of capacity and autonomy to undertake its own decisions. Policy direction came 

from a provincial cabinet that wished to show the international community that it was cleaning up BC 

forest practices." It is highly doubtful that BC's forest practices networks could have been altered 

so quickly if it were not for the ability of the BC state also to rearrange its relationships with organized 

interests. 

These institutional factors alone do not account for the entire story, however. The effects of 

the policy community itself are important: both for the emergence of new groups with the 

professional expertise and resources to become important players in the forest practices and land 

use policy networks, and for the important influence of international groups and foundations. 

The influence and role of these international actors largely depended on the network they 

attempted to affect. As a general nile, groups that focused on land use planninglprotected area 

designations tended to work behind the scenes with the provincial cabinet and bureaucratie actors, 

as policy participants. This would include groups such as Eco-trust and BC Spaces for Nature. 60th 

dornestic and international gmups that fotlowed this approach gained the admiration of many cabinet 

rnernbers, and they were generally successful in their effort to get certain parts of the province 

designated as protected. 



The general tactic of these highly professional and well-funded groups was to use a carrot 

rather than a stick in seeking their objectives." These groups ofteo praised the BC govemment in 

the international sphere (one group presented the Premier with an international conservation award). 

This approach further endeared these groups to a govemment that was being cnticized 

intemationaliy by the Western Canada Wilderness Cammittee, Greenpeace, the Valhalla Wildemess 

Society and the Natural Resources Defense Council. In the Protected Areas Strategy, the most 

professional and successfui eco-forest groups were those that were non-membership based, 

enjoyed stable funding, and worked behind the scenes as poiicy participants within the sub- 

govemment. 

Most US and international groups have not been directly involved in the CORE or LRMP 

regional land use processes, owing to the unfavourable media attention of allowing direct influence 

of foreign actors. Instead, these groups tend to be involved in Protected Area Strategy processes 

that develop to protect a particular area of the province, and through the funding of domestic-based 

groups involved in the CORE and LRMP processes. 

Those international groups that wished to influence forest practices opted out of the network 

altogether, fighting high profile, international media campaigns to pressure the govemment. This 

pressure seemed to have important effects: Harcourt describes the environment in this way: 

There was a motion before the European Parliament to boycott BC forest products 
that if it had gone through ... it would have then gone to the individuai countnes to 
their pariiarnents, and then it would have been enforced. $2 billion gone. 

It was before Congress. Bobby Kennedy had very well placed friends. [The] Sierra 
Club, Greenpeace and others had clout. And I went to Washington - first of al1 to 
accept the award of the Tatshenshini decision we made in June ...[ and] acknowledge 
we made rnistakes, that .... we are going to go in and repair the damage, take out the 
old logging roads, replant, fîx up the salmon spawning ~trearns.~' 

Groups such as the NRDC used their connection with aboriginal peoples to increase international 

pressure. The NROC was well-aware that it could gain sympathetic media attention for its cause by 

developing linkages with aboriginal groups: 



[it] was clear that they [aboriginal people in Clayoquot Sound] were not getting the 
kind of audience they needed within the province. They were kind of being ignored 
by just about everybody in the province .... And we knew that if we brought them to 
Washington and New York and the UN in New York ...[t O] ... talk to senior policy 
people in Congress and the administration here that that would give them greater 
stature back [home]." 

Thus, the institutional setting in conjunction with the intemationalization of the policy 

cornmunity and change in political party explain network and policy change. The question remains: 

if the election of the Harcourt govemment or the "internationalizationn of the BC forest policy had not 

occurred, how would networks and policy outputs have changed? 

Employing counterfactual analysis, Bernstein and Cashore (1 996 {revised Febniary 1997)) 

argue that without either party change or intemationalization of the policy community, little policy 

change would have resulted (Table 8.0). However, party or intemationalization change by itself would 

probably have had an important effect, although outputs might have been slightly different. No party 

change and intemationalization would have led to reluctant change, by a govemment that would 

have had no choice but ta eventually respond to international pressures. Harcourt suggests that if 

the NDP had not been elected: 

[It would have been] more of the same. Large boycotts. Responding after the fact. 
We would have lost a good chunk of those markets. Mac 810 would have Iost - they 
are still being attacked in San Francisco, California - the boycott motion would have 
gone through the European Parliament and then through the [American] Congress. 
We would be [known] as "Brazil of the North." We would be devastated." 



No intemationalization 

TABLE 8.0: COUNTERFACTUAL "EVIGENCF 

NO CHANGE 

No Election of Party with Eco- 
forest Agenda 

MUTED CHANGE 
More land protected, 
establishment of forest 
practices code much more 
difficult, domestic industry 
threatens capital strike 

Election of Party with Eco- 
Forest Agenda 

- -- 

RELUCTANT CHANGE 
1 ncreased polarkation, 
sustained boycotts, loss of 
market share, eventual 
acquiescence to improved 
eco-forest policy L 

Source: Bernstein and Cashore (1 996 {revised Febniary 1997)) 

GREATEST CHANGE 
Forest land protection afmost 
doubled, Forest Practices 
Code established 

Similady, vvithout intemationalization, the ND? may not have had the tacit support or silence 

of the BC forest industry, who did not want to see market loss due to boycotts. As Harcourt explains: 

It was tactically important that we have the pressure to light a fire under the 
recalcitrant part of the forest industry ...[ it] allowed us to Say if you don't Iike these 
changes your jobs and your industry will be gone. Because there will be boycotts.. . . 

[The environmental group] protagonists - those who want to shut down the 
forest industry - were both a pain in the ass and helpful: pain in the ass because 
they were putting out an impossible position and using that to destroy our forest 
industry and the markets that are important to us. Temble impact .... But it was helpful 
to have them there to push our case against us ...[ and] ... allowed us to then defeat 
the 

Robert Kennedy Jr. of the Natural Resources Defense Council agrees: 

Us beating thern [the Harcourt govemment] up gives them political cover to do what 
is nght. If we don't beat them up from our side, they are going to get beaten up from 
the other  ide.^^ 

Thus, network and policy output change would have occurred if only Party or 

intemationalization had changed. However, the story of this change would be largely mediated by 

the institutional setting that gives the provincial govemment the capacity to take autonornous 

decisions and the ability to do so rather quickly. This autonomy explains why BC state actors were 
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able to "trade o f f  Ievels of biodiversity and endangered species protection in order to maintain a 

certain level of ~ u t ' ~ ,  something the US statutory regime does not allow US agencies to do. 

And part of the reason the BC cabinet sought to "balancen biodiversity protection with the 

Annual Allowable Cut and refused to pass an Endanqered S~ec ies  Act is because of the forest 

industry's importance in the province and the genuine fear of capital flight. The place of BC'ç forest 

economy within the North American and international economies helps explain the eco-forest policy 

initiatives that did occur (threat or fear of consumer boycotts), and why more radical eco-forest 

initiatives did not take place (threat or fear of capital flight). The long-standing tenure system has 

resulted in large, vertically-integrated forest cornpanies producing the fibre needed to maintain BC's 

export markets. This dependence constrains the autonomy of the BC state when addressing 

fundamental restructuring of its industry. Thus, a distinction must be made between polices aimed 

at fundamental restructuring of the industry, and eco-forest regulations that constrain, but do not 

radically alter existing economic relations. 



Endnotes 

' The growth in the forest industry, questions of improper forest management and the fear of external competition led the 
state to set up the Sloan Commission of 1943. For example, Pearse (1 974: 28) notes that '...apprehensions had arisen over 
the unbalanced pattern of tirnber harvesüng in the province, the lack of secure timber supplies for new industrial ventures, 
and the inadequate provisions for future forest crops.' Reid and Weaver (1974) argue that Scandinavian and Battic firrns 
were increasing their compeüüon wrth firms operating in BC and that in order to increase their cornpetitive ability, BC 
companies wanted "greater tenure secunty." 

As wdl, it was at this time th& the BC Cooperative Comrnonweafth Federation (CCF) was cajling for nationalization 
of the forest industry. Reid and Weaver (1 974) suggest that a sustained yieid system was seen as possibly appeasing the 
CCF supporters vuhile at the same time "would undermine both the competition from srnall loggers and the appeal of small 
companies to the public, since the smaB loggers could not advocate or survive on more restrictive legislation". 

British Columbia Forest Resources Commission (1990b: 16). See, also, Oellert (1994). By the 1950s, there was concern 
that the perpetual terms Tree F arm Licenses gave the licence holder too much secunty. The result was the second Sloan 
Commission of 1956 that proposed that TFLs be limited ta, and issued at. renewable terms of 21 years. The BC state 
concurred, legislating these proposals in 1957 (British Columbia. Forest Resources Commission 1 WOb: 16). 

This diinction became blurred during the 1972-1975 NDP government however, when key environmentalistç were hired 
by the Environment and Land Use Cornmittee (€LUC). 

Leman (1981a: 13) makes the point that during this era, those branches of the Ministry of Forests and other 
agenaes that were charged with environmental protection were not afforded this same centralized coordination effort The 
resuft was that the Fish and Wildlife Branch in the Ministry of Environment, and the BC Parks Branch, which in 1981 was 
in the Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing were iess effective in monitoring and influencing decisions made by forest 
managers in the Ministry of Forests 

' Leman (1988b: 165) details the limited influence of environmental groups during this time: 

(In British Columbia] ... some scenic and untouched areas were, for many years, left unlogged. partty 
because of their remoteness but also parUy from interna1 administrative action. Exarnples were the Stein 
River Valley (an area wrth some similarrbes to Oregon's French Pete), the Tsitika Watershed, the Tahsish 
area and the Sombrio Forest Trail on Vancouver Island, Meares Island, Windy Bay on South Moresby 
in the Queen Charlotte Islands, and Valhalla Mountains in the interior. As these areas came under 
increasing pressure for loggtng, actMst groups took them up as a cause, helping to prompt the provincial 
government to study options. In almost every case, the outcome was bitterly disappointing to 
environmental groups (emphasis addedj. 

'This situation did not ahvays lead to ineffecûve policy outputs. Leman (1981a: 15) offers that 

When this approach works well, as it can in the Tree Farm Licenses of British Columbia, companies are 
made to feel more responsibiltty for forest reproductior!, and a Company may communicate a spirit to its 
foresters and other employees that matches the sense of mission found among some public sector 
foresters. 

Still, Leman (ibtd: 15) notes that there are limits to this voluntary compliance: "Undermanned government biologists are in 
a weak position to expect more; the foresters have the advantage if the issue escalates to a formal exchange of letters". 

6The 12 percent figure cornes from the Worid Commission on Environment and Development (1987: Ch. 6) report. 
commoniy referred to as the Brunuand Commission repart The report recommends tripling the world's protected areas from 
its then level of four percent. 

 o or example, the recent protection of Pine-cone Burke Coquiüam watershed followed months of lobbying by local MLAs 
and cabinet ministerç. 

Tor a reviw of Ecotrust's efforts to protect the KRiope, see Bohn (1994b), Copeland (1992), Ecotrust (1 993; 1994a; 1994b), 
Leyne (1 994b; 1994d), Ecotrust (1 992; 1993), Moore (1 991 ), Spayde (1 995). 



Tor more detaii, see Dodge (1993). Leyne (1 9944). Wofld Wildlife Fund Canada (1 993a; 1993c), World Wildlife Fund For 
Nature (1 993). 

'"These groups' low-key efforts were supported by detailed research and a willingness to work wrth local aboriginal and 
communty groups. Such an approach was wefcomed by the most senior bureaucratic and elected political officials. 

"The Lower Mainland PAS process created a Regional Protected Area Team (RPAT) that was based on a consensus- 
oriented model. The environmental groups partictpating included the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society and BC Wld. 

I2See generally Kennett (1992), Briüsh Columbia. Office of the Premier (19934; 4 9 9 4 ~ ) ~  British Columbia. Commission on 
Resources and the Environment (1 992; 1993a; 1994a; 1994d; 1994e; 1994f; 19949; 1994i), and O'Gorman (1 994). 

'%nks between CORE and government agenaes were established early in the tife of CORE. Two inter-agency government 
cornmittees were estabished to gnre COR€ advice: the Govemment Liaison Committee (GLC). and the Inter-Ministry Policy 
Committee (IMPC). The GLC is "a committee of senior government staff from several ministnes and agencies who provide 
professional opinions, not necessarily from their agencies' perspective, on COR€ initiatives" (British Columbia. Commission 
on Resources and the Environment 1994a: 31). The IMPC is "a land use policy committee of 20 senior officials which 
provides a direct link to resource-related ministries at the working lever' (ibid 32). In addition, the lntegrated Resources 
Planning Cornmittee (IRPC) was created to oversee LRMP sub-regional processes. 

'SPersonal interview. 

'%ORE was also give a mandate to advise on general questions of sustain ability and to foster comrnunrty-oriented 
invotvement in land use planning. 

"British Columbia. Commission on Resources and the Environment (1993b). In the case of the Vancouver lsland table, 
funding from COR€ led to the creation of the Vancouver Island Environmental Alliance. 

The outdoor recreation sector was able to comrnunicate effectively wrth rts members and represent their interests 
at the regional tables, owing to the advanced associational structure of the Outdoor Recreation Council. See Outdoor 
Recreation Council of BC (1 993; 1994a; 1994b). 

'8Personaf interview. This same officia1 continued: 

I think we heard [the] complaint that we went and created those consûtuencies and those sectors ... I 
guess tfiat if you had a sector likethe Outdoor Recreation Council operating everywhere, which we were 
blessed with on Vancouver lsland ... that you can go and Say - here is a group wrth kind of a 
communications network. Other sectors just didn't have that 

I think it iç diffi~lt for indMduals. There is a guy in the coal sector in East Kootenay- he did a brilliant job, 
I thought, under difficult circumstances, representative of that sector's interest but also recognizing that 
they had to make some moves. But at the end of the day he was isolated, and in fact fired (personal 
interview). 

19The Vancouver lsland and Cariboo-Chilcotin COR€ table representaüves tended to fall into either "brown" or "green" 
camps, with labour usually found in the former category. Still. the Brown and Green "coalitionsa* were not aiways unified. For 
example, Labouf s efforts on the Vancouver lsland COR€ taMe to propose a value added/jobs strategy, did not, at first, meet 
with the approval of organized industry interests. Consequentty, labour representatives went to the environmental 
representaüves to gain support for ais proposal. Once the green side agreed to this proposai, industry eventually acquiesced 
and supported the initiative (personal inteniew, MIA - Canada). See WA - Canada (1 994). In the West Kootenay table, three 
camps appeared between greens, browns, and labour. 

T h e  Vancouver lsland CORE process suffered a minor setback after the Western Canada Wilderness Commrttee and other 
environmental groups left CORE, protesting the Clayoquot Sound decision. 

During the Premier's office negotiations, state officials negotiators enjoyed more freedom as to whom they could 



consult. Thus, for example, Ric Careless of the Worîd Wildlife Fund's BC Office (BC Spaces for Nature) became an 
important advisor for al1 of the Premier's Offices land use responses, even though he had not been dire* involved in any 
table negotiations. 

the governmenfs Forest Renewal initiative and its accompanying Forest Renewal Board Commission (FRBC) were 
created, a more open and direct link was made between potential job losses resutting from regional land use plans, and 
government investments in these regions and communities. 

=Sec for example, Caoperman (1 993), Lavoie (1 994c; 1994d), Leyne (1 994a; 1 9 9 4 ~ ) ~  Vancouver Sun (1 994a). 

T h e  Vancouver Island CORE sectors were Agriculture, Conservation, Direct Forest Employment. Fishery. Forest lndustry 
Independents, Forest lndustry Manufacturers and Managers (FMM), General Employrnent, Mining, Outdoor Recreation, 
Provincial Government, Social and Economic Stabilrty (SES), Tourisrn and Youth (British Columbia. Commission on 
Resources and the Environment 1994h: 90). 

%ee British Columbia. Office of the Premier (19944). A three-person committee of senior bureaucrats was appointed to 
deveiopment standards for the "Low Intenstty Areas" (LI&). This committee was headed by John Allan, Deputy Minister of 
the Environmental Assessrnent Office. The other two mernbers were Rick Smith of the Ministry of Forests and Jim Walker, 
ADM, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks (Outdoor Recreation Council of BC 1994c: 3) 

%utdoor Recreation Council of BC (1 993; 1994~). The most important difference with respect to protected area changes 
was the reducüon in size of the 23 protected areas proposed in the CORE report, in order that smaller protected areas could 
also be designated (Outdoor Recreation Council of BC 1994c: 3). 

27 See Cernetig (1 994b), Parfitt (1 994a; 1994b; 1994c), Kerr (1 994). The Commission on Resources and the Environment 
argued that 

Agreement on this package proved impossible because of different interpretations of the government's 
Protected Areas Strategy. Some sectors believed the strategy should establish no more than 12% 
protected area in the region, white others felt the strategy should address ecosystem representation and 
wilderness issues as a first prionty and protect more than 12% (Bntish Columbia. Commission on 
Resources and the Environment 1994b: 10) 

Six diierent land use proposais were presented from different sectors and groups, ranging from those proposing to protect 
3.5 percent of the land base, to others who recommended protecting 14 percent 

" ~ h e  "self-identified" sectors at the Cariboo COR€ table were: Agriculture, Ail Beings, Back country Tourism, Cariboo 
Communities, Cariboo Forest Conûactors, Cariboo Tribal Council, Conservation, Fish and Wildlife, Forest and Employment, 
Governrnent (provincial and federal), Hardrock Mining, Hotels and Restaurants, Local Government, Major Forest Licensees, 
Minor Forest Licensees, Place Mining, Recreation, Resorts and Campgrounds, Sustainable Cornmunities, Sustainable 
Forestry, Wildcraft and Youth. 

%ee British Columbia. Office of the Premier (1994b). Other aspects of the plan included the creation of a Regional 
Resources Board to oversee implementation of the plan, a Canboo-Chilcotin jobs strategy, Forest Renewal investments of 
$3 million, and the creation of a "Resources Jobs Cornmissione~ to "work with companies, workers, communities and 
government to secure stable resource jobs now and in the future" (ibidj. 

vremiefs office negotiations focused on the Canboo Communities Coalition, compdsing industry and labour sectors, and 
the Cariboo Conservation Council, comprising environmental interests. Other discussions were held with the recreation, 
tourism and sustainable forestry sectors (British Columbia. Office of the Premier 1994b: 2). See generaliy Hamilton (1994c), 
Bohn (1994c), Vancouver Sun (1994a). 

"See Bnûsh Columbia. Commission on Resources and the Environment (1994j: 88). The sector representation varied slightly 
at each CORE table, since participants were encouraged to "se#-idenW. The sectors on the West Kootenay table include: 
Agricutture, Applied Ecological Stewardship, Communrty Economic DevelopmenüNGOs, First Nations (KtunaxaB(inbasket), 
Fi& Ndons (Okanagan Nation), Fish and Wildlife (Commercial), Fish and Wildlife (Recreation), Labour, Labour (Forest), 



Local Government, Forest Independents (Contractors), Forest lndependents (Small Scale Diversified), North Columbia 
Mountains Environment, Outdoor Recreation (Non-motorized), Outdoor Recreation (Motorked), Mining, Primary Forest 
Manufacturers, Provincial Government, Local Round Tables, Tourism Associations, Tourism Resorts, South Columbia 
Mountains Environment, Heritage, Watersheds (ibid: 17). 

%ee B a h  Columbia. Office of the Premier (1995b: 1 ). Similar ta the other land use decisions announced by the Premier's 
office, the BC government announced a series of addional measures that apply to both the East and West Kootenay 
boundaries. A "Kootenay Regional Advffory Group" was created to over see implementation of the land use plans, $6 million 
was promised for forest jobs through the Forest Renewal Plan, a "Resources Job Commissioner" position was created, A 
"Rapid Response Team" was established to work with the Jobs Commissioner to help facilitate economic opportunih'es", 
and a "Regional Transition Review Board was created to review and monitor the work of the Rapid Response Team and 
the Resources Job Commissioner. 

T h e  "&idenafie# sectors at the East Kootenay CORE tables were: Agriculture, Cornmunrty Economic Development, Fish 
and Wildlife (Commercial), Fish and W~ldlife !Recreation), Labour (Woodworkers), Labour (Non-Waodworkers), Local 
Government (RDCS), Local Govemment (RDEK), Forest lndependents (Other), Forest lndependent (Logging Contractors), 
Outdoor Recreation (Non-Motorized), Mining (Coal), Mining (General), Outdoor Recreation (Motorized), Primary Forest 
Manufacturers, Provincial Government, Tourisrn Associations, Tourisrn Resortç, GlobaUEnergy, Cultural Heritage, 
Ecosystems (Wilderness) (British Columbia. Commission on Resources and the Environment 1994c: 17). No aboriginal 
groups participated in an official capacrty in this process, but did attend meetings in an observer capacrty (;&id: 16-17). 

"In this case the zones were labelled "dedicated (high intensity), "integrated (medium) and "speciaf management' (low) 
British Columbia. Commission on Resources and the Environment (1994~: Plan Map). 

35~ritish Columbia. Oftïce of the Premier (1 995a: 1). 

=Personal Interview. 

%tish Columbia. lntegrated Resources Planning Committee (1 993). 

%ee Bntish Columbia. lntegrated Resources Planning Comrnittee (1 993). For a discussion of the similarities between CORE 
and the LRMP processes, see British Columbia. Commission on Resources and the Environment (1993a: 36; 1994a: 26). 

T h i s  is parüy because of the extensive empioyee and financial resources of the Ministry of Forests cornpared to the Ministry 
of Environment, Land and Parks and Ministry of Energy, Mines and Resources. 

41 British Columbia. Commission on Resources and the Environment (1 994a: 26). 

421 bid. 

43Persocal interview, Land Use Coordination Office. 

"Hoberg and Morawski (1996) argue that the Clayoquot Sound decision could set a precedent for other forest policy 
nenivorks throughout the province, particularly for the way it includes aboriginal groups and aboriginal forestry values. 

45 See Baldrey (1 994a; 1994b), Canadian Press (1 99412; 19944; 1994g), Cohen (1 994), Darling (1 991 ), Lavoie (1 994a), 
McMartin (1 994), Natural Resources Defense Council(1993b; 1994). 

&The two forest companies with TFL lands on Clayoquot Sound were MacMillan-Bloedel and lnterfor 

"See Darling (1 991 ). 

4dSefore the government announced its decision, environmental groups campaigned to have Clayoquot lands considered 
as part of the Vancouver Island COR€ table. The provincial cabinet was diided over this plan of action, and in the end 
decided to reject this request 



"Sec British Columbia. Office of the Premier (1 993c; 19934). 

%Set? Canadan Press (1 994a; 1994e), Carter (1 994), McNamee (1 994 Obee (1 994)' Robson (1 994). Sierra Legal Defence 
Fund (1 993b). 

Aboriginal peoples' critkism of t he Clayoquot Sound decision was muted affer the BC govemment signing an 
"lntenm Measures Agreement' with the Nuu-Chah Nutth tribal council(1994a; British Columbia. Chiefs of the Central Region 
of the Nuu-chah-nuith Tribal Council 1994b). This agreement supported a strong role for aboriginal peoples in forest 
harvesting and forest stewardship. In fact, international groups such as the Natural Resources Defense Council took much 
of the credit for this "aborigind' victory (see Natural Resources Defense Council 1994). ln addition, adoption of the Scientific 
Panel report and its recommendations to conforrn forest pradces with "traditional aboriginal practices" (Hoberg and 
Morawski 1996: 15) further served to explicrüy address aboriginal issues. 

Some groups such as the Toronto office of the WorId Wildlife Fund used the negative publicity of the Clayoquot 
decision to argue that the governrnent must work doubly hard to implement the Protected Areas Strategy and to respond 
favourably to the COR€ land use report (letter to Doug McArthur, Deputy Minister, Cabinet Planning Secretariat. from M i n  
Hackman, Director, Endangered Spaces Campaign, World Wildlife Fund Canada). 

''Sec, Broten (1 994a), Scientific Panel for Sustainable Forest Practices in Clayoquot Sound (1 994a; 1994b; 1995). The 
panel empioyed Jerry Franklin, a forest ecologist from the Universd'y of Washington who also advised the Forest Ecosystem 
Management Assessrnent Tearn Process in the PacitÏc NoNiwest 

520ther groups that have become part of an advisory process regarding the implementation of the Scientific Panei's 
recommendations include the Friends of Clayoquot Sound, the Sierra Club, Greenpeace and the Western Cmada 
Wilderness Committee. 

53 Despite initial support from rnany environmental groups, environmental criticism on the govenment's acceptance of the 
Clayoquot Scientific Panel's recommendations has since occurred. Forest land scape ecologists such as Harnmond and 
Bradley (1 996: 220) argue that : 

... much of the rernaining timbered landscape in Clayoquot is not suitable for sustainable, ecologically 
responsible timber management 

Planning now to log wet. steep slopes with shallow soils because ail the best sites have been 
cut in the past in nerther ecologically nor economically sustainable. 

These authors find no fault "with the work of the Panel itself"', but argue that the: 

... conçtraints imposed by the Panel's Terrns of Reference Iimited their abiiity to advocate true ecosystem- 
based planning [because] [tlhe ternis of reference discouraged the Panel from making recomrnendations 
to protect undeveloped watersheds other than those protected in the "Clayoquot Sound Land Use 
Decision," which was a political decision-making process (ibid: 224). 

T h e  two forest companies seemed eager to seek accommodations with environmental groups and aboriginal peoples. In 
March 1996, MacMillan Bloedei organized a "Symposium on Memative Siivicultural Systems" in Clayoquot Sound to "design 
alternatives to dearcutting on the west coast of Vancouver Island0 (Hammond and Bradley 1996: 220). This conference was 
funded by Forest Renewal BC (FRBC), which had already given MacMillan Bloedel$5.6 million as compensation for the 
costs of implemenh'ng the Saentific Panei's recommendations (Hamrnond and Bradley 1996: 220). However, months later, 
MacMillan Bloedei announced it was 'walking away' from al1 of its interests in Clayoquot 

55 Relations between aboriginal groups and environmentalists have been uneasy, even on Clayoquot Sound. This was 
particularly so in the summer of 1996, when the Rainforest Action Network launched a renewed advertising carnpaign against 
forest practices on Clayoquot Sound, despite aboriginal groups' support of the way government was handling Clayoquot 
See Hoberg and Morawski (1 996), Lush (1 W6), Baldrey (1994~)' British Columbia (1 994), British Columbia. Chiefs of the 
Central Region of the Nuu-chah-nukh Tribal Council(1994a; 1994b). 

T h e  government cornmissioned Gordon Baskerville of the University of British Columbia Facufty of Forestry to undertake 
consuftation initiatives with the public, including environmental groups and industry interests (Baske~ l le  1994). 



57The government believed that CORE-style processes over forest practices issues would not work because of the highiy 
technical aspect of the changes being made (persona1 inte~kws). This view stands in sharp contrast to Washington State's 
TFW and Sustainable Forestry Roundtable processes. Since this time, the government has established informa1 
consuitations with environment and industry groups over specific parts of the Code such as biodinrersty field guides. 

MPersonal interviews. For greater detail on the dissatisfaction of both environmental groups and organked indu*, see 
Canadian Press (199413). Lavoie (1994b), BC Wild (1994), Cooperman (1994)' Sierra Legal Oefence Fund (1994), Council 
of Forest Industries (1 993; 1994; Not dated), Hamiiton (1994b), Greenpeace Canada (1 994a; 1994b). 

Organked labour &O had a limited role in developing the Code (Personal interview, IWA-Canada).However, it did 
lobby succesçfutly to have the Code recognize that when forest practice requirements conflict with heaith and safety 
regulations, the safety of workers cornes first (personal i n t e ~ e w ,  IWA Canada). Interestingly, the IWA had proposed the 
adoption of "sustainable forestry" practices including reduction in "ciear-cut openings and [that the] clear cut openings ... be 
dependent on the ecosystern" back in 1989 (IWA - Canada 1989: 8). However, once the Code was established, in many 
cases the IWA joined industry in warning the governrnent against severe measures, particularfy surrounding riparian 
(streamside) standards (Hamilton 1 994b). 

59Personal interview. 

%3ympathetic Administration" is a terrn used to describe the previous forest management clientele-pluralist relationship, and 
the then government's reluctance to reduce annual harvesting rates. 

6'Personal interview. 

QBiodiversity protection requirements are found in unenforceable ''field guides". These rules appear the most susceptible 
to change. For example, the original biodiversity field guides were weakened in order to meet then Forest Minister Petter's 
promise that the Forest Practices Code would not resuit in more than a six percent reduction in the Annual Ailowable Cut 

Some ripanan rules followed a different route, and were strengthened following increased scrutiny. See Council 
of Forest Industries (Not dated), BC Wild (1 994). 

63Red from Chapter Two that the Act essentially establishes "rules for logging plans ... rather than rules for fogging ...." (Sierra 
Legal Defence Fund. McDade, and Haddock 1994: 1) The resuk of this is to limit the opportunity for environmental litigation 
where a companyes forest practices are contrary to the Act but adhere to an approved operational plan. 

%ee, BC Wild (1994). Sierra Legal Defence Fund (1994), Greenpeace Canada (1 994b), Council of Forest Industries (1 993; 
1994), Baskewille (1 994). 

The evidence to date is that the 8C government intends on ensuring that the District Managers are not overzealous 
in applying the Act. The Quesnel Cariboo Observer quotes Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks Assistant Deputy 
Minister as saying, it is government policy that "...there won? be [government officials] looking for every single violation" of 
the Code and ifais did occur, such a person 'Would pretty soon be reprimanded" (Quesnel Cariboo Observer, Tribune, and 
Press 1994: 55). Walker is also quoted as saying, "If we had people out there abiding by 99 percent of the law and the 
operator was taken to court, think the ministry peson would pretty soon be reprimanded' (ibid: 56). Preliminary research 
by the Sierra Legal Oefence Fund (1 996; 1997) supports the view that the Code has not been strictly enforced. 

65Personal interviews senior officials, Ministry of Forests; Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks; Ministry of Aboriginal 
Affairs. See, also, Broten (1 994b), Times Cobnist (1 994), Times Cotonist news senices (1 994a). Moore (1 994). 

%stead, of the Environmental Assessrnent Act applying to forest practices, provisions for possible environmental 
asessrnent are contained W i n  the Forest Practices Code Act itseif. Part 3, Section 17(1) States that an operational plan 
must be submitted to the district manager and the holder must carry out 'assessments' 'if required by the regulations'. 

This is different from previous legislation and may, depending on the regulations, force companies to undertake 
comprehensive assessments that include environmental considerations. Nonetheless, this is much more discretionary and 
l es  directive than NFMA and NEPA provisions, with no legisiative requirement that environmental effects of operational plans 
must be included in these assessments. Nor are there any requirements for public participation or input during this process. 



67Personal interview, Council of Forest Industries. 

%ee British Columbia. Office of the Premier (1 993a; 1993b; 1994a). 

64n its 1993 Annual Review (1993b), the World Wildiife Fund acknowiedges mat the BC government responded positively 
ta many of its protected area recommendations. 

70Personal interview. 

nPersonal interview. 

74 Personal interview. 

751ndeed, Rowland (1994) and Haddock (1995) have shown, respectively, the drarnatically weaker approaches the 
Washington State Forest Practices Board and the BC government have taken in protecting the spotted owi. 



CONCLUSION: 
THE INSTITUTIONAL LOGlC OF ECO-ÇOREST POLITICS AND POLlCY OUTPUT CHANGE: 

LESSONS FROM COMPARING BRlTlSH COLUMBIA AND THE US PAClFlC NORTHWEST 

The development of eco-forest policy goveming British Columbia, Oregon, Washington, and 

PNW federal lands have followed divergent paths, despite a convergence of citizen value changes 

concerning the environment. Using a policy comrnunitylnetwork approach as a comparative tool, 

evidence presented shows strong support for the three hypotheses regarding the effects of macro- 

institutional structures, forest land ownership patterns, and statutory regirnes on statelsocietal 

relations and policy outputs. Institutional settings cieariy do matter. They influence the level of 

autonomy the state has to realize its own goals, as well as bureaucratic capacity to formulate and 

impiement policy network decisions. These institutional factors also affect the development of 

organized interests in the policy community, which in tum detemines the ability of groups to be 

active in different policy networks. 

Some scholars have argued that the policy network approach has difficulty accounting for 

policy change. Atkinson and Coleman (1992: 161) argue that policy networks "can be identified, but 

that information alone will be of very Iittle use in predicting policy outcomesn and that the policy 

communitylnetwork practioners "have not addressed well the issues of policy innovation and policy 

change" (ibid: 154). Similarly, Hoberg (1996: 1) has argued that "the cornmunity and network 

concepts have little to Say about policy outcornes" and that "the network approach thus far has had 

a strong static tendency, and thus has not been oriented towards explaining either institutional or 

policy change" 

The research presented here challenges these daims, showing a strong correlation between 

network change and policy output change. The most significant policy transformations that occurred 

were in junsdictions where the structure of networks themselves change3. The adoption of Option 

9 and "ecosystem management" in the PNW coincided with network change at the local forest 

management level. where the last vestiges of clientele-pluralism eroded and solidly pressure- 
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pluralism networks emerged. In Bntish Columbia. dramatic forest policy change occuned in the early 

1990s as clientele-pluralism networks were replaced with forest land use networks that contained 

elements of pressure-pluralisrn and corporatism and forest practicesfmanagement networks that 

went through a short-terni state directed structure, and now appear to be headed toward pressure- 

pluralism. Conversely, limited policy change goveming State regulated forests in Oregon and 

Washington coincided with dientele-pluralism network stability. Despite heightened public criticism, 

policy changed only slightly in these two States. 

Peter Hall's (1993) conceptualization of policy change helps to reinforce this point. Hall 

identifies "three orders" of policy change. The first refers to changes in technical "settings" (e.g. 

changing the speed limit from 80 to 100 kilornetres per hour) , the second refers to changes in policy 

instniments/mechanism for delivering policy, and the third is where policy paradigms change and 

the goals or policy noms goveming the policy domain are altered (e.g. a move from Keynesianism 

to Monetarism). These categories are not exclusive. Third order policy change will almost 

undoubtedly result in second and first order change. 

Applying these categories to forest policy change uncovers important results. The US PNW 

underwent third order policy change twice: once during the 1960s/early 1970s period over wildemess 

protection and the idea that federal forests provided multiple-uses of the forest resource; and again 

in the 1 WOs, when the holistic-oriented ecosystem management principles, and biodiversity were 

embraced. Ecosystem management caries with it the principle that forest harvesting can only occur 

once the integrity of the natural environment is ensured. Under this approach, harvesting becomes 

a "residualn. Second order policy change coincided with the adoption of ecosystem management, 

as new regional and sub-regional interagency committees and an executive office were established 

to impiement these new policy goals. Conversely. Oregon and Washington State have not 

expenenced third order policy change. The main goal is to manage the forest for its economic value. 

In Oregon and Washington, environmental protection is offered only after the econornic value is 
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assured. In these two States, the "residual" is the ecosystem. Similady, second order policy change 

either did not occur, or was limited in nature: Forest Practices Boards and a single forest 

management agency remain the key instruments for delivering policy. 

British Columbia did not undergo any third order change in the 1960s, 1970s or 1980s, 

despite the recommendations of advisory committees and Royal Commissions, the efforts of 

environmental groups, and the 1979 Forest Act that addressed multiple-resource management. The 

establishment of the Environment and Land Use Cornmittee in the early 1970s constitutes a slight 

second order change, since it offered a new mechanism to oversee forest land use disputes. 

However, in the 1990s, British Columbia undewent dramatic third order and second order policy 

change, with respect to forest practices and forest protectionJland use issues. Maintaining 

biodiversity and wildemess protection were no longer considered luxuries that could only be 

undertaken af!er the economic health of the forest industry was assured. Govemment and industry 

officiais agree that the Forest Practices Code and the increased forest protection measures will 

reduce logging activity and forest employment. Unlike the US federal lands case, forest harvesting 

did not become a residual, either. For example, the govemment maintained the right to revise 

biodiversity standards downwards in order to reduce the decline in the level of cut. In BC's case, the 

new paradigm was a govemment trying to maintain a balance between the economy and the 

ecosystem, with neither being considered the "residual" (Wright 1995). British Columbia also 

undenivent considerable second order policy change, with a new Forest Practices Code Act that 

ushered in a new way of regulating forest practices, and new multi-stakeholder processes for 

implementing forest land use protection. 

What were the effects of these third and second order changes on first order change? Table 

C.0 generalizes about the relative strength of eight measures of first order forest practices and forest 

protection policy change in each jurisdiction. These generalizations are based on the preceding 

qualitative chapters, and on a more systematic study of first order policy change undertaken for this 
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dissertation (Appendix A).' This cornparison shows that in almost al1 cases, third order change leads 

to a higher degree of first order policy change, while lack of third order change lirnits first order 

change. In 1975, when only the PNW federal land policies had undergone third order change, first 

order policies were more strict here than in the other jurisdictions. This is ?rue whether exarnining 

niles regarding clearcutting, riparian zones, endangered species/biodiversity protection, road 

building, the annual allowable cut or forest protection. The only exception is reforestation niles, 

which were relatively high in Oregon and Washington as of 1975, and where BC had the toughest 

requirements. (Reforestation is often supported by the forest industry since it is aimed at renewing 

their pflmary resource, and as such is not a precise measure of environmenta! policy.) 

Table C.0 rneasures change 20 years later, when BC and the PNW federal lands bath 

underwent third order policy change. The most significant development in first order policy change 

is in British Columbia, where rules goveming clearcutting, endangered species/biodiversity, 

reforestation, road building, the annual alfowable eut, and forest protection al1 dramatically increased. 

In addition, the US federal PNW niles increased, following the adoption of Option 9 and ecosystem 

management. With the exception of reforestation requirements, first order policy is now the most 

strict on US federal lands. Conversely, with no third order policy change, Oregon and Washington 

State experienced only minor increases in first order policy change. 
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TABLE C.0: FlRST ORDER POLlCY CHANGE* 

teast Strict 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Most Strict 

Ripanan 
Zones 

Endangered 
Speciesl 
Biodiversiiy 

Reforestation 

Road building - 
US federal 

lands 

Annual 
Allowable Cut 

Forest 
Protection 

mese nurnbes represent the authofs in 

Oregon 1 Columbia 

pretation of relative dierences of each of these measures between jurisdictions, iter. 
and across time. Values are based on a detailed qualitahe analysk (presented in Appendix A). 

The lesson is that the ability of policy networks to be resilient, or to adapt and change to 

environmental pressures within civil society, predicts the magnitude of first order change. This 

speaks to the importance of research in understanding why and how some networks are resilient to 

societal pressures, and why, how and when others adapt. 

The work presented in the previous chapters showed that before the first wave of 

environmentalism in the 1960s, al1 of the jurisdictions under review were govemed by closed 

clientele-pluralist policy networks dominated between a key govemment agency, organized industry 

interests, and individual forest companies. These clientele-pluralist networks were marked by policy 

outputs that focused on maintaining a healthy forest economy, including reforestation, pest control, 
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and forest management producing high yielding second-growth forests. It was environmental 

struggles over protecting forests from hawesting (directly ai odds with the interest of forest 

companies) and pursuant efforts to increase harvesting regulations, that began to challenge these 

networks. 

Once environmental values gained increased salience, the effects of rnacro-institutional 

structures, land ownership patterns and prior statutory regimes (both in ternis of their development 

and consequences for future conflict) begin to explain divergence in policy network and policy 

community development. They affect how policy networks and communities would adapt to societal 

pressures, and the resulting policy change. (Table C.1 summanzes the key findings by jurisdiction 

and across time.) An important reciprocal relationship was uncovered between policy communities 

and policy networks in each jurisdiction. The US federal policy comrnunity/networks affected the 

three other jurisdictions as well. The greater rewards provided by the US federal policy community 

Iimited the number of environmental group seeking influence at the State level. In BC, US federal 

PNW victorÏes resufted in US groups seeking to influence BC forest practices to avoid seeing policy 

victones in the PNW offset by what they felt were inadequate eco-forest policies in BrÏtish Columbia. 



Influence of Macro-institutional Factors 

Atkinson and Coleman (1992: 154) argue that the policy network approach encounters 

"obstacles in incorporating the influence of macropolitical institutions". Supporting this contention is 

that mauo-institutional factors did not detemine poky change, as evidenced by the emergence of 

divergent statutory regimes between the States and the US federal jurisdictions. Yet, macro- 

institutions played an important indirect role: through their influence on the nature of executive, 

legislative and judicial autonomy, and the govemments' ability to initiate statutory change. 

The US macro-institutionai structures, cornmon to al1 three PNW jurisdictions, require 

extraordinary negotiations or consensus for statutory development or change to occur. The cabinet- 

centred nature of BC's Westminister mode1 of govemment requires much less consensus. This gives 

the BC executive the capacity to take quick statutory action, or not to act at all. Conversely, log- 

rolling and the bidding up phenomena, so important to statutory change under US macro-institutional 

stnrctures, have no parallel in the BC case. Once enacted, US statutes proved durable and difficult 

to change. BC statutes were also durable until 1991, but this phenornenon and post-1991 changes 

had to do with the policy agenda of the political party (or govemment) holding power. Macro- 

institutional features also influenced the number of access points afforded to mernbers of the policy 

community. 

Land Ownership 

Decisions regarding land ownership had two important effects. First, a preponderance of 

private land ownership lirnited policies governing these jurisdictions to forest practices regulations, 

rather than forest protection. (This had the effect of focusing the limited amount of State-level 

environmental group concern on the issue of forest practices regulations, since forest land 

uselprotection was beyond the policy scope of these networks.) Second, a high degree of pnvate 

land reduced state actors' autonomy because regulations are prone to collaborative relationships 
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with private landowners and forest companies. In the case of Oregon and Washington, the large 

proportion of ptivate land held by large forest companies facilitated the development of a cohesive 

industry association with considerable resources and ability to become part of policy making process. 

Overall. a high degree of private land ownenhip helped industry maintain clientele-pluralist networks, 

while a high degree of public land ownenhip facilitated network changes on PNW federal lands and 

in BC. Where public land ownership was high, environmental groups were assisted by widely held 

beliefs that publicly-owned land should be managed for mare than sirnply ewnomic values. 

Statutory Regimes 

The most important explanatory factor in each jurisdiction was the structure of the statutory 

regime. Oregon and Washington State's statutory regimes were key to maintaining the existing 

structure of policy networks. And legislation passed by the US Congress during the first wave of 

envirotirnentalisrn was the cause of the irnmediate change for key federal PNW policy netwoks. 

PNW networks changed again during the late 1980s and early 1990s. owing to a statutory regime 

change that pemitted environmental groups to litigate. The development of a limited and 

discretionary statutory regime in BC reinforces an understanding of why the electorally dominant 

Social Credit party was able to maintain network resilience, and why a different govemment had the 

ability to undertake significant pro-active change, unencumbered by legislative requirements. 

The differing statutory regimes had profound consequences for the organizational structure 

and expertise of environmental groups in each jurisdiction. The US federal statutory regime resulted 

in the dominance of professional, expertise, and litigious groups, cornplernented by grass-roots 

groups often affiliated with national groups who sought and obtained access to individual, locai forest 

planning networks. Few environmental groups were interested in being involved at the State level 

where statutes did not facilitate litigation or long-term involvement in the sub-govemment (particularly 

as policy participants). As for BC, a lack of influence in the sub-governrnent throughout most of the 
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1970s and 1980s at the provincial level meant that many of BC's groups were forced to lirnit 

advocacy to individual protected areas, where they were usually unsuccessful. This focus delayed 

the development of provincewide associational structures until the eady 1990s, and coincided with 

the election of a govemment with an eco-forest policy agenda. 

The preceding summary of the influence of macro-institutional factors, land ownership 

patterns and statutory regimes supports Pierson's (1993: 598) observation that the role and 

organizational structure of organized interests are influenced by policy outputs, and that the "[t]he 

activity of interest groups often seems to follow rather than precede the adoption of public policies. 

At the same time, not al1 policy outputs shaped group activity equally, which Pierson argues is 

because different policies have varying "lock in" effects. In the case of PNW and BC forestry, macro- 

institutional stnictures and land ownership decisions rarely changedV2 and once constituted, "locked 

in" the type of effects they would have on community and network development. The "lock in" effects 

of statutory regimes depended on the nature of the macro-institutional setting. US statutes are more 

ditficuit to change than BC's for the reasons noted above. 

The Reciprocal Relationship Between Communities and Networks 

Policy cornrnunities and policy networks influence each other. Even where strong state 

capacity and autonomy exists, the state will have difficulty creating inclusionary policy networks if 

environmental groups and other societal interests do not exist or are pooriy organized. (In these 

cases, the state may be able to facilitate the development of societal interests.) Conversely, where 

the policy cornmunity is rich with environmental, industry and other organized interests, even a 

strong state that detemines the nature of its policy networks will be influenced to some degree by 

policy community membership. For example, the closed forest policy networks in Oregon and 

Washington limited the number of environmental groups seeking access to the policy community. 
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This contrasts with the decision of BC's Commission on Resources and the Environment (CORE) 

to fund environmentalists in order to help them fom a Vancouver Island-wide associational coalition. 

Source of Change 

Uncovered and underlined throughout this dissertation is that although environmental values 

put pressure on al1 jun'sdictions to adapt, decisions on how, when, or whether to change policy 

networks and outputs were made by different actors. In the US federal sphere the source of change 

was Congress through statutory change dunng the first wave of environmentalism and Iitigation 

thereafter; in BC the source of resilience and change was mostly attributable to the political party 

governing the province; and in Oregon and Washington State, policy network and output resilience 

were attributable to the dominance of forest industry interests (Diagrarn CO). In this sense, historical 

institutionalism and policy communitylnetwork approaches do not just reveal how stniggles within 

civil society are mediated by different institutional structures, but also shed Iight on recent theoretical 

inquiries about policy community change. Far from developing a universally applicable mid-range 

theory on wtiy policy networks change, the evidence shows that different policy networks will adapt 

to societal pressures in different ways. 

Consequently, it is necessary to qualify Hoberg's daims regarding the effects of the presence 

or absence of legalism in explaining cross national divergence. Hoberg (1993: 31) asserts that: 

Without the availability of legal recourse, environmentalists in Canada are more 
vulnerable to resource imbalances. Their leverage depends more on their abilibj to 
mobilize public opinion and pose a threat of electoral retribution to the government. 
US environmentalists also have this electoral threat, but in addition, legalism gives 
them additional bargaining power. 

Research presented in this dissertation shows t hat this is an important explanation for differences 

between BC and the US federal PNW, but does not aid in understanding the fundamentally different 

nature of state/societal relations and policy outputs in Oregon and Washington State. 
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Moreover, Hoberg's analysis that environmental groups in bath countries pose electoral 

threats does not capture the dramaatic results of a change in political party in a Westminster 

parliamentary systern. This is not to argue that partisan politics is unimportant in the three US 

jurisdictions. Fraidenburg (1 989)- Pinkerton (1 W 2 ) ,  Ficken (1 987) and Rabbins (1 988) all note that 

histoflcally Oregonians and Washingtonians tend to elect State legislatures dominated by supporters 

of the forest industry. Rather, due to the different macro-institutional structures, the influence of 

elected legislators on the winning side is less immediate and less direct than in British Columbia. 

When "green" Govemors and other like-minded officiais have been elected in the PNW, they have 

had diffÏculty influencing policy owing to the fragmented nature of the macro-institutional structure, 

and the existence of a statutory regime that takes away much of their decision-making authority. 

Even with a change in the composition of the US Congress in 1994 and the desires of the 

Republican rnajority to significantly alter environmental legislation, the statutory regime remained 

resilient. Conversely, a change in political party in BC in 1991 resulted in a host of easily enacted 

statutory initiatives? 

Thus, macro-institutional settings, land ownership patterns, and statutory regimes have had 

an important influence on state autonorny, capacity and the development of different organized 

economic, environmental, and other interests. These three factors significantly influenced the 

development of policy communities, networks and outputs since the 1960s in each jurisdiction. 

At the same time, institutional factors alone cannot explain al1 differences - such as the 

recent intemationalization of BC's forest policy community, and the paucity of attention US 

environmental groups give to private forest regulations in the Pacific Northwest. Three other factors 

have proven worthy of review: the importance of the forest industry to the regional economy; a 

region's dependence on foreign markets for its forest products; and the influence of US foundations 

in providing funding and coalition building strategies. 
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The Importance of the Forest lndustry to the Regional Economy 

The prominence of the forest industry to the regional economies appears to have pfayed an 

indirect role in explaining policy differences. The ability of organized forest industry interests to 

determine the direction of Oregon and Washington State's statutory regimes, and their relative lack 

of influence in Washington, DC's statutory regime development, must be understood in the context 

of the greater role of the forest industry in the PNW than in the US as a whole. If the forest industry 

had not been as central to the PNW regional economy, it is less likely that the State legislatures 

would have remained acquiescent to organized industry dominance. Conversely, the emergence of 

a federal statutory regime with much greater protection for the forest environment was facilitated by 

a more diversified, less forest dependent, national economy. 

This "regional economy" explanation should not be exaggerated. The evidence from 8C and 

the PNW is not that State and provincial govemments will necessarily be less environmentally 

friendly, but that regions closest to the forest produce the most ardent interests and voices on both 

sides of the issues. Due to the macro-institutional and land ownership features, when a political party 

that is more prone to initiate environmental protection is elected, it will have more direct influence 

in BC than in the PNW. 

Dependence on International Trade 

The relative prominence of foreign markets for forest products does help explain the context 

of change in BC and the PNW. BCts dependence on foreign markets allowed US, European and 

other international environmental groups to gain access to the BC forest policy community, while 

PNWs dependence on largely dornestic markets made it immune from international influences. 

Atkinson and Coleman (1992: 154) argue that policy community and network concepts "have some 

diffïculty in accommodating the intemationalization of many policy domains". Yet, the policy 

cornrnunity approach disclosed the nile of international groups in BC, while other approaches failed 
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to highlight these differences.' An awareness of the role of US groups in BC led to the discovery that 

a policy community and its networks in one country can affect a policy community and its networks 

in another country. The success of US groups in the federal PNW forest policy community/networks 

was the main reason they entered the BC forest policy community and its networks - in order to avoid 

having their gains in the US PNW offset by "poorer" regulations in BC. Their influence was facilitated 

because of BC's forest sectots dependence on foreign exports, which made policy rnakers more 

susceptible ta the views of foreign consumers. (Diagram C.1 on pages 269-70 summarizes the 

dissertation's findings regarding the relative inf uence of institutional and econornic factors.) 

The influence of international environmental groups, with their threat of foreign boycotts, 

creates a paradoxical situation in which the BC state has the capacity to take decisions 

autonomously from domestic economic and other organized interests, but has less autonomy from 

international organized interests wishing to influence BC's domestic forest po~icies.~ Such a scheme 

challenges Weber's notion of the state as existing within a fixed geographic territory, and confronts 

most existing comparative public policy analyses which often focus solely on domestic internai 

struggles. As David Cohen (1994: 4) has noted: 

... the environmental policy which we develop [in British Columbia] will necessarily be 
subjected to intense scrutiny by actors who, in traditional political theory, would not 
have a voice in domestic let alone local politics. 

Litigious, scientific and research groups such as the New York/Washington, DC-based 

Natural Resources Defense Council (a direct product of the US legalistic statutory regime) have 

become important members of the BC forest policy comrnunity. This means that theoretical work 

showing the influence of the domestic institutional setting on the policy community developrnent will 

have tc be subject to qualification, if some of the key groups gaining access and promoting change 

are the product of another country's institutional structure and histoncal deve~opments.~ Still, the 

autonomy of the state in the domestic poficy netwotk affects the nature of non-domestic actors' 

influence. For example, it is doubtful that BC's forest policy community and policy netwarks could 
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have been so quickly penetrated by international interests if it were not for the ability of the BC state 

to rearrange its relationships with organized interests. 

Interestlngly, US environmental groups have not attempted the same kind of boycott pressure 

on forest companies operating within the United States. This is partly explained by the high level of 

success US environmental groups have achieved in enforcing existing environmental laws on US 

federal lands. It is also more diffïcult to advocate action that will hur? a domestic industry, than an 

extemal industry with no political clout within the US. 

Role of US Foundations 

This dissertation raises another fascinating observation: US foundations have becorne 

increasingly important in financing the activities of environmental groups in al1 four forest policy 

communities. The ernergence of US foundations in a hitherto immature BC environmental community 

rnay partly explain differences in the way US and BC environmental groups developed. This 

dissertation has shown that during the first wave of environmentalism, the growth of membership 

in federal US environmental groups (cornbined with the influence of the legalistic statutory regime) 

led to their increasingly bureaucratic, professionalized, and expert orientation, and their resulting 

ability to play an active role in the forest policy community sub-government. 

In the late 1980s and earfy 1990s in BC, it was not growth in membership that caused rnost 

environmental groups to gain resources and expertise, but the presence of US foundations. While 

BC groups financed by US foundations were becoming more bureaucratic. professionalized, 

expertise-oriented and heavily involved in the BC forest policy community, BC membership-based 

groups such as the Western Canada Wildemess Committee were becoming more radical, 

consciously refusing mernbership in the forest policy subgovernment. Since the mid-1980s in al[ four 

jurisdidions, groups and associations that received US foundation support tended to be active in the 
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sub-govemment, while more radical groups who were less involved in the sub-govemment relied on 

membership funding. 

This phenomenon raises questions worthy of fiirther study: what are the implications of this 

increased role of US foundations for long-terni environmental group access to the forest policy 

community3 What would happen if foundations withdrew funding? What happens when the agenda 

of foundations differs from that of environmental groups? (The BC Wild coalition, the US Forest 

Watch network coalition, the US National Forest Protection Campaign and others were created at 

the bequest of US foundations.) These are exciting new areas for policy comrnunity research. 

POLlCY COMMUNITYINETWORK CATEGORIES AND THEORY 

Benefits of the Policy Community Approach 

The research uncavered strengths and limitations of policy community/network Iiterature as 

a heuristic epistemological tool and with respect to its theoretical propositions. One of the key 

strengths of the policy community approach is that it does not limit analysis of a particular policy area 

to a single agency or branch of government. The roles of various govemment agencies, organized 

industry and societal interests are a matter for empirical investigation. This approach elicits a more 

carnprehensive picture of the kinds of relationships that deveiop in different sectors within the sarne 

country and cross-nationally. The weakness of a policy community approach is that it is difficult to 

draw precise boundaries around a particular set of government agencies and non-govemment 

organizations and deem them to have "membership" in a policy community. Policy cornmunity 

membership is fluid, and hence dificult to map. Nonetheless, the approach did present a way to 

capture a genetal picture of sectoral-level policy making, without making a prion assumptions about 

the key agencies and organizations that are involved in forest policy making. 

Much of the US literature on forest policy has avoided these rnethodological problems by 

Iimiting inquiry to one level of govemment or a single agency, most often the US Forest Service. 
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These studies provide insight into the ways different forest management agencies incorporate 

organized interests. The diftïculty with these single case studies is that they fail to present the 

broader context within which forest policy is made, nor do they explore forest policies that cover an 

entire region or country. This is because much of their focus is on public administration - an 

important but exclusive element of public policy (Simeon 1976: 549). Political science literature on 

comparative public policy that focuses on broad macro-based questions such as economic policy 

(Gourevitch 19%; Hall l986), social policy (Esping-Andersen 1989; 1990) and even environmental 

policy (Hoberg 1992; Vogel 1986; 1993), has had the opposite problem. Because these studies 

attempt to generalize about a nation's public policy responses, usually to explain cross national 

divergence, they fail to capture intra-national or intra-regional differences that we know exist in the 

PNW and BC. 

The distinction between the related, but distinct, concepts of policy network and policy 

community has also aided this analysis. The policy community approach directed attention to the 

nurnber, types of groups, the existence of associational stnicture. and which kinds of groups are best 

able to participate in the sub-govemment deliberations. The network approach uncovered different 

types of state-societal relations over issues of concem to the policy community. 

The problem with the policy community categones is that they were sometimes difficult to 

apply. ldentifying whether groups were found in the sub-govemment (either as policy advocacy, 

policy participant) and attentive public was challenging. A group's particular role in the policy 

community varies according to what network was being examined, which rneans that the snapshot 

of the policy comrnunity presented in each review did not capture these intricacies. Moreover, the 

categoiy of attentive public being reserved for "groups involved from time to time" fails to capture 

the role of a group that may only be involved from time to tirne, but when active, is found within the 

sub-government. An example of this is the US-based Natural Resources Defense Council and its 

influence on BC forest policy. 
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This mode1 does not adequately capture the role of groups such as the US Sierra Club Legal 

Defense Fund that does not lobby at all, but provides iitigation services on behalf of other 

environmental groups. US-based foundations are equally difficult to place. Many of these agencies 

have officiais working full-time arranging grants for eco-forest group projects. Although these 

foundations rarely lobby or participate directly in sub-govemment activities, their actions influence 

the ability of other eco-forest groups to become policy participants within the sub-government. 

This discussion reveals that the policy community is best used as a tool for mapping the 

groups involved in policy making. It is also an important tool for genemlizing about a group or 

association's overall role in the policy making process, whose specific actions depend upon the 

actual netwark involved. Modifications may be appropriate to demonstrate the multi-faceted nature 

of the role different groups, associations, and foundations can play. 

One way around this problem is ta use the sub-government metaphor to apply to "potential" 

roles groups might be able to play: refemng only to whether a groupJs intemal organizational 

stnicture and its associational systern permits it to be a member of the sub-govemment, rather than 

saying whether it is. Groups could be categotized as to whether their organizational composition or 

associational stntcture allowç them to be effective policy participants, or whether they lack suffÏcient 

autonomy from their members. This "potential" would allow the reader to understand the overall 

differences in organizational means and structure, without labelling a group as belonging as policy 

participants or attentive public, when this often fluctuates according to the policy network. 
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The concept of policy networks proved to be a valuable way to understand and compare 

state/societal relations in very different institutional settings. The difficulty with Coleman and 

Skogstad's conception of ideal types was that state/societal relations will not always fit neatly into 

one of their categories. The influence of the CORE and LRMP processes on policy networks was 

the most difflcult to categorize. They contained elements of corporatism, but no consensus was 

required. Some associations' representatives had autonomy from their members, while others did 

not. And the subsequent Premier's office process resernbled pressure-pluralism. 

The term "autonomy" rnay also need to be revisited. Coleman and Skogstad's ideal types do 

not differentiate among the types of groups from which a state rnay have, or not have, autonomy. 

Under wrrent policy network categories, a dientele-pluralist network that changes its "clientele" from 

industry to environmental groups would remain categorized as a clientele network. Even when a 

network structure changes from a clientele one to a pressure-pluralist or corporatist one, the types 

of groups represented in these changes are not completely captured by the policy network ideal 

types. Research in this dissertation has shown that as a general rule, the greater the participation 

environmental groups have in the policy cornmunity/networks, the greater the eco-forest policy 

response. If the networks had become pluralist or corporatist, but only involved organized labour 

interests, it is doubtful that the same kinds of policy responses would have occurred. The ideal types 

of policy networks identified by Coleman and Skogstad might be improved by distinguishing between 

the types of groups involved (industry, labour, environmental, consumer, and others). The risk in 

undertaking such a project is making the model tao curnbersome. Overall, an application of Coleman 

and Skogstad's network model was successful in illuminating key differences in statefsocietal 

relations across the four jurisdictions. 



Policy CommunitylNe~ork Theory 

The findings of this research also infom theory about a group's potential role in the policy 

community/networks. Borrowing from Schmitter and Streeck (1981: 23), Coleman and Skogstad 

argue that two factors detemine the role associations and groups will play in the sub-govemment: 

the groups' "logic of membership" and the "logic of influence factors" (opportunity structure). The 

logic of membership includes such measures at the values or "collective identitf of the membership, 

the potential sire of the "rnembership domain, the geographical distribution of members, [and] their 

resource base (ibiqn.'The logic of influence refen to "the structures of significant institutions in the 

environment of the associational system, particularly the state" (ibid: 23). 

The research presented supports the argument that these two factors strongly infi uence the 

organizational development of environmental groups, which has a resounding effect on the role in 

they play in the policy making process. A national membership base for groups concentrating on US 

PNW forest lands was important, as was the ability to gain resources to participate effectively in 

policy nehnrorks. Likewise the "logic of influence" factors were shown to be key in determining the 

organizational development of environmental groups, and their ability ta crack clientele-pluralist 

networks. The three explanatory institutional factors raised in this dissertation are, for al1 intents and 

purposes, the same measure - only more detailed and less abstract than the definition offered by 

Schmitter and Streeck. 
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Borrowing again from Schmitter and Streeck (1981:24), Coleman and Skogstad theorize that 

two properties of organizational development are required for policy participation in the sub- 

government: "the interest organization must be able to order and coordinate a range of complex 

information and activity so as to amve at positions on relatively sophisticated policy questions" and 

"the group must be sufficiently autonomous frorn mernbers to be able to transcend their short-term 

interests and to take a longer terni perspective on policy while still guaranteeing members' 

comp~iance".~ The evidence frorn this study is ambivalent about this point. US groups were able to 

build coalitions the fastest, and this allowed them to exert influence in the policy networks. A number 

of US national-based environmental groups have been able to meet these criteria and becorne more 

integrated than their counterparts in BC, Oregon and Washington. 

However, organizational characteristics do not appear to be requirements for group 

involvement in policy participation, but they do seem necessary for long-temi policy success. 

Research presented in the Chapters Five and Six shows that although the Washington 

Environmental Council (WEC) has a weak associational structure with little autonomy from its 

membenhip, it did take part as a policy participant in both the TimberlFishMlildlife Process and the 

Washington State Sustainable Forestry Roundtable. In the case of the TimberlFishMlildlife process, 



the WEC was part of a policy "success" in which environrnental groups, industry, the state and 

abonginal groups agreed to a set of forest practice refoms. In the case of BC, govemment agencies 

and the BC Wiid environmental coalition were able to provide necessary resources to fragmented 

environmental interests in order to facilitate their participation in corporatist-oriented policy networks. 

These experiences show the need to qualify slightly Coleman and Skogstad's daim that 

"policy formulation in the absence of a well-developed associational system is doomed to failure" 

(Coleman and Skogstad 1990a: 231.' Although the WEC's lack of organizational autonomy did not 

derail the TFW process, it was one factor leading to its limited policy gains. For the Sustainable 

Forestry Roundtable, environmental representatives, who did not have autonomy from their 

members, reached an agreement with other policy participants. The deal was scutiled after group 

mernbers failed to ratify the deal. In the case of BC's Commission on Resource and the Environment 

regional tables, environmental representatives lack of autonomy from members may have been one 

reason for the inability of tables to reach a consensus. Yet this muid hardly be deerned a failure, 

since the final policy decision was supported by most stakeholders, induding environmental groups. 

Additionally, the organizational structure of international groups did not appear to matter as much 

as their ability to threaten BC's export markets. 

This dissertation also infoms the policy community/network theory about the institutional 

causes of different networks. For Coleman and Skogstad (1990a: 27), pluralist networks "anse in 

sectors where state authority is fragmented and the organized [societal] interests are at a low level 

of organizational developrnent . ..[,].. . unable to coordinate the multiple, narrow, specialized groups 

competing with one anothef. Whereas the tevel of organization determines the network family 

(pluralist, dosed or state directed), the absence or presence of state autonorny detemiines whether 

the nehvorks will be pressure pluralist or clientele pluralist: 

In situations where state agencies have the capacity to be autonomous from the 
sectoral interests, pressure pluralisrn is more likely; where autonomy is less 
developed and officiais are dependent on sectoral groups, clientele pluralism may 
arise (ibid 28). 
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Coleman and Skogstad (1990a: 28) theorize that corporatist or concertation networks will ernerge 

when the state agency and participating organized interests are both highly developed: "organized 

interests play a prominent role, tending to draw on a highly developed associational system that 

guarantees a virtuai monopoly relationship with the dominant agency". State directed networks, 

Coleman and Skogstad (1990a: 29) argue, occur where the state has a high level of autonomy and 

capacity. In the presence of a weak associational system: 

... organized interests play neither an important advocacy nor participant role in the 
policy process. These [networks] tend to occur in times of crisis, in fostering the 
development of an infant industry, or when policies tend to be horizontal in nature. 

The evidence in the preceding chapters also tempers this theory. Chapter Six revealed that "very 

weak" associational systems do not necessanly exist in a state-directed network. Oespite the 

presence of a highly organized forest industry and an increasingly integrated environmental 

community. the provincial cabinet was able to initiate a short-lived state directed forest practices 

network over rule development. The ability of the state to do this stemrned from the Westminster 

model of govemment, the high level of state owned land. and discretionary statutoiy regime. Other 

institutional variables influence the capacity and autonomy of the state besides the level of 

organizational development of state and societat interests, as Coleman and Skogstad would agree. 

The Weakness of Strong and Weak Characterizations 

The evidence indicates that where state capacity and autonomy are high, as in the case of 

British Columbia, the state can influence mernbership in the policy community, the type of networks 

that exist, and detemine the nature of policy outputs . This is done by creating new processes, 

agencies and even facilitating the creation of new environmental associations. Conversely, where 

state capacity and autonomy tend to be low, the state has much less latitude. 

However. evidence presented in this dissertation cautions against describing the state's role 

as "strong" or "weak". The introduction revealed the problern historical institutionalists have 
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encountered in applying these concepts to the rnacro-level. Many of these same problems exist at 

the sectoral level. Different parts of the state within the same sectoral level policy community will 

have both "strong" and "weak" characteristics. There were key differences arnong: the executive, 

executive agencies, the legislature and the judiciary. For example, in Washington and Oregon, the 

state has less autonomy from organized industry interests, than in any of the other three jurisdictions. 

Forest policy making authonty is concentrated in the hands of a single agency to a much greater 

extent than in the US federal forest policy networks and the legislature is weak. Yet, the forest 

management agencies are strong. They have the capacity to irnplement network decisions, and have 

shown the ability to fend off "intrusion" by other agencies. 

Even the "strong" BC state felt it had no choice but to allow international environmental 

groups a significant degree of access and influence to the decision-making process. Similarly, the 

BC govemment's fear of "capital flight" served to limit the state's ambitious policy agenda. Perhaps 

the best example was the NDP cabinet decision not to proceed with an already written and prepared 

Endansered Species Act - an Act that was strongly supported by the province's Ministry of the 

Environment. The United States federal PNW presents a hybnd example, where nilings from a 

"strong" judiciary forced land management agencies to break from their clientele relationship with 

forest industry officiais. This gave land management agencies a greater degree of autonomy from 

industry interests, while reducing their autonomy from regulatory agencies and environmental 

interests. 

Policy Outputs 

This dissertation has detailed the development of policy communities, networks and policy 

outputs in the four jun'sdidions key to forest policy making in the PNW and BC. This examination was 

not about rneasuting indicators of environrnental health. Environmental groups push for eco-friendly 

forestry legislation and govemmental policy decisions because they believe this affects the health 
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of the forests and their edogies. In fact, a multitude of other factors come into play when examining 

these outcomes. For example, until the early 1 9 9 0 ~ ~  BC had protected only 5 percent of its forest 

land from commercial harvesting, but it had the greatest percentage of old growth forest land, 

estirnated at 40-60 percent compared to 10 percent in the Pacific Northwest. Forest policy is an 

important influence on the forest ecology, but it is not a direct predictor of a region's ecological state. 

This is why, using Sharkansws nomenclature, it was outputs rather than outcomes that cornprised 

the central focus of this inquiry.1° Similarly, this dissertation has not addressed proposals for 

community based forestry." These involve normative debates beyond the scope of the work 

presented here. 

THE DIRECTION OF FUTURE NETWORK AND POLICY CHANGE 

Despite former BC Premier Harcourt's hope that the post-1991 forest policy changes would 

end the ''war in the woodsn, conflict over the use of BC and PNW forests will continue. However, it 

is unlikely that dramatic network or policy output changes will occur in the foreseeable future in any 

of the junsdictions under review. ln the case of BC, the Clark NDP govemment has shifted attention 

to forestry jobs and away from the eco-forest initiatives that dominated the Harcourt years. And 

despite the changes made under Harcourt, many domestic and international environmental groups 

have inaeased their dticism of BC forest practices. l 2  It is possible that this renewed criticism may 

backfire. Unlike the Harcourt govemment's response that it was changing poor forest practices, BC 

government officials now point out that changes have been made, and argue that most of the 

criticism is unjustified. Indeed, in April of 1997, BC Premier Clark referred to Greenpeace officials 

as the "enemies of British Columbian, for their production of a pamphlet that decried BC harvesting 

practices, and used what sorne analysts daim are pictures of decade old clearcuts (Georgia Straight 

1997). Given the latest criticism, the lesson for BC state offïcials is that eco-forest initiatives do not 

often result in reduced confkt or accolades. This may reduce the incentive to respond favourably 
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to future environmental concems. It is ironic that once the BC govemment developed forest practice 

regulations more stringent in most cases than those in Washington and Oregon, it is BC that is still 

being threatened with boycotts while the State niles, for the most part, go unchallenged 

intemationally. 

The only area in which change may occur is through the Canadian federal govemment's 

Endanqered Species Act. British Columbia industry and its allies are concemed that this Act might 

actualiy see the federal govemment use its constitutional authonty to increase its role in 8C forest 

policy (Forest Alliance of British Columbia 1997). Given the recent post-Charlottetown fascination 

with administrative devolution of federal powers, even this possibility seems unlikely. 

Similarly, network and policy output change is unlikely in the PNW jurisdictions. Organized 

interests are tinkering at the margins of the Option 9/FEMAT plan. Congress has once again become 

the focus of environmental and industry interests over appropriations funding for road building and 

other management issues. The administration has tumed much of its efforts to how to improve the 

implementation of Ecosystem Management in the PNW (Tuchrnann et al. 1996). A new found 

endangered species could add an uncertain element in this junsdiction, but with the vast majority of 

federal land already blocked from being harvested, even this might not result in discemible change. 

At the State level, al1 indications are that the status quo will continue. Evidence indicates that an 

ecological disaster rnobilizing public opinion would have little long-terni reverberations on the State- 

level clientele-pluralist networks. 

Herein lies a key problem: this review has found that even though the environment knows 

no boundaries, environmental policies and politics certainly do. Yet govemrnents, environmental 

groups and other interests on both sides of the border argue that the lessons of the past decade are 

that if long-tem sustainable forestry is to be achieved. holistic ecosystem-onented planning will be 

needed. Since the PNW and BC boundaries share the same ecosystem, it seems appropriate to 

conceptualize the PNW and BC as single "Cascadian* region, as many observers already do. The 
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logic of this argument is for increased bi-national and inter-junsdictional cooperation. Otherwise 

environmental victories in one junsdiction could continue to be offset by less strict niles in other 

jurisdictions. The US federal govemment has made efforts to include non-federal lands in its 

ecosystem approach, but this falls far short of inter-jufisdictional pro-active cooperation. At the same 

time, the forest industry in both the PNW and BC has a right to compete under similar rules. 

However, international agreements have proven difficult to achieve. The UN Rio conference 

(the Earth Summit) could only agree to a "non-binding" statement of principles (Johnson 1993: 103- 

116) and subsequent negotiatjons for a cornprehensive agreement broke down after a split between 

developing and industrialized countnes. Perhaps a smaller "Cascadian" accord might be more 

manageable, and potentially serve as a model for future international agreements. The hurdles for 

this type of international agreement also seem insurnountable. It is improbable that vested (and 

different) interests in each junsdiction would give up their power for an uncertain new international 

policy realm. If international cooperation cannot be achieved, at least this review has demonstrated 

that environmental groups, forest industry offcials, govemment actors and other interested officiais 

must be acutely aware of the consequences of each jurisdiction's policy decisions not just on 

shaping their own forest policy struggles, but also on their neighbour's. 
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'The reader is invited to read Appendix A to gain a more detailed understanding of first order policy change in each 
junsdiction. 

'There will be changes to BC land ownership patterns once the cuvent treaty process resutts in forest land transfers to 
a boriginal peopleç. 

3Sectoral levei explanatory factors will not ahrvays be the same for different policy communities. It is doubtful whether land 
ownership would have much significance for the health care policy communtty, for example. However, macro-institutional 
and statutory regime factors rnay be more important across policy communities. More research has ta be done, but certainly 
ongoing historical institutionaii and "new constitutiondi' (Weaver 1994) analyses continue to provide evidence that macro- 
institutional setüngs matter. 

'See Stefanick (1994); Lemman, Wilson and Raynor (1 996a; 1996b); and Hoberg (1 996). 

7n the case wtiere the vvishes of the BC state cuincide more dosdj wrth international-based eco-forest groups, the autonomy 
of the BC state vis-a-vis economic actors could actually be seen as being strengthened. 

Bernstein and Cashore (1 996 (revised February 1997)) present a detailed treatment of the effects of globalization and 
internationalkation on BC forest politics that builds on the policy communrty/network approach. 

'Coleman and Skogstad (1990b: 24) further detail what the logic of membership means for business groups: 

For business assoaations, togic of membership factors refer to industry structure. For example, the more 
compeûbe fims in a sector are with one another the greater the differences among firms, and the larger 
the number of firms, the more drfficutt itwill be to reach a higher level of organizational development ... The 
impact of these factors in is often compounded when firms are geographically dispersed and their 
inter- d i e r  depending on their spaûal location. In contrast, organ~ational develo pment becomes easier 
where fimis are oriented to the domestic market, and hence may need the protection of the state, where 
oligopoly prevails, or where sectoral and territorial interests coincide at the provincial level. 

%chmitter and Streeck argue that organizational structures are more developed if strategic resources are "institutionalized 
and if they have the "autonomous capactty to act and pursue long-term strategies regardless of short-term environmental 
constraints and fluctuations" (Coleman and Skogstad 1990a: 21; quoted in Schmitter and Streeck 1981: 124). 

?olicy "successl@ is a highly subjective term that in this case simply refers to "achieving influence over policr. In this regard 
the Washington Sustainable Forestry Roundtable was a policy "failure0* for environmental groups, but the 1987 
TimberlFishMlildiife process was a policy "success". 

"See M'Gonigle and Parfitt (1 994), Hammond (1 993a; 1993b). 

' m e  Sierra Legal Defense Fund has been highly critical of the Forest Practices Code imptementation (1 996; Sierra Legal 
Defence Fund 1997) and for management to approve harvesting plans that contravene Code guidelines. The Valhajla 
Society has once again brought b criticism of BC forest practices to Germany, along with a new report, 'Brazil of the North 
II" (Vancouver Province 1997). The San Francisco-based Forest Action NeWork has launched a new BC forest products 
boywtt campaign in Europe (Hamilton 1997). A coalition of environmental groups has asked that former Premier Harcourt 
not be allowed to speak at a conference on North American biodiversity, citing his government's decision to allow logging 
in Clayoquot Sound (Leyne 1997). 



APPENDlX A: 
FIRST ORDER ECO-FOREST POUCY CHANGE 

This appendot reviews the development of seven measures of forest policy change. The initial requirements as of 
the mid 1970s hiJuin be reviewed, and then an examination of their evolution over the next 20 years follows (Table A.0 presents 
an overview of these findings). The seven -forest policy measures to be examined are rules governing clear cuts, riparian 
zones, endangered ~p~esibiodiversrty, reforestation, road building, the level of cut allowed per year, and forest protection. 
These were chosen because they represent arguabiy the most controversial areas of eco-forest policy. Since this is intended 
as a systematic account of eco-forest policy change, there will be some necessarily repetiüon with the dissertation chapters 
that also addresseci eco-forest policy outputs. 

OVERWEW 
All jurisdictions in the Pacific Northwest introduced jurisdiction-wide forest practices requirements in the eady to 

mid-1970ç Mi le  British Columbia did not However, Oregon and Washington State's initial forest pracüces rules were often 
framed in non-mandatory terminology and provided for discretion and exceptions. Since the 1976 National Forest 
Management Act, few substantive forest practice policy changes occurred on federal lands in the Pacific Northwest untii 
litigation over the Northern Spotted Owl. The ensuing Option 9 increases forest practice rules regarding dear cuts. 
streamside riparian protection, endangered specieslbiodiverstty, forest protection and reduces significantly the annual 
allowable cut  

60th Oregon and Washington undenivent changes to substantive forest practice regulations in 1987 following 
consensus processes and in 1991 foUowing industry supporteci IegsJaüon- In the case of Oregon, the 1 987 changes included 
increasing logging nrles in n'parian zones and sensiüve wildlife habitat areas. The 1991 changes resuked in limitations on the 
&es of clearcuts, a nparian consultation process that eventually led in 1994 to tougher logging rules wrthin newly created 
ripafian management areas, and stncter regeneration requirements on clear cut forest lands. 

The 1987 Washington changes led to increased logging rules within newiy created Riparian Management Zones 
and new ~ I e s  for orphaned roads. In addion a Wndiife Code was established, listing the specieç threatened with extinction. 
Through exisüng forest pracüce rules, criücal habitat areas have been designated by the Forest Practices Board for selected 
speaes, induding emergency rules for the Northern Spotted CM. The 1991 changes included limitations on clear cut sires. 
Despite these initiatives, State-Ievel changes were Iimited in nature, and were not as restrictive or severe as those that 
occurred in the PNW and BC in the early 1990s. 

ln British Columbia, forest pracüces that used to rety on indidual cutüng permits', regional guidelines, and ad hoc 
forest protection policies were replaced with statutory initiatives after 1991. The only significant exception to this pattern is 
in reforestation standards, where BC has historically employed the most progressive policies. WÏth the exception of the 
formula for determining the Annual Allowable Cut (AAC), al1 of the substantive forest practices reviewed here undenvent 
significant change in British Columbia from 1 991 -1 995. While most federal PNW substantive changes were carried out by 
changes to the regional guide and administrative policy, BC changes were for the most part the resutt of the Forest Practices 
Code Act. 

1. CLEARCUmNGIHARVESTING TECHNIQUES 
Overview 

The practice of clearcutting was one of the main catalyst. leading to the NFMA, resulting in PNW clearcut limrts 
being established in the PNW in the late 1970s. Administrative policy was changed in 1992 to reduce further clearcutüng, 
while the Option 91Spotted owi plan abolished clearcutting in designated areas. Conversely there were no rules regarding 
dear cut stre on private and State-owned land in PNW until 1991, when industry in both States succeeded in having clear 
cut regulaüons passed that f d  far short of requirements on US federal forest lands. tn BC, the 1994 Forest Practices Code 
A 3  replaced non-mandatory regional guidelines with clearcut sire regulations similar to those in Oregon and Washington 
State. Unlike Oregon and Washington State and similar to rules on federal PNW lands, the BC Code also moves to reduce 
the use of clearcutting. 

PNW FEDERAL LANDS 
The National Forest Manaqement Act limits clearcutting to where it is "sihricutturally essential to accomplish the 

relevant forest management objecüves" and "a multidisciplinary review has first been made of the potential environmental, 
biological, aesthetic, engineering and economic impacts on each sale area."' Regulations require that harvesting methods, 
"not be chosen prirnarily because they will give the greatest dollar return" and must "avoid permanent impairment of site 
productivity and ensure conservation of soi1 and water resources." 



Regulaüons have set clearcut &es in the P a d c  Northwest at 60 acres (24.28 hectares) for Douglas fir forests and 
40 acres for others.' The regional guide for the PNW generally reflects the regulations, although it does allow for clearcut 
sizes to be increased by up to 50 percent, if they will result in "a more desirable combination of net public benefits."' 

Still, this wording allows for considerable agency discretion and environmental groups have consistently pointed 
out that clearcutting is still Md+ used in US National Forestç. In response to this, then US Forest Chief Dale Robertson 
issued a Policy Directive on June 4, 7 992 that IimÏted clearcutting to where it is "essential to meet forest plan objectives."' 
In addition, Option 9 resuited in reserve areas for watersheds, old growth forests and "deçignated conservation areas to 
protect specific species." Only "very limited' harvesting can occur in these reserves, and clearcuts are not alloweû. 

PNW STATE LANDS 
Oregon 

There were no niles estabkhing dearcut &es in Oregon until 1991, when the industry-supported Senate Bill 1 125 
amended the Forest Pracîices Act to limit clearcut sizes to 120 acres (48.56 hectares) within a single ownerçhip.' However, 
this limitation can be increased to 240 acres (97.13 hectares) if approved by the State Çorester and certain requirements 
are met7 There are also no rules Iimiting clearcuts as a method of harvesting, except in riparian zones discussed below. 

Washington State 
It was only in 1991 mat the Washington Forest Practices Act was amended to require clear cut size standards on 

private land. Mm-mum clearcut size is set at 240 acres (97.13 hectares) with DNR reserving the right to have an 
interdisciplinary team review clearcuts in excess of 120 acres (48.56 hectares). As of 1987, the Oepartment of Natural 
Resources had a policy of limiting dear cuts to 100 acres (40.47 hectares) on State land.' 

British Columbia 
Before the 1994 Forest Practices Code Act, the only limitations on clearcut srzes or harvesting methods were 

addressed through the Coast Harvest planning guidelines. The guidelines recommended that cut blocks "should average 
40  hectare^.'^ Rdiecting the enabling nature of the Act, the Forest Practice Code only permrts regulations governing clearcut 
and cut Mock &es to be enacted.I0 Recently released standards require maximum cut block sires for any even-aged cuts 
of 40 hectares (1 O0 acres) in the coastal region and 60 hectares (150 acres) in the intenor." The Act also prohibits 
clearcutting where aiternative harvesting systems are more ecologically appropriate. 

II. STREAMSIDE RIPARIAN AREAS 
Overview 

Ripafian areas refer to those forest lands immediately adjacent to streams. Environmental groups, scientists and 
other interested parties in recent years in the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia have been arguing that forest practices 
in these areas are particularly threatening because such acüvity can directly lead to declining fish stocks, the qualtty of 
drinking water and excessive erosion and runoff. On US federal lands. the President's Spotted Owl plan (Option 9) 
dramaticalïy increased protection around riparian areas, vastly exceeding what is required on PNW private and State owned 
lands. In Oregon, substantive changes regulating forest practices in riparian areas followed the 1987 dispute resoiution 
procesç and the 1991 industry initiateci changes. Similar measures were undertaken following Washington State's 1987 
TimberlFisMNildlife process. Neraier State has forest practice rules prohibiting forest extraction near riparian zones. In British 
Columbia, noninandatory and regonallyfocused Coastal FishForestry guidelines have been replaced wrth comprehensive 
rules prowding regulaüons under the Forest Practices Code Act BC's regulations combine elements of the US federal and 
State initiatives, making its riparian practices leçs severe than the federal PNW but tougher than those on State regulated 
lands. 

PNW FEOERAL LANDS 
Forest Service 

The US NFMA regulations sbte that fish and wildlife habitat "shall be managed to maintain vrable populations of 
existing native and desired non-native vertebrate ~pecies" '~ and that "no management practices causing detflmental 
changes" shall occur 100 feet from any body of water." 

Much tougher riparian ruies have been introduced for streams m i n  federal forests in the range of the northern 
spotted owi. Option 9 amends the regional guide, National Forest Land and Resource Management plans and Bureau of 
Land Management Resource Management Plans M i n  owl terntory. For fish bearÏng streams, reserves will be created on 
each side of the Stream equalhng at le& 300 feet (approxirnately 100 rnetres); permanent& flowing non-fish bearing strearns 
wili have at least 150 feet (50 metres) on each side protected and seasonally flowing intermittent streams wll have at teast 
100 feet (33 metres) protected. Tintber harvesting is not permrtted in these areas except for minor exceptions," and road 
building is highly regulated. 



PNW STATE LANDS 
Oregon 

Instead of ueaüng speafied riparian areas. the Oregon Forest Practices Board originally focused on what practices 
should be avoided near streams. The Board discouraged road and trail construction and recommended that 75 per cent of 
the "original shade" be left The debris from logging was not to enter strearns or lakes (Cubbage and Ellefson 1980: 421 - 
468). These rules were slightiy aitered after the 1987 dispute resolution process." Applying only to Class t wated, 
streamside management areas have been established in which "operators shall obtain written approval from the State 
Forester of a written plan, before conducting any operations." ln reviewing such plans. the State Forester has been given 
the authont'y to require that "special management practices be undertaken "" 

The 1991 riparian rule review procésç led ta new rules adopted by the Board of forestry effective September 1, 
1994.'8These comflcated niles expand the previous 1987 measures. Forest extraction is still permitted in streamside zones 
but "landowners are encouraged to manage stands within riparian management areas in order to grow trees in excess of 
what must be retained so that the excess may be har~ested."'~ The n w  rules established three new classifications of strearns 
similar to Option 9 disions on US federal lands." Each classification must leave a certain percentage of trees when 
dearcutüng or selective harveçting." However, whereas Option 9 creates riparian reserve zones where forest extraction is 
not permitted, the goal of these new regulations is to continue "...ta grow and harvest trees," while protecting " fish, wildliie, 
and water qua~ity."~ 

Washington State 
tike Oregon, the Washington Board of Foresûy's riparian rules originally emphasized what kind of timber practices 

should be avoided near streams but also established Streamside Management Zones in which use of logging equipment 
was to be minimized. These rules were modied after 1987 when Riparian Management Zones (RMZs) were first mandated 
by the Washington Forest Fractices Board, folowing the TimberlFishNVildlife Accord agreement 1 9 8 7 . ~  The forest practice 
niles regarding RMZs dassrfy five types of waters.z' As wtth Oregon. the Washington rules require that a certain percentage 
of trees are left after hanresting occurs in these zones. rather than prohibtüng harvesting from taking place.n 

British Columbia 
Before the 1994 Forest Practices Code Act and its subsequent regulations and standards, there were no province- 

wide rules governing forest extraction in or near riparian areas. Nonetheles, in 1986 industry organizations, the BC Ministries 
of Forests and Environment, Lands and Parks and the Federal Ministry of Fishenes did collaborate to produce Coastal 
FisheriedForestry guidelines. Theses guidelines are now in their third edi~n.'~Since 1986 it has been cornmon ta 
incorporate them into contra& between the province and the logging operator. However, the rate of non-compliance has 
been extrernely highmn Draft guidelines were produced for the interior of British ~ o l u m b i a ~ ~  and aithough never adopted, 
much of this work was incorporateci into the Forest Practices Code Act and tts accompanying regulations and  standard^.^' 

The Coastal Fisheries/Forestry guidelines identmed three strearn classes"' and created three types of zones: 
Fkheries Management Zones (FMZs), Manne Sensrtive Zones (MSZs), and Streamside Management Zones (SMZs). SMZs 
are required for al1 strearns, but only in the case of Class A streams was this area generally protected from tirnber 
h a r ~ ~ n g . ~ '  According to the guidelines, hawesting was not permitted wrthin SMZs unless approved by fisherieç agencies 
and if approved, harvesting was still not permitted within 10 metres on each side of the streams. Other detailed guideiines 
were set pertaining to some or al1 of the three classes: FMZs. MSZs, and SM2 s guidelines included rules on road building, 
the timing of logging operations, and bridge construction." 

BC Riparian Standards and Regulations mer the Code 
The Forest Practice Code Act and ïts proposed regulations and standards create a new system of Riparian 

Management Areas containing both Reserve Zones and Management Zones. There are now three Stream classifications 
according to whether they are fish bearing and depending on their size.= Fish beanng streams will have a Riparian 
Management Area containhg a reserve zone of 20 metres in which harvesting is generally not permitted and a management 
zone of 30 rnetres in which harvesting is limited to, "...single tree seledion, group selection and other similar siivicuitural 
systems approved by the District Manager."x Non-fish bearing streams !NiIl have only Management Zones established, and 
will be smaller than fish bearing streams. In this sense the BC requirements follow the approaches taken by Oregon and 
Washington State in regulating, but not stopping forest practices in management zones. However, the BC requirements 
partialiy reflects the US Option 9 rule changes by prohibiting logging in reserve zones. 



III. ENDANGERED SPECIES/BlODIVERSITY 
Overview 

Biodiversity generally refers to a mulbtude of plant and wildlife species that together make up a functioning 
ecosystem. This has been an evolving concept however. At first biodiversdy was measured by "lead indicators" such the 
number of endangered species. In recent years, administrations on both parts of the border have focused more on 
ecosrstem management, which tends to be more holistic in its app r~ach .~  

At the heart of Option 91Spotted Owl plan were those biodiversrty/endangered species provisions within the NFMA 
and ESA. As a resuit of Option 9, new regulations have been proposed by the Forest Service in order to focus protection 
on entire ecosystems and l e s  on individual species. 

Again, Oregon changed its biodiversity/endangered species provisions following the 1987 consensus process. 
These rules are much l e s  severe than what was required in the federal PNW, focusing mosüy on limiting hanresting around 
known sites of endangered species during certain seasons. In Washington m e ,  the creation of the 1986 Wildlife Code gave 
additional protection to endangered species. However, this Act is limited in scope, and most i nd~dua l  species protection 
rests with the Forest Practices Board. Unlike the response on the US federal lands, as of the Fall of 1996, the Board had 
yet to define critical habitat areas for the Northern Spotted owi. 

In BC, the Forest Practices Act departs from previous policies by requiring operational plans to address wildlife 
species and is accompanied by a much touted non-binding biodiversdy field guide. However, in the absence of a counterpart 
to the US ESA, comprehensive, substantive biodiversrty/endangered species protection is less than that afforded on US 
federal lands. 

PNW FEDERAL LAND 
Forest Service 

Two key statutes have infl uenced biodiversity and endangered species: the 1973 Endanqered Species Act (ESA) 
and the NFMA The ESA applies to State and federal govemment agencies including the Forest Service, the Bureau of Land 
Management, the National Park SeMce and to private landowners wrth respect to its "taking" (where harvesting amounts 
to the elimination of species habitat) provisions. The NFMA only applies to US Forest Service lands. The NEPA is also 
important for requiring federal agencies to consider "alternatives" when making its land use de ci si on^.^ 

The ESA provides non-discretionary direction regarding the listing of endangered or threatened species. If the Fish 
and Wiidiife SeMce or the National Marine and Fiçhedes Senrice fail to Iist a species. organized groups have the right to force 
i i i ng  through rnigaüon, as occurred with the SpoUed ûwl." Additional statutory protection for wildlife and biodiversrty is found 
with the NFMA legisiaüon and its accompanying regulations. The NFMA cals for regulations to be enacted that "provide for 
diversrty of plant and animal communities," and mandates "steps to be taken to preserve the diversity of [native! tree 
s p e ~ i e s . " ~  As a resuit. current regulations require that "...viable populations of existing native and desired non-native 
vertebrate sWes..." be maintained and thatforest planning must "provide for diversrty of plant and animal communities and 
tree species consistent wrth the overall mufüple use objectives of the planning ares."= In addition, and as reviewed in the 
previous section, court rulings and Option 9 have resuited in interagency efforts to adopt ecosystem managementw Part 
of these efforts invofve the development of interagency conservation agreements designed to protect wldlife before rts 
becomes listed. 

PNW STATE LANDS 
Oregon 

Originally Oregon's rules simply required that 'consideration" be given to wildlife habitat." However, legislative 
changes made in 1987 required the Department of Foresûy to collect inventories of threatened and endangered species 
and ' e c o l o g i ~  and scientiiicalty signficanr sites. If, after co~ducting this analysis, the Forest Practices Board decides that 
forest hanresting may conflict W h  these resource sites, the Board must then "consider the consequences of the conflicting 
uses and detenine appropriate levets of protection."42 AJthough the Board "shall adopt rules appropriate to protect resource 
sites" they must be "consistent" with the timber extraction focus of ORS 527.630." Rules tend to focus on limiting harvesting 
during reproductive seasons or specifying areas around particular sites in which no logging can occur. 

Washington State 
The Washington Board of Forestry issued general rules in 1974, stating that "[hlarvesting practices should teave 

the area conducive for tirnber production and encourage ~ildlife."'~ In addition, the Forest Practices Board has the power 
to designate critical habitat areas for individual species and has done so for the grizzly bear, bald eagle, grey woff and 
o ther~ . '~  Any forest practices on these lands require an environmental assessment set out in Washington's SEPA 
legislation .'6 



The 1987 WildIife Code creates a process whereby the Director of the Department of Fish and Wildlife can ask the 
Wildlife Commission to list a species if it is "seriousiy threatened with extinction." The Commission considers this request 
"sdefy on the basis of the biologicaf status of the species being considered, based on the preponderance of scienûfic data 
available."" Once a species is tisted, the Department is required to prepare a recovery plan, but there is no timeline for rts 
~omplet ion.~ 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
British Columbia has no endangered species legislation. The federal government had proposed an Endanaered 

SDecies Act, but if the proposed version remains intact, it will oniy appiy to '70 marine waters and federaf lands" (Elgie 1995: 
22) and thus have minimal impact on 8C forest practices. The 1986 BC Wildlife Act permÏts the cabinet to designate 
endangered or threatened species but excludes plants, "invertebrates" and k h .  This action is also completely discretionaiy 
and oniy four have k e n  listed ta date. The Act also gives discretionary power to the Minister of the Environment to 
designate "critical wildlife areas for threatened and endangered species" but this provision has been used onbj once.4g 

The M i n w  of Environment, Lands and Parks has developed a list of threatened. endangered and "at risk" species 
and has developed administrative policies regarding ind~dual  species. Similar ad hoc processes have occurred in the 
Ministry of Forests with respect to indidual species such as the Gnzzly Bear and Marbled MurreletSo 

The Forest Practices Code Act and its accompanying regulaüons and standards mark a departure from previous 
policies. Regulations state that timber companies preparing a developrnent plan must "describe strategies for addressing 
specified wildlie ~pecies.'~' Holders of Tree Farm ticenses (FTLs) have been given the additional responsibility 'Y0 inventory 
and set management objectives for wildlife" when preparing their management plans.52 Overall, four 'strategies" are 
recomrnended when protecting specific ffora and fauna. The first strategy is to see if other guidebooks prowde "adequate 
protection". The second strategy is to idenûfy flora and fauna communities whose 'cntical habitat' is in a 'geographically 
concentrated aream. Discretionary management options are then to be outiined. The third strategy deals with habitat needs 
that affect a range of species. In these cases more general measures are supposed to be recommended, including the 
m b T i  of "a more rigorous' enforcement of biodiversity guidelines. The fourth strategy is idenûfymg those species whose 
protection will have a "major [impact] on the forest industry. Unlike the US ESA, the Code does not have the power to 
address these species. lnstead it is recommended that "higher-level planning" deal with t h e ~ e . ~ ~  

General management strategies for the maintenance of biodiverstty are also detailed in the biodiversrty field guides. 
tt is assumed that " native species and ecological processes are more likely to be maintained if forest management activities 
are managed to resemble natural disturbance  agent^...."^ However, these are unenforceable guidelines that even the 
Ministry acknowiedges rnay be "drfficutt' to implement in "some  situation^".^ 

Thus, despite these changes, there is no explicit requirement that the BC Forest S e ~ c e  must ensure the 
maintenance of 'lvildlife diversw', falling short of those provisions contained in the US NFMA and its accompanying 
regulations." The Fshenes, Wldie and H a m  Protection Branch of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks pushed 
heavify for an ecosystem approach to the forest pracüce Code in which forest extraction would be seen as "residuar' after 
ecosystem biodiversrty had been maintained. However, the Branch fell short of this goal.'' Still, the biodiversrty guidelines 
provide leadership in this direction, setting forth principles aimed at preventing endangered species from being listed.% 
However, these rules are fairly easy changeable. For example, following Ministry of Forests commitments that the Forest 
Practices Code would not result in more than a SÏX percent reduction in the Annual Ailowable Cut (discussed below), the 
biodiversw regional guide was changed to reduce its negative impact on timber h a ~ e s t i n g . ~  

IV REFORESTATION 
Overview 

Reforestaüon is an important eco-forest policy because it addresses in large part, the pnnciple of sustainable forest 
practices and sustained yield management However, reforestation is not simply a measure of eco-forest policies, as there 
are strong econornic incentives to regenerate forest land in order to ensure future supply. Consequenüy, the lack of piW: 
policies regarding reforestation on private land does not rnean than reforestation does not occur. In these cases, market 
forces create a strong incentive to reforest anyway. 

Wnh the exception of new 1991 reforestation rules for clearcuts in Oregon, nerther Oregon, Washington State nor 
the federal PMN lands have changed their reforestation rules since their statutory regimes were established in the mid 1970s. 
British Columbia introduced tougher changes in 1987, when the Social Credii government amended the Forest Act to require 
licensees to prepare a pre-harvest silvicutture prescription. The Forest Practice Code Act's regulations impose further 
requirementç. 



PNW FEDERAL LANDS 
R e f o r d o n  efforts have histoncaliy been an important part of the US Forest S e ~ c e ' s  mission. However, wrth the 

enactment of the National Forest Management Act, Congres gave statutory direction to the Forest Service to manage 
National Forest Lands including "...the degree of stocking ...[ an a... rate of growth," "...to secure the maximum benefits of 
mulüpie use sustained yieid management in accordance with land management plans.60 In addition. the NFMA directed that 
timber extraction only occur where, "there is assurance that such lands can be adequately rstocked within five years after 
harvest""' No changes have occurred to reforestation requirements under Option 9. 

PNW STATE LANDS 
Oregon 

Oregon's rules for reforestation in 1971 differed by regton. In the Eastern and Southvdestern regions, restocking 
is required when logging reduces an "acceptaMe species" below 25 percent of tts original levels. Rules require that restocking 
entail planting 100 seedlings or saplings per acre, and must be completed within six years in the eastern region and four 
years in the southwest region. Convedy, the Norarwestem region rules required 150 seedlings or sapiings to be established 
per acre by the third or fourth year after har~eshing.~ No significant changes were made to these requirements until 1991 
legislative changes (SB 1125) established new state wide reforestation rules for cIear cuts. 

Washington State 
In 1974, Washington State Forest Pracüce Rules required that reforestation take place for Wear cuts and cuts 

removing more than 50 percent of the volume of a stand in any 5-year p e r i ~ d . ' ~  The rules required that clear cuts must be 
either replanted within three years or naturaliy regenerated within five years "adequate stocking" defined as "300 wdl 
established, weü dmbuted seedlings per acre.'e Reforestaîion plans must be subrnitted when applying to undertake a forest 
practice. Further, a report must be made after planting is completed and there is an inspection of the planting wrthin 12 
r n ~ n t h s . ~ ~  Neither the TFW Accord nor the 1991 legislative measures resulted in any significant changes to reforestation 
provisions. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
The history of reforestation in BC represented not so much responses to the first or second wave of 

environrnentaiism, but m e r  to the sudained yield sptern outlined a b ~ v e . ~ ~  Since 1960, holders of TFLs and other licences 
have been required to undertake refor-on, and the 1978 Forest Act made this a statutory req~irernent.~~ The Forest Act 
waç a b  amended in 1987 to require that the holder of a major license prepare a pre-harvest silviculture prescription (PHSP) 
for every proposed cut site. The PHSP must be prepared by a professional forester and is part of the licensee contract 

The Forest Practices Code Act's PHSP (renamed sihncukure prescriptions) provides further detail as to what must 
be induded. A sihiculture prescription prepared by a professional forester, is required to show how a 'free-growing crop of 
trees* will occur within a given tirne frame. In addition, this plan must ensure that trees are 'ecologically suitable*, that the 
applicant has an 'adequate suppiy of seed or Wes' and mat plans conform to "higher level plans and long term management 
O b je~t ives . "~  

V ROAD BUILDING 
Ove rview 

Road building is also a major concern on the part of environmental organizations. However, as industry 
organüaüons point out, smailer dearcut sizes usualiy result in the need for more roads. The NFMA imposed significant road 
building requirements and again, Option 9 increased them. In Oregon, road building requirements did not change after the 
1971 Act and in Washington State, onty minor changes occurred after the TFW process. Before 1995, road building 
requirements in BC were guided by the Forest Service Manual and developed on a regional basis. Following 1993 intenm 
rules, the Forest Practices Code Act regulahons provide for maintenance or deactivation of a road. Road building location 
is also regulated, including strict limitation in riparian areas. 

PNW FEDERAL LANDS 
NFMA Regulaüons in the 1970s on Nah'onal Forest lands required that al1 non-permanent roads must be "designed 

with the goal of reestablishing vegetative cover ... wtthin ten years.'- Road building restrictions were increased on Spotted 
Owl lands in the eariy 1990ç. These rules dramatically limit road building in riparian zones, require watershed analyses "prior 
to road constructions" and minimal disruption to natural water f l o ~ s . ~ ~  



PNW STATE LANDS 
Oregon 

Oregon issued a number of rules in 1971 that should be followed when planning road location. These included 
minimïzing the risk of harvesting equiprnent and matenal entering streams and to avoid locating roads in unstable or sensitive 
areas. Rules aiso sWe that road width and roads crossing streams should be minimized. Where roads are to be Iocated in 
ripanan management areas, they should prevent erosion, allow "adequate fish passage" and prier approval must be given 
by the State Forester". 

Washington State 
in Washington State, earty 1970s rules were similar to Oregon's and rnost rernain in place today. Rules stated that 

roads be rninimized in "canyons, riparian and wetland a r e a ~ , " ~  and not located on steep or unstable slopes, or where wildlife 
habitat would suffer "substantial loss or damage."" Rules also required that active, inactive and abandoned roads be 
maintained and in some cases road maintenance or abandonment plans be ordered. The 1987 TimberlFishMliIdlife process 
afso addressed road management and the special case of Orphaned Roads, wrth DNR agreeing to undertake a number of 
management initiatives." 

BRITISH COLUMBiA 
Before 1993, forest road construction practices were developed by indidual BC Forest reg ion^.'^ Road 

construction was moçtty guided by the Ministry of Forests Engineering Manual and ad hoc reports and guidelines established 
by the Minsûy of for est^.'^ However, the Ministty of Forests did issue a regulation in 1983 which required that a permit be 
issued before constructing logging r ~ a d s . ~  

In June 1993, the BC Min* of Forests issued a comprehensive document on engineering practices eçtablishing 
interim, "...province wide technical standards for pre-construction, construction, maintenance and deactivation of al1 forest 
roadç and logging trails ... applicable to al1 access-related actMb'es within the provincial forests of British ~olurnbia."'~ These 
standards, along with enforcement provisions and penames for non- cornpliance, have been incorporated into the Forest 
Practices Code Ad's ammpanying regulations, standards and field guides issued in 1995. Roads can only be constructed 
and penrts issued if bey are idenûîÏed by a licensee in a forest development plan or access management plan. Roads must 
either be maintained or deacüvated. There are three types of deactivation: temporary, semi-permanent, or permanentTg 

The Forest Practices Code Act alço creates standards for road location. As a general principle, the location of roads 
must be consistent with "identified resource values." Where a conflid occurs, the District Manager is required to make a 
decision, atthough s/he must consult with other relevant agency officiais. Road building is prohibited in the reserve section 
of Riparian Management Areas unless no other options are possible.* 

VI1 THE ANNUAL ALLOWABLE CUT 
PNW FEDERAL LANDS 
Overview 

The annual ailowaMe cut ( M C )  is an important measure of long terrn sustainability. Changes can occur because 
the method of calculating the AAC has changed, or because variables the equation considers change (reduced supply due 
to protected areas, forest fires, etc.) In the United States PNW lands, changes to the equation took place in the mid-1960s 
introducing a strict definition of "sustainable", partiy in responses to the Muhple Use Sustained Yield Act No changes in the 
calculation method have been made since, but the Option 9fSpotted Owi plan drastically increased the amount of 
administratively withdrawn areas (from timber extraction), leading to significant declines in the AAC. 

lmportantly and again highlighting the importance of private versus state land, there have never been any 
requirements in Oregon and Washington State iimiting the amount of timber cut on private land. Unlike the US federal lands, 
€3-h Columbia has not changed its AAC caiculations towards a strict definition of sustainabilty. However, recent increases 
in protected areas, the Forest Practices Code, and a 1995-1 996 timber supply audit witl impact AAC Ievels. 

The US Forest Service 
There is considerable confusion even within the US Forest Service, US Congress and among organized interests 

aithin the US forest policy communty over the distinction between, AAC, known as Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ), on the 
one hand, and timber targets provided by Congress as part of the annual appropriations process, on the other hand." The 
ASQ determination is an integral part of the NFMA's LRMP planning processes. It represents an estimate of the amount of 
timber that can be extracted each year over a 15 year time frame, taking into account the multiple use and environmental 
protection requirements reviewed in this chapter. Oespite RPA efforts to provide national-level guidance, the Forest Service 
largely ignores RPA ASQ objectives, with the resuR that ASQs are detemined by local forest plans" (Wilkinson and Anderson 
1985: 90). The ASQs can be changed by the Forest Supetvisor or Regional Director, but any "significant" departure requires 



a format amendment to an LRMP plan, and rnust be accompanied by an Environmental Impact statement (EIS) and public 
consultation. 

The NFMA requires that ASQs be calculated on the basis of land "sudable" for timber e~traction,'~ excluding 
administrativeiy or congressionally withdrawn lands. Aithough economic variables are to be considered. the Forest SeMce 
"retains adminstrativeffexibiüty in weighing the costs and benefits of proposed timber sales on economically marginal forest 
lands" (Brown, O'Laughtin, and Harris 1993: 573). 

In the eariy 1960s following the passage of the Multide Use Sustained Yield Act, the Forest SeMce recogntzed 
that because old growth forests grow at a slower rate than second growth forests but contain more volume of fibre, a "fall 
down" in the ASQ was inevitable as old growth forests were replaced with second growth forests. In order to avoid this fall 
d o m  efFect, the NFMA requires that Forest S e ~ c e  ASQ calculations provide, theoretically, for a "non-declining even flow 
policy (NDEF)."m 

Timber targets, on the other hand, are established by Senate and House Appropriations Cornmittees when 
ailocating funding for Forest Senrice budgets and act as directives to the Forest SeMce. Tied to funding for Forest SeMce 
operations, timber targets are more than ASQ "estimates". They represent a specific requirernent Congres imposes on the 
Forest S e ~ c e .  Unlike ASQs, these targets are estaMished erther at a national level or for each of the Forest SeMce's nine 
regions. However, the US Forest S e ~ * c e  does not have to follow Congressional timber targets if doing so would be contrary 
to LRMP, regional guides, standards, regulaüons and statu te^.^ Indeed, the NFMA sets out non-declining even flow 
requirements not just for ASQ estimates, but also actual timber sales. The NFMA requires the Secretary of Agricutture to, 
"limit the sale of timber from each national forest to a quanbty equal to or l e s  than a quanûty that can be removed from such 
forest annually in perpetuty on a sustained yield basis.'* 

Desprte these rules, an important caveat remains in the abiiii of Congress to mandate a certain level of timber sales 
notwrthstandng e%isting statutes and not open to judicial review. This occurred during the spotted owi controversy in 1992= 
and recurred in 1995 when Washington Senator Slade Gorton managed to have Congress pass a bill allowng 'salvage" 
logging in Option 9 resewe lands. 

Although no recent changes have been made to how ASQs should be calculated, Option 9 measures have 
significanw reduced the ASQ and timber sales in the Pacific Northwest Sales from federal forest lands were expected to 
stabilize at 1.2 billion board feet annually, after a high of 5 billion board feet in the late 1980~.~ '  

PNW STATE LANDS 
Oregon 

Oregon has never imposed limits on the annual allowable cut 

Washington State 
There are no lirnrts on the annual allowable cut for private lands in Washington State. However, since 1992, the 

Forest Practices Board has required DNR to prepare an annual report detailing harvesting rates on private landm For State 
owned lands, the Board of Natural Resources determines the annual cut when approving the Forest Resource Plans and 
is guided by a statute that requires " harvesting on a continuing basis &out major prolonged curtailment or cessation of 
harvestUm ln addition, the Forest Resources Plan approved by the Board calls for "an even fiow harvest plan."" 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Unlike the decentraiized United States Forest System where local forest plans essentially determine the ASQs, BC's 

regional and sub-regional Ailowable Annual Cuts (AACs) have tradiüonally been approved by the Chief Forester as part of 
TFL (Tree Farm Licence) Management and Working Plans and Timber Suppiy Area (TSA) Resource Management Plans. 

The 1978 Forest Act gave the Chief Forester dmretion ta consider a range of values in determining the AAC. Only 
one of five diverse factors was, however, required to be can~idered.~' Unlike the NFMA, there is no "non declining even floM 
policy and the BC Forest Service acknowledges that as old growth forests are replaced by second growth, there will be an 
inevitable decline in the Annual Allowable Cut because of the Yall down" effect This policy has led to considerable public 
consternation over the paradox Ween a sustained yidd policy h a t  wil eventually require significant reductions in the AAC.'' 

Recent iiügaüon over the definition of "sus&inaMe" has upheld the Forest Service's fall down policy. However, British 
Columbia's recent forest practice, land use changes, and recent forest inventory audit will impact AACs levels. 



Vlll FOREST PROTECTION POLICES 
Even before the first wave of environmentalism, provinciaUState and federal parks were created, although their 

existence is mosüy owed more to recreational than environmental c o n ~ e r n s . ~ ~  Thus, the current percentage of protected 
areas in erther jurisdiction is the result of a number of historical initiatives. 

Except for caseswhere government and organized inter& work to purchase pnvate forest land in order to Save 
it from being harvested, forest protection is limited to public lands. Forest protection generally occurs in hivo distinct ways: 
through strategic initiatives dire* aimed at p r e s e ~ n g  selected forest areas; or as a consequence of Mldlife protection and 
forest practices policies. 60th the US federal government and British Columbia have made strategic choices. The 1964 
Wiidemess Act and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act protected key areas from hawesting or other economic development, 
and created processes through which other designations could occur. No exact goals were set, but to date over 100 million 
acres have been protected as a resuit of these statutes throughout the United States.94 In the case of BC protected areas 
policies have moved from ad hoc responses to high confiict areas to a government announcement of a Protected Area 
Strategy wtth a commitment to protect 12 percent of the province.95 

In addition, forest protection can occur as an output of substantive forest extraction/practices rules. For example, 
adminfftrabvely reserved areas created as a result of opûon 9 are the direct result of the endangered species protection wdhin 
the €SA and the NFMA.96 Similarly, the reserved areas within BC ripanan zones are a resuit of the Forest Practices Code 
rather than CORE or Protected Area Strategy (PAS) strategic land use considerations. Thus, the level of old growth or foiest 
protection is not usualiy a resutt of a single policy but an accumulation of a number of historical strategic, forest extraction 
and wildlife protection po~icies.~' 

What can be said however is that limited foret  protection has occurred in pnvate land in the PNW, that BC and 
the federal US saw recreation and wilderness areas created before and during the second wave of environmentalism, but 
that BC and the federal US saw dierent types of protection dunng the second wave. In the case of the United States lands 
in the federal PNW, dramatic "administrative" withdrawals of forest lands from the commercial land base were made as a 
result of the President's Plan to Save the Northern Spotted Owl. These lands are not protected by legislation and will 
conceivably become part of the commercial land base if the Northern Spotted Owl recovers (or the current Congress 
changes the existing statutory regime). 

On the other hand, Bnûsh Columbia's protected areas have almost doubled since 1991. These areas wiIl be 
protected in legiçlatîon. Thus, both regions have seen an increase in protected areas but for radically drfferent reasons: the 
US federal PNW lands as a result of strict legislation regarding species protection and BC lands the resuit of a strategic 
decision initiated by government 
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Table 7.0 Cont. US federal lands Oregon Washington BC 1 US federal lands Oregon Washington 

Reforestation NFMA directs 
Forest Senrice to 
allow timber 
extraction only 
where "such 
lands can be 
adequ ately 
restocked within 
five years of 
ha rvesl' 

Restocking 
required when 
harvesting 
reduces 
"acceptable 
species" below 
25 percent of 
original levels. 
Between 100 
and 150 
seedlings must 
be planted per 
acre.' 

Reforestation of 
300 seedlings 
per acre 
required for cuts 
removing more 
than 50 percent 
of trees. 
Must be 
replanted within 
three years or 
"naturallfe 
regenerated 
within five years. 

State wide rules 
esta blished 
regarding 
reforestation of 
clearcut areas. 

No changes Forest Act 
arnended in 1987 
to require licence 
holders to prepare 
"Pre-harvest 
silvicutture 
prescription for 
every cut site. 
Forest Practices 
Code standards 
require 'Yree 
growing crop of 
trees be 
established". 

Road building NFMA regulations 
require road 
designs take into 
account its effects 
on land and 
resources. All 
non-permanent 
roads must be 
designed to 
"reesta blish 
vegetative 
cover.. .within ten 
years" 

Number of rules 
issued by Board 
of Forestry that 
"should be 
followed. These 
include 
"minimizing" risk 
of material 
entering waters 
and avoiding 
unstable or 
sensitive terrain. 
Road building in 
riparian areas 
must have prior 
approval of State 
Forester. 

Rules require 
that use of roads 
be "minimized" 
in "canyons, 
riparian and 
wetlands" areas 
and not located 
on steep or 
unstable slopes. 
Roads 
prohibited in 
areas where 
wildlife would 
suffer 
"substantial loss 
or damage". 

No changes. TFW process 
agrees that the 
Department of 
Natural Resources 
addresses road 
management, 
particularly 
orphaned roads. 

Province-wide 
standards set in 
1993, later 
incorporated into 
Forest Practices 
code.' 
adopted for 
construction, 
maintenance and 
deactivation of. 
Code standards 
require that roads 
"protect and 
maintain identified 
resource values" 

Annual 
Allowable Cut 

NFMA requires 
that the annual 
cut results in a 
"non-declining 
even fioW in 
perpetuity." 

No changes, In 1992 ONR 
begins preparing 
annual reports on 
private land 
harvesting rates. 
Harvesting must 
occur on State- 
owned lands on an 
"even f l o d  
continuing basis. 

1978 Forest Act 
altows "range of 
values" when 
determinino the 
M C .  Timber 
Supply Review 
results in cut 
reduction, Cut 
reduced further as 
a result of Forest 
Practices Code 
and protected 
amas. 

Forest 
Protection 

1964 Wilderness 
Act begins - 
strategic forest 
protection. 

Lirnited 
protection on 
small amount of 
State owned 
lands. 

Limited 
protection on 
small amount of 
State owned 
lands. 

Limited protection 
on small amount 
of State owned 
lands. 

Limited protection 
on small amount of 
State owned lands 

Protected Area 
Strategy, COR€ 
double protection 
to 12 percent. 

Footnotes 



'FishIForestry guidelines began in 1986 recommend cut block sizes be no larger than 40 hectares (100 acres). 
qh is  was a directive issued in 1992 by then Chief of the US Forest Service, Dale Robertson. It applies only to Forest Service land in the PNW. 
'These increased rules only apply to those strearns within the range of the Northern Spotted Owi. 
'These guidelines have the force of law if the ~uideline rules were included in individual contractual agreement between timber cornpanies and the government. 
%e Board must "consider consequences of coniiicting uses" before deciding on appropriate action. Rules must be "consistent" with the timber extraction focus of the Forest 
Practices Act (ORS 527.630). 
The Wildlife Act allows non-fish, vertebrate species to be designated as "endangered or "threatened". The Ministry of Environment adopted administrative policies for "at 
risk species". 
'Forest Practices Code regulations also require forest companies to develop strategies to "address specified wildlife species". TFL holders required to "inventory and set 
management objectives for wildlife. 
8Ruleç differ slightiy according to region. 
'ln 1983 Ministry of Forests requires permits be issued before constructing roads. 
"'Congress has the power to pass legislation mandating a certain level of cut and Co exempt this legislation from judicial review. 
"Unlike the US system, "sustained yield does not mean "non-declining". The reason for the difference is that BC forests have a higher percentage of old growth forests. 
Since old growth forests contain more fibre per unit, as they decline as a percentage of the forest land base, so too, in theory, will the annual cut. 



End notes 
'The Cmng Permit, which a& as a contract between the Min- of Forests and the Licensee, requires. that unies a Five 
Year Oevelopment Plan States ta the contrary, destruction to takes, streams and water supplies, will not be permitted and 
the Gcensee must take a number of specific steps to protect these resources. Specfically, cutting permit's required that fie 
year devdopment pians ensure that a ücensee not pmi t  the destruction of water supplies 'for any purpose', that debris and 
polluting substances not enter lakes or streams, and that certain other forest pracüces be undertaken away from riparian 
areas. In addition, the cutting permit keH contained specific forest practices rules including the construction of culverts to 
allow fish passage and the falling of timber away from riparian areas (Vance 1990: 55-56). 

Oetailed forest practices rufes were first used in the late 1960s under perrnrts sold under PSYUs (the forerunner 
to TSAs), commonly referred to as "Pl and PJ' dauses (Personal interview, Senior official Ministry of Environment, April 19, 
1995). 

'Section 6(g)(3)(F). 

'As Haddock (1995: 37) points out, "clearcutting rules rnust be read in conjunction wNi other regulatory provisions which 
state that 'management prescriptions, where appropriate and to the extent practicable, shall preserve and enhance the 
diversrty of plant and animal communities, including endemic and desirable naturalized plant and animai species."' 

'See United States. USDA Forest SeMce (1 990b: 3-1, 3-38), quoted in Haddock (1995). 

%ee Robertson (1 992). 

'ORS 527.750 

'See Waldo (1987: 34). 

'Sec Hoberg (1 993c: 45). 

laForest Practices Code Act, ss.209-211. 

"Exceptions can occur where the "cut block incorporates characteristics of natural disturbances" (Haddock 1995: 43). 

"36 CFRs.219.19 A viabie population is defined in the regulations as "one which has sufficient numbers that will ensure itç 

continued existence is well distributed in the planning area" (Haddock 1995: 49). 

'%~afvsting is not pemitted where "catastrophic events degrade the riparian environment" and removal of salvage wll harm 
the aquatic environment (Haddock 1995: 50). 

15 The Forest Practices Board increased riparian forest practice rules by requinng that the wdth of streamside nparian 
management areas "shall average three times the stream width, but it shall not average less than twenty fbe feet or average 
more than one hundred feet" (OAR 629-24-1 17.) 

16 Defined as those waters important for domestic use, fishing, recreation and fish spawning. 

"OAR 629-24-1 0 1 (8)(a), (39); OAR 629-24-1 1 3 

"0regon. Department of Forestry. Forest Practices Section (1 994: introduction). 



20Class F are :"Streams that have fish use, including fish use streams that have domestic water use" (OAR 629-57- 
2100(4)(a)); Class D are "Streams that have domestic water use, but not fish useW(OAR 629-57-21 00(4)(b)); and Class N 
strearns cover ail other types of streams. Each of these streams is further classified by whether it is large. medium or small. 
Riparian Management Areas are required ranging from 100 feet (33 metres) for type F streams to less than 20 feet for type 
N streams.(see OAR 629-57-2250). 

%nce the riparian areas are establkhed, there are further rules requiring clearcut hawesting to leave a certain percentage 
of trees on 1000 feet of stream on each side. See Oregon. Department of Fore*. Forest Practices Section (1994: 56). 

Washington State. Department of Natural Resources (1988- 7). 

24According to uses by "humans, wiidtife and fish, as well as stream wim and gradienl' (WAC 222-16-030). Quoted in 
Haddock (1 995: 51 ). 

25Type 1 waters fall within "shorelines of the state" and idenfified according to the Shoreline Manaaement Act (RCW 
90.58.030). Type 2 waters have a "high fish, M f f e  or human use" with 20 feet or greater channels Type 3 have a "moderate 
k h ,  wildlife or human use" wNi 20 feet or greater channels. Type 3 have a "moderate fish, wildiife or human use." Type 4 
waters are "upstream of Types 1,2, or 3 or untjl the channei becomes less than 2 feet ." (see Haddock 1995: 51). 

2S~rib-sh Columbia. Ministry of Forests; British Columbia. Min isq of Environment, Lands and Parks; Canada. Department 
of Fishefles and Oceans; and Council of Forest Industnes of British Colurn bia (1993). 

%ee Tripp, Nixon and Dunlop (1992). 

''Sec Canada Department of FisheBes and Oceans (1 990). 

2S~ersonal interview, Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks. 

30~ lass  A streams were defined as those, "...frequented by anadrornous salrnonids andor resident sport fish or regionally 
significant fish species; or streams that have been identified for fishery enhancement in an apptoved fishery management 
plan.". Uass 6 Sûeams were those "...populated by resident fish not cunentiy designated as spoFt fish or regionally signficant 
fish."and Class C streams were defined as those, "[sltreams or porhons of streams that are not frequented by fish." See 
British Columbia. Ministry of Forests; Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks. Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada and Council of Forest Industries of British Columbia (1993: 4). 

"The size of Class A SMZs was determined as "equal to the channel width on each side of the stream."For streams fess 
than 10 metres in widtfi, a 10 rnetre SMZ was required Mile for sbeams greater than 30 metres wide, "a 30 metre SMZ [was] 
normally considered adequate" (Bnüsh Columbia. Ministry of Forests et al. 1993: 18). 

lZSee British Columbia. Ministry of For& and others (1993: 7). 

=Sec Haddock (1 995: 57) 

Morrison (1 991) explains the change toward biodiversrty and ecosystem management: 

You Gan count all the part.j of a vehicte and assess their condition ind~dualiy wrttiout being assured th2t 
the assembled vehicle will start, or how well it will run over the long term. The fewer parts you inventory 
and monitor, the less likeiy you will be to predict whether the finished product is complete and how it will 
function. Quoted in United States. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment (1 992). 

' 6 A l t h ~ ~ g h  this requirement does not directîy affect substantive requirements, in conjuncfion wrth ESA and NFMA 
requirernents, it has resulted in timber sales injunctions in the PNW federal lands until proper analysis of alternatives for 
managing spotted owi lands are undertaken. See generaliy Hungerford (1994) and Sher (1993). 



37Despite the non-discretionary direction of the ESA. exemptions can be granted by the Endangered Species Commrttee 
known as the "Gad Squad-" The ComrnRtee must determine that there are no reasonable alternatives, that it is in the 

public interest and that the benefrts outweigh the costs (16 USC. 1536(h). For four excellent reviews on the effects of the 
Endangered Speaes iaw on Forest Service and BLM operations in the Pacific Northwest, see Sher (1 993), Sher and Stahl 
(1 WO), Yaffee (1 994), and Hungerford (1 994). 

5936 CFR 21 9.19.21 9.26. Quoted in Haddock (1 995: 42). The US Congres Office of Technology Assessment (1 992: 6) 
found that despite these provisions, the Forest Service has had difficuîty complymg because of inadequate inventary data, 
expertise, and monitoring. 

'"The BLM argued unsuccessful(y during the spotted owi litigation that because of the timber extraction orientation of the 
Oreaon and Catiifornia Lands Act, the €SA and NEPA provisions did not appiy to the same extent as they did on Forest 
S e ~ k e  lands (Hungerford 1994: 1406). 

"See Cubbage and others (1980: 463). 

"ORS 527.71 O(3)(b). 

''Unlike federal wildlife protection, the State Forester can grant "an exception from either structural or temporal protection 
as determined by the Board for each species or resource site." 

uCubbage and others (1980: 468). 

T h e  Board has been unable ta define cntical h a b i t  for the northern spotted owl, relying instead on emergency rules that 
both industry and enwonment organizations agree are not adequate. See Rowland (1 994). 

''There is no tirnetable for when the plan must be completed, aithough it must be initiated m i n  one year of the listing 
(Haddock 1995: 43). 

''Haddock (1 995: 44). 

%ee British Columbia Ministry of Forests (1 991; Undated). For more detailed references see, Eligh and Macleod (1992: 
44-45). 

"Proposed Operational Planning Regulation, s.37(2)(c) and s.20(2)(c)). The Act states that if required by the regulations, 
operational plans must "identrfy and classify' wildlife habitat areas (Section 17(2)(a)(ii)). 

%ee Haddock (1995: 45). In the absence of agency agreement, BC Forest S e ~ c e  Distnct Managers retain authonty for 
approval of operational plans except for those in communrty watersheds (where joint approval with a MOELP official 1s 
required.) See also Times Colonist news seMces (1994a). 

''British Columbia. Ministry of Forests (1995: 2). As a remît of this rneasure. as of July, 1996. four species have been 
deerned to be beyond the realm of the Forest Practices Code. They are the Marbled Murrelet, the Northern Goshawk, the 
Northern Spotted ûwi and the Gii2zly (Btitish Columbia. Ministry of Forests Undated). The abilty of "higher level" plans to 
adequately protect these species has been questioned. See Haddock (1 995: 471, Simpson (1 995). 

%tkh Columbia. Min* of Forests (1995: 1) The province is divided into five "Natural Disturbance Types" (NDT) regions 
based on Yrequency and type of the major natural disturbances" (ibid: 1). 

%British Columbia. Ministry of Forests (1995: 1) 



''In July 1996 the BC government's own State of the Environment Reporting office reported that "one in 10 plants and 
vertebrate animal in BC face "imminent extinction or disappearance from some areas", thanks largely to urban and 
agricuttural developrnent and logging Curtis (1996). The article quotes Sierra Legal Defence Fund lawyer Greg McDade, 
who argues: 

I think frankly this govemment ought to be embarrassed with the casual way in which it has deaft with 
endangered species 

57Personal interview, MOELP. For a discussion of the residual debate within the BC Ministry of Forests and Ministry of 
Environment, Lands and Pa rk ,  see Wright (1995). 

%teMew, MOE 

5glnte~ews, Sierra Legal Defense Fund; Ministry of Environment, Lands and Park. 

w16 USC ~.1601(d)(l). 

6'16 USC S. 1604 (g)(3()(e)(ii) The US Forest Service Sibcuiture Guide for Region 6 details the, "...minimum number, site. 
distribution, and species composition of regeneration that will constitute adequate restocking" (Quoted in Haddock 1995: 
59). 

%ee Cubbage and others (1 980: 462). 

%ee Cubbage and others (1 980: 468). 

%ee Knight (1 990: 5-8). 

67~orest Licences are the most cornmon of licence agreements wrthin a Timber Supply Area. 

=16 U.S.C. 1608(b); 36 CFR 21 9,27(l l )  (quoted in Haddock 1995: 63). In addition, the US RARE I and Il processes and 
initial LRMPs were to evaluate al1 roadless areas for their potential listing as wilderness areas. 

'%ee United States Department of Agricutture Forest Service and United States Department of lnterior Bureau of Land 
Management (1 994: 81  23-4). 

"OAR 629-24-521 (8); OAR 629-24-522. 

WAC 222-24-020 (quoted in Haddock 1995: 64). 

"~ashington State (1 987: 19-22). 

''~ritish Columbia. Ministry of Forests and others (1993: 70). 

'%aptes 2.4, 5 8 6 of the Engineering Manual deait specikally with road construction (Eligh and Macleod 1992: 27-28). 
Exampies of regional and ad hoc guidelines include: British Columbia Ministry of Forests (1 992), British Columbia. Miflistry 
of Forests. Prince George Forest Region (1 986). British Columbia. Ministry of Forests. Kamloops Forest Region (1 984). 

'"Bc REG 213183. Known as the Road Right-of-Way and Recreation Trail Regulation, it also set detailed provisions for the 
use of Forest Service roads. See British Columbia. Ministry of For& and others (1993: 27). 



'%ee Bntish Columbia. Ministry of Forests and others (1993: 70, Appendix 10). 

"Forest Practices Code Act Section 58 (2)(a)(l and Seclion(63(1)). Tem porary or seasonal deactivation referç to roads 
wtiose use R suspended for up to three years. For these, ditches and culverts must be inspected and "water bars must be 
constructed where there is an adverse risk of erosion" (Haddock 1995: 65). 

MProposed FPC standards (Quoted in Haddock 1995: 18). 

''Much debate has centred on industry beliefs that the ASQ represents a 'quota' or the views of environmental groups and 
others that the ASQ represents a 'ceiling' "on each national foret's annual timber sales from the suitable land base in order 
to insure a perpetual sustained yield of timbet' See Brown, O'Laughlin and Harris (1993: 575). 

b30epartures from the NDEF can oniy occur in order to meet, "overall multiple-use objectives"(l6 USC. 161 1 (a)1988). At 
the same time, the NFMA recogn~ed that the ASQ could be increased as a resutt of intensive management techniques or 
an Earned Harvest Effect. See Brown, O'Laughlin and Harris (1993: 574). 

MAccording to the Chief of the Forest Service in 1992: 
There should be no doubt in anyone's mind about which takes precedence if there 1s a conflict 
between standards and guidelines and (timber targets]; we expect every project to be in full 
cornpliance with standards and guidelines set forth in Forest plans (Letter from Dale Robertson 
Chief of the Forest S e ~ c e ,  to Regional Foresters, February 23. 1990. Quoted in Brown, 
O'Laughlin and Harris 1993: 584). 

asSection 16 (g)(3)(d). The NFMA also requires that trees to be logged must "generall)t9 have reached the mean annual 
increment, defined asvuithin 95 percent of the CMAl See Haddock (1995: 33) and Brown, O'Laughlin and Harris (1993: 57 3). 

%ee Hoberg (1 993b). 

"See Gorte (1992) and Johnson (1994: 41-43). For related data. see tables in Chapter Two. 

W A C  222-30-120, quoted in Haddock (1 995: 34). 

Washington State. Board of Natural Resources (1992), quoted in Haddock (1995. 34). 

%These factors were: the "sustainable rate", the "short and long term implications of alternative rates of harvest, the timber 
requirements of estabkhed mik, infestations, and the economic and social objectives expressed by the Minister of Forests" 
(Haddock 1995: 34) As Dellert (1994: 49) reviews, these provisions gave considerable discretion to Chief Foresters who 
believed the AAC was not sustainable. 

g2See British Columbia. Ministry of Forests. Forest S e ~ c e  (1990: 14-1. 14-2) 

"The Wilderness Act actually designates some US National Park Service lands as 'lvilderness areas," affording for these 
lands an even greater degree of protection. 

%Sec Hamiiton (1 994a: 46-49). 

%ashington State also created a commission in the late 1980s to study the issue of old growth protection. See Washington 
State, Commission an Old Growth Alternatives for Washington's Forest Trust Lands (1 989). 

%AS Kimmins notes, "lt has been argued that the spotted owi is as much a reflection of the desire by some environmental 
groups to preserve large areas of old-growth forest as it is a real concern about the survrval of the species."See Kimmins 
(1 992: 150). 



There G also a methodologicai dhnction between measuring old growth protection and measuring oid growth remaining. 
Presenting a revised version of Waatainen (1992), Hoberg (1993~: 81) reveals that as of 1991 more old grovvth as a 
percentage of forest lands had been protected in the PNW than in British Columbia but much more old growth remains in 
BC. Dramatic increzses in old growth protection as a resuit of Option 9 are solely because the Northern Spotted Owl needs 
old g r W  in order to sunrive, and haç nothing to do Wh a strategic desire on the part of government to increase old growth 
protected areas. 



APPENDIX B: SCHEDULE OF INTERVIEWS' 

POSITION PLACE 
Senior Official Victoria. BC 

DATE 
October 1 994 

ORGANSATICIN 
BC Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs 

American Forest 8 Paper Association Senior Government Washington, OC 
Policy Advisor 

February 1995 

Chief Economist, Washington, DC 
Forest Resourceç Group 

June 1994 American Forest & Paper Association 

American Forests Vice President, Washington, DC 
Policy and Legislation 

June 1994' 

June 1994 

June 1944 

Novem ber 1994 

American Rivers 

Wilderness Society, The 

Association of Forest S e ~ c e  Employees 
for Environmental Ethics 

Audubon Society of Portland 

BC Office of the Premier 

Senior Official Washington, DC 

Senior Official Washington, OC 

Senior Offical Eugene, OR 

Senior Onicial Portland, OR Novernber 1 994 

November 1994 Senior Official, International Victoria, BC 
Affairs 

Coordinator Vancouver, BC November 1994 

November 1994 

October 1995 

Decern ber 1 994 
May 1996 

Decem ber 1 994 

May 1995 

BC Environmental Network 

BC Forest Alliance 

BC Forest Senice 

BC Land Use Coordination Office 

BC Land Use Coordination Office 

BC Ministry Environment, Lands and Parks 

Executive Director Vancouver, BC 

Former Chief Forester Vancouver, BC 

Senior Policy Analyst Victoria, BC 

Assistant Deputy Minister Victoria, BC 

ADM, Policy, Victoria, BC 
Planning and Législation 

BC Ministrj of Aboriginal Affairs Treaty Negotiation Division Victoria, BC November 1994, 
June 1995 

BC Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks ADM, Fisheries, Wildlife Victoria, BC 
and Habitat Protection 

BC Ministry of Forests Manager, Victoria, BC 
Land Use Section, 
Resource Planning Branch 

June 1995 

'An U*" denotes interviews that were conducted by telephone. The rest were conducted in 
person in the noted location. 



Director, Economics and 
Trade Branch 

Victoria, BC August 1996 

BC Truck Loggers Association 

BC Wild 

Secretary-Treasurer Vancouver, BC 

Vancouver, BC 

Washington, DC 

Vancouver, 6C 

Ottawa, ON 

Vancouver, BC 

Ottawa, ON 

Ottawa, ON 

Toronto, ON 

Ottawa, ON 

Victoria, BC 

Victoria, BC 

Victona, BC 

Vancouver, BC 

Washington, DC 

Novem ber 1 994 

Executive Director Novem ber 1 994 

Canadian Embassy January 1995 
December 1996 

July 1994 Canadian Environmental Network 

Canadian Institute for Environmental 
Law and Policy 
Canadian lnstitute of Forestry 

Executive Oirector October 1993 

Executive Director July 1994 

July 1994 Canadian Nature F ederation Senior Official 

Canadian Nature Federation Executive Director July 1994 

June 1994 Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society Executive D irector 

Canadian Wildlife Federation Execuüve VicePresiden t 

Director 

July 1994 

Decembe 1994 Carmanah Forestry Society 

Commission on 
Resources and the Environment 
Commission on 
Resources and the Environment 
Council of Forest industries 

Decem ber 1 994 Commissioner 

Deputy Commissioner December 1 994 

Vice President, Forestry Novernber 1994 

Dewey, Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer 8 Wood Counsel, Coalition for Fair 
Lum ber lmports 

June 1994, 
December 1996 

Senior Officia1 Portland, OR 

Washington, DC 

Ottawa, ON 

November 1994 

June 1994 

July 1994 

Endangered Species Coalition Campaign Director 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada Deputy Minister, Fisheries 
Operations 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada July 1994 Ottawa, ON 

Victoria, BC 
Washington, DC 

Vancouver, BC 

Cambridge, MA 

Washington, DC 

BC Forest Action Nehivork 
Greenpeace USA 

Official 
National Canvass Liaison 

November 1995 
June 1994 

Harcourt Enterprises, Inc. 

Henry P. Kendal Foundation 

President 

Executive Director Septem ber 1 996 

June 1994 House Cornmittee on Natural Resources Professional Staff Mem ber 



International Woodworkers of 
America (Canada) 

Director, Environment and Vancouver, BC 
Land-Use Department 

July 1996 

lzaak Waiton League of America Executive Director Gatherstard, 
Maryland 

Specialist in Natural Washington, DC 
Resource Economics, 
Environment and Natural 
Resources Policy Division 

January 1995 

Library of Congress June 1994, 
January 1995, 

December 1996 

MacMillan-Bloedel 

Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 

VicePresident Vancouver, BC November 1994 

May 1995 Assistant Oeputy Minister, Victoria, BC 
Environment Regional 
Operations Department 

June 1994, 
December 1996 

January 1995 

National Association of Home Builders VicePresident Washington, DC 

National Audubon Society Director of National Issues Washington, DC 

National Audubon Society Assistant to Director of 
Government Relations 

Staff assistants 
Senior Researcher 

Executive Vice-president 

Communication and 
Public Relations 

Policy 

Executive Oirecto r 

Senior Attorney 

Legal Counsel 

President 

Policy Analyst 

Executive Director, Int 
Northern Forests 
Organization 

Wildlife Division, Habitat 

Director, Forest Practices 

Executive Director 

Washington, DC June 1994 

Washington, DC 
Portland, OR 

National Wildlife Federation 
National Wildtife Federation PNW 
Natural Resources Center 
National Lum ber and Building 
Matenal Dealers Association 
Native Forest Council 

June 1994 
November 1995 

Washington, DC June 1994 

Eugene, OR Novem ber 1994 

Natural Resources Canada, 
Canadian Forest Service 
Natural Resources Council of America 

Hull, PQ 

Washington, DC 

White Plaines, 
NY 
Washington, DC 

Portland. OR 

Seattle, WA 

Seattle, WA 

July 1994 

June 1994 

January 1995 

June 1994 

November 1994 

December 1994 

Decem ber 1994 

Naturat Resources Defense Council 

Natural Resources Defense Council 

Northwest Forestry Association 

Northwest Policy Center, 
Graduate School of Public Affairs 
Northwest Policy Center, 
Graduate School of Public Affairs 

Portland, OR 

Salem, OR 

Salem, OR 

November 1 994 

Novem ber 1994 

Decem ber 1994 

Novem ber 1994 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

Oregon Department of Forestry 

Oregon Forest Industries Council 

Oregon Natural Resources Council Staff Ecologist Portland, OR 
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Novem ber 1994 Oregon Natural Resources Council For- Projects 
Coordinator 

Eugene, OR 

Oregon Society of Amencan Foresters 

Oregon Trout, lnc. 

Portland, OR 

Portland. OR 

Decem ber 1 994' 

Novem ber 1 995 Senior official 

Outdoor Recreation Council of BC 

Policy Analysis 

Vancouver, BC 

Washington. OC 

Novem ber 1994 

Decem ber 1996 Director, Pof cy Anaiysis, 
US Forest S e ~ . c e  

Province of British Columbia Former Deputy Minister, 
Ministry of F orests 

Victoria. BC Novem ber and 
Decem ber, 1994 

Province of British Columbia Minister of Skills, 
Training and Labour 

Victoria, BC December 1994 

Province of British Columbia Minister of Aboriginal 
Affairs 

Victoria, BC 

Save Arnerica's Forests 

Senate Committee on Appropriations 

Codirector Washington, DC 

Washington, CC 

June 1994 

June 1994 Subcommittee on Interior 
and Related Agencies 

Senate Committee on 
Energy and Natural Resources 
Senate Committee on 
Energy and Natural Resources 
Senate Committee on 
Environment and Public Work 

Counsel Washington, DC 

Washington. OC 

Washington, DC 

June 1994 

January 1995 

June 1994 Senior Counsel for Fish 
and Wildlife 

Sierra Club Associate Representative, 
Lands Program 

Washington, OC June 1994 

Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund 

Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund 

Sierra Club of Western Canada 

Sierra Cub - Northwest Office 

Forest Policy Watch 

Sierra Legal Defence Fund 

Sierra Legal Defence Fund 

Society of Amencan Foresters 

Northwest Senior Attorny Seattle, WA 

Washington, OC 

Victoria, BC 

Seattie, WA 

Vancouver, BC 

Vancouver, BC 

Vancouver, BC 

Bethesda. MD 

Novem ber 1994 

June 1994 

Febiuary 1995 

Novernber 1995 

Novem ber and 
Decem ber 1995 

April1996 

Novem ber 1996 

April 1995' 

Senior Attorney 

Chairperson 

Senior official 

Executive Director 

Director 

Executive Director 

President - -  - 
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Octo ber 1995' 

June 1994 

Universrty of Washington Visiting Scholar Seattle, WA 

Attorney. Policy, Legislation Washington, DC 
& Special Litigation 

US Department of Justice 

US Department of the Interior, 
Bureau of Land Management 
US Departrnent of the Interior, 
Bureau of Land Management 

Chief of Forestry Division Washington, DC June 1994, 
January 1995 

June 1994, 
January 1995 

Chief, Branch of Washington, DC 
Wilderness Resources 

US Departrnent of the Interior, 
Bureau of Land Management, 
Oregon Section 
US Fish and Wildlife Service 

State Oirector Portland, OR Novem ber 1995 

Division of Endangered Washington, DC 
Species 

June t 994 

LIS Fish and Wildliie SeMce Division of Endangered Washington, DC 
Species 

June 1994 

US Forest SeMce Forest Environment Washington, DC 
Research Staff 

January 1995 

US Forest Service C hief Washington, DC January 1995 

January 1995 US Forest SeMce National Leader for Washington. DC 
Wilderness Management 

US Forest Service 

US Forest Service 

Legislative Affairs Washington. OC January 1995 

January 1 995 Appeals Specialist, Washington, DC 
Ecosystem Management 

US Forest Service Pacific Northwest 
Forest and Range Experiment Station 

Office of Station Director Portland, OR Novem ber 1 994 

US Forest SeMce, Pacfic Northwest Region Regional Forester Portland, OR Novem ber 1 994 

January 1995 Legislative Assistant, Washington, DC 
Congresman Ron Wyden 

January 1995 

Oecember 4994 

Office of Senator Mark Hatfiefd Legislative Assistant Washington, DC 

Washington Department of 
Natural Resources 

Division Manager, Forest Olympia, WA 
Resources Division 

Legal Counsel Seattle, WA November 1994' 
Decem ber 1994 

Novem ber 1 994' 
November 1995 

Washington Environmental Council 

Washington Environmental Council 
Western Canada Wilderness Cornmitee 

Senior Official Seattle, WA 
Co-director Vancouver, BC 

White House Office of Forestry and 
Economic Development 
Wilderness Society, The 

Director Portland, OR Novem ber 1995 

Senior Official Washington, DC June 1994 



Worid Resources InsMute 

Wodd Wildlife Fund Canada 

Worid Wildiife Fund Canada/ 
Tatshenshini WlLD 

Senior Official Washington, OC 

Senior Official Toronto, ON 

8C Endangered Spaces Victoria, BC 
Campaign Coordinator 
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June 1994 

July 1994 

May 1995 
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